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Quarterly Issues and Programs Report 
January – March 2014 

 

Through formal and informal ascertainment of the general public, community leaders, public 

officials - inclusive of different ethnic organizations and service organizations, the following list 

emerged as issues needing media attention and support. 

 

The programs produced to meet the needs of the public included locally produced shows and 

newscasts as well as national programs, public service announcement campaigns, and sales 

marketing campaigns. 

 

 Community Issues 
 

Accidents and Disasters 

Business & Industry 

Children & Youth  

Consumer 

Crime and Law Enforcement 

Deaths 

Diversity 

Education 

Employment/labor 

Entertainment 

Environment 

Foreign News 

Funerals and Memorials 

Government and Politics 

Health and Medical 

Lifestyle 

Religion 

Safety 

Severe Weather 

Technology 

Transportation
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REGULARLY SCHEDULED PROGRAMS 

 

 

Our locally produced, regularly scheduled programs are aired specifically to address community 

issues, concerns and needs. The programs are as follows: 

 

 NBC4 News Conference  

The Channel 4 News Conference is a weekly program airing on most Sundays 

from 9am-9:30am featuring topical, informative interviews with public figures, 

community leaders, and government officials. 

 

NBC4 News – Daily Local News Programs 

KNBC's daily newscasts devote considerable time to local issues and community 

problems.  Regularly scheduled newscasts include: 
 

Program Time Days Channel 

Today in LA 4:30am – 5:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 5:00am – 6:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA 6:00am – 7:00am Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at Noon 12:00pm – 1:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 5 5:00pm – 6:00pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 6 6:00pm – 6:30pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:35pm Monday-Friday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Saturday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 11:30pm Saturday 4.1 

Today in LA Weekend 7:00am – 8:00am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Conference 9:00am – 9:30am Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 5:00pm – 5:30pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News Weekend 6:00pm – 7:00pm Sunday 4.1 

NBC4 News at 11 11:00pm – 12:05am Sunday 4.1 

 

The complete program schedule for KNBC’s main 4.1 channel for the quarter is attached. 
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2:04 1/1/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>> new year's day fire fight. flames from three fires near trabuco 
canyon, forcing some from their homes. 100 firefighters are on the 
ground. right to our reporter. fire crews had help tonight 

0:20 1/1/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and dangerous subzero temperatures made from miserable work as 
emergency crews battled an apparent gas explosion and fire in 
minneapolis. 14 people were injured. six of them critically. 
emergency crews say some people may have fallen or jumped to 
escape the flame 

1:43 1/1/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
young girl's quick thinking helped save her grandmother's life.  

2:28 1/2/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
could go up at minute. more than 100 firefighters quickly controlled 
the fire. get out to where the fire is out but still dangerous 

0:25 1/2/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

talk soon. details about the fires burning in the cleveland national 
forest. authorities tell us, they have found a man they stay may 
know how the latest started. officials know if you have been living in 
the gym canyon area, refused treatment after being burned. he 
disappeared until tonight. the fire burned two cabins, investigators 
estimate the damage at more than $325,000.  

0:36 1/2/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

electrical outlet may have overheated may be the reason for a 
deadly fire in wittier. two men died inside an apartment. 
investigators believe the sparks from outlet ignite aid pile of clothing 
there. a woman who lives in a home on the property says, the two 
victims argued, shortly before the fire broke out 

0:20 1/2/14 11:21p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news. the fire is out at a lumberyard. a tower there, filled 
with explosive saw dust is a concern. firefighters are trying to keep it 
cool, without knocking it over. nobody has been injured in the fire.  

0:25 1/3/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the lumber yard fire we brought you breaking news at 11:00 ended 
up causing damage at a nearby business. while crews got the fire 
under control. they had to stay all night, watching an unstable tower. 
filled with saw dust. next to the lumberyard, a drapery business is 
also counting losses. after much of its inventory was damaged by 
smoke and water. the cause is still under investigation. but 
thankfully, nobody was hurt 

0:18 1/7/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a car crashed after slam into that tree. pretty well demolished the 
car. the accident sent three people to the hospital and has busy 
washington boulevard now closed down. we're told that two of those 
in that vehicle were critically injured 

0:21 1/7/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new details tonight in a deadly avalanche near vail, colorado, today. 
the man who died there was the grand sop of the ski resorts 
founder. the 24-year-old and three other people were in a popular 
back country area when the avalanche happened. the death is the 
fifth in the rocky mountain region and the second in colorado in just 
the past two weeks 

2:26 1/8/14 6:00a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
news in expedition park, a scary morning for residents who woke up 
to the flames.  

0:18 1/8/14 6:04a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

he only has minor injuries after colliding with a police car. this all 
happened in huntington beach late last night t. bike and police car 
crashed off a parking lot on springdale street. 

1:13 1/8/14 6:29a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
all right, breaking news right now from santa ana where there is a 
deadly fire 

0:20 1/8/14 6:35a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a deadly avalanche in vail, colorado. a grandson was killed in a 
back country slide yesterday west of denver. three other people 
were trapped in the snow for a while. but they were rescued with no 
major injuries.  
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0:34 1/8/14 6:42a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

santa ana, we confirmed two kids have been killed in a house fire. 
two other people at a home were rescued. we are working feverishly 
to find out their conditions. firefighters are still working to put out the 
flames there 

1:01 1/8/14 6:55a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news with news chopper 4 over santa ana, a deadly house 
fire. well, we understand that two young children killed in this house 
fire reported at about quarter to 5:00 this morning, two children dead 
on the scene here and two other people taken to a nearby hospital, 
not sure of the extent of their injuries 

0:20 1/8/14 6:56a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

power knocked out at expedition park. take a look at this the fire 
began at about 3:00 in the garage and spread to an apartment 
building. the fire was so intense, power was knocked out in part of 
that area, no one was hurt. there was damage inside at least one of 
the apts. no idea how this all started 

0:15 1/8/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

is a learning center new flames tonight. this is in the 5100 block of 
lincoln avenue. fortunately no one was hurt. firefighters managed to 
rescue a dog from the building much to the relief of that dog's 
owners 

0:17 1/8/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the l.a. fire department tells us some sort of discarded smoking 
material more than likely to blame for this high rise fire. hundreds of 
people had to be evacuated from the brentwood apartment building. 
this happened last october. several residents and firefighters were 
hurt in the process 

1:54 1/8/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a deadly fire in a group home for disabled adults killed two 
people this morning despite the efforts, the desperate efforts, in fact, 
of firefighters and neighbors who risked their lives to save them 

0:23 1/9/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now with this developing story out of riverside. firefighters expected 
to contain a brush fire burning in a river bottom any minute now. 4 
1/2 acres are burning out there. it's been a very difficult fire fight 
because of the thick vegetation. nearby homes not threatened 

0:53 1/9/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

apparently the 5 freeway shut down right here because of a terrible 
accident near the buena vista exit. we're hearing people are hurt out 
there 

0:15 1/9/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman had to be rescued tonight after her car went over the side 
of mulholland drive. this in hollywood hills. police say the 70-year-
old driver apparently did not turn on her car's headlights 

2:03 1/10/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 is over the scene as firefighters come to the rescue. 
that man is now listed in critical condition. and tonight, we're 
learning what was inside that home that really fuelled those flames 

0:45 1/10/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the wreckage of a small plane carrying a silicon valley executive and 
his family has now been found. more than a month after it crashed. 
there were no survivors. 51-year-old dale smith was flying the plane 
when it went down in the central idaho mountains on december 1. 
his son, daughter and their spouses were also onboard. the official 
search was called off last month, but hundreds of volunteers kept 
going and it paid off 

0:45 1/10/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we're getting word of a bad accident affecting traffic near the 110 

0:53 1/10/14 11:23p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a plane full of passengers and the pilot suffers a heart attack in the 
middle of the flight. not a good situation. and three women saved 
the day. two nurses and a co-pilot 
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0:19 1/13/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

back out on open water tonight, this sailboat lost engine power and 
ran aground near venice pier earlier tonight. four people on board 
were not hurt. they were safely rescued from this 33-foot vessel. the 
coast guard eventually freed the boat from the surf, sent it sailing 
just back up the coast to marina del rey 

1:49 1/13/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a tragic story. four members of one family, they were found huddled 
together in a converted barn in sylmar, victims of a deadly fire that 
raged around them as they looked for a way out 

2:35 1/14/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

developing news from pacific palisades. traffic is still a problem on 
pch. considers at a stand still. fires burned towards home at the top 
of hill.  

0:17 1/14/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
four large fires spread through dry brush out there today. but at least 
four homes burned 

2:15 1/14/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new video is surfacing after a vehicle in which eric garcetti was 
driving in but not driving hit a woman crossing the street. how this 
happened and the woman's condition tonight 

1:37 1/15/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tonight, we have this new video you're about to and it's going to 
shed new light on the death of a teenager who survived the crash of 
asiana flight 214 last summer only to be run over by the people her 
family says should have saved her.  

0:36 1/15/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

an early reminder that we do live in earthquake country. the 
epicenter of a 4.4 quake was about three miles north of fontana. 
roughly about 50 miles east of downtown l.a. a camera captured the 
shaking at a gas station when the quake hit at about 1:35 in the 
morning. local police and fire departments report no one was hurt 
and no major damage. but the quake overnight hit just two days 
before the 20th anniversary of that powerful quake in northridge 

0:33 1/15/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
and today, cal tech and the usgs released a study that shows steel 
framed buildings with fracture prone rows are more likely to collapse 

0:25 1/15/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

. and caught on camera, a very nice save. an employee at a home 
depot in anchorage, alaska, caught a child that was falling out of a 
shopping cart as the seat slip, chris strictland catches the baby just 
split seconds before he would have hit that concrete floor. home 
depot says strictland is going to receive the chain's angel award 
which is given for exceptional acts of heroism. 

2:30 1/16/14 6:00a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
suspicious fires in santa ana 

0:49 1/16/14 6:02a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
3.8 earthquake in corona 

0:31 1/16/14 6:03a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

police will have the orange county district attorney's office to 
reexamine what happened to a man after a conflict with garden 
grove firefighters. this began when he had to be subdued after his 
mom called for help because of his mental issues. according to their 
reports, when firefighters arrived, he received treatment, then 
attacked them. they finally took him to a hospital where he died four 
days later. police say the firefighters acted in self-defense but have 
now asked for an independent review. 

2:17 1/16/14 6:17a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we are following breaking news, news chopper 4 live over the los 
angeles national forest. 

1:43 1/16/14 6:24a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
you are in the big valley, you understand now what's going on above 
the hills in glendora 

11:53 1/16/14 6:29a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we are following breaking news right now. a wildfire burning in the 
hills above glendora 
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12:32 1/16/14 6:44a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we are following breaking news right now. a wildfire burning in the 
hills above glendora 

2:24 1/16/14 6:57a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we are following breaking news right now. a wildfire burning in the 
hills above glendora 

3:47 1/16/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
all day we brought you the evacuations. tonight, the injuries 

0:42 1/16/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

one of the five homes burnt to the ground in this colby fire was a 
guest house at the historic singer mansion compound. two guest 
house the almost six-acre property. this was home to a 11 people. 
they lost everything, but they managed to get out alive. the owner 
who holds religious retreats on this property thinks divine 
intervention may have helped save the big house 

2:46 1/16/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now let's take a look at the homes still in danger tonight. this is an 
aerial photo of the fire area that we took earlier today. and you could 
see the neighborhood. we got it circled in blue there to the west of 
highway 39. it's still under an evacuation order at this hour, 11:00. 
and you can also see the water filtration center there as well 

0:11 1/16/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we're learning more about injuries on this fire. one firefighter broke 
his ankle in a rock slide. another one was treated for minor burns 
and a civilian was treated for minor burns as well.  

1:12 1/16/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we watched the situation change really in a split second earlier 
tonight. after several hours of calm, and 30% containment. this all 
happened around 6:05. a sudden change in the wind out there. and 
an explosive situation unfolded during our newscast.  

0:30 1/16/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now, the governor is said to be watching the situation very closely. 
he's set to declare a drought emergency for the entire state 
sometime tomorrow. even though what we really need is rain, the 
declaration could at least generate some federal money to help out 
in these fire situations. and the effects of this fire, way beyond 
glendora.  

0:21 1/16/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
here's a live picture right now. firefighters have a long, long night 
ahead of them. mandatory evacuations in and around highway 39 

0:21 1/16/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the height of the fire this afternoon, flying embers ignited some palm 
trees in and around people's yards. fire crews with hoses were able 
to save thousands of homes. these embers traveled fast and far.  

0:14 1/16/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and smoke from the colby fire is so big, in fact, you can actually see 
them from space. this image captured by nasa. more than 700 
firefighters are working to keep this fight you should control.  

0:22 1/16/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

let's take a look at the fire burning in the san gabriel mountains. 
control flare-ups, firefighters have been working to protect homes 
through the evening. l.a. county fire will have a briefing at 6:00 a.m 

0:46 1/17/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a drought would allow firefighters to deal with situations like the 
colby fire we saw in glendora yesterday. this fire has burned more 
than 1,800 acres. it is still only 30% contained. flames destroyed five 
homes and damaged 17 other structures. people who live in the 
mountain cove area are still under a mandatory evacuation. but 
many residents have been allowed to return to their homes.  

0:29 1/17/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman hit by an suv in which mayor garcetti was riding is now out 
of the hospital. our cameras were there when she left this hospital. 
the 60-year-old suffered moderate injuries when she was hit by a 
police vehicle which was transporting the mayor back to city hall. 
police say she may have been crossing against the light, but that is 
still being investigated 
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0:08 1/17/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a small earthquake rattled a town around 8:20 tonight 

0:17 1/17/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this morning, people in the valley found a jolt. this one 
measured 2.6. the epicenter, in fact, was about two miles west of 
universal studios. no major damage. but several nbc 4 viewers e-
mailed and called us to tell us they definitely felt this 

0:21 1/20/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

another example of how dangerous dry conditions exist in the 
southern california area. grass fires spread to brush, then to a home 
in west covina. this house was destroyed when the fast-moving fire 
flared up today. this house sits on a small hillside 

0:16 1/22/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
firefighters are putting out hot spots of a condominium fire in texas. 
crews rescued a dog from the flames 

0:41 1/22/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in san diego, a mother was killed while pushing her daughter and 
another child out of the path of a utility truck. there was a candle 
light vigil tonight for 39-year-old anna rodriguez. police say that she 
was walking her 5-year-old daughter and a 4-year-old neighbor to 
school when it happened. the children were injured but they're going 
to be okay. rodriguez died saving their lives.  

0:16 1/22/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

infrared video shows a private jet crashing attempting to land at the 
aspen, colorado, airport earlier this month. the plane slams to the 
ground after a second attempt at that landing. the co-pilot was killed. 
two other people were injuried. the flight originated in mexico 

0:19 1/23/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

emergency crews in indiana spent the better part of the night 
clearing tractor trailers from interstate 94 after a massive pile-up. at 
least three people were killed and more than 20 others were injured. 
some 30 vehicles were involved in this crash. it happened in 
michigan city about 60 miles from chicago 

0:24 1/24/14 6:01a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a tough morning for people in anaheim. four children, four adults 
had to escape when their home caught fire 

0:26 1/24/14 6:09a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

blizzard conditions caused this horrible 40-car pileup in michigan. it 
happened on interstate 94 near michigan city. three people died. 
there were more than 20 injured. people stranded for hours as a 
result from the pileup 

0:45 1/24/14 6:11a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
very nervous folks out here, this is desconzo garden, a nice facility 
here. where about an hour ago, a fire was burning 

0:48 1/24/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a 10-year-old and her grandmother were hit on their way to school 
by an 87-year-old drier. police say the driver ran a stop sign here 
and hit the grandmother, her daughter, two children and a cousin  

0:21 1/27/14 6:36a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the ventura pier is back opened after heavy surf damaged part of it. 
it was closed over the weekend until the huge waves calmed down. 
the rough water snapped one of the wooden pilings friday. the 
structure there ventura they will make sure it is safe 

0:27 1/27/14 6:47a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

look at this. the massive flames from a ruptured natural gas pipeline. 
this happened in canada this weekend. it burned for hours. more 
than 5,000 people were evacuated. fortunately, no injuries.  

0:18 1/27/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

video of the two victims as they arrived at the harbor ucla medical 
center. their boat apparently crashed full speed into the isthmus on 
the island. two people are in critical condition right now. a third, they 
tell us, has minor injuries 

0:34 1/29/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a pasadena man escaped with cuts and bruises after an early 
morning run-in with three pit bulls.    he was on the way to the bus 
stop when he heard the dogs coming after him 
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1:40 1/31/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news. a car flies into a wall splam into a home tonight. one 
person is dead, others narrowly escape. this crash happened in the 
gated community of coda de casa 

0:34 1/31/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have obtained cell phone video who shows a man caught under 
a subway train during rush hour. this is the hollywood and vine 
subway station right under the walk of fame. firefighters tell us they 
don't know if the man fell or was pushed. we did talk to one witness 
who watched it all unfold 

0:26 1/31/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to more breaking news. a tractor trailer takes on several front 
lawns in a victorville neighborhood. the big rig, there you see it, 
plowed through five yards, picking up trees, cars and a fire hydrant 
along the way 

0:24 2/3/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

his wounds are extremely serious. a 50-year-old homeless man 
attacked and mauled by a mountain lion. those injuries are so bad 
investigators haven't been ableto talk with him. this attack happened 
early sunday in an open field. it was just off highway 74 near perris 
in riverside county. wildlife officials now think that this mountain lion 
is no longer in the area after searching throughout the weekend 

0:26 2/4/14 6:12a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

authorities will examine the torn clothing of a homeless man who 
says a mountain lion mauled him at his campsite near perris. the 50-
year-old in the hospital with extensive injuries, having lost lots of 
blood. investigators checking clothing for animal saliva. the man 
was attacked last friday but even though there's been no sign of that 
mountain lion since, while life experts assume it's still out there and 
dangerous 

0:18 2/4/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new at 11:00 here tonight, a trash truck runs over man sleeping 
on the beach. officials in long beach say a beach maintenance 
worker hit the victim on the beach between 54th and 55th police. the 
man was taken to the hospital for treatment. the city is now 
investigating this accident 

1:54 2/5/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
cpr on a prison inmate saving his life. tonight, he's telling us his 
story for the very first time 

0:15 2/6/14 11:06p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

whit johnson, the only local reporter in russia covering the olympic 
winter games. and he joins us with the triumph ofs, the tumbles and 
how history has already been made. whit?  

0:21 2/11/14 11:34p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have breaking use to tell you about right now, a violent crash 
involving an l.a. county sheriff's deputy after his patrol car crashed 
with a motorcyclist. the motorcycle rider was thrown to the street 
from the impact then taken to the hospital. we are working to get 
you more information. we will bring it to you when we get it.  

0:15 2/11/14 11:37p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and new tonight, hotel fire crews are cleaning up after a fire at a 
dana point hotel. this one started around 8:30 at the dana point inn. 
30 guests were evacuated here. fortunately no one is hurt.  

1:53 2/11/14 11:45p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a mother died this morning walking her taughter to school in 
hollywood. across the across ta street parents say is very 
dangerous. new details on the parents' call for a crossing guard 

0:32 2/12/14 6:06a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a motorcyclist is recover after he crashed into an l.a. county deputy 
patrol car. the crash happened just before 10:00. investigators say 
the rider slammed into the back of the patrol car and was thrown 
from the cycle. he suffered internal injuries. the deputy involved in 
the crash was not hurt and told investigators he was making a u-turn 
at the time of the crash 

0:35 2/12/14 6:06a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
pit bull attack in lake elsinore 
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0:35 2/12/14 6:10a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

is the southbound 2 right where it connects with the 5, we have a 
couple cars involved in the crash. almost all the lanes the far right 
lane opened. the other ones are closed. you see that very small car, 
that compact car. that was one of the vehicles on its side. 
firefighters literally just pushed it over to search through it. now it 
looks like they're also working on this other vehicle up ahead. a lot 
going on on the southbound 2 at the 5 

1:27 2/12/14 6:33a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we are learning new information this morning about a man attacked 
by several pitbulls and the good samaritan who came to the rescue. 
walk us through it, jacob 

0:38 2/12/14 6:34a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a woman that got her car stuck between an electrical box and a 
building decided to take a drive down the sidewalk him take a look 

0:25 2/12/14 6:36a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

lucky to be out of a home after it caught fire firefighters were able to 
rescue several cats and kittens from the home. we are also told 
several cats did not survive 

0:21 2/12/14 6:58a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

these pitbulls are now under quarantine after attacking a man who 
tried to break up a dog fight in his own yard. that man, possibly the 
owner of one of the pitbulls is in critical condition 

0:18 2/12/14 11:46p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

let's stay in florida for this next story. riders on a roller coaster, they 
didn't get very far. the cheetah hunt got stuck before the first big hill. 
workers eventually had to call ha ladder truck to get 16 people down 
off the ride. nobody was hurt but they were stuck in the rain for 
about three hours 

0:28 2/12/14 11:56p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a corvette in kentucky went from zero to sinkhole in record time. 
watch. see what happened here. surveillance camera at the national 
corvette museum got the whole thing. part of the ground was 
already gone under the gold corvette when it southerly fell right 
through the floor. here's the interesting part. the sinkhole didn't stop 
there. when officials sent a small video camera down into the 
sinkhole for a look around, they found seven, that's right, seven 
other corvettes had fallen in as well 

0:28 2/13/14 11:46p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

 a colorado snowmobilers out of the ride for the weekend was hit by 
the unexpected -- anavalanche. the helmet cam shows what 
happened. ripped off the snowmobile and pushed nearly 100 feet by 
all that snow. he quickly managed to dig himself out. avalanchers in 
our western states have caused several fatalities as warm 
temperatures combine with the heavy snow pack to create unstable 
conditions 

0:30 2/17/14 11:36p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and a developing story to tell you about tonight. a fire burning at a 
pallet yard in basset. that's near the city of industry, just south of the 
10 freeway. crews got the call around 9:00, when it could be seen 
burning throughout the san gabriel valley. several propane tanks on 
equipment exploded there. fortunately, no one was hurt. but 
firefighters are working to gain control. their top priority is to stop the 
flames from spreading to a nearby commercial building. what 
caused this fire is still under investigation.  

0:20 2/17/14 11:43p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

new tonight, a crash involving a big-rig in san diego county sent 
2,600 chickens running around on the freeway. the driver claims 
that he swerved because he saw a deer. the highway patrol says 
that alcohol and drugs were not a factor in this crash. the big-rig 
also caught on fire, but the only thing that burned tonight was the 
truck and a tree.  

0:57 2/20/14 6:00a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

yes, listen to those winds, folks, you probably heard them while you 
were trying to sleep. they had downed trees and power outages all 
across southern california overnight. good morning, i'm michael 
brownlee 
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0:31 2/20/14 6:20a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this is the westbound side past the 110 freeway. the rider of this 
bike. we saw him walking around. now he's in the back of an 
balance looked at and checked out by paramedics. your drive is 
messed up as that right lane is taken away, traffic is quickly backing 
up about a quarter of a mile, alexis 

0:31 2/20/14 6:24a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you've seen the oscar nominated film "gravity" you may wonder if a 
satellite can break up and spark a debris field in real life. this 
morning, students say it can. they pointed out an observational 
satellite did in 2012. there is a chance satellite and debris could 
collide 

0:47 2/20/14 6:25a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news at this time yesterday on "today in l.a.," we are 
getting a chance to meet the boy who saved a family from a burning 
home in whittier 

0:51 2/20/14 6:43a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
if you use pch to get to work. you want to know about this. a 
pedestrian hit,  

0:49 2/20/14 6:54a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

this apparently just happened. this is the intersection of compton 
avenue and netto street in south los angeles. it looks to be an 
unincorporated part. l.a. county fire is responding to the scene. this 
woman apparently in a great deal of pain here. it looks like she was 
hit possibly by that red pickup truck. this is not a hit-and-run, 
certainly a bad accident.  

0:39 2/20/14 11:40p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
another night without water or gas for all the residents in mon claire. 
police are working into the line to restore two lines 

0:17 2/21/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

news chopper 4 over the scene of breaking news in mount 
washington. a single story home there went up in flames along west 
avenue 44. it was reported just before 10:00 tonight. our assignment 
desk just got off the phone with investigators who tell us the body of 
an elderly man was found inside that home.  

0:21 2/21/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

investigators are now awaiting an autopsy to figure out why a 
worker died at l.a.x. this morning. officials tell us 51-year-old caesar 
valenzuela was hit by a luggage cart. we are told valenzuela might 
have had some sort of medical issue and that might have led to the 
accident 

0:27 2/21/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

about a dozen boats were destroyed when a fire erupted tonight at a 
marina near seattle. the flames jumped from boat to boat making it 
really difficult for firefighters to get a handle on this one. crews say 
it's lucky only 12 boats were destroyed because this fire could have 
taken out more than 300 boats 

0:27 2/24/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to a developing story right now. we have just learned that a 
grammy award-winning artdirector was the man killed in the car 
crash with salma hayek's brother. 43-year-old ian cutler was riding 
with sami ha yak when their car crossed into the oncoming traffic 
and hit a pickup truck in bel air. the other driver was okay. but hayek 
broke several ribs and had a deep cut in his head. investigators are 
now looking into whether speed was a factor here.  

0:27 2/24/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

also new tonight, a family of four has been rushed to the hospital 
after their suv swerved off the 55 freeway and flipped over. this 
happened in the city of orange. the father who was driving the 
vehicle says the brakes failed as he was getting off the freeway  

0:19 2/24/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera a deck collapsed just before christmas that 
injured 24 people. this video just released today. a woman was 
hosting a party at a neighborhood clubhouse when all of a sudden it 
just gave way. several people were hurt. and the family is now suing 
the people who made and maintained this deck.  
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0:09 2/26/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
right now, news chopper 4 is over a spinout. this is on the 118 
freeway. slick roads caused this driver to lose control of his vehicle 

1:43 2/26/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
two lost hikers just found in the santa monica mountains. beverly 
white was the only reporter to see them get to safety 

0:21 2/27/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the coast guard is searching for a missing 24-foot sailboat headed 
for san francisco from hilo, hiawaii. the last message was lost my life 
raft, in danger now. there are 20-foot waves in the search area.  

0:41 2/27/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the death of a camera assistant is calling attention to working 
conditions on sets. a facebook tribute made up of slate markers 
pays tribute to 27-year-old sara jones. she was hit by a freight train 
while filming a movie in georgia last week. some here in hollywood 
say out of town shoots often result in less than ideal conditions with 
strangers all working together 

0:22 2/27/14 11:31p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
coast guard calls of search after mariner checks in and reports he is 
safe 

0:24 2/28/14 6:05a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

right now we want to show you that overturned big rig alexis has 
been telling you all morning long. all of the lanes are closed in 
burbank. this happened about 3:30. it might take a while to clean up. 
chp says the truck was carrying an 8,000 pound load. alexis will 
keep you updated on the closures throughout the morning 

0:20 2/28/14 6:06a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

on the 210, weather is likely a cause of the crash. this is happening 
last night before midnight a. big rig driver jackknifed inside a tunnel. 
another rig coming through the same tunnel slammed into that first 
rig. there were no injuries reported.  

0:19 2/28/14 6:06a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and this just into our newsroom from the bay area, emergency 
crews have just rescued two drivers in chest deep flood waters near 
san jose. the flooding has shut down highway 87 there 

0:27 2/28/14 6:33a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we want to show you video of the overturned big rig. all but one 
northbound lanes are closed in western avenue many  

0:17 2/28/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
levy broke and threatened eight homes. everyone inside hose 
homes was evacuated and so far none of the homes have flooded 

0:11 2/28/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

also developing in the lake view terrace area, cars spun out of 
control then slid off the oad into a wash. that triggered a quick 
rescue. we checked. we're told no one was seriously hurt.  

0:31 2/28/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

some got stuck when bolders the size of cars blocked traffic in both 
directions. a six-mile stretch of the highway was closed for several 
hours while the debris was cleared away. and over on highway 38, 
that wasn't much better 

0:16 2/28/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

. and the roof of this ware ho us ended up on the floor this morning 
in burbank. it buckled under the weight of the rain. it also caused a 
gas line rupture there. workers were evacuated a bit and no one 
was hurt. 

0:36 2/28/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

three people including an 8-year-old boy survived an avalanche in 
montana. rescue teamed worked to dig them out. rescues had to 
use chain saws and shovels to get the victims out 

0:24 2/28/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters spotted this smoke today coming down a hillside. a 
boulder was knocked loose by the storm, but this is really hard to 
believe. beneath that,  still smoldering embers and firefighters say it 
may be from last month's colby fire. even the rain could not put out 
those embers 
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1:02 3/3/14 6:01a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a foothill community is working together to clean up a mess by that 
storm in southern california over the weekend. dozens of l.a. 
firefighters.org three-foot trench in the mud. they hauled 200 tons 
from the back of the house t. mud was still in the back of one house. 
he could stand on top of it and dunk a basketball.   when we first 
saw it, it was my son grew up here, i have all these memories, 
everything is gone. there is that shock. then it's been 24 hours and 
the change has been night and day.    

0:22 3/3/14 6:02a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

in oxnard the cleanup is under way. the storms left a big sinkhole 
the storms are to blame for this sinkhole in oxnard. take a look at 
this. it shut down ventura road until tonight. avoid the area if you 
can. we will bring you live pictures in just a bit. 

0:46 3/3/14 6:03a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

campus police at cal-state la, they are telling us a 19-year-old 
student is missing. take a look. she was last seen on thursday 
boarding a mta bus from campus to downtown los angeles. campus 
police say no one has seen or heard from her since.   usually in this 
case students say they leave for a couple hours and then call their 
parents back. but in this case, this happened since thursday and still 
no signs of her 

3:23 3/3/14 6:28a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
all right, first came the storms. now comes the dreaded cleanup.   
people are digging out from a mountain of mud this morning 

2:13 3/3/14 6:54a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

as the sun comes up, we will have a good look at the damage 
behind. 30 minutes ago we went live to the homeowner who took a 
hit. crews are expected to come back in just about an hour 

0:17 3/3/14 6:56a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
the sinkhole measures 20 feet by 10 feet. crews say they will be out 
there working all day long.  

0:21 3/3/14 6:57a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
.   a search is under way for this young woman right here. 

0:16 3/4/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, a 5-year-old accidentally shot and killed. riverside 
sheriff's deputies investigating what happened here. all this 
unfolding near paris in the lakeview area. detectives are talking to 
the family right now 

1:30 3/4/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

and in orange county, a family finally reunited after a terrible crash. 
a woman wakes up months ago. she has no idea who she is. we're 
live with a family member who saw the woman's story on the news.  

0:37 3/4/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

happening right now, five people seriously injured on a metro bus. 
the bus collided with an suv at the intersection of vanowen street 
and mason avenue. we just checked and at least one passenger is 
in critical condition. we talked to a witness who saw the crash unfold 

1:30 3/5/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

nbc 4 learned that firefighters were on the scene but they left 
because they couldn't spot a fire. well now, an internal investigation 
into what went wrong is under way.  

0:37 3/5/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a foul smell in the air starting to come outside a participant company 
in the huntington beach area tonight. fire crews were there to evac 
evacuate surrounding businesses when a chemical reaction started. 
we're told that a worker accidentally mixed two substances they 
shouldn't have. that caused a chemical reaction that firefighters 
simply had to wait out 

0:41 3/5/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the search continues for a mountain lion that killed a family dog. it 
happened around fontana at 3:30 this morning. the mountain lion 
jumped the family's fence and immediately bounced on the large 
dog.  
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2:38 3/6/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a developing story out of hollywood tonight where a blind man is 
recovering after falling on to the path of an oncoming train. the train 
actually passed over the man before he could be rescued.  

0:20 3/6/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman came into the emergency room complaining that she may 
have been exposed to some type of powdery substance. it came 
from a package she receive pd and she brought it with her to the 
hospital. it turns out the substance was not harmful 

0:30 3/6/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

question remain tonight about a fire that killed a mother and her 
young son in a converted garage in south l.a. an internal 
investigation is now under way into why firefighters arrived on scene 
then left the area only to return when it was too late. investigators 
tell us there wasno sign of a fire the first time they checked the area 
of 50th and wall street. that happened yesterday morning.  

0:29 3/6/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman spent 15 hours hanging on to this half inflated dinghy in 
monterey bay. apparently the engine fell off. and the air started to 
leak. she had on a life jacket, was clinging on to the deflated dinghy 
when the fog rolled in. fast forward now 15 hours later, she was 
spotted by a fisherman who called the coast guard. the woman was 
suffering from hypothermia, but she's expected to be okay 

2:28 3/10/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a woman stung around 1,000 times by a swarm of bees could soon 
be heading home from the hospital. that's what she's telling nbc 4 
tonight. the woman was attacked yesterday after a crash. one of the 
cars hitting a tree and setting off the hive. nbc 4's gadi schwartz is 
live at usc verdugo hills hospital in glendale where that woman has 
been recovering 

1:44 3/11/14 6:01a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
back to the breaking news now out of carson. this is where an 
overturned big rig shut down several lanes on the 91 freeway 

0:39 3/11/14 6:17a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

.   a frightening moment at an nhl game after a player collapsed on 
the bench minutes into a national hockey league game between the 
dallas stars and the columbus blue jackets. one of the stars' players 
collapsed. players and fans stood in silence as medical staff rushed 
to his aid 

1:49 3/11/14 6:34a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
well, we have good news if you plan on taking the 91 freeway.>> 
chp just reopened all lanes in carson 

1:08 3/11/14 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

now to a developing story. you have new video from san francisco. 
>> we now want to show you how quickly this fire burned on the left 
side of your screen 

0:20 3/12/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
huge tree falls on house in marina del rey 

2:14 3/12/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the search continues tonight for victims of a powerful gas explosion. 
within just the past hour, the death toll has climbed. dozens of 
families right now are dealing with heart ache and loss 

0:25 3/12/14 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

at a washington ski resort, they triggered an avalanche to get rid of 
unstable snow, but the avalanche was a lot better than anyone 
expected and it wiped out an entire chair lift. now the resort has 
been getting a lot of calls about buying some damaged chairs 

0:43 3/13/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

meantime, we have new information on the us airways flight from 
philadelphia to florida that turned into a terrifying ride for passengers 
and crew members. cell phone videos show them sliding to safety 
from flight 1702. the nose collapsed as the plane was about to lift off 
when the pilot brought the plane down. 
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0:19 3/13/14 11:04p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news in san bernardino. over the scene of a leadly 
accident on east fifth street. three people were killed and another 
person critically injured when the car flew off the bridge and burst 
into flame. 

2:31 3/13/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the driver of this mangled pick up said he felt like he was punched 
across two lanes of traffic off the freeway and into a tree in an 
accident caused by someone who was texting while driving. the 
victim is involved in a groundbreaking lawsuit and for the first time 
he tells his story. 

0:30 3/14/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>>> it was a mess for a time tonight as you can see in this picture. 
but traffic now is moving once again. this is the 134 freeway. the 
highway patrol shut it down at about 7:00 tonight after deputies 
found a suspicious package. it caused that huge backup. it went for 
miles, frustrating drivers who were obviously trying to get home to 
start their weekend. a robot from the bomb squad was set to pick up 
the package and blow it up. the freeway was open and back up for 
traffic around 9:00 tonight. no one was hurt.  

0:46 3/14/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

well, we also know that a usc graduate is among the 227 
passengers on that flight. friends on campus told us today that joy 
qiao as on her way to beijing for job training. the 27-year-old’s last 
facebook posting was of pictures in malaysia. all her friends know is 
that qiao’s name was on the manifest for flight 370. still they have 
not given up hope.  

0:59 3/18/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

breaking news, a power outage affecting thousands of customers. 
that includes usc hospital. let’s go live to beverly white for an 
update.  

0:26 3/18/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

workers cleaned up more than 1,000 gallons of oil. since it started 
leaking late last night. it was coming from a tiny hole in an 
underground pipe. it was an inactive pipe and seeping to the 
surface, just north of neptune street. phillips 66 owns the pipeline. 
the leak could have been caused by yesterday’s earthquake 

1:17 3/18/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

family, friends and co-workers are gathered to console each other. 
the two men who died were remembered as a highly professional 
team. tonight, ntsb investigators began their work combing through 
the debris. they’re looking for answers on what caused this crash. 
they began clearing away the wreckage in addition to looking for 
clues. the chopper went down after refueling on the station’s fifth 
floor helipad. the station says its regular chopper is in for 
maintenance right now, and this was a backup on loan from 
helicopters, inc.  

0:15 3/18/14 11:16p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a texas man has died after falling off the south rim of the grand 
canyon. park rangers say the 53-year-old john anderson was visiting 
with his family. he apparently slipped on saturday morning. rangers 
were able to find him, but they couldn’t revive him 

0:25 3/18/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a close call in the bay area, doing something incredibly dangerous. 
a man comes within a split second of being hit by that train. this was 
in redwood city. cal tran just released the video to edge gait people. 
there is a $271 fine for anyone caught doing something crazy like 
this. already three people have died on cal tran’s tracks 

0:26 3/18/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

what would happen if a giant aquarium got a leak. that’s what 
happened. employees direct diners away. some of the employees 
actually climbed inside the tank to try to save the fish and guess 
what? they did. no word on what caused the leak 

0:41 3/19/14 6:02a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

to this live look the command post in santa clarita, this is where 
multiple agencies along with several volunteers are searching for a 
missing dirt bike rider. 
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0:58 3/19/14 6:03a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>> crash debris will be moved to an airplane hangar later this 
morning. investigators will piece together exactly what caused this 
tragedy t. news helicopter shared crashed yesterday morning just 
after refueling. the pilot and news photographer bill strothman were 
both killed when the chopper came crashing down a third person 
and a car was critically injured. 

0:32 3/19/14 6:24a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you could say a burbank man was in the right place at the right time 
after he rescued a toddler who plunged from a three story apartment 
building 

2:36 3/19/14 6:28a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
right now, law enforcement are searching for a 54-year-old man last 
heard from driving a dirt bike 

0:30 3/19/14 6:31a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

alexis keeps you on top of the traffic all morning long, this morning a 
photographer caused one of the crashes she told you about as it 
happened. we can tell you the car was stalled out on the 710 
transition, a driver got out help. When a driver slammed into that 
good samaritan, all caught on video, no one was seriously hurt. 

0:38 3/19/14 6:31a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you see a lot of smoke, firefighters trying to cut their way into this 
duplex to locate the fire and put it out. we are not seeing open 
flames yet. but they’re working hard to keep that place intact so we’ll 
keep an eye on the situation,  

0:30 3/19/14 6:32a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

you see a lot of smoke, firefighters trying to cut their way into this 
duplex to locate the fire and put it out. we are not seeing open 
flames yet. but they’re working hard to keep that place intact so we’ll 
keep an eye on the situation,  

0:23 3/19/14 6:34a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

thousands of people in glendale are waking up with electricity. we 
brought you this story at 11:00 as news chopper 4 was overhead. 
thousands of people in the glendale area, some are left in the dark 
there 

0:34 3/19/14 6:44a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
chopper 4 live over east l.a. that’s where there has been a 
pedestrian accident 

0:22 3/19/14 6:48a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a giant aquarium burst into in t.-rex cafe in disney, no one was hurt. 
we don’t know, some workers climbed inside the tank to try to save 
the fish 

1:36 3/19/14 6:56a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
overnight search and rescue crews are searching for a dirt bike 
rider.  

0:12 3/19/14 6:58a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

firefighters are looking at arson in azusa. an early morning fire 
burned two homes under construction. the crews were able to stop 
the spreading furdz, no one was hurt 

0:21 3/19/14 6:58a 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

a crash caught on video, ouch, this morning, a car was stalled out 
on the 710 transition on the 105, passenger got out to help. and 
boom, a car hit into the samaritan, no one was seriously hurt. 

0:20 3/19/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the "daily trojan" is now reporting that a graduate student died 
monday in a drowning accident while on vacation in hawaii. it’s 
spring break right now for usc students. a civil engineering student 
from china was set to receive his degree this may.  

0:44 3/20/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
we have breaking news in chatsworth. this is a hazmat situation.  

0:14 3/20/14 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
six people hospitalized because of this accident in receda. two cars 
collided here. officials say two of the injuries are serious 

1:42 3/21/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a call went out for a missing child this ampbl. the call goes out 
tonight. Boy found dead 

0:26 3/21/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
firefighters fight a firey dust devil in colorado 
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0:34 3/24/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we’ve been following this break news since just before 8:00 tonight. 
this is a major freeway shutdown. a pedestrian hit and killed on the 
5 just north of the 118 freeway in simi valley. take a look at the 
traffic here. all of the southbound lanes of the 5 closed. drivers are 
being diverted to the southbound 170.  

0:19 3/24/14 11:09p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

parts of pasadena were in the dark for several hours tonight. this is 
what it looked like earlier around coloradoboulevard and sierra 
madre. pasadena water and power told us a metallic balloon got 
tangled in a utility pole, in the wires on that pole and that triggered 
the outage for some 2,000 customers. power is completely restored 
at this hour.  

1:00 3/24/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the list of people missing after that devastating mudslide in 
washington state now up to 176. but authorities say many of those 
names are duplicates, they still need to sort all of that out. rescue 
crews, meantime-r working around the clock to look for survivors. 
late today, though, they located more bodies.  

3:09 3/25/14 11:00p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

desperation in washington state tonight. a community turning to 
each other as neighbors and loved ones continue to be found. this is 
a story that continues to develop tonight. more bodies were found 
and the death toll is now 16 

0:23 3/25/14 11:03p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
that mud slide now ranks as one of the deadliest since 2005. in that 
slide, 10 people were killed and dozens of homes were destroyed 

2:18 3/25/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

speed, not racing or a mechanical failure that killed the actor paul 
walker. the investigation is now closed, but for the first time, we’re 
hearing from eyewitnesses about the second that led up to that 
deadly crash.  

1:44 3/25/14 11:08p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

>> it is unusual to thank an officer after you’re pulled over. but one 
mother’s traffic stop was indeed a life-changing moment for her and 
her baby boy 

1:00 3/25/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera, a construction worker trapped on the top floor of 
this five-story apartment complex engulfed in flames. and what 
happens next is one of the most dramatic rescues i think you’ll see. 
it was a five-alarm fire at a 368-unit apartment complex. it was 
under construction in houston, texas. 

3:00 3/26/14 11:05p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have dramatic new video of one of the few successful rescues 
after that deadly mud slide in washington state. a 4-year-old found 
in the mud alive and safe.  

0:45 3/26/14 11:13p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we have a video tonight. a plane shooting out the windows of a 
brown stone building in boston. two firefighters were killed. more 
than a dozen other firefighters were hurt fighting this nine-alarm fire. 
and some of the residents of the building had to be rescued as well. 
officials say the two firefighters who died helped to save lives.  

0:29 3/26/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
a car is pretty much destroyed when a giant tree falls on it 

0:14 3/26/14 11:17p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

. and a muddy mess in the lake hughes area today. this was 
breaking news at 5:00 as a truck got stuck in debris from a mud 
slide on lake hughes road. the driver of the truck took off. public 
works cleared the debris and got the vehicle out of the mud. 

0:21 3/26/14 11:33p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 
vigil held for teen who died saving his parents. Dove into the merced 
river 

0:17 3/27/14 11:02p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

seven people are injured, one critically in a two-vehicle accident. 
officials tell us this was a head-on collision at 165th street east. one 
person had to be freed from that wreckage. injuries to the other six 
are not life threatening 
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2:34 3/27/14 11:07p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the body of a child pulled from the mud brought the official death toll 
in washington to 17. but that number will go up substantially over 
the next few days. many are still missing there.  

1:31 3/28/14 11:28p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

kate larson has been with a member of the city council describing 
the things going on in the la habra area. she showed us the 
motorcycle shop where they had a lot of damage there and an 
update on one of the things alex has showed us, the water main 
break and the problems with that 

1:19 3/28/14 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

we will check in with robert. he’s been in washington covering the 
mudslide up there. just got off a plane. he’s at gilbert and rosecrantz 
at the scene of the water main break. 

0:26 3/31/14 11:10p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

meantime, still no sign tonight of a 43-year-old man who was swept 
out to sea during a baptism ceremony in northern santa barbara 
county. two other people were also dragged into the water but 
managed to get back to shore. this all happened yesterday morning 
at rancho guadalupe dunes preserve. emergency crews have since 
called off their search. park officials have a warning on their website 
that surf in this area can be "very, very dangerous."  

0:17 3/31/14 11:11p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

tragically, there are new numbers tonight from that deadly mudslide 
in washington state, and the toll continues to grow. deputies now 
confirm 22 people are still missing, 24 are confirmed dead. the 
mudslide has cost an estimated $10 million in property damage 

0:41 3/31/14 11:14p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

caught on camera here, a car crashing into a restaurant in san 
bernardino. this is video you will only see right here on nbc 4. now, 
the accident caused quite a scare at the china buffet on east 
highland avenue. about two dozen people were in there having 
lunch today when suddenly they jumped from their chairs, as you 
can see, and all of a sudden just took off. one customer had just left 
this table that was hardest hit. the driver says she was pulling into a 
parking spot when she accidentally hit the gas instead of the brake 

0:23 3/31/14 11:15p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

the skydiver killed near san diego has been identified as the brother-
in-law of nascar’s jimmie johnson. 27-year-old jordan janoway died 
after a mid-air collision yesterday. johnson is remembering janoway 
as an incredible son, brother, uncle and a friend who will be missed. 
he was an instructor at skydive san diego for the last five years.  

0:21 3/31/14 11:32p 
Accidents and 

Disasters 

also new tonight, a deacon is suing the l.a. archdiocese and the san 
gabriel mission after he fell into a grave during a funeral there. in 
2012 a platform collapsed, causing the deacon to slip into the grave. 
he is now seeking unspecified damages. the archdiocese told the 
l.a. times that the deacon actually slipped and fell.  

0:26 1/3/14 11:17p 
business & 

industry 

the chances of boeing's triple 7, made in long beach. union 
members have just proved the contract, that insures the company's 
777 will be assembled in the seattle area. union officials in 
washington had to oppose the deal because the it cuts pension and 
health care 

4:24 1/6/14 11:13p 
business & 

industry 

when you buy a gift card, you expect it to be worth at least the 
money you paid for it. yeah, but that's not what happened to a family 
who's reaching out to nbc 4 to investigate. this gift card mix-up. it's a 
story we're seeing for the first time 

0:53 1/8/14 6:17a 
business & 

industry 

they will face millions to settle charges of the separate advertising of 
the weight loss products, sensa will write the biggest check, more 
than $26 million. it promised dieters a substance that you simply 
sprinkle on your food then eat and lose weight. 
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0:24 1/8/14 6:38a 
business & 

industry 

there will be no encounters with lax. the encounter at lax has closed. 
it was a landmark at the airport until a week ago t. airport says the 
restaurant gave notice a few weeks ago, it was going to close after 
66 years in business. encounter served its last meal on december 
31st. the airport says it is looking at another option for that space 

1:08 1/8/14 6:48a 
business & 

industry 

what happens in vegas hopefully won't stay in vegas, at least not 
this week t. high-tech extravaganza officially kicked off yesterday 
more than 150,000 people are expected to file through that las 
vegas convention center. the show runs through friday 

1:21 1/8/14 11:02p 
business & 

industry 

now to a name that's familiar to millions of people. foster farms has 
been ordered to shut down one of their chicken processing plant 
here in california. the problem is not with the chicken was 
cockroaches. the company has been ordered to shut down its 
chicken processing plant in livingston, north of fresno.  

0:35 1/8/14 11:23p 
business & 

industry 

check out what we found at the consumer electronic show today. >> 
here's how it works. you would like this, too, fred. it's a ball that's 
tossed up into the air, has a bunch of cameras inside. when it 
reaches the highest point of the arc, the cameras go off 
simultaneously. it's already reached more than $1 million on the 
crowd funding site indy gogo 

0:23 1/8/14 11:24p 
business & 

industry 

a new shark app. and app that can get you up close and personal 
with great white sharks. researchers at stanford university 
developed the shark net app. mapped out where 15 tagged sharks 
are located. also provides a 3d model of the shark 

0:26 1/9/14 11:08p 
business & 

industry 

four l.a. county auto dealers have agreed to settlements with the ftc 
for deceptive ads. operation steer clear targeted dealers accused of 
misrepresenting pricing or terms in their ads. the dealership said 
several are here in l.a.  

0:49 1/9/14 11:23p 
business & 

industry 

there really wasn't an empty table tonight at a melrose restaurant. 
bld created a special one-night only five course saracha infused 
dinner. saracha infused pasta. and how about this, even s 'mores 
with saracha 

0:30 1/10/14 11:07p 
business & 

industry 

employees in central california are going to be back at work 
tomorrow morning. this facility was shut down by the usda because 
of an infestation of dock cockroaches. foster farms tells us they 
have met all the demands of the clean-up facility and they're going 
to be back in business tomorrow. three months ago, federal 
inspectors threatened to shut down three of foster farm's processing 
facilities here in california because of salmonella problems 

0:52 1/10/14 11:16p 
business & 

industry 

speaking of pictures, that seem innocent enough. a woman showing 
off just how much weight she had lost on facebook. the picture now 
has to come down. she's standing with a leg inside the size 20 
pants, the same pants she wore before she dropped almost 130 
pounds. after she posted the photo to her facebook fitness blog, she 
got a notice from the social media giant 

2:15 1/13/14 11:08p 
business & 

industry 

an apology from target's ceo is doing very little to ease the words of 
customers who have been affected by that security breach. there is 
a new report that suggests more retailers might be victims out there. 
Other retailers may come forward 

0:21 1/14/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

tomorrow, the eagles will take center stage tomorrow night. look 
around inside madison square garden company purchased the 
arena. they spent hundred million dollars on renovations, making 
the forum now the largest indoor concert arena in the country. 
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0:37 1/15/14 11:09p 
business & 

industry 

now, if your child happened to ring up a huge itune bill without you 
ever knowing about it, you might be getting some money back. it is 
a common problem, kids making app purchases either by accident 
or because they simply didn't realize that they're actually spending 
cash. apple has now reached a deal with the fcc to refund more 
than $32 million and a southern california mom here says she's glad 
to hear it.  

0:19 1/17/14 11:14p 
business & 

industry 

starbucks has now updated their mobile payment application 
because it was too easy for hackers to access personal information. 
the old app could allow unauthorized purchase, meaning that 
anyone who somehow is able to get a hold of your phone could 
access your starbucks account 

0:20 1/22/14 11:23p 
business & 

industry 
that is a famous commercial by apple. the ad aired only once. that 
was during super bowlxviii.  

0:27 1/22/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 
there might be something worse screen. a glass panel out of apple's 
cube store became a tragedy hopefully apple care will cover it 

0:24 1/24/14 6:09a 
business & 

industry 

over in the mid-west, a propane shortage, that means the prize of 
fuel has hit record highs in some regions it is affecting how some 
keep it worm. frigid temperatures, people living in wisconsin, 
minnesota and missouri have been hit the worst. the governor says 
he will gather steak holders to discuss the specific shortage 

0:24 1/24/14 11:23p 
business & 

industry 

google has been apologizing for a massive gmail outage. a software 
bug knocked the service offline. reports of the outage came from all 
over the globe. in fact, there was a man in fresno who claims he 
received 10,000 e-mails in his inbox belongs to other people.  

0:21 1/24/14 11:23p 
business & 

industry 

good deeds by thousands of men are cutting into gillette's bottom 
line. the company reports that razor sales were down at the end of 
last year and they think they know why. movember. that's when a lot 
of men let their facial hair grow to raise money for prostate cancer 
research. overall, gillette says men are shaving less frequently than 
they have in the past. 

0:17 1/27/14 6:36a 
business & 

industry 

meanwhile the largest search engine is diving into artificial 
intelligence, google agreed to buy intelligence company deep mine. 
the price tag reportedly $400 million 

0:24 1/27/14 6:37a 
business & 

industry 

california's drought is forcing ranchers to sell off some herds, green 
pastures are shriveling up and drying up crops, which drive up the 
cost of feet one auction house is sell ing 800 to 1,000 animals every 
week 

0:25 1/27/14 6:50a 
business & 

industry 

you probably noticed gas prices haven't changed all that much. aaa 
says the national average is about a nickel cheaper than it was this 
time last year. here in california, the average is a bit higher. we are 
talking a $3.59. we are paying more in l.a. $3.61. will you save a 
penney in the oc and ie. 

0:30 1/27/14 6:51a 
business & 

industry 

the facial hair movement nicked aiz razor sales. they have cut into 
their $2 billion plus in quarterly revenue. they plan to compensate. 
they say more men are shaving their backs and chest. so they are 
getting to roll out a body razor.  

1:13 1/27/14 11:13p 
business & 

industry 

a court's going to decide who's responsible for the death of a young 
girl when she was hit by a driver affiliated with the transportation 
service known as uber. the girl's family is suing that company, but 
uber says the driver's to blame. this is the intersection where 6-year-
old sophia lu was hit and killed. and her case could be a legal first. 
the issue is whether uber, the phone-based ride share company, 
can be held accountable 
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0:26 1/27/14 11:22p 
business & 

industry 

the family of the late san diego chargers star junior seau is objecting 
to the nfl's proposed settlement fund for concussion claims. they're 
opposed to it because the $765 million fund would not pay for 
wrongful death claims. lawyers say the family's lawsuit seeks 
compensation not for seau's pain and suffering but for his children. 
seau shot and killed himself two years ago. junior seau was 43 

0:28 1/28/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

what are google glasses? it's a small computer you wear on your 
head. they're internet enabled, fred, and they come with options. 
you get four new fashionable frames that you can use with 
prescription lenses. the frames are $225 a piece. and there are 
three new options for sunglasses at $150 each 

2:28 1/31/14 11:12p 
business & 

industry 

new at 11:00 tonight, parking is at a premium all around the city of 
l.a. now the city is taking action to stop valets from pulling a trick 
that could cost you money 

0:29 2/3/14 11:07p 
business & 

industry 

trading is under way in asia, where the markets have taken a sharp 
turn down. now, that drop follows a big hit of more than 300 points 
for the dow today on the u.s. stock market. the dow down today. 
investors worried about slow growth in the world's two largest 
economies. we're talking about the u.s. and china here. the dow has 
already posted its worst january performance since 2009. some 
experts see the drop as healthy given how quickly the market ticked 
up just in the last year.  

0:22 2/3/14 11:23p 
business & 

industry 

time warner cable trying to make amends for its super blackout 
during super bowl. the company is offering all l.a.-area customers a 
free gift after technical issues caused some folks to miss about an 
hour of the super bowl yesterday. digital customers will receive a 
credit for one on-demand movie, and a lot of customers will receive 
a $5 gift card. 

0:24 2/4/14 6:46a 
business & 

industry 

watching wall street this morning. for good reason, investors are 
hoping for a much better day following yesterday's 326 of of-drop of 
the dow. down ten points as we peek. one of the biggest one-day 
decline in seven months. so far things are looking as i said down, 
not too good, 11 points as we speak 

0:22 2/4/14 6:47a 
business & 

industry 

this could be bye-bye, bright striped hats and yellow uniforms. hot 
dog on a stick filed for bankruptcy. afford rent prices any more. they 
hope to renegotiate leases and exploring other locations.  

0:25 2/4/14 6:47a 
business & 

industry 

time warner cable trying to keep the peace with angry customers for 
incomplete reception during the super bowl. the company's offering 
all l.a. area customers a free gift, after technical issues caused 
some to miss an hour of the game. digital customers will receive a 
credit for one on demand movie, analog customers will get $5 gift 
card 

0:36 2/4/14 6:47a 
business & 

industry 

if was ten years ago today a harvard student and classmates 
launched the social media site that grew into a global phenomenon. 
mark zuckerberg sits down with savannah guthrie for an exclusive 
interview and opens up how he hoped facebook would change more 
than just his school. zuckerberg goes tonight say he never imagined 
he'd be the one to make that all happen. you can see this exclusive 
interview and hear it on the "today" show at 7:00 a.m 

0:26 2/5/14 11:17p 
business & 

industry 
aston martin global car recall 
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0:23 2/6/14 11:24p 
business & 

industry 

google's latest doodle on their home page disses russia's anti-gay 
laws. the rainbow logo awe peer ops every country's version of 
google, including russia's. the olympic charter, which reads in part, 
every individual must have the possibility of practicing sport without 
discrimination of any kind 

0:35 2/10/14 11:49p 
business & 

industry 

the place called dumb starbucks created quite a buzz in the los feliz 
area over the week. they came in and shut the place down for 
operating without a permit 

0:27 2/11/14 11:45p 
business & 

industry 

toyota is recalling almost 2 million prius hybrids. toy yea that says 
there's a problem with the software in the third generation prius. the 
glitch could cause the car to shut down while it's diving. if you have 
a prius and you would like more information, simply go to our 
website and search prius recall 

1:55 2/12/14 6:14a 
business & 

industry 

a recall for prius owners. toyota says nearly 2 million software 
updates to fix problems that could leave drivers stranded. this recall 
is for every prius built between march of 2009 and this, by the way, 
includes hundreds of thousands of models right here in the u.s. they 
tell us the prius isn't the only model under recall this morning. 

0:24 2/12/14 6:16a 
business & 

industry 

a popular fast food restaurant wants you to eat their chicken without 
antibiotics. chick film lay says it will make the switch to chicken 
without antibiotics within the next five years 

0:19 2/12/14 6:41a 
business & 

industry 
wall street 

1:15 2/12/14 6:55a 
business & 

industry 

the car maker says the prius from 2009 to now needs a software 
update. it is affecting other toyota models as well. toni guinyard is 
live with a little good news for us 

2:14 2/12/14 11:35p 
business & 

industry 

in a blockbuster deal, comcast is set to announce it's going to buy 
time warner cable and it could change how you watch tv, possibly 
even your bill.  

0:28 2/13/14 11:54p 
business & 

industry 

now an app in beverly hills is striking gold in sochi. >> it has seen a 
400% day to day jump at the winter games. it's basically a dating 
app. it shows you someone nearby they think you should know and 
they'll let you anonymously like or pass on them. that means the 
winter games, many of the athletes are being connected with each 
other or perhaps even the visitors or maybe even staff from nbc 

0:16 2/19/14 11:41p 
business & 

industry 

safeway is for sale. they announced it is look to make a deal. the 
news comes amid competition from the big box stores like costco 
and wal-mart who have been expanding grocery sales 

0:22 2/20/14 6:47a 
business & 

industry 

. facebook inked the biggest deal in a deck kate cade, they are 
buying mobile messageing service what's app for $16 billion. it has 
more than $450 million users world wide. it lets people chat, text 
photos and videos 

0:17 2/20/14 6:47a 
business & 

industry 

. we are watching wall street just for you this morning. the dow is up 
slightly, just up over six points there. we checked to see how 
facebook is doing following its mega-deal with what'sapp. right now, 
it's down about a point. shares are trading about $66 each 

0:30 2/21/14 11:15p 
business & 

industry 

do you use one of those activity trackers? the monitoring bracelets 
to keep tabs on your steps every day. well, the popular one, the fit 
bit force is being recalled. some consumers complaining of rashes 

0:17 2/25/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 
uber is having problems connecting into l.a.x. uber says its app is 
not set up to receive that information 
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0:41 2/26/14 11:08p 
business & 

industry 

tonight, both sides are getting their battle in over siracha hot sauce. 
the city council is trying to decide whether the food company should 
be shut down. the neighbors are upset by the smell produced by the 
factory. employees are fighting to save their jobs 

0:34 2/28/14 6:48a 
business & 

industry 
cronut comes to the grove 

1:05 2/28/14 11:07p 
business & 

industry 

skiers and snowboarders as well as businesses are really thrilled 
with this storm. tony shin was there tonight as rain finally turned to 
snow. it's amazing how much it's been snowing up here in big bear. 
take a look at the ground.  

0:20 3/3/14 6:22a 
business & 

industry 

you want to talk about the random stories of the day. Maxim has 
been for sale. it struggled with the parent company of steak in 
shake. so far, no details 

0:22 3/3/14 6:24a 
business & 

industry 

tell the kids to mark their calendars, for the second straight year 
disneyland will be opened for 24 hours a day. like last year, ticket 
prices will be the same as any other day. annual passes that aren't 
blacked out on that date will also be accepted. disney world in 
florida will also be opened 24 hours 

0:20 3/3/14 6:32a 
business & 

industry 

you can see snow has blanketed the ground. over the weekend, 
hundreds enjoyed the fresh powder.   that storm dumped ten inches 
over the weekend  

0:20 3/3/14 6:39a 
business & 

industry 
wall street stock market check 

0:23 3/4/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

>> a popular san francisco bar has a message for anyone who 
wants to come in. leave your google glasses at home. this is what's 
host posted at the willows bar. it reads, our patrons have expressed 
concerns being recorded while enjoying themselves. the high-tech 
specks have been at the center of a debate after a pr consultant 
claimed she was attacked for wearing them at a different bar.  

2:54 3/6/14 11:03p 
business & 

industry 

reporters swarm around a southern california man outed as the 
founder of bit coin. a digital currency. it was invented in 2009, but its 
creators remained a mystery since then. tonight a local man from 
temple city says "newsweek" has it all wrong.  

0:47 3/6/14 11:15p 
business & 

industry 

a ventura man wants a las vegas casino to give him back his 
money. $500,000 that he lost gambling over super bowl weekend. 
mark johnston lost $500,000 while, quote, blacked out drunk at the 
casino. he said they gave him 20 drinks in just 17 hours. they also 
doubled his casino credit. an employee eventually told him he was 
too drunk to continue. 

0:23 3/6/14 11:16p 
business & 

industry 

staples plans to close 225 stores by the end of next year. there are 
about 1,500 out there right now. the company is aggressively seek 
seeking to cut overhead costs as half of all sales are generated 
online. office depot and office max recently completed a $1 billion 
merger 

0:25 3/6/14 11:32p 
business & 

industry 

>> the spot shows a guy selling sushi in the back alley. it's a service 
that connects those who want medical marijuana to those who can 
describe it legally. it's only airing in new jersey and only applicable in 
the 20 states that have approved it.  

0:24 3/7/14 11:33p 
business & 

industry 

and the price tag for a wed canning quickly add up, but now h&m is 
helping you out with the $99 wedding dress. take a look. it's their 
first venture into the wedding world. the average cost for wedding 
dresses, about $900. that's where it starts. that's according to 
thecostofwedding.com. 
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0:20 3/11/14 6:44a 
business & 

industry 

more trouble for general motors. house, energy and commerce 
committee will reportedly launch an investigation and hold hearings 
on gm's recall of 1.6 million vehicles. the recall tied to faulty ignition 
switches that can shut off engines and disable air bags linked to 13 
deaths.  

0:25 3/11/14 6:45a 
business & 

industry 

the "wall street journal" says lawmakers want to examine the slow 
response of gm and u.s. safety regulators. we just checked, general 
motors' stock opened down this morning, after it closed at 37.09 
yesterday. this is a live look at the big board, just opened a short 
time ago. dow down 18 points. we'll check back in on the markets 
on the news at noon 

0:42 3/11/14 6:47a 
business & 

industry 

meanwhile, pot sales in colorado have reached $1 million mark in a 
month. new numbers showing colorado raked in $3.5 million in 
january sales. of that amount, more than $2 million from recreational 
use 

0:27 3/18/14 11:17p 
business & 

industry 

toyota has reached a $1 billion deal with the federal government 
over the issue of consumer plant complaints and sudden 
acceleration. the investigation centered on whether toyota misled 
regulators after problems were first noted. as part of the settlement, 
the government will defer prosecution in exchange for commitments 
from toyota. final details are reportedly being worked out tonight, but 
the announcement could come as early as tomorrow. 

1:19 3/19/14 6:13a 
business & 

industry 

well, just in 50 minutes we are expected to learn more about a 
billion dollar deal. toyota will put an end to a four-year criminal 
investigation.  

0:26 3/19/14 6:15a 
business & 

industry 

when the diamondbacks return from australia, the fans will get a 
chance to enjoy the d-backs dogs, for $25 buck, you get an 18-inch 
corn dog stuffed with cheddar cheese 

2:44 3/19/14 6:36a 
business & 

industry 

attorney general eric holder announcing a settlement over sudden 
acceleration claims. from 2009 and 2010 those instances are one of 
the largest consumer recalls in the history of the automotive industry 

0:11 3/19/14 6:46a 
business & 

industry 

in fact, how are the markets doing? let’s take a look at the big board, 
down today, the big meeting down 15 points. here’s a look there, 
we’ll be checking in all morning long.  

0:31 3/19/14 6:46a 
business & 

industry 

the next time you swing by the box on your way to work, it could 
come a whole lot quicker. they are expected to unveil new features 
for its mobile app at the annual shareholders meeting, the coffee 
giant is brewing up an idea that would allow customers to sit with 
near iphone app. and a pay function and the ability to order ahead 

0:30 3/20/14 11:10p 
business & 

industry 

southern california edison will have to pay the price for major power 
outages after a wind storm. it’s posed a $24 million penalty in 
connection to this storm in the san gabriel valley three years ago. 
they said edison failed to restore power quickly. the company is also 
blamed for a conductor that fell and electrocuted a man, his wife 
and son 

0:30 3/21/14 11:09p 
business & 

industry 
GM target of lawsuit over recall. Says gm new of problem with car 

0:30 3/21/14 11:09p 
business & 

industry 
exide has a clean up plan. Plan still needs state approval 

0:32 3/31/14 11:31p 
business & 

industry 
gm engineer ok'd ignition switch 

0:33 1/8/14 11:15p Children & Youth  
a toddler who was cursed at and then encouraged to do the same in 
an online video is in protective custody tonight 
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1:56 1/28/14 11:11p Children & Youth  
students changing grades in an elaborate scheme. tonight they 
learn their fate  

0:34 3/3/14 6:23a Children & Youth  

new research suggests those noise machines might be harmful to a 
child's hearing. scientists measure the maximum noise levels and 
found all of them exceeded the recommended noise limits. nightly 
exposure might affect speech and language development. 

0:37 3/3/14 6:23a Children & Youth  

new polls says kids aren't getting enough. they are sleeping an hour 
less than recommended. experts say the biggest culprit for that lack 
of sleep, electronics in their bedroom. three quarters of elementary 
have one gadget glowing in dark rooms. that percentage jumped 
high tore 90% for teens. so what should parents do? here's what 
one doctor said?    

0:28 3/3/14 6:47a Children & Youth  disney to pull boy scout support 

2:17 3/3/14 11:04p Children & Youth  
two toddlers abandoned, filthy, and alone on the streets of l.a. but 
two good samaritans may have saved their lives 

0:38 3/3/14 11:17p Children & Youth  

the boy scouts of america ban on openly gay scout leaders has now 
cost them funding from disney. although disney didn't provide direct 
funding, they will no longer donate money in exchange for their 
employees' volunteer hours. in january the boy scouts allowed 
openly gay boys to be part of scouting, but the ban on gay troop 
leaders remains.    

2:01 3/4/14 11:05p Children & Youth  

new details in the search for the mother of two abandoned children. 
police revealing the identity of both children and where they are 
looking for mom right now. nbc 4's beverly white is live from south 
l.a. where she got the latest update on the search 

2:03 3/4/14 11:14p Children & Youth  
kids playing in a popular little league field keep getting a sinking 
feeling, but  its not a their imagination. a snack bar at the site is 
threatened 

0:20 3/4/14 11:16p Children & Youth  

a fifth grader in ohio is suspended from school for pretending his 
finger was a gun. the 10-year-old says he was just messing around 
with friends when he found himself in the principal's office. his dad 
calls the three-day suspension excessive, but the principal 
disagrees. she says if it happens again, the boy could find himself 
expelled. 

0:29 3/10/14 11:05p Children & Youth  

the i-team's investigation into a stage collapse is now forcing 
anaheim to look into a code enforcement complaint at servite high 
school. that's where about two dozen students from rosary high 
school, an all girls' school were injured when during a performance 
their stage collapsed over the weekend. the nbc 4 iteam uncovered 
the fact that the city filed a complaint against servite for building 
without permits in 2012, but it's not known if that complaint had any 
connection to the theater building. 

0:59 3/12/14 11:06p Children & Youth  iteam investigates stage collapse at servite high school.  

0:40 3/12/14 11:17p Children & Youth  
new at 11:00 tonight, an orange county parents organization wants 
to take weed out of fashion there. a group with edison high school in 
huntington beach reached out to the company 

0:34 3/19/14 6:22a Children & Youth  

>> a history lesson might turn into a hard lesson for one michigan 
elementary school teacher. the woman is under fire for allowing her 
fifth grade to drink non-alcoholic beer in class. the teacher gave her 
students a small taste of odoul’s beer to teach them what pilgrims 
often drank instead of water. it’s non-alcoholic. it has half the 
percent of alcohol and michigan law says certainly minors near beer 
is a misdemeanor 
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0:34 1/27/14 6:52a consumer 

valentine's is creeping up, many are shelling out to prove their love 
this february 14th. that's an average of about $213 per person. you 
hear that, fellas? it shows cars are at the top of the list, probably 
because they're the cheapest, predictably. yeah, us guys, we will be 
buying flowers and jewelry while the ladies shell out for gadgets and 
gift cards 

0:37 1/1/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

murderous rampage in san bernardino this morning. hours after the 
new year began. a woman and her 6-year-old daughter, stabbed to 
death and the suspect is the girl's father. the house in san 
bernardino sits dark and empty. they arrived to find he was suffering 
from self-inflicted cuts. his ex-wife and daughter had been stabbed 
and could not be saved. the crime shocked and saddened 
neighbors.  

0:33 1/1/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he is facing double-murder charges. shocking crime tonight in 
northern california. a priest murdered at his own church. in eureka. 
the priest's body discovered in the church residence after he failed 
to show up for a mass. the victim its identified as father eric freeh. 

0:27 1/2/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the owners taken into custody. police arrested, 62-year-old robert 
kahn. his dog has been involved in two biting incidents involving 
children. we told you sunday. kahn left the store after the bite. police 
later found him. right now the dog is quarantined 

0:43 1/2/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man sets up an online date. carjacked. robbed. beaten. anaheim 
police say the victim thought he was meeting the woman pictured on 
the left there. but instead he was attacked by two men, in the 800 
block of south cornwall drive on new year's eve. police say the 
suspects forced the victim to drive them to several atms, withdraw 
his money. forced him out of the car.  

0:28 1/2/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police want-up to take a close look at the pictures you are seeing 
here. this is a photo of a shoe worn by a man whose body was 
found last week off newport beach. investigators release the photos 
photos. with this picture of a man happy watch. a black timex. trying 
to identify the man. they might recognize the items he had on. the 
man's, age and race, not known. but he is believed to be about 5'9", 
165 pound. dark hair 

0:19 1/2/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it does not appear the argument is linked to the fire. back to court 
again next week for the man accused of running his car into a crowd 
on the venice boardwalk. just today, put off final arguments in the 
preliminary hearing. scheduled for january 8. last summer's 
rampage along the boardwalk killed a 32-year-old italian woman 
who was here on her honeymoon 

0:20 1/2/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest in the murder of a priest in northern california. deputies 
took 43-year-old into custody. eric fried was found dead in his 
church residence. investigators say he was killed after parishioners 
left new year's eve services. they still don't have a motive 

1:43 1/2/14 11:21p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young film director struck and killed in a hit-and-run. tonight we 
are learning more about the victim. a young man with a promising 
future whose father and grandfather are both federal judges 

0:42 1/3/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an amber alert for this little girl, natalie calvo, 7 years old. abducted 
before 7:00. the description of the suspect is vague. described as an 
asian male, 40-50, possibly armed with a long black gun. said 
driving a 1990 gold toyota camry. don't know if he is a family 
member or stranger. the chp issued the amber alert in the past hour 
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0:15 1/3/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an lapd detective responsible for enforcing laws at massage parlors 
accused of sexually assaulting three therapists. 48-year-old, oris 
pace is charged with five felonies at this point. prosecutors say it all 
happened while he was on duty 

0:47 1/3/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the architect found response bum for the death of an la fire fighter 
will spend a year in prison. galehardt becker was sentenced. becker 
violated numerous building codes at his hollywood hills home. in 
2011, a poorly installed fireplace on the top floor. fire which caused 
the ceiling to collapse killing fire fighter glen allen 

0:33 1/3/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have really, really good news about this amber alert out of 
northern california. this little girl, 7-year-old, has just been found 
safe in antioch. taken from her home before 7:00. amber alert came 
in hereafter 10:00. no word on the man who may have taken her. 
there are reports he may be in custody at this point. 

0:20 1/6/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this just in to the nbc 4 newsroom. a desperate search for this man 
from san jacinto. police and his family fear that something sinister 
could be involved in the disappearance of john eckert. his 
abandoned truck was found near indio. his wife said that she hasn't 
been able to reach him since he left for work, and that was early this 
morning.  

0:29 1/6/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in hawthorne have arrested a man on suspicion of animal 
cruelty. investigators say that 45-year-old michael parker drove his 
car into an alley, then ran over a small chihuahua and then left it 
there to die. officers say that parker is seen on surveillance video 
opening his trunk and then re-entering the car. that's when a dog 
named chow chow runs in front of the vehicle and is run over. chow 
chow belonged to parker, who's expected to face a judge late in 
march.  

0:23 1/6/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4 has learned the lapd will announce a $50,000 reward 
tomorrow for information that leads to the arrest and conviction of 
the person who killed the father of a california lawmaker. 70-year-
old joseph gato was found shot to death in his home in silver lake in 
november. he's a former art teacher and father of assemblyman 
mike gato. the announcement is expected tomorrow 

0:24 1/6/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say they busted two suspects accused of hitting a post office 
and having a stash of stolen mail. angel navarro and danny 
camante are facing felonies tonight. they were arrested this morning 
after officers spotted a suspicious car they say outside a postal 
facility in fontana. officers say they found hundreds of unprocessed 
letters in the car. some had been opened and included checks 

0:28 1/6/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's investigators are focusing on video from a denny's 
restaurant to find the man who sexually assaulted a 10-year-old girl. 
it happened on new year's day. detectives believe that the person 
on this surveillance video is a transient who goes by the name 
shrink. officers say the video shows him entering the palmdale 
denny's just minutes before the girl was assaulted. detectives say 
he grabbed the girl as she left a bathroom stall but he then ran off 
after another woman apparently entered the restroom.  

0:22 1/6/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an abandoned toddler found overnight by a restaurant worker is in 
protective custody tonight. that child found in arlington heights at 
western and washington sitting in a stroller all by herself. when we 
first brought you this story on "today in l.a." investigators haven't 
identified the mother, but they did arrest her when she returned to 
the area on suspicion of child abandonment 
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1:41 1/7/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 right now on the news, news chopper 4 h is over the scene of a 
major freeway shutdown in glendale after a shooting. this happened 
on the northbound 2 freeway. 

2:22 1/7/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 2-year-old boy is fighting for his life tonight after being beaten. 
now police have arrested his baby-sitter's boyfriend 

0:23 1/7/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police seized a large amount of weapons and white supremist 
material. the investigation began about three weeks ago when a gun 
was stolen from a storage unit in palmdale. detectives recovered 12 
weapon ins colluding a world war ii machine gun and more than a 
thousand rounds of ammunition 

0:49 1/7/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former teacher who had a baby with a high school student is out of 
jail tonight 

0:24 1/7/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

from long beach shows a man ride up on a blue mountain bike and 
climbs over a fence into a gated property. police believe this is the 
same person responsible for four residential burglars in the 500 
block of bellflower boulevard in october november. now long beach 
police need your help in identifying him before he hits again 

0:38 1/7/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there's a hope that a $50,000 reward will keep a murder case from 
going cold. the victim is the 78-year-old father mike gotto. we have 
for you a composite sketch of the man that investigators would like 
to find. he was murdered inside his home in silver lake. that was on 
november 13. the man in the sketch had been seen in the 
neighborhood earlier on the day that he was shot and killed 

0:25 1/7/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former marine convicted for asking an ak-47 that belonged to 
saddam hussein's royal guard is free tonight. ninth circuit court of 
appeals ruled joel miller should have been allowed to present 
testimony from two witnesses that he was framed. prosecutors 
claimed he smuggled the weapon into the u.s. after a tour of duty in 
iraq in 2005. miller served nine months of his two-year sentence.  

0:19 1/7/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows the arrest of yasiel puig for speeding. troopers say 
he was clocked going 110 miles an hour. the speed limit on that 
road, 70 miles an hour 

0:27 1/7/14 11:24p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

border agents spoil a pretty clever plan to smuggle someone into 
the country.  clever but simple here. when agents searched an suv 
at the arizona/mexico border, they found a woman hiding under 
some clothes in a suitcase. 48 years old. she's being charged with 
reentry after deportation. there you see her in the suitcase. police 
say the suv was being driven by a man from phoenix 

0:21 1/7/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more information now on the breaking news brought to you at the 
top of the newscast. police now have one person in custody in an 
apparent shoot on the 2 in glendale. the freeway was shut down for 
a time. within the last 15 minutes, it's reopened again 

0:35 1/8/14 6:02a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more information about what led up to a shooting on 
the 2 freeway in glendale. news chopper says officers shut down all 
lanes to investigate. they are telling us this all started out as a car 
jacking. investigators say the suspected carjacker fired at the driver 
but missed. the man took off 

0:20 1/8/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a retired l.a. fire captain is accused of sexually abusing a child will 
appear in court in a couple of hours. he is expected to enter a plea 
in this case. an alleged victim says he repeatedly molested her in 
5ing and 6th grade. his bail is set at $250,000.  

0:52 1/8/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused of beating a little boy is behind bars. police say the 
parents of a boy dropped him off at a baby-sitter's home in norwalk 
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0:46 1/8/14 6:16a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

. back here at home, lapd needs your help by identifying the woman 
who stole passages in woodland hills. they had a custom made 
baseball glove went right off the porch on mosby street this week. 
under surveillance video shown here shows the ups driver dropping 
it off, then sometime later a woman seen here walking up to their 
house 

1:03 1/8/14 6:33a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

closing arguments wrap up in the style of two police officers charged 
in the death, the beating death of a homes will man kelly thomas. 
prosecutors say former officers crossed the line when they beat 
thomas in july of 2011 and they are wage responsible for his death. 
the entire confrontation was played again if court yesterday. jurors 
got enough of a look at the taser used to strike thomas.  

0:24 1/8/14 6:35a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this video from long beach. this man climbs over a 
fence into this gated property. police believe this is the same person 
responsible for four residential burglaries in the 500 block of bell 
flower boulevard in october and november 

0:16 1/8/14 6:35a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have pictures of another suspect police want to find. this 
man is accused of a roshry at a ralph's grocery store in huntington 
beach. there is a bank and police say he robbed the teller and took 
off with some cash 

0:42 1/8/14 6:47a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

get this, more than 100 police officers and firefighters in new york 
are claiming to be mentally ill to collect federal disability payments 
after 9-11. prosecutor they say claim they can barely take care of 
themselves, when, in fact, they're caught skiing, fishing and in one 
case you see them teaching marshall arts. they say it was a part of 
a scam, there may be more involved. some officers claim they 
suffered from terrible stress after 9-11 

1:42 1/8/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a father is shot several times right in front of his home in a quiet 
neighborhood. now a search is on for the gunman who apparently 
made a quick getaway. but police might have an idea who that 
suspect is. we're going to go live to encino  

2:11 1/8/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an armed robbery allegedly shoots a store clerk in front of his family, 
including young children. then apologizes on the way out the door.  

0:55 1/8/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

memorial of flowers and candles. doctors treating the 2-year-old 
steven figeroa have declared him brain dead. deputies responded to 
the report of a child not breathing and when they arrived at the 
home he was unresponsive. steven's mother left him with a baby-
sitter who left him with her boyfriend 

0:28 1/8/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police say a burglary team is targeting homes where cash and 
jewelry many times hitting in broad daylight. this is video from a 
security camera, showing one member of a suspected team of 
thieves. the group has taken the neighborhoods and committed as 
many as 20 burglary since november 

0:17 1/8/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning for van robbers in in. thieves are stealing the vans to 
get to the tools inside. a number of thefts have spiked over the past 
month. most of these stolen vans belong to workers like painters, 
plumbers and gardeners. 

0:42 1/8/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in fontana will hoping that newly released sketch tonight will 
lead to an attempted kidnapper. we have the sketch now. we 
showed it to you during our 5:00 broadcast. as soon as as soon as 
we got it. the man in the sketch is accused of targeting a 15-year-old 
girl who was jogging just a few blocks from her home 
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0:29 1/8/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a santa ana judge is threatening jail time for the person who posted 
a picture of a juror on twitter. the judge today interrupted closing 
arguments from the defense to point out that posting that picture 
was a crime. the attorney's lawyer completed their closing 
arguments. tommy the transient was beaten july of 2011 in a 
confrontation with fullerton police officers. he died just days later in 
the hospital 

0:39 1/8/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three men accuse of hiding stolen and illegal weapons in an 
underground bunker are going to be in court for their arraignment 
tomorrow. tonight we're going to take you inside that bunker. the 
caretaker of the home opened it up for us. there's also a 25-yard 
underground firing range and white supremacy paraphernalia. 

0:15 1/8/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman walk into the croatian american club and at some point 
she decides to pick up a purse and then back out she goes. if you 
recognize her, the lapd would like to hear from you 

2:06 1/9/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

another woman and another attempted kidnapping. you're about to 
hear, these women have very similar stories. both to us talked to us 
about fighting off their attacker. another viewer is speaking out after 
seeing our report 

0:23 1/9/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a police say a boy who was beaten to death by her baby-sitter's 
boyfriend has now been taken off life support. he was declared brain 
dead and tonight, stooen figero a's mom tells us he was 
disconnected from a breathing tube. police arrested a 23-year-old. 
he's expected to face a judge on january 21.  

0:31 1/9/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's the murder case against reality tv show producer bruce redmond 
is falling tonight. that's what a lawyer is saying about his client in a 
mexican jail. in 2010, the couple was vacationing also a resort in 
cancun, mexico when they got in an argument. a few days later, her 
body turned new a sewer near their hotel. redman's attorney says a 
legal expert told him there's no evidence linking him to the murder 

0:18 1/9/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two police officers are accused in the beating death of kelly thomas, 
a homeless man who died after an arrest. officers say kelly resisted 
the arrest and they did what they were trained to do 

0:48 1/9/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

trying to find the openers of some very high priced merchandise. 
sheriffs detectives recovered the stolen items at a home in chino. 
they said the 42-year-old broke into dozens of homes and was 
selling the loot on ebay. a family member told our tony schenn there 
that they had no idea that he was doing anything illegal. 

0:31 1/9/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a hit and run driver who police say left a lot of 
evidence, the evidence i colluding the car. the crash happened just 
after 4:00 this morning near loyola marymont university. the woman 
jumped a curb, hit a light then a jogger who smashed into the 
windshield there. the driver then got out of the car and simply took 
off. the car has been traced to another person out of the area. the 
jogger now listed in critical condition.  

2:02 1/9/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

thieves are stealing car parts in the san fernando valley, but they 
don't want the entire car 

0:23 1/10/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we have some new information about a house fire that 
happened in pasadena. news chopper 4 was over -- this was on 
new year's eve. tonight, we went back after police arrested two men 
who lived near the house. that was in the 800 block of north 
oakland. arson investigators found a pipe bomb inside. that home 
that burned was vacant. two men, ages 18 and 28 are now facing 
felony charges 
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1:24 1/10/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, a local firefighter has been arrested, accused of being a 
peeping tom and preying on a teenage girl. more on the story in 
torrance 

0:15 1/10/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some neiman marcus customers may have had their credit card 
information stolen. the upscale retailer hasn't said how many 
customers might be affected here, but it does confirm they're 
working with secret service to investigate a hacker break-in. 

0:42 1/10/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you thought the fraud didn't affect you, you might want to think 
again. millions more customers are affected by the security breech 
than they first thought. as many as 110 million people, now in 
addition to the credit cards that were compromised, we're learning 
names, phone numbers, e-mails and perhaps home addresses may 
have been exposed 

0:32 1/10/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here's a story now that started when a customer came in, asked for 
some cigarettes and the price of the cigarettes. a few minutes later, 
it was obvious that what that person really wanted was just to rob 
the place. santa ana police are now looking for the man you see in 
the surveillance  video. the suspect asked the clerk at the gas 
station how much the cigarettes were. he then left the store, 
returned a couple of minutes later, threatening the woman with a 
gun 

0:18 1/10/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also caught on camera, a burglary suspect slipping into a west los 
angeles apartment building. he got in by waiting for the mail carrier 
to arrive then just followed him inside. he then went upstairs to a 
second floor apartment, forced his way inside, grabbed some 
valuables and took off 

0:27 1/10/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man who dressed like a popular cartoon character for a living has 
been arrested, accused of groping women who wanted to take 
pictures withhim. the 44-year-old jose vasquez used to dress like 
woody from disney's "toy story" in new york times square. the 
character impersonator is very big there, similar to what we see at 
hollywood and highland police arrested him after watching him grab 
a women. he's now charged with sex abuse 

3:30 1/13/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a bombshell verdict sends a courtroom and a community. now the 
fbi will re-examine this case after two former fullerton police officers 
are acquitted in the kelly thomas death trial. the chief of police there 
is now calling for calm tonight 

0:25 1/13/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man stabbed by another passenger on the mta red line this 
morning has died. the attack happened after an argument between 
the two. police are still looking for the attacker tonight. they say the 
two men were on the train when all of a sudden one stabbed the 
other one. that happened just before 9:30 this morning. the victim 
was taken off the train in hollywood but died several hours later at a 
hospital.  

0:25 1/13/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the woman referred to as octomom is now accused of bilking 
the welfare system. nadia suleman is facing welfare fraud charges. 
l.a. county prosecutors say she failed to report nearly $30,000 in 
earnings when she applied for public assistance last year. she is 
due back in court on friday. suleman earned the nickname after 
giving birth to octuplets. she also has six other children 

1:23 1/13/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight we learn that the shooting in a florida movie theater this 
afternoon was even more senseless than first reported. the glow 
from a cell phone bothered another man so much he killed him. it 
was during the previews in this theater near tampa, florida before 
the showing of the action film "lone survivor" this afternoon 
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0:20 1/13/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and caught on camera, a driver texting behind the wheel rolls his car 
in florida. a police officer's dashboard camera catches the moment 
he crashes into a guardrail, a bus sign and a tree before flipping the 
car. the driver was not hurt. the driver, who is 23 years old, was 
cited for careless driving and texting and driving 

0:21 1/14/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a violent end to a chase when a vehicle being pursued by a police 
car collided with that vehicle. it crossed two freeways after the 
crash. investigators said that a canine unit would also do a search of 
that vehicle for drugs. the officer and the suspect were not hurt 

0:22 1/14/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

four people shot in south l.a. late this afternoon are dppted to 
survive. the men, all in their 50s were standing in the area of 89th 
and figerora when police say someone walked up and started 
shooting. the detectives are also looking into the possibility that 
there was more than one gunman. right now, they say they don't 
have a motive 

1:41 1/14/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a hero and a young boy fighting for his life in the latest school 
shooting. two shots were fired and when it was over, two middle 
cool students were seriously injured as anxious parents waited to 
hear if one of them was their child. tonight, a seventh grader at this 
school, just 12 years old is being charge with the attempted murder 
of school students as they sat in the school gym waiting to go to 
class 

0:24 1/14/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man said he was afraid of being attacked. 71-year-old curtis 
reeves was denied bail during his arraignment today. police say he 
shot a 43-year-old man sitting just in front of him after an argument 
over texting. 

0:24 1/14/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have new details tonight about a deadly stabbing onboard 
the mta red line. we covered this story breaking news when it 
happened on monday. tonight, authorities tell us the victim is a 34-
year-old 

0:26 1/14/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the district attorney's office will not file criminal charge against a 
police officer who shot a man in his truck during the christopher 
dorner manhunt. a review of this shooting justifies officer's brian 
mcgee's actions when he fired at david purdue last february. even 
though it was a case of mistaken dientty, mcgee said he feared for 
his life and was 100% certain that christopher dorner was driving the 
truck 

1:59 1/15/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

young man was hit and killed by a truck. and the driver never 
stopped 

1:46 1/15/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hotel rooms raided in orange county as cameras rolled. all part of an 
undercover prostitution sting operation.  

0:18 1/15/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and police are looking for a woman after she broke into a couple of 
houses in beverly hills. she's been seen walk into open garages 
during the day and stealing items. they believe she may be casing 
some homes 

0:25 1/15/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the lapd will be getting a new high-tech crime fighting tool in the 
form of body cameras. officers volunteered to field test those 
cameras from two different company to decide which system works 
the best. the cameras are small. they're put to the shirt, the shoulder 
or sometimes they attach to sunglasses. during testing, the 
department will work with several groups to establish guidelines for 
using this video.  
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0:27 1/15/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

warning tonight for anyone who uses online dating websites. 
prosecutors in california say con men are using these dating 
websites more often these daysto target their victims. in one case, 
police say they arrested a man in turkey after he used the site 
christianmingle.com to connect with a divorcee in san jose. 
investigators say after meeting the woman, he conned her out of 
more than $500,000 

1:46 1/15/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some people will do about anything for a nice, healthy glow, even if 
it involves needles. people in tennessee are facing charges for an 
injectable tanning solution.  

0:17 1/15/14 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

victims from of the boston marathon bombing will get more than $8 
million from the government. that will held injuries suffered by an 
estimated 1,000 people who were there 

0:26 1/16/14 6:03a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are trying to physical out why a man walked into a grocery 
store in indiana and started shooting at martin's grocery store in 
elkhart. when police arrived, they found a man in his 20s pointing a 
gun at another customer. that's when they shot and kill the gunman.  

0:29 1/16/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman acquitted of murder is suing santa monica police. she was 
accused of strangling a 21-year-old model. but last year, a jury 
found has not guilty. now parks is suing police saying they 
intimidated witnesses and damaged her reputation. she was linked 
to the murder, both the santa monica police and the DA's office 
have declined any comment on the case.  

0:23 1/16/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three teenage boys have admitted to sexually assaulting 15-year-old 
audrey potts and taking nude pictures of her. this assault happened 
back in september, 2012, at a house party in northern california. two 
of the boys were sentenced to 30 days over 15 weekends. the other 
suspect sentenced to 45 days. audrey committed suicide eight days 
after that assault 

0:44 1/16/14 6:14a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this is dramatic video shedding new light on the crash of asianic 
airlines. what it reveals about the teenager run over by the fire truck 

0:35 1/16/14 6:15a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an officer shooting an innocent driver. the l.a. county da's office 
declined to file charges. on february 7th of last year, he and other 
officers were searching for dorner who killed two people and 
threatened to kill others. officer mczbee mistakenly fired three shots 
into a truck driven by david purdue. in his report, the da's office says 
it was a reasonable mistake. however, purdue is still suing the city 
of torrence 

0:22 1/16/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say a man has been following teenage girls around 
manhattan police. police arrested him on tuesday. after two students 
complained he tried to followed them home. but police say there 
could be more victims out there. if you recognize him, police would 
like to hear from you 

0:23 1/16/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a teenager is arraigned in a string of cybersexual predator 
crimes. authorities say an 18-year-old promised younger boy 
answer air soft gun if they would send him pornographic pictures of 
themselves he played baseball at marina high, went online posing 
as a teenage girl to find and bully his victims 

0:28 1/16/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

acquittal doesn't necessarily mean a fullerton police chief will be 
welcome back on the police force. he says his decision to fire jason 
sanelli is unaffected by the acquittal. they were acquitted of using 
excessive force in the death of kelly thomas. 

0:26 1/16/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a san diego traffic court threw out a citation against a woman who 
was pulled over while wearing the computer in glass device. the 
citation requires proof that it was in operation 
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0:31 1/16/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're learning new details about how hackers orchestrated that 
massive target credit card breach. according to a repoprt they used 
malware software to affect cash registers and computer systems at 
target. the virus then sucked up the information and transactions on 
the cash register system at the stores. 

2:33 1/17/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a warning for a women in a popular beach side community when a 
man tried to kidnap two people in just the past three days. but clues 
may have been caught on camera here 

0:44 1/17/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for a man who attacked five women in less than four hours. officers 
gave us this sketch of the man they're looking for tonight. he's said 
to be in his 20s with a screen of tattoos wearing a gray t-shirt and 
jeans. and this is the video from the third attack. this is in the 
anaheim area. they say the man barged into a hotel room where two 
women were staying 

0:30 1/17/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new information tonight about a body discovered in riverside. 
earlier today, it appeared to have ties to a double murder case. the 
body was found inside a toyota camry along the side of a road 
investigators have been looking for this car since it disappeared 
following a christmas eve murder in san diego. that's where police 
say a man shot and killed his brother and a woman in a mall parking 
lot. police won't say the body of a man found inside this car today 
was, in fact, the suspect in those mall murders 

2:36 1/17/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man shot by police in culver city is in stable condition tonight. 
officers took him down when they say he pulled a shotgun after 
crashing a stolen lexus 

0:48 1/17/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a dangerous pursuit of is a desperate suspect in south los 
angeles. the car, darting in and out of traffic, putting everyone at risk 

0:24 1/17/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details of the three men accused of starting that fire. 
all three are expected to face federal charges because the fire 
started on forest service is land. no charges have actually been filed 
as of tonight. police say the three, jonathan jarrell, steve aguirre and 
clifford henry sparked the fire. they're being held now on $500,000 
bond each 

0:27 1/17/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the octomom is going to remain with her children at least until the 
next step in her fraud case. they say she failed to are reveal 
$30,000 in income when she applied for can public assistance. she 
became a household name after giving birth to octuplets in 2009. 
the 39-year-old single mother has 14 children in all. 

0:35 1/17/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new information in that giant security breach at target. it 
now appears to be part of a broader scam. the department of 
homeland security shows the security breach that hit target also hit 
six other large retailers including stores right here in california. but 
the names of those retailers have not been disclosed, and it's 
unclear if they include the large box stores. also rueters tonight is 
reporting that this malicious hacking software was originally 
developed by a teenager in russia who then sold his idea to 
cybercriminals 

3:00 1/20/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

hers was a phone call heard by hundreds of thousands of people. 
hours after a southern california woman used social media to tell the 
world that she was sexually abused, another woman claimed she's 
a victim too 

1:44 1/20/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing news now in burbank tonight. a woman found dead and 
dumped in an alley. this is the first homicide in burbank in more than 
a year 
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0:26 1/20/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, santa monica police say his m.o. was always the 
same. they say he would set fire to trash dumpsters and old 
christmas trees. babinder singh sihoda allegedly set ten fires dating 
back to december 30th. two apartment complexes in and around 
santa monica and a car in a dealership were damaged. officers 
sought singhoda after conducting surveillance in the area where 
those fires started.  

0:28 1/20/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man suspected of assaulting five women in orange county is going 
to make his first appearance in court tomorrow. his name is ulysses 
omar de la torre. he's 32 years old and he's locked up tonight. he 
was caught over the weekend. detectives say he is the same person 
seen in this surveillance video.  

0:20 1/20/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and for the first time we're seeing the man who could be connected 
to a dozen burglaries in and around the hollywood hills. take a look 
at this surveillance video that shows the burglar knocking on the 
victim's door. when no one answered, the lapd tells us the bandit 
then went around to the back of the house, broke into the home, 
and stole some electronics. 

0:45 1/20/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and for the first time we're seeing the man who could be connected 
to a dozen burglaries in and around the hollywood hills. take a look 
at this surveillance video that shows the burglar knocking on the 
victim's door. when no one answered, the lapd tells us the bandit 
then went around to the back of the house, broke into the home, 
and stole some electronics. 

2:28 1/20/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we told you about a group trying to put together an award to help 
find anybody involved in this melee. a young woman fighting for her 
life.  

0:24 1/20/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, southern california edison is now warning customers to 
be on the lookout for fake utility bills. now, this scam has been 
targeting customers throughout the country. some edison customers 
are receiving suspicious-looking e-mails that look very much like a 
bill. the e-mail demands immediate payment with the threat of 
service disconnection. edison says it never uses e-mails to collect 
past due bills.  

0:24 1/20/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

authorities have made their first arrests in connection with the 
security breach at target. two mexican citizens were taken into 
custody at the texas border. officials say they were carrying nearly 
100 credit cards they created using information stolen from target 
customers 

0:23 1/21/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

n orange county man is accused of trying to molest a 13-year-old 
girl he met on a dating website.  

1:49 1/21/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

emotional confrontations tonight in fullerton. residents upset at the 
idea a former police officer could rejoin the force in the wake of the 
thomas trial.  

0:43 1/21/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, three men accused of starting the colby fire make an 
appearance in court tomorrow morning. they are in federal custody 
tonight after being charged with starting a fire on federal land. the 
fire is now at a recreation area. their behavior led to five homes and 
17 other structures burning. the fire is now 95% contained 

0:24 1/21/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the police chief is sending his condolences to the rapid transit 
police. one of his officers accidentally shot and killed a fellow officer. 
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0:23 1/21/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people gathered at a memorial for a woman who was beaten 
outside a santa ana nightclub over the weekend. doctors removed 
23-year-old kim pham from life support is this afternoon. she was 
outside a nightclub early saturday morning. one woman has been 
arrested. she's expected to be in court tomorrow 

0:28 1/21/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are still searching for four other people in connection with this 
beating. an alleged victim posted this youtube in it. in it, you hear 
the woman confronting her former teach and she acknowledges the 
sex abuse. riverside detectives are now trying to contact another 
possible victim, a woman we first told you about last night here on 
the news at 11:00. 

2:03 1/21/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

venice homeless fight. a beach fight in venice. nbc 4's beverly white 
joins us live with the story new tonight for us.  

0:41 1/21/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we now know how a former orange county woman died in hawaii 
and who killed her. brittany jane rowe was murdered by her 
boyfriend. authorities are revealing for the first time johnson left this 
suicide note confessing to the murder before he hanged himself. 
police say johnson strangled her during an argument then dumped 
her body into the ocean. her father is thankful for some closure, 
nearly eight months after her murder. at the time of her death, he 
had just recently moved to hawaii 

0:35 1/21/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the associated press is now reporting tonight new details about the 
deadly shooting at lax last fall. before the gunman open fired, two 
armed officers left for a break without informing a dispatcher as 
required 

0:35 1/21/14 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we use gps technology to protect our cars. but what about 
ourselves? now it's in a hair clip for women. the idea is being 
designed by grad students from arizona state university. it uses 
sensors and a mobile app. it would detect an attack, alert authorities 
and perhaps even record the evidence. the developers will launch 
on crowd funding site next month. they're looking for support.  

1:04 1/22/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a kidnapping attempt at an elementary school stopped. let's go to 
the scene.  

2:18 1/22/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people took video on their cell phones and did nothing to help a 
woman beaten outside a santa ana nightclub. tonight, new 
information about that deadly attack from a witness 

2:11 1/22/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a middle school sex abuse case is unraffling. tonight, its second 
victim says she'll share her story and she'll take action 

0:27 1/22/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

l.a.x. officials are fepding their response to a shooting that killed a 
tsa agent last fall. the airport police chief says reaction business his 
officers was, quote, swift and brave. his comments after an 
associated press report found that two of his officers assigned to 
terminal three went on a break without telling a dispatcher 

0:23 1/22/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

federal prosecutors are not ruling out more charge against three 
men accused of starting the colby fire. they made their first court 
appearance this afternoon. a judge ordered all three to remain in 
jail. the men admitted they were smoking pot when they accidentally 
started the wildfire last week 

0:50 1/22/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

murder charges dropped against a man who shot and killed a 19-
year-old in torrance. candles and flowers line the spot where sergio 
welms died over the weekend. witnesses say that someone shot 
and killed him after he attacked a 13-year-old boy scout who was 
with his mother packing their car for a camping trip.  
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2:02 1/23/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nude photos from hundreds of hacked e-mail accounts are posted 
on dps line for all to see. it's a revenge porn scheme. and tonight, 
the local man accused is free on bail. now, this is a big case that the 
fbi has been building and tonight, we talk with the mother of one of 
the victims who helped in the takedown 

0:20 1/23/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fbi is investigating allegations now of an organized ring in los 
angeles that are targeting pro athletes. the nba and the miami heat 
contacted investigators just as soon as they learned about this 
scam. the league and the team said someone is trying to sell high 
profile players shares in the miami heat, but the shares don't really 
exist.  

0:19 1/23/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a scare at the lapd harbor division. the police station had to be 
evacuated when a man drove up with a suspicious object in his car. 
he asked the officers to check it out and it looked like a mortar shell. 
the bomb squad was then called in to determine what was in the car 
was just a replica. 

0:27 1/23/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a los angeles man now faces charges for attacking a grey hound 
bus driver and causing and accident. that bus was on its way from 
los angeles to dallas, texas, this morning. the police say the man 
you see here, 25-year-old matt quill morris was high on meth when 
he tried to take the wheel. passengers tried to get him off the driver 
who was doing his best to control the bus. 24 passengers were 
injured when the bus came to a hard stop down an incline 

0:20 1/23/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

nbc 4 has just learned that officials hope that operations will return 
to normal tomorrow at the high security jail in orange county. the 
sheriff's department there tells us that some areas are still on 
lockdown tonight. it's been that way since tuesday. 

0:41 1/23/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jamie recorded a telephone call with the same teacher and then 
posted it on youtube. brianna says it's the same teacher who 
recently resigned as an assistant principal at alhambra high school 

2:08 1/23/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in just a few hours now, we should know more about the beating 
death of a woman outside a santa ana nightclub. an autopsy is 
revealing some new details as well. beverly? 

0:19 1/23/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 1 1:00, a twitter account was hacked by syrian army. the 
cable news network's facebook and twitter account showed content 
from the hackers for about an hour tonight. cnn then removed the 
fake content just as quickly as they could. the group claimed 
responsibility on their own twitter account 

0:52 1/24/14 6:01a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

later today, police are expected to release new details in that boat 
close case in santa ana. police will update their investigation into the 
death of a 23-year-old woman. as we reported, kim pham died after 
an altercation at the cosby club 

2:18 1/24/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young woman was killed in a fight. the violence was captured on 
cell phone video. that led to two arrests. tonight, people are on the 
trail of another person of interest.  

0:29 1/24/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a fantana couple is being held after the death of their 5-year-old 
daughter. she was found unresponsive. neighbors told us that she 
looked malnourished, bruised and dirty . the last time they saw her, 
the parents were with the girl and they're going to be arraigned on 
child abuse charges on monday.  

0:31 1/24/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a woman sitting in her go ahead waj was robbed at gun 
point. this happened in manhattan beach. police arrested two adults 
and a teenager shortly after it occurred. the victim was in her car on 
manhattan avenue when the two of them approached dmaended 
cash.  
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0:31 1/24/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former movie executive and a banker who claimed that police beat 
him in a bizarre street arrest has lost his case. we want to warn you 
straight up here that the photos we're about to show you of brian 
mulligan are very graphic. mulligan wanted $20 million after he said 
the officers used excessive force. attorneys for the officers say he 
was out of control, apparently on bath salts, a drug similar to meth. 
he admitted to using the bath salts in the past but not the night of his 
arrest 

0:24 1/24/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a murder inside an an encino mansion remains unsolved tonight. 
and now detectives hope a reward will speed things along. an 80-
year-old investment banker was found on the kitchen floor by his 
wife. 

0:44 1/24/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a surveillance camera outside a home in harbor city caught a 
suspected thief in the act. the camera caught the thief going up the 
driveway. he then disabled one camera then reaches for another. it 
doesn't look like he used a ladder, so police think this guy must be 
about 6'2". the homeowner says it all happened so fast 

2:21 1/27/14 6:01a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

your crew says they heard flash bangs or gunshots fired around 45 
minutes ago and it has folks in the area concerned.  

0:33 1/27/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now, an investigation is under way involving an incident child 
on east 126th street in willobrook. deputies say the alleged gunman 
held a gun to a child's head. that sparked a shooting. the gunman 
was wounded and taken to hospital 

0:17 1/27/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the captain faces a sentencing today him he allegedly molested a 
girl in his family in 5th and sixth grade 

0:27 1/27/14 6:05a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there will be a quiet memorial and a strong police presence police 
when a Maryland mall reopens today. They say darian martin 
aguilar gunned down two people on saturday. police are trying to 
figure out a reason for the shooting and whether the gunman knew 
his two victims  

0:22 1/27/14 6:05a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

19-year-old penn state student arrested for having bomb making 
materials in his apartment. the 19-year-old once lived in the state of 
california and in fact in the bay area. the russian citizen now faces 
charges of possessing a weapon of mass destruction and drug 
charges 

0:28 1/27/14 6:06a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the jury selection gets under way for ex-new Orleans mayor. 
prosecutors accused him of taking $200,000 in prescribes from 
contractors. nagan pleaded not guilty to federal bribery and fraud 
charges. he led the city, most notably during the devastation and 
rebuild of new orleans after hurricane  

0:23 1/27/14 6:07a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a 30-year-old mandy morales was a teacher's aide at a special 
needs school. she admittedly had a sexual relationship or contact 
with one of the students who was 16-years-old at the time. the child 
is now two-years-old.  

0:27 1/27/14 6:07a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

concerns for two girls who went missing over the weekend this 
weekend. they have not been seen since early sunday morning. 
they were spending the night at one of the girl's homes 

0:34 1/27/14 6:08a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

because of a deadly crash lanes were still closed following the four-
car crash. it happened around 1:30 yesterday when a man ran into 
another car in his lane. then he veered into the southbound lanes 
hitting three other cars the passenger in his car died at the scene, 
police have now identifying him as 29-year-old eric valencia of irvine 
five other people are in the hospital with serious injuries 
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0:55 1/27/14 6:31a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

evacuations are still under way in a long beach neighborhood at this 
hour. it's breaking news we have been on top of since 4:30 in 
morning 

1:19 1/27/14 6:55a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

been on the scene of a shooting in long beach for more than 11 
hours. that shooting prompted evacuations, our crews tells us those 
evacuations have ended. jacob is live where we hear the swat team 
has left.  

0:31 1/27/14 6:58a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

. right now an investigation is under way into a deputy-involved 
shooting that involved a baby. police tell nbc 4 deputies shot a man 
multiple times after he used that. apparently the gunman shot his 
exgirl friend's boyfriend in the face. mother of the child was able to 
get the baby back. that's when deputies say the baby was not hurt  

0:20 1/27/14 6:58a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the search is under way for two missing girls, 12-year-old raelyne 
voelk and another girl were spending the notice at one of the girl's 
homes, so far not much more information coming from police. if you 
see them or nowhere they are, call riverside police.  

2:07 1/27/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

attacked on the job and barely surviving. two pit bulls jump this 
delivery man. but it's not just the pain that he's suffering from now.  

1:59 1/27/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is one of the most memorable moments of a young girl's life but 
tonight some recalling the events surrounding their quince with 
horror 

0:17 1/27/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles police department is investigating a possible armed 
robbery at a medical marijuana facility in panorama city. one person 
now is in custody. officers are looking for another.  

0:41 1/27/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

there was a vigil tonight for a 16-year-old who was shot by san 
bernardino county sheriff's deputies. friends and family gathered 
outside the highland station in support of joshua alvarez. he's 
recovering from a severe liver damage. that's after he was shot 
outside his home last weekend. deputies at the time were 
responding to a fight between joshua and his brother when they say 
that the teen came at them with a hammer, making an aggressive 
move 

0:41 1/27/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in riverside are looking at surveillance video to figure out who 
attacked five dogs. four died. one survived. robert carter says he 
came home on sunday morning and he saw that his fence was 
covered in blood. some of the pug chihuahua mixes were dogs that 
he actually bred on his property. and he found most of them with 
stab wounds. carter says whoever did this needs to be caught. 

1:30 1/28/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an unusual move. police here in burbank revealed a secret sex 
videotape case.  

0:15 1/28/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police have charged a man for killing a beloved security guard. this 
is the man, byron street, released by investigators last month after 
the murder 

0:29 1/28/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and there are now two women charged in the beating death of a 
university student outside a santa ana nightclub. candice brito 
entered a not guilty plea on the attack on 25-year-old kim pham. 
vanessa zabala also entered a plead of not guilty on several 
charges last week. several people watched the fight, in fact, took 
cell phone video but did little to stop it 

0:25 1/28/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an armed robbery spree may finally be over after police say they 
caught the man who threatened store clerks with a knife. police say 
justin was a participant in a string of hold-ups in the western end of 
san bernadino county. police say he confessed to robbing three 7-
eleven stores and a gas station 
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0:13 1/28/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and here's a crime duo. the lapd said these men burglarized a home 
last week in the palms area and made a quick getaway. with 
dealership paper plates on it 

0:43 1/28/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the archdiocese of los angeles faces a new lawsuit tonight. a 
volunteer at st. luke's catholic church at temple city said he was 
sexually abused for zen years as a teenage per the arch diocese 
said it removed timothy lawrence novacks after complaints of abuse 
in 2005 and for the first time the alleged victim spoke with us here at 
nbc 4.  

0:25 1/28/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this man robbed people after posting fake ads on craigslist. he took 
about $15,000 from a monterey park couple when he offered to sell 
them a mercedes. another victim lost about $4,000 trying to buy a 
rolex watch. police say that he used a fake gun both times. and they 
tracked him down by answering one of his ads on craigslist. 

0:22 1/28/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

officers are soon going to have a lifesaving tool in their arsenal. the 
police foundation is donating 8,000 trauma kits. these new kits 
include advanced tourniquets. the commission says they could 
improve survival rates by as much as 90% in the event of a natural 
disaster. the department's existing trauma kits were created back in 
the 1990s 

0:38 1/28/14 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

okay. well, if you don't, you're not alone. how good are we at 
protecting our own personal information? not very. according to a 
new survey. researchers at mcafee interviewed a lot of people 
before the news of the massive target security breach and here's 
what they found. they found a majority of smart phone and tablet 
users use a pass word, but nearly half of those admit they share it 
with other people. more than a third of those surveyed use their 
mobile device to control their home alarm system, but many fail to 
use a private password 

0:32 1/28/14 11:22p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. a former los angeles unified school district employee 
is now suing from what he calls a $60million sex fiasco. the former 
chief risk manager of the school district said he was hired to help 
settle abuse claims but was fired after he blew the whistle on the 
district quote, corruption. among his claims, the district hired 
overpaid attorneys who were friends as opposed to experts. also 
some students received settlements, despite never being abuse 
abused.  

1:56 1/29/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

snakes found in house. Some dead  

0:19 1/29/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attempted carjacking at the campus of usc 

0:22 1/29/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former security guard at an apartment complex was charged with 
murder in connection with a death of his supervisor.  prosecutors 
say that this man byron street had been suspended by his former 
boss for bringing his girlfriend to work with him.   

0:19 1/29/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a courtroom attack injured a police detective. it happened this 
morning.  officers say a murder suspect was being escorted into the 
courtroom for preliminary        hearing. he threw a chair at the 
prosecutor and a detective. the detective was treated for injuries to 
her head and her shoulder. the attorney wasn't        hospitalized.   
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0:33 1/29/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an addiction counselor on trial for hit and run in a death says that he 
simply cannot remember hitting anyone. actually a she. it was 
sherry wilkins. she testified today that the victim just seemed to fly at 
the car the accident occurred in torrance. prosecutors say the victim 
was hit so hard that he punched a        hole in her windshield 

1:45 1/29/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a smash and grab crash scam that targets drivers 
in grocery store parking lots. tonight we're hearing from a victim who 
lost thousands of dollars 

0:28 1/29/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in torrance need your help as they try to identify a purse 
snatcher. a passenger in this car approached a woman walking 
along pch to her car. this happened earlier this month. the man then 
pulled the woman to the ground and pointed a gun at her. detectives 
don't have a picture of the passenger, but they do have this rather 
good surveillance of the driver of the vehicle.     

0:25 1/29/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a criminal investigation is now under way into the recent theft of 
more than million target customers' data. target said investigators 
found the hackers sold critical information from a vendor to    access 
the retailer's systems.     

0:42 1/29/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother of a young girl with special needs pleads for the return of 
her custom bike. two men lifting the bike over a locked gate outside 
a marina del    ray complex. the bike was custom made. electric 
powered. it was a tandem bike given to    the  -year-old girl by a 
make a wish foundation. 

0:21 1/30/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news is to blame for a terrible wreck out there there night. 
three people are in critical condition. at ball road and western 
avenue, an suv slammed into a utility pole, critically injuring three 
people inside 

1:29 1/30/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over the scene after deputies say that a man went 
on a rampage. 

0:22 1/30/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we brought you this story as breaking news at 6:00. news chopper 4 
over the scene as the driver of a stolen truck crashed into a stolen 
car. the driver eventually pulled over in a neighborhood. he and a 
woman passenger were then arrested 

0:11 1/30/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

take a look at this. this was the scene from the ground right after the 
driver being chased crashed into that other car. that driver clearly 
shaken but appeared to be okay. and was not taken to the hospital 

0:16 1/30/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

deputies find cocaine, cash and a baby inside a home in lancaster. 
los angeles county sheriff's deputies went out to the home with a 
search warrant looking for evidence in a robbery case. two people in 
the home were arrested.  

2:26 1/30/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and was it a case of mistaken identity in deputies looking for a 
murder suspect shot an 18-year-old man. and now for the first time, 
we talk to the victim who's now behind bars 

1:03 1/30/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the santa ana nightclub where a 23-year-old woman was beaten to 
death will not reopen with a deejay there tells us the crosby is 
closed for good. meantime, two other women charged in kim pham's 
murder have now pleaded not guilty. at least one of their attorneys 
says evidence will show it was pham who started the fight 

0:27 1/30/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

amanda knox had no intention of returning to italy for her murder 
retile and tonight we know why. death of nok's roommate. this was 
her third trial. she was originally found guilty, then she won an 
appeal and immediately got out of italy. she now lives in seattle, 
washington 
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0:20 1/30/14 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

18 people have been arrested in new york city. they were 
handcuffed and covered their faces. police say the so-called party 
packs came with cocaine and prostitute ring has been doing this, 
they say, for months apparently whenever a big event comes into 
town. 

0:42 1/31/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

no fresh leads into clues into who killed an 80-year-old man encino. 
but police hope a $75,000 reward will change all that. someone 
killed him inside his home last september. the l.a. city council added 
$50,000 to the $25,000 reward being offered by his widow. she 
spoke out publicly for the very first time today 

0:17 1/31/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a drive-by shooting. this one is caught on tape. 
detectives in santa ana say someone in a sedan fired shots at a 
man riding a bike. surveillance video as the cyclist moved to get out 
of the way. the man on the bike was shaken but not injured. 

0:18 1/31/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three church burglaries in one week at cathedral city. the latest 
happened at community Presbyterian church. they ransacked the 
office and then made off with electronic equipment and cash 

0:19 1/31/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is super bowl weekend. and right now, police all over southern 
california are setting up dui checkpoints and increasing patrols. this 
is one of the check point wes found in pasadena tonight, officers 
want you to know they will be out in force, looking for impaired 
drivers during the super bowl weekend.  

2:12 2/3/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we are getting new details about those charges. let's go live to 
nbc 4's robert kovacik. he's in alhambra for us. robert? reporter: first 
of all, this case is now moving forward at a rapid pace. ever since 
jamie carillo now 28 posted that video called "confronting my 
childhood rapist" it has taken 17 days for authorities to interview two 
victims and file extensive charges 

0:14 2/3/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a mall parking lot in redondo beach was flooded with police tonight 
after a police chase. at 6:00 we showed you the search live. and 
now at 11:00 we know who they were looking for. a forgery suspect 
using a fake i.d. to make purchases 

2:14 2/3/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now a controversial police stop. a judge anywhere l.a. claims 
ucla campus police officers roughed him up over a seat belt 
violation. and he's revealing new details in a $10 million lawsuit. nbc 
4's beverly white live in westwood with the school's response to this 

0:16 2/3/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, the death of an actor as well known as this is drawing attention 
to the heroin crisis in america. the use of the drug has nearbily 
doubled since 2007. the director of public health here in los angeles 
county tells us it's on the rise particularly among teenagers 

0:44 2/3/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a young girl scout may have gotten the scare of her life when she 
tried to sell her girl scout cookies. police say a neighbor stuck a gun 
in her face. detectives say john dudril pulled the gun after the young 
girl knocked on his door on strawberry tree lane. neighbors tell us 
she's about 8 years old. we did some digging and found the 
suspect's online resume says he's a software engineer, went to cal 
state university san bernardino. neighbors say he lives at the house 
with a woman, possibly his wife, and also two teenage children. they 
described him as quiet and a bit odd 
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0:39 2/3/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an orange county firefighter was acting more like a police officer 
after a deadly hit and run. battalion chief mark stone was driving 
along santiago canyon road in orange when he passed acar with 
windshield damage. then he saw a bicyclist's shoe on the side of the 
road which led him to the body of 21-year-old joseph robinson. 
stone called 911 and gave police a description of the car that he had 
just passed 

3:29 2/3/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was exactly one year ago tonight that keith lawrence and his 
fiancé monica kwan were coming home from a friend's house. they 
would never make it inside their irvine condominium where they had 
just started a new chapter together.  

0:19 2/3/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

warning for drivers in santa monica tonight. especially if you are the 
type who tends to roll through a stop sign. police officers there will 
be looking for drivers who don't stop at stop signs or red lights. 
those violations often result in the most violent crashes nationwide. 
tickets range from $190 to $300. 

0:31 2/3/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a convicted killer, one who escaped from a michigan prison, has 
now been caught in indiana. state police chased down 40-year-old 
michael elliot after they got a report of a stolen car. elliot escaped 
yesterday by peeling a hole through two fences with his hands. but 
before he was caught elliot carjacked a woman at knifepoint and 
then took her at a hostage for 100 miles. when they finally stopped 
at a gas station, she locked herself in the restroom and called 911. 

0:23 2/4/14 6:00a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 the two have both pleaded not guilty to murder charges. 
prosecutors say they kicked and punched a 23-year-old woman, this 
one, outside the crosby last month. she died in a hospital three days 
later. defense attorneys can prove pham started the fight. but the 
orange county d.a. says, that doesn't matter.  

0:43 2/4/14 6:00a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just checked in with the riverside county jail, and a former 
teacher accused of molest molesting two girls more than a decade 
ago is behind bars. andrea cardosa resigned from her assistant 
principal job at alhambra last month not long after the youtube video 
went viral. a 38-year-old woman posted a phone conversation, 
accusing her of sexual abuse that began when she was in middle 
school. days later, a second woman came forward with similar 
allegations. this morning, cardosa is facing 16 counts of sexual 
abuse. we have a reporter looking into charges. also hear from one 
of the alleged victims, what she has to say about her arrest, that's 
coming up in 30 minutes 

1:02 2/4/14 6:01a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

los angeles judge filed $10 million a lawsuit against ucla, saying he 
was stopped and roughed up by campus police for not buckling his 
seat belt. the suit filed by judge david cunningham iii. last november, 
as he was leaving a gym near ucla, police pulled him over for seat 
belt violation, but then he was treated with a violent treatment 
resulting in wounds. patrol car video support the claim of excessive 
force 

1:10 2/4/14 6:10a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new chopper 4 live over hollywood. staying on top of the search for 
a murder suspect. let's get up to willkohlschreiber 
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0:38 2/4/14 6:12a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say they were called nearly a dozen times observe the past 
15 months to the home of the man arrested last week for keeping 
hundreds of snakes inside his home. 53-year-old william buckman 
arrested last week for animal cruelty. nearly 400 snakes inside his 
home, most of them dead or decay decaying. animal services went 
to the house in october 2012, after an anonymous tip. at that time, 
the snakes were healthy and cages were clean reportedly. buckman 
is a hoarder and may have lost his grip on reality after his mother 
died three years ago 

0:45 2/4/14 6:22a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

city of san francisco going after social networking website claiming it 
helped predators. meetme.com allows minors to share personal 
information and location with strangers, and that violates california 
law. according to lawsuit, the website has been implicated in several 
crimes involving the sexual assault of minors. the company's ceo 
says they can't comment on pending litigation but did say, we review 
hundreds of thousands of photos posted to our it was services every 
day and compare the information by our users to a sex offender 
register. we'll be following the story.  

1:28 2/4/14 6:29a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news in hollywood hills. looking live from news chopper 4. 
over the staging area, that's where sheriffs deputies are combing 
the area for a murder suspect considered armed and dangerous 

2:13 2/4/14 6:30a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former assistant principal here at alhambra high booked on 16 
counts of sexual abuse. we break down the charges and possible 
sentences 

0:31 2/4/14 6:32a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a day in court for a teen shot by deputies during a manhunt. we told 
you about kelvon young last week. san bernardino deputies say 
searching for a murder suspect they saw young sneaking through 
yards. the deputies say they identified themselves and ordered him 
to show his hands but claim head pulled out a knife. the officers 
feared for their safety and opened fire. young told nbc 4 he had 
knives in his waistband for protect and never pulled them out.  

0:32 2/4/14 6:33a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

time to face the music for lil za. the rapper is set to appear in court 
this morning. he's charged with felony possession of ecstasy and 
oxycodone. lil za facing additional felony charge for breaking a jail 
phone in police custody. his arrest part of an investigation into the 
alleged egg-throwing incident last month at bieber's home. if 
convicted on all counts, lil za could face up to nine years in jail.  

0:32 2/4/14 6:34a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

redondo beach police looking for a suspect involved in a fraud, car 
jack, kidnap case. we first brought you this, as breaking news last 
night at 11:00, police looking for man after he ran from a nordstrom 
rack on thaw horn boulevard. a picture of the suspect, security tried 
to stop him but he ran, forced his way into a car with the driver 
inside, and got away. the car is an older model four-door silver audi. 
anyone with information should contact the police 

0:33 2/4/14 6:36a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you pick up your phone and see a missed call from a number you 
don't recognize you may want to think twice, three times, about 
calling back. you could be a potential victim of a growing one ring 
phone scam. victims who call that number back are connected to a 
paid adult entertainment service located overseas. those unlucky 
callers are charged, get this, $19.95 international call fee up front, 
plus $9 or more per minute for the unwanted service 
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0:40 2/4/14 6:36a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

warning for drivers in santa monica this morning. police officers are 
on the lookout for drivers who roll through the stop signs or red 
lights. as we told you last hour, those violations result in the most 
violent crashes. well, this morning, our reporter caught up with one 
santa monica resident who says this is a big problem.  

0:54 2/4/14 6:55a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news, an investigation into deputy-involved shooting is 
under way 

1:32 2/4/14 6:56a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

news chopper 4 over the scene 30 minutes ago. ted chin on the 
ground where a press conference wrapped up a short time ago 

1:11 2/4/14 6:57a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

attorney for a former riverside teacher says it will take more than a 
youtube video to convict his client of molesting two children. facing 
more than a dozen felonies days after a recorded phone 
conversation went viral on social media. nbc 4's kate larson live at 
alhambra high school where she was the former assistant principal, 
now she's in jail on $5 million bail. kate? 

0:16 2/4/14 6:58a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this morning, police continue to search for two men who robbed a 
smoke shop last night. the robbers ran off with 800 bucks in cash 
and two tobacco pipes worth $150. the same men may have robbed 
another shop a half mile away last week 

0:17 2/4/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the suspect hit at least ten parked cars there. the teen was 
apparently walking to one of those cars when he was hit. the police 
just told us they're looking for a newer model dark colored camero. 
the suspect got out of his car and then took off on foot 

0:38 2/4/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and more on the death of actor phillip seymour hoffman. four people 
have been in connection with possibly selling heroin to hoffman. the 
actor withdrew about $1200 from an atm the day before friends 
found his body. witnesses say they saw him with two men that were 
carrying messenger bags. sometime before his death. police are 
now trying to find surveillance video that shows hoffman and the 
men together 

2:07 2/4/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and now a story we first broke at 6:00. a school board president 
arrested on child pornography. investigators may have been tipped 
to this by a computer tech?   

0:26 2/4/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man hunt for a suspected killer in the hollywood hills is still in the 
hollywood hills is still going on. sheriff's deputies went tooth 
hollywood walk of fame trying to find this man, 54-year-old oscar 
bridges. now, bridges subpoena known to frequent those areas. he's 
wanted in the murder of a man who was found in south los angeles 
last month. we also dug into bridges' background and found he's 
also a registered sex offender 

2:06 2/4/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have confirmed the lapd is trying to track down the person who 
made death threats against a 5-year-old disney star 

2:14 2/4/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now to a terrible case of mistaken identity. two innocent women 
shot, nearly killed, by lapd officers looking for ex-cop christopher 
dorner. tonight, police chief charlie beck says his officers are to 
blame 

0:22 2/4/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a 35-year-old man is in custody tonight in connection with a 
body found in an upscale orange county neighborhood. his identity 
remains a mystery, but we do know that he is a yorba linda resident. 
two bike riders found the woman body's on the street this morning. 
neighbors say they heard screaming in that area early this morning 
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0:35 2/4/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

she escaped from prison 36 years ago in michigan. but tonight, her 
life of freedom here in southern california is over. police arrested 60-
year-old judy hamon at her home in san diego. hamon was 23 years 
old and serving a minimum 16-month sentence for attempted 
larceny when she went on the run. her neighbors tell us she usually 
kept to herself 

0:25 2/4/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

guilty. that was the verdict today for a substance abuse counselor 
accuse accused of driving with a dying man on her windshield. her 
blood alcohol level was nearly twice the legal limit. wilkins admitted 
that she had been drinking that night. tonight, she faces 45 years to 
life in prison.  

0:44 2/4/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

security procedures at l.a. city call are under review tonight because 
of a breach that left some of the workers there running for safety. 
police have increased their presence when a man walked into the 
councilman's office. he told everyone to get out, to leave. and then 
began to draw graffiti on the walls. investigators think the 26-year-
old transient followed an employee through an entrance that's not 
guarded.  

0:21 2/4/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a montana police officer lost two teeth in a fight with a domestic 
abuse suspect. 31-year-old luis flores was arrested after police say 
he slammed that officer's face into a wood shed, broke two teeth 
and cut the officer's face. flores we're told was trying to get away 
after a domestic violence call. the injured officer is now out of the 
hospital. he's going to be okay.  

0:38 2/5/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight for the first time, we're seeing the three suspects police say 
may have sold drugs to actor philip seymour hoffman. they faced a 
judge on misdemeanor drug charges. one of the suspects had 
hoffman's cell phone number. investigators are also looking at 
surveillance video near the atm where hoffman withdrew hundreds 
of dollars before he died. and they're looking at hoffman's personal 
journal.  

0:29 2/5/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

here tonight, friends and family held a rally for a teenager shot by 
undercover deputies for the san bernadino's sheriff department. 
then he was arrested. kevon young was shot when deputies were 
looking for a murder suspect. he had two knives but says he didn't 
pull them and said deputies didn't identify themselves. 

0:25 2/5/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a long beach woman accused of selling drugs while running an 
unlicensed day care is going to face a judge on monday 

0:14 2/5/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

not guilty says the soap opera actress who's charged withassault. 
her name is crystal hunt and she's accused of smashing a glass in a 
woman's face during a bar fight in west hollywood. hunt calls it self-
defense because she says she was being harassed.  

0:30 2/5/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the former rialto school board president who facing child 
pornography charges is free on bail. as you'll see, he was in no 
mood to talk to us tonight about those allegations 

0:21 2/5/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also tonight, eight police officers who shot two innocent women for 
the manhunt of ex cop christopher dorner will not be fired. the lapd 
charlie beck believers the officers violated policy, but he has 
decided to let the officers return to the field after they undergo 
additional training. the search for christopher dorner got off to a slow 
start last year because investigators just did not have much 
information to go on 

2:50 2/5/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

talks to the detective who cracked this case and the critical clues 
she uncovered.  
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0:23 2/5/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a $200,000 race car stolen from a repair shop in san bernadino. and 
police want to know if anyone has seen this black 2008 dodge 
challenger. it's been heavily modified for racing. the trailer that 
usually transports the car, somebody also grabbed that, too. police 
think the car police think the car and police think the car and the 
trailer are still in the area. >>  

1:27 2/6/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new at 11:00, a knockdown robbery at a mall in torrance. 
surveillance video caught it all 

0:21 2/6/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now, more breaking news to tell you about. police just identified 
a person of interest in a hit and run. lapd just released this picture. 
they want to talk to this man a 19-year-old was killed getting out of 
his car on tuesday. the driver just left his car at the scene and was 
then picked up by another vehicle 

2:00 2/6/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are learning more now about the 17-year-old who was found 
stabbed to death at an upscale yorba linda neighborhood. now for 
the first time, we're hearing from her family. 

0:42 2/7/14 12:03a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we want to the update breaking news. warnings has gone out to 
students at usc. it is near the lorenzo apartments at 325 adams 
boulevard. near the campus at grand and 110. the suspect we 
understand are still at large. students are told to seek shelter. they 
are still looking for a suspect. they are investigating a shooting. we 
don't know if anyone is hurt, but we know there is a shooting in and 
around the campus of usc.  

2:11 2/7/14 11:38p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two deputies face 40 years in prison. both accused of beating an 
inmate and indicted by the feds. we are hearing from that inmate. 
we have more on what he claims happens behind the bars 

0:23 2/7/14 11:40p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an arrest in a case of animal cruelty involving a dog that was 
strapped with fireworks. the dog was found badly burned and 
dehydrated. a man has been arrested. investigators say he is the 
man who left indy in the alley for dead. the dog has since recovered 

0:21 2/7/14 11:41p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

48-year-old mohammed kahn is accused of trying to steal a winning 
ticket. authorities say they handed him two losing two tickets and a 
$1,000 winner. but he told them they were all three losers.  

0:19 2/7/14 11:41p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 a modified dodge challenger was found partially stripped in realto. 
they also found three other stolen cars. 

0:27 2/7/14 11:44p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

video tonight of an argument that turned deadly. at the bottom right 
of the screen you can see two men involved in a heated 
conversation that ended when a retired police officer shot and killed 
a man he was arguing with right in front of that man's wife. the 
argument was about using a cell phone during the previews 

0:47 2/7/14 11:53p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news. a warning being sent out to usa students. apparently 
there was a shooting reported in an area close to apartments 
located at 325 adams boulevard which is just north of the usc 
campus and also near grand and the 110 area. the suspect is still 
out there, still at large. students are being asked to stay away from 
the area and seek shelter in a secure location until this is resolved. 
this is all of the information we have 

1:30 2/10/14 11:35p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have breaking news to tell you about. an attack at a check 
cashing business in hawthorne. a man is left dying on the sidewalk 
there. robert is at the crime scene and spoke with the victims's 
family.  

2:06 2/10/14 11:36p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have new details about what happened inside an orange county 
mansion, a couple found dead. young children injured. we have 
been investigating this inside on the killer 
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0:18 2/10/14 11:38p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a fire leads crews to a marijuana grow house in 
riverside county. crews put out the flame after 7:00 tonight, but did 
not finish up until edison crews managed to shut off the power. the 
cause of this fire is still under investigation 

1:44 2/10/14 11:38p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we showed you this surveillance video of thieves ransacking a home 
at 6:00. we learned they are getting through sophisticated systems 
and they may be casing their locations 

0:58 2/10/14 11:40p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we are getting the first look at the woman accused of causing the 
deadly head on collision on the 60 freeway. olivia was drunk driving 
the wrong way on the westbound side of the freeway near diamond 
bar when she plowed her camaro into oncoming traffic. she survived 
and six others died. this is not the first time she has driven drunk. 
she was convicted of the same offense at the age of 17. nbc 4 
talked with the only other survivor of the crash 

0:37 2/10/14 11:41p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the chp is disputing chris ka tan's dui arrest. his car hit a truck on the 
101 near balboa in encino. the "saturday night live" alum said he 
passed all tests and was released without bail. cameras capture the 
moment he did not pass. he submitted to a chemical toxicology 
tests.  

3:28 2/10/14 11:45p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it really is probably the last place you expect a sexual assault to 
happen on a packed airplane at 30,000 feet. acting on a tip, we 
investigate the problems of sex crimes and molestations in mid-air 
on flights 

0:18 2/10/14 11:49p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it really is probably the last place you expect a sexual assault to 
happen on a packed airplane at 30,000 feet. acting on a tip, we 
investigate the problems of sex crimes and molestations in mid-air 
on flights 

2:39 2/11/14 11:34p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, smashing a squad car as you see here on the 
hollywood walk of fame. tourists honoring the life and legacy of 
shirley temple caught up in the middle of this drama.  

2:07 2/11/14 11:37p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, the las vegas strip is at the center of a new hack attack. we 
learned that some of the biggest hotels you see on the strip here 
and their guests past and present might be victims of a security 
breach.  

0:25 2/11/14 11:39p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

does it matter who started a bar fight that ended in the death of a 
23-year-old woman. a defense attorney says yes. but a judge says 
there is enough evidence to charge two women in the death of kim 
pham. the suspect's defense attorney said pham started the fight 
and he believes facts will prove itis not a murder case 

0:35 2/11/14 11:40p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators trying to track down a hit and run driver who hit a 
marine on his motorcycle on the 15 freeway. the staff sergeant is 
called the miracle marine. a motorist swerved into him in temecula. 
the sergeant said his biggest fear was being run over after he went 
down on the freeway. he talked to us for the first time during the 
news at 5:00 today 

0:31 2/12/14 6:05a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let's hope it's not a matching robe. all right, moving along on to other 
news, a deadly bus crash in new york city has left one person dead, 
at least five others issued. a box truck collided in manhattan early 
this morning. the impact sent the bus careening off the sidewalk, 
crashing into scaffolding surrounding a building. the injured were 
taken to a hospital. two people are in critical condition. investigators 
are on the scene to try to figure out what caused this accident. 
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0:39 2/12/14 6:35a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

one year ago today the man hunt for christopher doer ner came to 
an end after prosecutors ruled that officers were justified in using 
deadly force in the shootout they say 37 office was were responding 
to an immediate threat to the public. prosecutors say no criminal 
charges will be filed against any of those officers. four people were 
killed when dorner went on a rampage over a firing by the lapd 

0:53 2/12/14 6:36a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tourists witnessed a live outrage. tourist captured the whole bizarre 
incident. by the way, after calmly smashing all the windows, this guy 
apparently grabbed a laptop carrying it to a nearby kiosk 

0:26 2/12/14 6:48a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

all right, police say back here at home, they are seeing more airbag 
tests in sherman oaks especially from the prius. officers say the 
thieves are targeting cars parked south of the 101 

0:18 2/12/14 6:58a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we have an update on that deadly bus crash in new york about an 
hour ago. we learned the truck that ran into the bus was actually 
stolen and a bus driver was killed in that crash. the impact sent that 
bus and truck slamming into scaffolding. the truck driver was 
arrested 

0:43 2/12/14 11:41p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have some new details police say the man who gunned 
down a woman working at a domino's pizza in san bernadino is 
behind bars. surveillance video shows detectives searching for 
clues. since we first brought you this story at 5:00 today, police tell 
us they've arrested this man, 55-year-old pedro duquesne 

1:12 2/12/14 11:41p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an attack at the mall, and now the search is on for two women who 
knocked down a shopper. she hit the ground. they stole her stuff 
and then they ran away 

0:43 2/12/14 11:46p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a child sex sting in florida arrested 20 men, including three who 
worked at disneyworld. police went on line, posted children and then 
arranged for the men to meet them at a vacant house. when they 
got there, they were arrested. investigators say some of the men 
brought candy and necklaces with them. and one even brought a 
happy meal to meet a 13-year-old 

2:16 2/13/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new information right now on a well known and beloved 
schoolteacher found dead 

0:30 2/13/14 11:36p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new information on last year's shooting at l.a.x. new information 
about a report that reveals two panic alarms were not working at the 
tsa checkpoint. that's where the gunman open fired. a source that's 
familiar with the report says there's no evidence that the 
malfunctioning alarm had something to do or any effect on the 
response time. a suspect has entered a plea of not guilty.  

0:38 2/13/14 11:37p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sheriff's deputies shot and killed a suspected burglar after a chase. 
a homeowner told police that an armed man was demanding money 
from his mother. deputies arrived on the scene. they pursued the 
supsect's car with a woman and a child inside. they cornered the 
suspect in the backyard. the confrontation ended with force. right 
before he was shot, the suspect ran through a crowd at a 
supermarket 

0:24 2/13/14 11:38p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

three teenage girls turn themselves in after the surveillance video 
we showed you last night here on the news at 11:00. police arrested 
a 16-year-old and two 14-year-olds after they admitted their 
involvement in a fight at the westfu=ield mall in culver city. a 60-
year-old woman was attacked and robbed in the parks lot on 
monday night. the police say that the teenagers turned themselves 
in at school after seeing that photo on the news 
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0:22 2/13/14 11:39p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

despite the video, it was a not guilty plea for rice who was caught on 
camera smashing the windows of an lapd squad car in hollywood. 
there you see him. we brought you the dramatic video on tuesday 
night. he appears angry about something, but police haven't said 
exactly what it was. at one point he reaches into the car and pulls 
out a laptop computer 

0:23 2/13/14 11:40p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the news is breaking at atwater village right now. the lapd trying 
to find a hit and run driver there. a pedestrian hit with a car on 
riverside drive near fletcher. investigators say they're looking for a 
black hyundai with a broken side mirror. we're trying to get new 
information on this and we'll get it to you as soon as we have it here.  

2:00 2/13/14 11:44p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

more tonight about the long beach beauty salon where a woman 
died during a procedure known as a vampire facelift. a masseuse is 
under arrest because of what police found in the salon.  

0:17 2/14/14 11:41p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also a developing story in pacific palisades. police try to find a hit 
and run driver who hit a pedestrian on the pacific coast highway. the 
victim, a man in his 30s suffered head injuries. tonight, investigators 
are on the lookout for a silver toyota prius.  

2:33 2/14/14 11:41p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former super bowl sensation accused of raping two women in los 
angeles. darren sharper is suspended from his job. he's an analyst 
with the nfl network as he battles these charges now 

0:18 2/14/14 11:50p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cocaine, cash and weapons. that's what simi valley police found 
after a raid of two homes. estimated street value of the drug is 
around $3 million. officers say it was all part of an ongoing 
investigation into drug pacificing here in southern california. no 
arrests were made 

0:37 2/14/14 11:50p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in santa ana hope new surveillance fete will beat them to a 
man who beat a store clerk. one man is in custody. but police are 
still looking for the other man identified as jesus fuentes. police say 
he attacked the clerk because he wouldn't let them by beer after 
hours 

0:28 2/14/14 11:51p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

long beach police want to talk to more clients who received a 
vampire facelift from an unlicensed practitioner 

0:24 2/17/14 11:35p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now just in to nbc 4. police have made an arrest in a 
hit-and-run. it happened on pacific coast highway in pacific 
palisades. and the suspect turns out to be a 74-year-old woman 
from fullerton. the lapd tells us she hit a 28-year-old man as he tried 
to walk across pch on friday night. that man is still being treated for 
severe head trauma 

2:03 2/17/14 11:37p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 his mother helped to negotiate his surrender. tonight we're learning 
some new information about an 18-year-old man who police say 
killed his girlfriend over the weekend 

0:22 2/17/14 11:39p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight several students attacked and robbed near ucla and 
campus police have issued a warning. three times in the last two 
weeks people walking off the campus have been punched and 
robbed by two or more men who got away with wallets, cell phones, 
and even the shoes off one of their victims. we checked with the 
campus police, and they still don't have a detailed description of the 
suspects 

0:27 2/17/14 11:39p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the search continues tonight for the truck driver who caused a 
gas leak in playa del rey. investigators say someone ran offer a 
valve at the storage plant and they left the truck there, the engine 
still running, parked over the leaking gas valve. the gas leak and a 
strong odor had neighbors worried.  
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0:47 2/17/14 11:40p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, with tax season here, we've uncovered a scam designed to 
separate you from your money, but there is a way to spot this. 
people posing as irs agents will contact you claiming you owe back 
taxes. then the threats begin. one victim from long beach told nbc 4 
today the bogus agent bullied him for about three minutes. but 
here's the key. the irs doesn't make phone calls 

2:07 2/18/14 11:35p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

strong allegation against two assisted living facilities in l.a. in fact, 
we brought you this story at 5:00 today. and tonight, we are hearing 
from the people inside the home who describe the punishments they 
face. nbc 4's beverly white live in the historic adams district with new 
details on the pastor who ran the facility and what the facility is now 
doing 

0:15 2/18/14 11:37p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news from santa ana right now. a man found dead outside 
a home. police made the discovery after responding to a call of 
shots fired. detectives say they're look into the possibility this was 
gang related. 

0:23 2/18/14 11:39p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new details on the death of a cabbie a few weeks ago in 
hawthorn. investigators say the cabbie got in a fight with a woman 
over a parking spot at a strip mall there. tonight, those investigators 
tell us the woman called a man who police say this man right here 
punched the driver in the head. police say surveillance video of the 
attack shows staton running from the scene. 

0:44 2/18/14 11:39p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

was an office building in west hollywood deliberately torched. 
investigators still remaining pretty tight lipped about this one tonight. 
but take a look at this cell phone video shot just moments before 
firefighters arrived early this morning. flames burning through both 
floors of the building on santa monica boulevard. witnesses saw two 
people throwing some sort of fire bomb at the building. but 
investigators are not confirming that, even though we did spot the 
bomb squad and arson investigators on scene there 

2:09 2/19/14 11:30p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

broke on our mobile app tonight. sources confirm a plea deal is 
expected in the bryan stow beating case 

0:21 2/19/14 11:40p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for the man who gunned down a new father at a 
bus stop. friends and family gathered for a 23-year-old who was 
shot and killed at venice way last night in inglewood. a pickup truck 
got up and a man opened fire. detectives don't have a motive 

0:29 2/19/14 11:40p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 new tonight, anaheim police have arrested a former it have news 
anchor for dui. she failed a field sobriety test. she worked as an 
anchor in san diego, los angeles and new york. she has a rare 
genetic condition and has spent her career fighting for the disabled. 
she was into rehab in 2007. 

0:38 2/20/14 6:05a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two men who brutally beat a man outside dodger's stadium is 
pleading guilty in court. sources are telling nbc's investigative team 
the two men will plead guilty to charges of mayhem, assault and 
battery in the attack left the father of two with permanent brain 
damage. his family is expected to speak on his behalf in court later 
today 

0:21 2/20/14 6:05a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meanwhile, an 18-year-old will be in a pasadena courtroom. he is 
being arraigned on charges of fatally shooting his live-in girlfriend. 
police responded last sunday to calls of a shooting at the house and 
finally arrested him the next day after his mother helped arrange his 
surrender. he could face up to 50 years of life in prison if convicted 
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0:50 2/20/14 6:07a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

airlines are on an alert. the government says terrorists may attempt 
to hide explosives in shoes. it may sound familiar. this is based on 
recent information. the threat applys to overseas flights coming into 
the u.s. passengers will likely increase attention to their footwear. 
unlike travelers in the united states who are used to taking their 
shoes off 

2:05 2/20/14 6:29a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the beating case may end this morning with a plea deal. the two 
men accused of attacking a giants fan three years ago outside 
dodger's state of mind could plead guilty in court. 

0:33 2/20/14 6:31a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

. the stow family is expected to move forward with a separate the 
family is suing the dodger's owner and three entities he created. 
accusing them of failing enough security at the stadium and 
negligent hiring. 

0:23 2/20/14 6:35a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he allegedly struck and killed a bicyclist. the crash happened just 
last night around 11:00 near edwards street 

0:28 2/20/14 6:36a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former nfl star darren shaper, the nfl analyst is suspended from his 
tv job while the case plays out for raping two women. with 
connection with similar rain cases in arizona, las vegas and new 
orleans.  

1:08 2/20/14 6:56a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the brian stowe beating case could be over in a few hours 

1:56 2/20/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

at times, a driver hit speeds at over 100 miles an hour. robert 
kavosek live with who was behind the wheel. this was a pursuit that 
was long, fast and dangerous. going through residential 
neighborhoods.  

0:23 2/20/14 11:35p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a deadly shooting spree unfolding inside the american indian tribal 
miss in northern california. four people killed. two others injured in 
what we are being told was a shooting and a knife attack near the 
border of oregon and nevada. one of the victims is the tribal leader 
there. looks like the shooter was a woman. tribal members were 
considering evicting 

0:55 2/20/14 11:35p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, two men know how much time they will spend behind bars. 
Beating of stow case 

2:03 2/20/14 11:36p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

mysterious post on the facebook page of an allegedkiller. and now 
the victim's family is outraged and they want to know how it got 
there when the suspect is in jail 

0:28 2/20/14 11:38p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we just received an alert from the fbi. agents say this violent fugitive, 
their words here, may be here in southern california after he was 
able to escape from custody. he's wanted for assaulting a police 
officer and a woman in bozeman, montana. the fbi considers briggs 
armed and dangerous and and dangerous and ethey're offering a 
reward to help find him. we'll bring you more on the manhunt 
tomorrow on "today inl.a."  

0:24 2/20/14 11:43p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new theory about a beating outside a santa ana nightclub. candace 
and vanessa zabola are accused in the death of kim pham outside 
the crosby bar and nightclub. prosecutors deny any gang 
involvement here 

0:19 2/21/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 new tonight, a fugitive sex offender captured. authorities arrested 
kevin briggs just a few hours ago in portland. they thought he could 
be coming to southern california next and the fbi has sent out a 
warning. briggs is wanted for allegedly assaulting a woman and a 
police officer in bozeman, montana 

1:25 2/21/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a woman found dead inside an orange county care facility and her 
roommate arrested for murder.  
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0:19 2/21/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the lapd on alert tonight after a gunman shot at an undercover 
narcotics officer. nbc 4 getting information from the air and on the 
ground on this. police tell us they are searching for the suspects in 
lincoln heights at this point. no one was hurt, but they are holding 
officers over on their shifts while they continue to search for the 
shooter out there. 

0:23 2/21/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

witnesses say they saw her beating a 2-year-old with a belt at a bus 
stop. the child who belongs to an acquaintance was taken to 
children's hospital and is now in protective custody. the woman's 8-
month-old child was also taken into protective custody 

0:47 2/21/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 one of the men who severely beat san francisco giant fan brian 
stow at dodger stadium isnow in federal custody. 33-year-old marvin 
norwood was arraigned on weapons charges today. it seems that 
during the stow investigation, guns were found inside norwood's 
home and he is a convicted felon. norwood and luis sanchez both 
entered pleads of guilty 

0:40 2/21/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

san diego police say a child held up an ice cream truck driver. the 
boy is thought to be between 10 and 12 years of age. he held a gun 
to the driver and demanded cash before he escaped on a 
skateboard 

0:19 2/21/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

orange county woman will spend six years in prison after admitting 
to having sex with her son's 12-year-old friend. patricia serrano was 
convicted of having sex with a boy twice in 2011 and sending him 
lewd text messages. the victim's mother became suspicious when 
she found her son locked in a bathroom with serrano.  

0:42 2/21/14 11:28p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

kitchen grease is fuelling a crime spree in southern california. 
caught on camera, this video shows thieves stealing grease from a 
restaurant. a full truck of the used oil could be worth about $600 at a 
recycling center. a gallon translates to about $2.50. a security expert 
wanted to be anonymous because he's gotten death threats 

2:12 2/24/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

some 80,000 murders, billions in drugs. a kingpin captured tonight. 
what we've uncovered about just how deep this drug lord's ties to 
los angeles run. now what we're learning about the man called el 
chapo as we investigate his elaborate escape routes 

0:29 2/24/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and right now officers are looking for a car with california plates that 
ran over a man at a las vegas gas station. watch again as the man 
in the red shirt here walks away from the pumps. he is nearly hit by 
that car. he pounds on the hood. and then all of a sudden the driver 
keeps going and runs over his legs. he was seriously hurt and taken 
to the hospital. officers tell us they're looking for a gray honda 
accord with california license plates  

2:03 2/24/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it was a huge turnout tonight at nicholas jr. high school in fullerton. 
parents there demanding answers about a math teacher who's 
accused of molesting two students. nbc's beverly white live in 
fullerton with what school officials are telling us. 

0:25 2/24/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a lakewood man is accused of punching a flight 
attendant. police arrested 53-year-old edward nanga after his flight 
from the philippines landed at l.a.x. yesterday. prosecutors say that 
nanga was drunk, he became irate and used profanity when he was 
refused more alcohol. officials say at least five passengers had to 
get in there, help restrain him after he punched that flight attendant.  
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0:25 2/24/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

campus police at uc santa barbara are now stepping up their patrols 
tonight after a second woman is raped. a 19-year-old woman says 
that at least three men attacked her. it happened over the weekend. 
she did manage to make it back to her home in isla vista and told 
her roommate. this is the second sexual assault of a university of 
california santa barbara student in two months. in january police 
arrested three people after an 18-year-old was attacked.  

0:38 2/24/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

state senator ron calderon is free on bail tonight hours after 
appearing in court on federal corruption charges. wearing shackles 
on his wrists, ankles, and around his waist, calderon pleaded not 
guilty to accepting more than $100,000 in bribes. prosecutors say 
he also received trips and dinners in exchange for his political 
influence.  

0:47 2/24/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the city of costa mesa now offering a reward to catch whoever was 
behind a vandalism spree there. some of the damage, more than 
two dozen vehicles spray-painted even taunted with the words "ha 
ha" on the side of a house. one family was hit even harder. they 
woke up to the sight of their new car on fire in their driveway. this all 
happened early on sunday morning, along south coast drive and 
begonia avenue. 

3:30 2/24/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is the law in california. as of this year you cannot get a ticket if 
you're parked at a broken parking meter. well, tonight for the first 
time the nbc 4 iteam exposes how cities like los angeles are still 
writing tickets at meters that are cheating you. investigative reporter 
joel grover has been busting bogus ticket schemes for over a 
decade now. 

1:42 2/25/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

surveillance captured a man kidnapping a woman, pushing her to 
the backseat of her car and sexually assaulting her. gadi schwartz is 
live tonight with why detectives think this guy certainly knows the 
area.  

2:07 2/25/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, a break in a case that shocked everyone who heard it. the 
murder of a 7-year-old pop warner football player. tonight, four 
people arrested, one of them a teenager. and for the first time, nbc 
4's beverly white spoke to the father. she joins us live right now from 
the mid city area 

0:24 2/25/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight after the body of a man was found in a burning 
car. we checked with detectives tonight. they tell us the lapd high 
profile robbery homicide giggs is now taking over this case. the body 
was found on monday night in the trunk of a burning audi. the victim 
is a man between 20 and 35 

0:24 2/25/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and a warning tonight for pierce college students about a sexual 
assault suspect on the loose near there. there are also questions 
about why these signs on campus are just now going up a full two 
weeks after the incident. officials tell us a student was attacked by a 
man who came to jump start her car. he arrived in a white prius with 
the tow company's logo on the door. fortunately the student was 
able to get away 

0:21 2/25/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

seems a life sentence here in california doesn't mean what it used 
to. nearly 14 have been paroled in the past three years. that's a big 
increase and coin sides with governor brown taking office. he's been 
dealing with court orders to ease prison overcrowding. critics say 
the change in philosophy puts the public in danger.    
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0:29 2/25/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

sara slocumb said a man came up to her, ripped her google glasses 
off her face and took her purse. people were upset because she 
was recording them with those glasses. she said she only started 
recording when she was attacked. she gave a video to the police 
and they called it a google glasses hate crime.    

3:08 2/25/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it's a dangerous party cocktail made from ingredients found in most 
homes and making it very, very acceptable. the trendy sweet drink 
is addictive but it can cause seizures. tony shin explains why 
california is now becoming a smuggling hub for all of this.    

0:25 2/26/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight in the search of a suspects near the uc santa 
barbara campus. deputies have finally pinpointed the location of the 
attack. this happened early sunday morning. deputies tell us they 
weren't able to find the crime scene until today because victims 
weren't sure where it would happen. they found items on campus 
that may belong to the suspect and one that belonged to the 19-
year-old woman 

2:52 2/26/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now for the first time tonight, we're getting an inside look at the 
underground world of sex trafficking in orange county. it's not what 
the city of anaheim wants to have associated with its name, but it is 
a secret no more. tonight, nbc 4 shows us the rescue mission for oc 
victims. 

0:24 2/26/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

st. patrick's church vandalized north hollywood 

2:07 2/27/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this community is already on edge about violence and property 
crimes, but today people rally around a man who saved a boy 
during a brazen daylight kidnapping attempt. colleagues say his 
reaction to a woman screaming about a kidnapped child truly shows 
his heart.  

0:23 2/27/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> new tonight, an l.a. man is suing the city over a parking ticket. 
and he wants us to get involved in this. the proposed class action 
lawsuit. the man claims parking meter violations are unreasonable 
and oppressive. he received a fine penalties totalling $175. the suit 
also claims that violators don't always get a chance to fight the 
tickets because of threats from the dmv 

0:49 2/27/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, there's something of a u-turn in state law. while talking or 
texting while you're drooiing is against the law, there is something 
that you can do on the phone. a california appeals court ruled that 
driving while reading a map is legal. the decision reverses the 
conviction of a fresno man who got a ticket two years ago for 
glancing at the map on his iphone in traffic. the court ruled law 
makers weren't specific enough when they created the current law.  

0:17 2/27/14 11:31p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cats shot with arrows in long beach area.  

0:27 2/28/14 6:24a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an explosion in winnetka uncovered an explosion in a garage 
around midnight in the 8,600 block. two men suffered burns and 
were critically injured in the explosion. police say the men were 
using cocaine to extract oils from the marijuana 

0:27 2/28/14 6:47a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

former nfl star darren shaper, the nfl analyst is suspended from his 
tv job while the case plays out for raping two women.  

0:25 3/3/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of carrying out a deadly shooting spree in lax is due 
in court prosecutors plan by early july if they will seek the death 
penalty until that time, the murder trial is on hold three other people 
were hurt in that shooting 

1:06 3/3/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and happening right now, a search under way for a man who 
confronted a father and his young daughter, then abducted them at 
gunpoint 
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0:34 3/3/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight, a robber targets a bank in anaheim and seems to have 
inside knowledge about how to get the money there. surveillance 
cameras from the opus bank on east lincoln avenue clearly caught 
the robber last tuesday. police say he went up to the window, pulled 
out a gun, then directed the teller to go to specific drawers.   when 
he produced a handgun, he told the teller, hey, this is a robbery. he 
directed her where to pull the money from almost like he had some 
knowledge about how a bank teller operates.  

0:43 3/3/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, we told you tonight at 5:00 about the former ucla water polo 
player who pleaded not guilty, charged with sexually assaulting 
three women. we now know he has posted bail and has been 
released. the judge denied a request at this morning's indictment to 
lower bail for hakop kaplanian. that's when we found out two other 
women have come forward saying they were raped as well by him. 
tonight he did post the original $590,000 bail 

0:21 3/3/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this video from an october shooting that was just released. it's the 
point of view from the officer. the officer is brian pitser, firing eight 
times at a robbery suspect in new mexico. albuquerque pd say the 
officer was justified in shooting because the suspect had a gun, 
although he did not point or fire his weapon. 

0:17 3/3/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we're following breaking news right now out of anaheim, where 
apparently this sizzler has been robbed at gunpoint. just happened. 
anaheim police tell us a manager was pistol whipped there before 
the suspect got away with an unknown amount of cash. they are still 
looking for the gunman and the robbers 

0:20 3/3/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we're following a developing story after getting word that nearly 
$250,000 in property may have been taken from khloe kardashian 
and lamar odom's home. no word yet on exactly what may be 
missing but the lapd told us they did not see immediately any signs 
of forced entry and a criminal investigation is ongoing.  

2:16 3/4/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a college student behind bars tonight, arrested in an identity theft 
scheme with hundreds of possible victims nationwide. investigators 
spent nine months sorting through thousands of peas of evidence, 
but tonight they're still trying to figure out who else may be a victim 
here 

0:25 3/4/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

jury selection begins tomorrow in the retrial of a man accused of 
shooting a boy in a spiderman costume. leonard lal's first trial ended 
in a mistrial. he and another man killed aaron shannon in the 
backyard of a south l.a. home. this happened on halloween in 2010. 
the second defendant, marcus simpson, has pleaded guilty and will 
be sentenced later this month 

0:32 3/4/14 11:13p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

santa ana police are looking for a driver who hit a teenager and took 
off. we want to warn you, the video we're about to see is disturbing, 
but keep in mind, the teenager is expected to be okay. here it is, you 
can see the young girl running in traffic when she's hit by a truck 
and then all of a sudden a car.  

0:13 3/4/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigators in riverside county are looking for a woman who used 
counterfeit money to buy girl scout cookies although she may not 
have known it. investigators hope these pictures from a supermarket 
will help identify her. they believe she paid the girl scouts using two 
counterfeit 20s, but again she may not have realized that they were 
fake.  

0:38 3/4/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a little league coach in san diego saves one of his young players 
have being kidnapped. scott hidencamp was wrapping up practice 
when he noticed a man approaching a 7-year-old. the man was 
telling the boy to come with him and that he was his father 
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1:59 3/5/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

captured. the man hunt is over for a mother whose young kids were 
found wandering l.a. busy streets. tonight, the grandmother of those 
two toddlers tell us why it might have happened 

0:34 3/5/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, the second suspect involved in the santa ana hit 
and run is now behind bars. officers arrested aman da sanoncon. 
they say she was behind the wheel of the car that you see that hit 
the 14-year-old girl on monday. that girl is expected to be okay, but 
after she got out to check on her, police say she got back in her car 
and drove away. the law says she should have stayed at the scene. 
she now faces a felony hit and run charge like the driver of the red 
truck who was also involved in the accident. 

0:25 3/5/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and lapd says they will focus on traffic citations after a stunning 
number surfaced. los angeles has some 20,000 hit and runs every 
year. we found out more than 100 resources have now been moved 
into l.a.'s four traffic divisions. the lapd chief says it's time to focus 
on road safety as the department's success in dealing with violent 
crime 

0:41 3/5/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the death of a 5-year-old boy in nuevo near paris. police removed 
200 marijuana plants from a backyard of a home today. this is 
where the little boy got a hold of a gun somehow yesterday and 
accidentally shot and killed himself. the sheriff's investigators spent 
the day interviewing family members, but officials have not 
announced any arrests 

0:38 3/5/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police are looking for a third man connected with a robbery spree in 
orange county in inland empire. several of crimes were caught on 
camera. one of a dozen stores were robbed at gun point. >> the 
businesses that led them to be target, that's always a possibility 

0:23 3/5/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in santa clarita valley are asking for your help in recovering a 
custom made wheelchair. burglars stole it from a garage. it's painted 
candy apple red with flames along the back bars. anyone with 
information at all is asked to contact the santa clarita valley sheriff's 
station 

1:57 3/6/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two students assaulted within hours of each other on a college 
campus tonight, two different attackers are on the run. nbc 4's 
beverly white is live at the santa clarita with how one woman really 
fought back 

0:26 3/6/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, an alleged drug dealer is arrested. police say he targeted 
elementary school kids with brownies laced with pot. police in costa 
mesa say they took 33-year-old isaac greer into custody and seized 
56 pounds of marijuana. 

0:16 3/6/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

developing story in south l.a., where it's been a very busy night for 
police. they tell us there's been three shootings there all in the area 
of 97th and san pedro. one of those involved a police officer 
opening fire on a man with a gun. that suspect was taken to the 
hospital. 

0:14 3/6/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

this 25-year-old man has been banned from the glendale galleria 
after being arrested on suspicions of indecent exposure. he was 
also charged with vandalism and burglary 

0:27 3/6/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

today, a mother's $5 million lawsuit against the anaheimpolice 
department has been rejected. two years ago, anaheim police shot 
and killed manuel diaz who was unarmed and running away from 
officers. diaz mother sued saying they used excessive force, but the 
jury said the officer, who was in an area known for its gang activity 
believed that diaz was armed after he refused to show his hands. 
diaz's mother plans to appeal 
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0:15 3/6/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a suspect believed to have stolen a car in 
downtown l.a. led police on a one-mile chase before crashing into 
another car. the suspect tried to run but was quickly arrested. the 
driver of the other car was hospitalized  

0:35 3/7/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> and the nbc 4 i team was at the mendoza home today when the 
truck driver's wife and daughter arrived. and the highway patrol was 
there waiting for them.  

2:20 3/7/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we showed you her picture at 5:00, a skin care specialist to the stars 
under arrest, charged in a murder for hire plot. the alleged target, 
her competitor. but tonight's robert kavocik has learned this is not an 
open and shut case 

0:23 3/7/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we've been following new developments in the deaths of a mother 
and young son killed in a garage fire in south l.a. the fire department 
told us earlier tonight that they were victims of a homicide. 
investigators are not saying why they think that, and there are no 
suspects at this time. but the victims were found dead inside a 
converted garage in the area of 50th and wall streets on wednesday 

2:09 3/7/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tonight, we have learned more about the college student who's 
charged with killing his own parents. we first brought you news of 
19-year-old ashton sax's arrest at noon today. and now vicki vargas 
has new details on what authorities say happened  

0:23 3/7/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a former reality tv star and pass pasadena pet groomer set his 
carport on fire in 2012. he said he did it because he couldn't afford 
the rent. his sentencing is scheduled for april 23 where he could 
spend up to six years in jail.  

0:29 3/7/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and the media frenzy over who started bit coin and is it really a 
temple man in temple city really doesn't mean much to bit coin 
users. "newsweek" reported this man is the elusive creator of bit 
coin but he says not so. bit coin users and developers say it means 
little for the future of the company as it continues its efforts to be 
recognized as a viable form of money. bit coin is digital payment 
system 

0:19 3/10/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we have just learned tonight that a suspect who escaped while 
being questioned by fontana police is now back in their custody. we 
first told you about ramon torres  

0:33 3/10/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a new investigation is under way into what happened in the 
moments after whitney houston's death, and it's at the center of a 
lawsuit within the beverly hills pd. nbc 4's investigative team first 
reported in september that a s.w.a.t. supervisor claimed a fellow 
officer lifted the sheet off houston's body and made an inappropriate 
comment. in a lawsuit filed today the former s.w.a.t. supervisor 
claims he was demoted for reporting that incident. no comment right 
now from the beverly hills police department or the city attorney. 

2:01 3/10/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

for the first time we're hearing from a man who tracked down the 
prime suspect in one of hollywood's most stunning murder cases. a 
man's severed head, hands, and feet all found near the hollywood 
sign. tonight nbc 4's beverly white with new information that led to a 
roommate and a former lover.  

0:33 3/11/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the trial begins for a couple accused of staging an elaborate bank 
heist in east la. accused of stealing 500,000 from this bank of 
america back in 2012 

0:19 3/11/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

also in court, octomom, nadia sulleman, facing charges of welfare 
fraud. accused of receiving $10,000 in benefits she wasn't entitled. 
failed to report other income she had received.    
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0:30 3/11/14 6:05a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an new investigation under way in what happened moments after 
whitney houston's death. first reported in september claims by a 
s.w.a.t. supervisor that a fellow officer listed the sheet covering 
houston's body and made inappropriate comment. in a lawsuit filed 
the former supervisors claim he was demoted for reporting the 
incident. no official comment from the department or the city 
attorney.    

0:37 3/11/14 6:35a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meanwhile, police are looking for two people of interest in 
connection with a violent assault on a woman at cal state long 
beach this week. investigators are hoping someone recognizes 
these two men. they want to ask them about an attack on monday 
night outside a dorm on beverly plaza. 19-year-old woman says she 
was walking through the complex when a man approached her and 
started the conversation. moments later, second man attacked, 
hitting her over and over, until she lost consciousness. the victim 
rushed to hospital with serious facial injuries.  

0:26 3/11/14 6:46a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd chief beck says dozens of shops have already been shut down 
but hundreds more continue to operate. the city will pass out 
brochures to real estate agents and property owners to make sure 
they are aware of the new regulations.   

0:52 3/11/14 6:47a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd believe they have solved a two-year-old cold case murder. the 
severed head, hands and feet of the man were found near the 
hollywood sign in january of 2012. his roommate and partner, 
gabriel martinez, reported him missing about a week before body 
parts were discovered. but now 38-year-old  is accused in the 66-
year-old's murder 

0:21 3/11/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man accused of killing a pastor is going be in court tomorrow. 
granddaughter found the body on sunday in the home of the 1100 
block of west 98th street.  

2:31 3/11/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a dog fighting rin has been busted. 16 dogs are safe 
and rescued from really brutal conditions. now officials are 
investigating the owner of that house. nbc is live tonight. we had a 
chance to talk with the owner of those dogs 

0:24 3/11/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man setting a pet store on fire with more than two dozen puppies 
inside. the owner let the man in. he douses the place with gasoline 
while she goes around gathering doums then he ignites flames right 
next to the puppies' cage. the sprinkler system did kick in in time 
and all of the puppies were saved. 

0:17 3/11/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police told us that they stopped a homeless man. this happened 
yesterday from walking around the board walk with a chain saw. 
turns out the man found the saw in the trash 

0:27 3/11/14 11:18p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

drug abuse experts notice a disturbing trend. people going to 
houses just to steal medication. in san diego county today, a 
campaign began to make people aware of the issue. crimes 
involving prescription drugs are up 84% over just the past four years 

0:22 3/11/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

general motors are under investigation. congress wants to know if 
they should have known that there were problems with the chevy 
cobalt and five other models a lot sooner. it does that automatically 
without the driver knowing and so far has caused 31 crashes  

2:39 3/12/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

manson follower bruce davis granted parole. Govenor brown to 
decide 
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0:20 3/12/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

you are looking at fake credit cards and an encoder. police say a 
hawthorn man used this to rip off a lot of people. he’s now facing 
felony charges. detectives say they have video of the suspect using 
victims’ accounts and target in gardena to make those purchases. 

0:19 3/12/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and tonight, two women are wanted in a theft targeting sha sa lons. 
one shared this surveillan vide with us. it shows a woman putting a 
purse up her dres and walking away. the suspects are posing as 
customers before committing their crime 

0:41 3/12/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a simple police stop turns tragic. the 70-year-old man got out of his 
punt and made a deadly mistake. he point the his cane at the 
deputy and that’s when the deputy open fired saying he just didn’t 
realize what the man was holding. tonight this story is making 
headlines with the sheriff defending the deputy. 

0:29 3/12/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say natally holmes jumped into a truck and drove away with 
two girls, ages 5 and 2 still inside while their mother tried to stop it. 
when that truck got a flat tire, she tried to take another vehicle. the 
girls were not hurt, but they say that she ripped the ear off a stuffed 
animal 

2:16 3/13/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a single tweet has a los angeles man sitting behind bars. his friends 
call it a joke, but the lapd said it’s a serious threat. kate larson is live 
for us downtown tracking down the man’s friends who shared the 
photos who triggered an arrest 

1:17 3/13/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

members of a church are meeting for the first time since police 
arrested their pastor on rape charges. where some are defending 
their spiritual leader 

0:22 3/13/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

it is more than 24 hours since an inmate escaped from the l.a. 
county jail. there is no sign of him. 37-year-old christopher brown 
walked out of the inmate reception area hours after he was brought 
in from court. he was convicted of breaking into a hospital and 
stealing laptop computers containing patient information 

0:22 3/13/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is out there flashing women. he was caught on surveillance 
video flashing shoppers at the brea mall and he targeted the irvine 
spectrum and the shops in mission viejo and making lewd 
comments while exposing himself.  

0:43 3/13/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

people gathered to remember those kill and injured at the south by 
southwest music festival. prayers were said for the two who died 
and nearly two dozen injured. police were trying to pull over 21-
year-old rasheed owen when is he plowed through a barricade and 
into a group of people. officers said the 21-year-old aspiring rapper 
was drunk 

2:06 3/14/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

 right now more break news tonight. four children allegedly 
kidnapped by their own parents after being placed in protective 
custody. nbc 4’s kate larsen live in boyle heights with why police 
think the children are in danger right now 

0:23 3/14/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight in an apparent case of road rage that left a 
pacoima man dead. police identify the victim as sergio sanchez, but 
they are still looking for his killer. officers found sanchez dead in his 
car on the 210 freeway in sylmar early this morning. detectives say 
he has been shot and the windows of his car blown out 

0:36 3/14/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in other news, investigators are worried that there could be more 
victims of a san bernardino pastor who’s accused of molesting 
children. police arrested 54-year-old steven howard of the muscoy 
united methodist church. he’s accused of molesting a now 23-year-
old for the past nine years and a 14-year-old. officials say that 
howard even offered his victims money for sex.  
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2:03 3/17/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

what was he plotting? tonight the arrest of a california college 
student. and a member of the national guard accused of helping al 
qaeda and targeting l.a.’s underground. he was captured on a bus 
near the canadian border 

0:30 3/17/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

meantime, there is a warning tonight about scammers who are 
trying to cash in on the mystery of what happened with malaysia air 
flight 370. now, this is a screen grab of a fake facebook page 
promising news about the 777 jet. clicking on the links here will take 
users out of facebook into sites posing as youtube or news sites 
with exclusive information. viewers are then asked to verify their 
ages, fill out surveys, and share the video with friends. and that is 
what makes money for the scammers.  

0:44 3/17/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new tonight a disturbing case out of san diego international airport 
involving security and a possible abuse of power. four baggage 
handlers indicted for allegedly trying to smuggle drugs onto planes 
there. prosecutors say the suspects met couriers from san 
bernardino in the airport bathrooms, then used their security 
clearances to get those drugs through checkpoints. it’s thought to be 
the first federal drug prosecution of airport employees in san diego 

0:45 3/17/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> riverside police think that these people are breaking into homes 
while others are sleeping inside. now, they gave us these pictures 
from local stores. this man and the woman are using credit cards 
that have been stolen from some of the victims. half a dozen homes 
in canyon crest were hit over the past two months. one man who 
doesn’t want to be identified described then what happened at his 
house when it was broken into.  

0:26 3/17/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the investigation into a body found at an anaheim recycling facility 
leads policeto an area known for human trafficking and prostitution. 
detectives think jarae estep was last seen in the area of beach 
boulevard and ball road this week. nbc 4 obtained this video of her 
on the streets of oklahoma city. police want to know how she got to 
southern california and why she was murdered within just days after 
arriving here 

0:22 3/17/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

chris brown will be staying in jail until at least next month. nbc 4 in a 
downtown l.a. courtroom this afternoon. when a judge ordered him 
to stay behind bars. police arrested brown in malibu last week for 
violating his probation stemming from his assault in 2009 of then 
girlfriend rihanna. brown was thrown out of rehab for allegedly 
making a threat 

0:32 3/17/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> police use dna evidence to solve a 23-year-old murder case in 
compton. this is the first time that we’ve seen the victim, 16-year-old 
melissa alcantar. she had just moved here from mexico when she 
was sexually assaulted and killed at work. detectives got a break in 
the case about two years ago when they matched fingerprints from 
the crime scene to a man living in kansas, james boyd has finally 
been extradited here to california. he entered a plea of guilty on 
friday and was sentenced to at least 25 years in prison 

2:06 3/17/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the family of a mother who died after being hit by a police cruiser in 
hawthorne is now suing the city. karina preza left behind three 
children. she died on the way to pick up her husband from work. as 
nbc 4’s gadi schwartz reports, her husband says he is just trying to 
fulfill a promise he made to his wife while she lay dying in the 
hospital.  
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0:24 3/17/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the fall of an infomercial king. tv pitchman kevin trudeau is going to 
spend the next ten years in prison. he tried to make one final sales 
pitch today, apologizing to the court and to the judge, but he didn’t 
buy it. trudeau sold millions of books that are supposed to cure 
weight loss and debt. but the judge said trudeau was cheating 
others for his own personal gain 

0:19 3/17/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> injured trying to break up this drum circle at venice beach last 
night. they were citing the group for violating beach rules when 
somebody tossed a bottle, hitting an officer. he had a cut on his leg. 
and the window, their police car was busted as well. two people 
were arrested and later released.  

2:31 3/18/14 11:01p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

, two children were the targets of an amber alert. and a very intense 
manhunt. they were discovered abandoned  near the u.s.-mexican 
border.  

0:31 3/18/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new at 11:00, firefighters rescued a woman after her car ended 
up here in a wash. this is in sun valley. news chopper 4 was over 
glen oaks boulevard and hollywood way around 7:00 tonight. the 
driver was able to get out of the car. and then firefighters had to 
hoist her the rest of the way out of the wash with a crane. we’re told 
her injuries are minor. how she got there may have something to do 
with the fact that she’s facing a dui charge tonight 

0:29 3/18/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

northbound 405 is back open tonight after shots were fired nearby. 
chp shut down the northbound lanes this afternoon after a man was 
spotted firing a gun near marine avenue. redondo beach police and 
the chp searched a homeless encampment in the area and took two 
people into custody. the freeway was backed up for miles.  

0:35 3/18/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an armed guard will remain at a charter school following the arrest 
of a student there. the 16-year-old student from nova academy in 
santa ana sent threatening e-mails from his ex-girlfriend. he claimed 
he was tired of being bullied and compiled a hit list he wanted to 
shoot. the ex-girlfriend told an administrator who then called the 
police 

0:21 3/18/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

manhattan beach police arrested two men for allegedly using this 
skimming device to steal credit card information from customers at a 
chase bank. all victims have now beennotified. officers also say they 
discovered the same suspects allegedly placed similar devices at 
six chase atm’s since january. 

0:25 3/18/14 11:12p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tomorrow, 14 teens will be in court to face burglary and theft 
charges. prosecutors say they broke into a mansion and then threw 
a wild party. last november, 100 people partied in a mansion, 
causing $1 million in damage there. investigators say some of the 
teenagers allegedly made off with rare collectibles and then tried to 
sell them online. among them, pieces of armor at a stuffed leopard 

2:03 3/19/14 6:00a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

in a couple hours, an armed guard will meet students arriving at an 
orange county charter school after the arrest of a classmate. police 
say a 16-year-old put together a hit list of students who wanted to 
kill 

0:25 3/19/14 6:04a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the mother accused of leaving her two young boys alone in south 
l.a. will face the judge this morning. she is charged with child abuse 
and drug possession. neighbors called police earlier this month after 
her boys were found wandering near a liquor store hungry an 
wearing dirty clothes. the boy arranges two-year-old and a three-
year-old are now with county social workers.  
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0:24 3/19/14 6:23a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

justin bieber is claiming a fracture behind his foot is behind the 
shaky sobriety test in january. it shows that he told an officer he hurt 
it skateboarding three months earlier and quotes bieber as saying 
he was not drag racing, he was quote having fun with his millions of 
dollars in the bank the biebes pleaded not guilty afternoon 

0:53 3/19/14 6:33a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

right now an armed guard is on duty, watching over a high school 
after police say a sophomore compiled hit list of at least ten of the 
classmates, nova academy in santa ana, police say the 16-year-old 
student in question sent threatening e-mails to his ex-girlfriend. 

0:37 3/19/14 6:33a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

14 teenagers have vying for their right to party. after prosecutors 
say they broke into a mansion, threw a wild party and caused more 
than a million dollars in damage. you will remember the mansion 
party last november that was promoted through social media. 
investigators say some of the teens made off with rare collectibles, 
then tried to tell them online, among them, pieces of armour, jewelry 
and a snow leopard. the teens range in 15 to 18. they face 
trespassing theft and burglary charges 

1:18 3/19/14 6:54a 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a teenager sent an e-mail saying he was tired of being bullied and 
threatened classmates. the first bell rings in about an hour.  

1:33 3/19/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

now, if this is the missing plane and we’re still not sure, there is a lot 
of work ahead. we don’t know why the plane was taken off course, 
what happened in. the cockpit, and who may have been involved. 
tonight, the fbi is at the center of answering those questions.  

0:23 3/19/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news now. a search is under way right now. the lapd is 
telling us that the store manager heard somebody moving around 
up in the attic that was at 9:00 tonight. police and canine units are 
now on the scene there 

1:56 3/19/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

investigation is now under way into a sexual assualt  involving a 
third grader at an elementary school. fellow students finally came 
forward on monday to report what they had witnessed. and i say 
finally, because the alleged sexual assault has beengoing on since 
last year. not one isolated, but five to seven under investigation. 
that’s according to a spokesperson for the riverside unified school 
district who says one boy was apparently coercing another boy to 
perform sexual acts. 

1:26 3/19/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> a bullet hit a crowded bus. a mother and son were taken to the 
hospital. 

0:22 3/19/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> new at 11:00, walmart is apologizing to a customer in san 
bernadino. that woman said a man ripped a gold chain right off her 
neck while she was shopping. then the store manager urged her not 
to call the police, claiming that it would take too long for them to get 
there. walmart corporate says the manager should have handled the 
situation better and police tell us they should have been called.  

0:24 3/19/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>> students at ucla are being notified of a sexual assault near the 
campus. this crime happened in front of the palmomar hotel. a 
woman was talking on her cell phone when a man grabbed her from 
behind and forcibly touched her. this is the third reported sex crime 
near ucla since january. one student that we talked with said that 
her sorority may now hire security 
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0:37 3/19/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a routine traffic stop ends with a call to the bomb squad in 
northridge. officers say they found a pipe bomb when they searched 
a driver’s car there. the bomb squad’s subsequently responded and 
they robotically removed that device from the car. and they 
detonated it in a location not too far away from the vehicle after the 
area was evacuated 

2:31 3/20/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

confusion, concern and anger at parents night as they learn about 
sexual assault between elementary students. police say a child 
committed the crime. 

0:42 3/20/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a nursing attendant is accused of sexually assaulting a patient at 
usc medical center. detectives say that terrance dacoe confessed 
that he attacked a patient yesterday in a hospital examination room. 
his photo was released today in hopes that any other possible 
victims might come forward.  

0:20 3/20/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

an l.a. county caseworker is behind bars accused of molesting a 7-
year-old girl. detectives say lose gonzalez sexually assaulted a girl 
for four months. they believe he also molested two other girls in l.a. 
as far back as 1998. gonzalez worked there for the past nine years. 
detectives believe there could be more victims.  

1:37 3/20/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a canine officer credited tonight for saving the lives of three officers. 
within the last few hours, vets yapped up surgery on bruno. we 
brought you live coverage, the aftermath in anaheim at 5:00. a man 
shot and killed after firing on officers and shooting bruno in the face 

0:35 3/20/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a woman attacked inside a san bernadino 
walmart store. we first told you about it last night at 11:00. a young 
man walking up to her trying to pull off her gold chain. she says she 
called out for help but nobody came. and when she did, it was the 
store manager who says -- or she says he tried to talk her out of 
calling the police 

1:36 3/20/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

how did a teenage boy get past cameras and guards to climb to the 
very top of the sky scraper? 1 world trade center is built as the 
safest commercial structure in the world, but what this new jersey 
teenager did shows it is far from secure 

1:52 3/21/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

70yr old man shot by police. someone called them and said that 
there was that man walking around a property with a knife 

0:19 3/21/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

item found on pico blvd. turns out to be a suitcase 

0:28 3/21/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

giants fan wont be charged in deadly stabbing of dodgers fan 

0:24 3/21/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

lapd officer accused of child abuse. 

0:26 3/21/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

scam targets taxpayers by calling them and telling them they owe 
money to the irs 

0:42 3/21/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

two boys and a girl taken into custody. They were malnourished 

0:36 3/21/14 11:17p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

off duty lapd officer arrested for drunk driving. Car lost control.  

0:20 3/21/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

northern california wine storage worker accused of stealing 350 
cases of wine 

2:19 3/24/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new developments now in the kidnapping last thursday of a 16-year-
old girl, and now for the first time we’re hearing from the store clerk 
who helped her just moments after the attempted assault 
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2:12 3/24/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

74-year-old woman imprisoned for more than three decades will 
soon be getting out thanks to law students from usc. her family 
disappointed it didn’t happen tonight 

0:45 3/24/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

we’re going to take you to the scene of breaking news out of long 
beach right now, where a store clerk has been shot during a 
robbery.  

0:24 3/24/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> the lapd is investigating a hollywood hills shootout that injured 
an officer and killed the man that they were after. the officer was 
responding to a domestic violence call at a home on gould avenue 
just off laurel canyon. once on the scene, the man inside opened 
fire. the nbc 4 iteam found out that the suspect had a significant 
criminal history 

0:16 3/24/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police in brea continue to look for these two men. they’re wanted for 
an armed robbery. tonight they held up a goodwill store in the 600 
block of south brea boulevard. shots were fired during that robbery, 
but no one was injured.  

0:41 3/24/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight the montclair police chief is defending the pursuit 
that led to a suspect’s death. a man accused of stealing two 
televisions from target was killed after being thrown from a car and 
run over in claremont yesterday. now, the pursuit ended on an exit 
ramp from the 10 freeway. we asked the chief if the pursuit was 
within department policy, and he said it was. but he says if they had 
to do it over again they would have made a different choice.  

0:46 3/24/14 11:15p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man accused in orange county’s worst mass murder is now a 
step closer to a trial. a judge decided that there will be two trials for 
scott decry. one will decide if he’s guilty or not, the other will decide 
if he should get the death penalty. he’s charged with killing his ex-
wife and seven others at a salon in seal beach in 2011.  

0:32 3/24/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> tonight we continue to follow our breaking news in long beach. 
nbc 4 photojournalist david gregory just reached the crime scene, 
where he’s gathering new information right now. a well-known store 
clerk in the area was shot.  

0:28 3/24/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

tv judge joe brown on the other side of the law tonight. he was 
sentenced to five days in jail after being charged with five counts of 
contempt of court in memphis. shelby county juvenile court officials 
said brown caused an outburst in court representing a woman who 
was accused of not paying child support. brown served as a criminal 
court judge there for ten years before leaving the bench to focus on 
his television show. that show was canceled last year 

0:32 3/25/14 11:07p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

breaking news tonight, lapd officers arrested a 22-year-old man who 
was covered in blood. after his mother was found stabbed to death 
in her home. neighbors toll our sisterstation that the man was living 
with his mother. 55-year-old matilda sanchez died at the scene 

0:33 3/25/14 11:11p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the man found dead after a shooting from police at his home in 
hollywood hills has a long history apparently of legal problems. the 
nbc 4 i team has uncovered the fact that 27-year-old michael 
valentino pleaded guilty to everything from assault with a deadly 
weapon to forgery. sources tell us that he was shot apparently 
several times after police responded to this domestic disturbance 
call. it happened yesterday morning. investigators still aren’t sureif 
valentino took his own life or if perhaps officers shot him 

1:36 3/25/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a baby-sitter looking after a 4-year-old girl suddenly rushes the child 
to the hospital, but it was too late. she died. and tonight, that baby-
sitter is under arrest 
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0:27 3/25/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

protestors at santa clarita are up sent saying signs along interstate 5 
and 14 violate law. the issue was supposed to be voting on. it’s 
being held up because someone on the council there is questioning 
the legality of even having this up for a vote 

2:05 3/26/14 11:00p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

cameras are rolling as employees are arrested at l.a.x. all for 
stealing passenger luggage and property there.  

1:32 3/26/14 11:02p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let’s check in now with gadi schwartz who’s live at the tom bradley 
international terminal, a big part of this investigation.  

0:20 3/26/14 11:04p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

those arrests tonight are happening amid a request from the tsa to 
add armed officers at security checkpoints throughout the airport 
during peak hours. in a new report, the tsa wants the changes 
following last year’s shooting there. the recommendations will be 
discussed before a committee on hope land security on friday right 
here in l.a. 

0:32 3/26/14 11:08p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man is wanted for attacking a girl in her own home. claremont 
police have just released this sketch of the person they’re looking 
for. he’s 5’8", 5’9", medium build with blue eyes and brown hair. the 
victim says he was home alone last thursday night. this is around 
10:30, when the man entered the home and sexually assaulted her. 

0:53 3/26/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new video shows the democratic lawmaker just moments after his 
release. and we’ve learned he plans to plead not guilty to charges of 
money laundering, conspiracy, and murder for hire. 

0:21 3/26/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

police say this is not the first time this pair is wanted in a number of 
pharmacy hold-up going back to last september. most of these 
happened after midnight on california boulevard. the two appear to 
be targeting specific drugs.  

0:22 3/26/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

, a teacher from a christian school in valencia, arrested on campus 
today. 35-year-old carl esto rella accused of inappropriate touching 
with a male student. the teacher is free tonight on$20,000 bail 

2:12 3/27/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a car stolen in orange county, but it’s what’s 
inside that has the owner heartbroken tonight. one man’s plea for 
help 

0:25 3/27/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

new details tonight about a woman who was found dead in a lake in 
boyle heights. earlier we had her name, 36-year-old lorenza ariano. 
now we have her picture. she was a known transient there. flowers 
now placed along the lake where her body was spotted this 
afternoon. there was no visible sign of trauma, according to police, 
but police consider this a homicide investigation 

0:33 3/27/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and we’re learning more tonight about the arrest of a girl soccer 
coach in laguna. sheriff’s investigators are telling us that ronny 
gamez had inappropriate contact with a teenage girl through social 
media. her parents saw that communication and called the police. 
and now investigators want you to take a very close look at his mug 
shot 

0:58 3/27/14 11:06p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a call just came into the lapd claiming people were being held 
hostage at homeboy bakery near downtown l.a. 

0:33 3/27/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a group of l.a.x. baggage handlers pulled off the biggest swipe in 
l.a.x. history. the baggage handlers would wait for luggage to reach 
the separation platform, then they would get there, hum rummage 
through the bags and pocket any valuables they like. six employees 
have so far been arrested with police now telling us that as many as 
25 could be involved in this. items were taken home and eventually 
they were resold 
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0:21 3/27/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new tonight, a lancaster man under arrest in connection with 
the death of a car wash manager. police say jeremy robbins 
assaulted a manager, hitting him in the stomach. but it wasn’t until 
the next day the manager died from his injuries while he was at 
work 

1:15 3/27/14 11:14p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

let’s get you back to our breaking news. a call just came into lapd 
claiming people were being held hostage inside the homeboy 
bakery. that’s right in the heart of downtown los angeles.  

0:39 3/27/14 11:16p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

Be careful what you share on social media. you could return home 
from a weekend trip and find your place has been targeted by 
thieves. a family took a trip to las vegas this week. one of the 
daughters posted that fact on her facebook page. and hours the 
family got a call that three men were loading up a u haul in front of 
their home with stuff. and one was a so-called facebook friend. 

1:21 3/27/14 11:23p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

if you’re familiar with homeboy bakery, it’s a rehab or support group 
for former gang members 

0:58 3/27/14 11:33p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

beverly white is standing live outside homeboy bakery in central los 
angeles. the downtown area. do we ever any more information 

2:27 3/31/14 11:03p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

caught on camera, a brawl in huntington beach fueled by angry 
dodgers and angels fans. tonight at least two marines are listed in 
critical condition and a third is recovering 

1:52 3/31/14 11:05p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

a man’s body stuffed inside a suitcase uncovered in a quiet glendale 
neighborhood. it was breaking news during our newscast at 6:00 
this evening. and since then we are learning some new information 
from an eyewitness 

0:21 3/31/14 11:09p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

and new surveillance video into our newsroom tonight. chino police 
think this man has robbed more than a dozen restaurants in the 
inland empire since november. they also think he actually robbed 
three restaurants just this morning in chino and ontario 

0:24 3/31/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

>>> also tonight, police are investigating a nursing assistant who is 
accused of sexually assaulting at least two patients at cedars-sinai 
medical center. the "los angeles times" is reporting that the women 
claim that guillermo diaz assaulted them while they were heavily 
medicated. the hospital fired him after the women came forward. 
that was last year. prosecutors are now deciding whether to file 
charges 

0:25 3/31/14 11:10p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

the los angeles police department is questioning two parents who 
allegedly abducted their own four children. they were subject to an 
intensive statewide amber alert this month. they turned themselves 
in at the u.s.-mexican border. their children were found safe. police 
say the parents took the children from their grandmother’s home in 
boyle heights. both parents now face charges of kidnapping. 

0:14 3/31/14 11:32p 
Crime and Law 
Enforcement 

he made himself comfortable in selena gomez’s guesthouse, and 
now he’s in jail. gomez heard a noise last night. then security 
discovered a 21-year-old intruder inside. he was arrested for 
burglary and trespassing 

0:18 1/15/14 11:05p deaths 

a 41-year-old long beach man is now that city's first confirmed flu 
death this season. we're told the man had underlying health 
problems and died after a short stay in the hospital. as of tonight, 
there have now been six confirmed flu deaths in los angeles county, 
two in san bernadino and one in riverside. 
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0:24 1/27/14 6:46a deaths 

the man that was the face of marlboro cigarettes for years, eric 
larsson portrays marlboro print ads. a smoker since the age of 14. 
he appeared in an anti-smoking commercial. his wife said he died of 
chronic obstructive pulmonary disease or copd. he was just 72-
years-old 

0:36 1/27/14 11:05p deaths 

now to some news that is just in to our newsroom. folk singer and 
songwriter as well as an activist pete seeger has died. this is him in 
2011 marching with occupy wall street protesters in new york city. 
pete seeger gained fame as a member of the weavers. that was a 
quartet that was formed in 1948. with hits like "good night irene." he 
was also well known as an activist, marching for civil rights and in 
anti-vietnam rallies. seeger's family confirmed that he died tonight 
after being hospitalized for about six days. pete seeger dead at the 
age of 94 

0:26 1/27/14 11:15p deaths 

the actor who played the marlboro man in cigarette ads has died 
from a smoking-related disease. his name is lawrence lossen. he 
died january the 10th of lung cancer. lossen portrayed the marlboro 
man in the late 1970s. he later appeared in an anti-smoking 
commercial that was actually a parody of his marlboro man image. 
he was 72 years old.  

0:35 2/3/14 11:04p deaths 

we are getting a better picture tonight of just how many drugs were 
found in oscar-winning actor philip seymour hoffman's apartment 
where he was found dead on sunday. tonight we know that 
detectives found more than 70 bags of heroin in that apartment. and 
that's not all. they also found three bags of what appears to be 
cocaine, about three grams. a friend found hoffman's body sunday 
morning in the bathroom.  

0:35 2/4/14 6:33a deaths 

autopsy results on philip seymour hoffman could be released today. 
more than heroin was found in his apartment. police went through 
the unit where hoffman lived and found at least 49 full bags of 
heroin, 23 empty bags, and 4 bags of what appears to be cocaine. 
authorities are checking to see whether the drugs were mixed or 
tainted with anything else. hoffman was found sunday inside the 
apartment with the needle in his arms 

0:22 2/10/14 11:42p deaths 

we are waiting on the autopsy in the death of julia roberts's half 
sister. they said nancy died of an apparent drug overdose. the 37-
year-old's fiance found her in a west los angeles house where she 
was pet sitting. it will be several weeks before the coroner issuing 
an official cause of death 

0:30 2/12/14 11:47p deaths 

one of the most famous comedy clubs in hollywood is paying tribute 
tonight to an entertainment legend. sid caesar died today after years 
of health problems. the laugh factory on sunset boulevard changed 
its marquee to honor sid caesar. in the '50s, he starred in "your 
show of shows" which paved the way for modern day sitcoms and 
launched the careers of mel brooks. he went on to star in several 
films. sid caesar was 91 years old 

0:19 3/3/14 6:05a deaths 

u.s. navy says the pilot whose plane crashed on a training mission 
in Neveda saturday died east of the naval air station. it took crewing 
several hours to reach that crash site the navy says the pilot is the 
only one killed 

2:23 3/7/14 11:04p deaths 
tonight, the lapd mourns a veteran officer quilled when a dump truck 
collided with his patrol car. we have new details.  

0:20 3/7/14 11:16p deaths 

new at 11:00, an actress who starred in the 1960s version of "the 
honeymooners" has passed away. her granddaughter says sheila 
mccray passed away in new jersey yesterday. mcrae was a singer, 
dancer and an actress. she was maryland to "oklahoma" star 
gordon mcrae for 22 years.  
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0:36 3/17/14 11:16p deaths 

the new york post" is reporting there was a split between mick 
jagger and his fashion designer girlfriend before she was found 
dead in her apartment this morning. l’wren scott apparently 
committed suicide this morning in new york city. no note was left. 
she modeled in paris, then became a hollywood stylist and finally a 
high-end fashion designer. she and mick jagger had been dating 
since 2001. the article in the "post" stated the pair recently broken 
up. his rep telling e! news there is absolutely no basis in fact to this 
story, it is a horrible and inaccurate piece of gossip during this very 
tragic time for mick 

0:19 3/31/14 11:15p deaths 

surfers in laguna beach are planning a paddle-out to honor a surfing 
pioneer and a true southern californian. hobie alter died over the 
weekend at the age of 80. he designed the modern surfboard when 
he started making them out of polyurethane foam. also created the 
hobie cat sailboat 

0:29 1/1/14 11:04p diversity 

two men got married, atop the aids health care foundation float. the 
two men exchanging vows. their marriage would not have been 
possible under the law in california last year. the float got mixed 
reviews from parade watchers 

0:57 1/3/14 11:10p diversity 

and a big development for a group trying to fight a new california law 
that allows transgendered students to use bathrooms based on their 
gender identity. the issue is closer to vote. they submitted 
signatures to get the issue on the ballot in november. the secretary 
of state's office, threw out 5,000 of them. they missed the deadline. 
today however a judge ruled that deadline fell on a holiday, so the 
signatures will be counted 

1:58 1/10/14 11:14p diversity 

a high school student, embarrassed by teachers and classmates 
because she was born a male. although her school has guidelines 
for the treatment of transgender students, she tells nbc 4 that the 
school simply is not following a new state law 

0:52 1/14/14 11:17p diversity 

although it is a symbol that nearly 40% of west hollywood identifies 
with, the rainbow colored flag has been removed from atop city hall. 
the flag representing gay pride had been on display since last 
summer, but after a lot of debate, the flag was quietly removed last 
week. the city council voted to only display the city, state and u.s. 
flag, despite some criticism of the flag moving that flag, city 
councilmen say they're just being fair about the whole thing.  

0:26 3/4/14 11:08p diversity 

 a fire chief apologizes for controversial t-shirts created by 
firefighters. after several firefighters moved from santa ana, some 
thought the t-shirts insensitive, a phrase that says there goes the 
neighborhood. each picture was supposed to be a memory of their 
time in santa ana. not derogatory 

0:31 3/11/14 6:45a diversity 

the irs has made changes for same-sex couples filing their taxes. 
uncle sam is now treating legally wed same-sex couples as married 
for federal tax purposes. legally wed means ceremony must have 
been in a state that permits same-sex marriage. that opens new tax 
rules for planning, inheritances and gifts.  

0:26 1/1/14 11:09p education 

a new report suggests l.a. schools aren't getting much bang for their 
buck when it comes to technology. according to the l.a. times, lausd 
is paying $700. per student for ipads. hundreds more than what 
other southern california districts are paying for technology in the 
classroom. administrators defend the expense. they say, it is 
important that the district's computer based curriculum meets 
standard 
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0:24 1/3/14 11:17p education 

air quality concerns, may be subsiding. and, a consultant hired by a 
group of parents says test results show pcb levels below epa 
standard. concerns developed in the fall when three teachers said 
they had been diagnosed with thyroid cancer. the school was, 
cleaned over, the winter break. and more tests are planned. 
students are scheduled to return to class on tuesday 

0:26 1/7/14 11:09p education 

and a decision in the past hour. the lausd will hold a special election 
to fill the seat left vacant when board member martin poindexter 
lamont died. more than 100 people showed up to speak at a 
meeting tonight, many demanding the board immediately fill the post 
with long-time educator dr. george mcken that. late tonight they 
voted to hold a primary election on june 3 but they'll consider 
appointing an interim at a meeting next week.  

1:55 1/9/14 11:03p education 
tonight, students say they were blindsided after a trade school 
suddenly shut down 

0:19 1/14/14 11:11p education 

a los angeles school board has now given the green light to buy 
more ipads for thousands of students. they voted to buy enough 
ipads for 38 more campuses, and they should get them in time for 
the standardized testing in the spring. they voted to buy as many as 
needed for the student to test on. 

0:32 1/27/14 6:03a education 

a challenge to the way california hire and fire teachers won't be 
decided in the courtroom t. suit was brought on, on behalf of 
students. it says teachers deny students the right to quality 
education. in the event of layoffs, teachers are kept by seniority, not 
quality. they say the lawsuit is without merit. we have a reporter 
gathering information. we will have a live report in 30 minutes 

2:27 1/27/14 6:33a education 
california schools may be change ing the way they deal with 
teachers. a lawsuit would u could protect them ineffective on the job 

1:07 1/27/14 6:56a education 
it could change job protections and allow school teachers more 
freedom to hire and fire 

0:23 2/4/14 6:38a education 

a law approved by the state legislature last year allude six colleges 
to offer a tiered pricing program. the school is charging more high 
demand classes like environmental science and geography. 
administrators say the system's a way to get around budget cuts 
and high demand for popular courses 

0:50 2/4/14 11:14p education 

and new tonight, parents demanding answers from the lausd after 
they say their kids were terrorized in a school in woodland hills. as 
kids arrived last thursday, they were handed a cartoon book about a 
cow's life. inside, graphic images of animal cruelty and abuse. it was 
from peta. and coordinated by a parent who volunteers for the 
organization 

2:28 2/5/14 11:03p education 
holes in the walls, floors and ro dent b droppings, just a few of the 
images from local school where is they say they want repairs, not 
ipads 

0:28 2/7/14 11:54p education 

they are very happy. you heard it. the nine member team from john 
marshall high school named the winner of the annual decathlon 
championship. this win will advance the team to the statewide 
competition in march. and a win would send the team on to hawaii 
for the national championships in april 

3:01 2/12/14 6:30a education 
a crosswalk near a hollywood charter school labelled a danger zone 
by parents. they say it's not safe and now they're questioning 
whether a tragic accident could have been avoided.  

1:18 2/12/14 6:56a education 
investigators arrive back on the scene at a hollywood middle school 
where a mom was killed and the daughter injured while they walked 
through the class. 
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0:40 2/18/14 11:45p education 

dozens of students demonstrated outside a minnesota high school 
today for the return of a senior who had been suspended because 
of a tweet about a teacher. last month someone anonymously 
tweeted stagehorn was kissing a teacher. he tweeted back yes, 
actually. school officials didn't find that funny at all and they 
suspended him until april 22 but his friends want him back on 
campus 

2:03 2/19/14 11:38p education 
students at usc and ucla are normally rivals. tonight united in one 
cause. hate filled fliers have turned up on both campuses, beverly 
white with how students are reacting. 

0:42 2/20/14 6:06a education 

usc and ucla are traditionally cross town rivals. now students from 
both schools have united. it's the result of racist flyers turning up on 
campus, many were filled with negative stereo types. both schools 
name the flyers as hate incidents and launched their own 
investigation to find out who is responsible. 

0:45 2/21/14 11:14p education 

a former school principal was suspended for dragging a 
kindergartener on the floor at a connecticut elementary school. and 
there is video. this disturbing video comes from the tisdale school in 
bridgeport and is going public for the first time since it happened in 
the spring of 2012. now, the former principal still works for the 
school district, even though her bosses say she should be fired.  

0:40 2/25/14 11:09p education 

unbelievable, outrageous and unethical. just some of the words 
used tonight a the an emergency meeting held by a valley school 
district. 200 people showed up at that meeting to tell the school 
board what they thought of the superintendent's salary. last year, he 
received more than $660,000 in pay and benefits. while the school 
cut programs like home ec and pe.    

0:44 3/3/14 11:10p education 

lausd superintendent john deasy on the defensive tonight. he 
attended a parents if partnership meeting in tarzana. the hot topic 
was daisy's controversial plan to spend a billion dollars in bond 
money to buy ipads rather than to upgrade decaying schools. deasy 
refused to talk to the media before and after the event but took 
questions from the audience, speaking about dealing with limited 
resources.    

0:40 3/5/14 11:16p education 

for the first time in nine years, major changes are coming to the 
s.a.t.'s. here are some of the biggest differences. the 2400 point 
system is gone. they're returning to the 1,600 scale. the essay 
portion is going to be optional. you won't be penalized anymore for 
wrong answers. and those obscure vocabulary words gone along 
with these changes, tests will try to use more real world examples 

0:25 3/11/14 6:08a education 

state attorney general harris is trying to stop a truancy crisis. 
proposing legislation that would require schools to increase 
reporting of students who miss class. according to the attorney 
general's office, 30% of elementary students miss school during the 
2012-'13 year. that cost their districts a combined $1.4 billion in 
attendance-based funding. 

0:25 1/13/14 11:14p Employment/labor 

one of l.a.'s largest hotels could be in for a huge raise if some city 
council members get their way. according to the "l.a. times" a 
proposal is on the way that would boost the minimum wage to $15 
an hour. it would apply to only hotels with more than 100 rooms. 
hotel owners say a drastic minimum wage hike like that could result 
in layoffs and higher room rates 
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0:22 1/15/14 11:09p Employment/labor 

jcpenney will cut 2,000 jobs and will close 33 stores. we checked on 
the impacts here in california. one store affected in rancho 
cucamanga. the employees said they were told the store would 
relocate in buena park. however, we contacted a company 
spokesperson who told us the store will close for good 

0:20 1/15/14 11:10p Employment/labor 

and united airlines will furlough nearly 700 flight attendants. they 
said not enough volunteers for part-time volunteers. it will begin april 
1 unless the association of flight attendants and the company can 
find another way.  

0:23 1/22/14 11:09p Employment/labor 

hourly workers usually don't enjoy the benefits of sick days, but a 
california lawmaker wants to change that. she says it's a public 
safety issue since many hourly workers are employed in the food 
service industry. a proposed bill would require california employers 
to give their hourly workers three paid sick days every year once 
they've been on the job for 90 days  

0:16 1/27/14 6:36a Employment/labor 
wal-mart says sam's club is laying off 2% of the work force, that 
translates into 2,300 workers. it comes as sam's club strives to 
compete with costco and amazon 

0:18 2/3/14 11:07p Employment/labor 

and new tonight, layoffs are expected this week for disney's 
interactive division. that division includes gaming and the disney 
website. the "wall street journal" reports hundreds of people will be 
laid off. it's expected to happen after the company releases its 
quarterly earnings, which are expected to come on wednesday 

0:25 2/4/14 6:13a Employment/labor 

southern california grocery workers ready to begin negotiating on a 
new contract, and no one wants a repeat of what happened a 
decade ago. remember workers from ralph's, albert albertson's went 
on strike for four months in 2003. the contract for the 60,000 grocery 
store workers expired march 2nd. this week, the two sides will have 
their first face-to-face meeting 

0:21 2/18/14 11:38p Employment/labor 

state workers soon pay more for pensions. we learned tonight that 
the california public employees retirement system approved 
changes based on longer life expectancy. the board agreed to the 
governor's request to accelerate the state's payment starting this 
summer. but rates paid by school districts, cities and counties won't 
change until 2016 

0:26 2/18/14 11:38p Employment/labor 

a proposal to double the minimum wage for some los angeles hotel 
workers is generating a lot of controversy. some council members 
want the workers at hotels with more than 100 rooms to make 
$15.37 an hour 

0:37 3/4/14 11:08p Employment/labor 

dozens of teachers are a step closer to losing their jobs. they 
approved the reduction of 38 teaching positions, but some of those 
could take advantage of a retirement incentive package. still some 
districts say that the district could close schools with low enrollment 
before cutting jobs.  

0:16 3/6/14 11:16p Employment/labor 
disney is laying off several one people from its interactiveunit. 
disney interactive has long been losing money. focus will now be on 
mobile and social games that use disney characters 

2:05 3/11/14 11:03p Employment/labor teachers call out sick 

0:32 3/20/14 11:07p Employment/labor 

los angeles city fire is under fire tonight for its recruiting process. 
mayor eric garcetti said he’s discovered evidence of favoritism 
towards relatives of department staff members in the recruiting 
workshops and the candidate pools. the mayor says this is a flawed 
system and it needs fixing 
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0:24 1/1/14 11:23p entertainment 

huge spinning record. it honors the record setting hotel california 
album by the eagles. the band the opening act for the rebirth of the 
forum starting january 6. the album spins 17 miles an hour. can be 
seen by planes as they land at lax. once the home of the lakers, the 
forum has undergone a $100 million renovation. 

0:18 1/3/14 11:17p entertainment 
character will retire. as opposed to being killed off in the picture. 
universal pictures delayed the release of the film until april 

0:30 1/3/14 11:23p entertainment 

the frozen tundra will be that. packers/49ers at lambeau field in the 
cold. predicted temperature. game time. 2 degrees. with or without 
the wind chill. the afternoon low before they are done, minus 18. 
also a friendly reminder that this year's super bowl will be played 
outside at the new jersey meadowlands met life stadium. 

2:24 1/6/14 11:00p entertainment 

florida state rules the bcs. it really was down to the final 30 seconds. 
a last-second comeback at the rose bowl. fans from both auburn 
and florida state thought their team could win right down to the final 
play 

0:20 1/6/14 11:13p entertainment 

a popular actress accused of having sticky fingers at a gelson's 
supermarket. police say isla ben shaha was caught trying to shoplift 
$400 worth of groceries from the studio city store. she had roles in 
the showtime series "house of lies" and "weeds" and also appeared 
in the nbc drama "chuck 

0:32 1/6/14 11:24p entertainment 

proof tonight that hollywood heavyweights often need a script. ladies 
and gentlemen, director-producer michael bay.  "transformers" 
director michael bay showed off the new 150-inch samsung curve tv 
at the consumer electronics show in las vegas. but when the 
teleprompter failed, he tried to wing it and then just bailed. it caused 
a little chatter in the crowd. the show did go on. samsung went on to 
unveil the new ultra hdtv, four times clearer than the current hd.  

0:33 1/7/14 11:17p entertainment 

lindsay vonn is the face of women's skiing in the u.s., but it's a face 
that won't be going to the winter olympics in sochi. vonn announcing 
today her knee is just too unstable to compete. she says she's 
devastated and will have surgery soon. lindsay vonn is a four-time 
world cup champion and the first american woman to win olympic 
gold in the downhill. vonn tore two ligaments in her right knee at the 
world championships last february, and then she retore her 
surgically repaired acl while training in november 

0:30 1/8/14 6:15a entertainment 

singer chris brown is back if court. status hearing in a case he is 
accused of hitting a man in washington. a man said the singer hit 
him outside the hotel. brown and his body guards each face a 
misdemeanor assault charge at the time of the alleged attack, the 
grammy winner was on probation in california for the 2009 attack on 
his now exgirlfriend rihanna 

0:56 1/8/14 6:24a entertainment 

coming up, the basketball game gets under way in north korea. has 
rodman saying happy birthday to dictator kim jon-un. he calls him 
his best friend. north korea's leader watched the action along with 
his wife in a special seating area. according to ap, foreign media 
covering the event were banned from filming the game. the former 
nba star played against the north korean team in the first half, but 
split up and merged teams for the second half  

0:23 1/8/14 6:25a entertainment 
lebron james surprised a fan in miami. did you see that? not only did 
he take time for a pick. he planted a kiss as well. he was feeling 
pretty good then 
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0:21 1/8/14 6:26a entertainment 

all right, if you are a college football fan, you know florida state won, 
fans who wanted to show off their school pride couldn't do it with this 
shirt sold at the university book store. it has the auburn tiger beating 
florida state in large spot. 

0:28 1/8/14 11:09p entertainment 

dennis rodman as apologized for comments he made about an 
american missionary now being held in prison in north korea. the 
former laker said it was a stressful day, he had been drinking when 
he suggested that ken knit bay had done something wrong. north 
koreans charged bay with crimes to overthrow the government in 
2012. rodman is in north korea for a basketball game to honor the 
leader of north korea kim jong-un and his birthday 

0:25 1/8/14 11:33p entertainment 

we're talking about the 2014 cochella lineup. this year, the artists 
include lord, outcast, queens of the stolen age, arcade fire, and 
more than 100 more. it takes place the 11th through the 13th of april 
in indio. tickets on sale on friday  

0:36 1/9/14 11:03p entertainment 

now this just in from calabasas, the sheriff department told us 
tonight they were called out to the street where justin bieber lives. 
tell us it was for a disturbance between two parties. but that's all 
they're saying. the website tmz, however, is reporting a dispute 
between bieber and his neighbor apparently escalated into an egg 
throwing incident 

0:26 1/9/14 11:23p entertainment 
the 71st annual golden globes is now just three days away. and we 
were there for the rollout of the red carpet at the beverly hills hotel. 
they're still putting the finishing touches on the stage 

0:30 1/10/14 11:17p entertainment 

we're now less than 48 hours from the 71st annual golden globes. 
>> news chopper 4 was over the scene over this beverly hilton hotel 
this afternoon where they are rolling out the red carpet and getting 
ready. tina fey and amy poehler will post for host for a second year 
in a row. you can watch the golden globes on sunday at 5:00 p.m. 
and of course 

0:23 1/13/14 11:07p entertainment 

police in beverly hills say they want to talk with rapper kanye west 
about an assault case. the officers responded to the 8800 block of 
wilshire boulevard. this was around noon today. the victim and the 
witnesses identified kanye west as the suspect. but west was gone 
by the time they got there. he also faces assault charges involving 
an attack on a photographer at l.a.x.  

0:36 1/13/14 11:32p entertainment nbc was a big winner last night at the golden globes. 

0:48 1/14/14 11:04p entertainment 

new details tonight on the raid of justin bieber's friend. we know that 
bieber's rapper friend lil za is out on bail after being arrested for 
drugs found on the property. it's all part of the investigation into 
claims that bieber threw eggs at the neighbor's house on thursday. 
deputies say it's considered a felony because the eggs did 
thousands of dollars of damage to the neighbor's house. now they'll 
be looking through security video from bieber'shome. 

0:33 1/14/14 11:24p entertainment 
an athlete in colorado is giving up a spot on the olympic team so her 
twin sister could go instead. she made the cut in the qualifying races 
but her sister was just behind her 

0:57 1/15/14 11:08p entertainment 
and the fabulous forum is back in business tonight with the help of 
some rock legends. 

0:38 1/15/14 11:23p entertainment 
and more than a week after announcing she would not compete in 
sochi she underwent knee surgery 

0:26 1/16/14 6:06a entertainment 
magic johnson is making a pitch, urging people to sign up for the 
new health care plans. 

0:42 1/16/14 6:06a entertainment 
you saw it minutes ago live right here on nbc 4. the oscar 
nominations for 201 
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0:23 1/16/14 6:16a entertainment 

another court date today for a singer and the voice coach cee lo 
green. thomas caloway is charged with drugging a woman in 2012. 
same woman accuses him of sexually assaulting her. today a judge 
is expected to set a start date for green's hearing 

0:46 1/16/14 11:24p entertainment 
critics have spoken and they say "12 years a slave" is the best 
picture of the year. earlier today, nominations were announced for 
hollywood's biggest honor, the oscar. 

0:22 1/17/14 11:24p entertainment 

laura witty a year away from turning 50 is now a new mom. bennett 
is the fist child for linney and her husband. they were married in 
2009. she's a three-time oscar nominee, most recently starring in 
"the big c."  

0:26 1/20/14 11:24p entertainment 

former hurdling world champion lolo jones will join the u.s. bobsled 
team. you may remember she was at the summer games. she'll join 
the athletes representing the u.s. at the sochi winter games in 
russia. she will be what they call thepush athlete. she's among nine 
chosen for that position. six others will actually drive the bobsled. 
tomorrow on the "today" show the first live interview with lolo. 

0:21 1/20/14 11:33p entertainment 

we now know who will be the last guest on "the tonight show" 
request w. jay leno. >> that's right. when the show ends next month, 
it's going to be billy crystal helping to say good-bye. it's a fitting 
choice because billy crystal was also jay's first guest in 1992. 
country star garth brooks is also scheduled to appear on jay's final 
show. that will be february 6th 

0:15 1/20/14 11:33p entertainment 

and more news for you when jimmy fallon takes over. his first guest 
will be actor will smith and musical guest u2. the show will return to 
its roots in new york city, filming from the very same studio that was 
once home to jack paar and that goes back to 1962.  

0:29 1/21/14 11:24p entertainment 

if you have never filled out an ncaa tournament bracket, this could 
be the year to do it. warren buffett and quicken loans are offering $1 
billion to anyone who gets the whole thing right. but the odds are not 
good at all. try 4 billion to 1. so it's very likely nobody is going to get 
the billion dollars. but the best 20 entries are going to get $100,000 
towards buying refinancing or remodeling a home 

0:39 1/22/14 11:19p entertainment 

before we take a look at the video here, i was thinking about bill 
cosby. he's one of the few people that's had, what, three hit shows 
on this network. i spy, "the cosby show" and the cartoon "fat albert." 
and didn't he do "kids say the darnedest things"? you remember 
"the cosby show" 20 years after the hit show ended, bill cosby is 
going to return to this very network to star in a new family comedy. 
the hollywood reporter says the show will be centered on bill cosby 
and include his take on marriage and parenting 

0:26 1/22/14 11:23p entertainment 
love apparently is no longer keeping them together. captain and 
tennille are getting a divorce 

2:19 1/23/14 11:06p entertainment 

justin bieber fans that gathered outside his hotel. instead of hopping 
a private jet back here in los angeles, bieber stayed in miami after 
he was arrested for dui. that happened early this morning. we're 
learning tonight that people in bieber's camp are urging him to seek 
help and e news is reporting some think the problem is with the 
people that he's hanging out with.  

4:00 1/24/14 6:03a entertainment 
from dodger blue to winter ice. we are one day from the show down, 
fans from orange to l.a. county can wait until the puck finally drops 
tomorrow night 
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0:40 1/24/14 6:07a entertainment 

closing arguments are scheduled today in courtney love's closely 
watched defamation trial. she says it's a sign of the times. it centers 
on a twitter message love claims went public by accident. she went 
to trial after her former attorney rhonda holmes says love defamed 
her in a twitter message 

0:19 1/24/14 6:07a entertainment 

also this morning, a hearing is set to discuss guardianship for 
michael jackson's kids. they were asked to do digging after paris' 
suicidal attempts. michael's mother katherine and t.j. jackson are 
currently co-guardians.  

0:49 1/24/14 11:09p entertainment 
courtney love got exactly what she wanted in court today. this was 
the case where her former attorney sued her for libel because of a 
posting she put up on twitter 

0:35 1/24/14 11:15p entertainment 

new details tonight as justin bieber is back on the move, but it 
sounds like professional pilots are behind the wheel this time. nbc 
news has obtained this security video today and it shows the scene 
right before justin bieber was stopped for drag racing. and arrested 
on a dui. our station in miami tells us that bieber left south florida in 
a private jet tonight, but where he's off to, that's still unclear. bieber 
was listed on the court schedule to be back in front of a judge on 
monday morning.  

0:36 1/27/14 6:19a entertainment 

bagpipes at yankee stadium yesterday as it opened its gates to host 
the latest additional of the nhl stadium series. the new york rangers 
took on the new jersey devils who had won five of their last seven 
games. this time they win 7-3. on saturday, the anaheim ducks and 
l.a. kings took over the ice last saturday at dodger's stadium with a 
game time temperature of 63 degrees,  

0:38 1/27/14 6:26a entertainment 

we are on justin watch. we now know where the biebes popped up 
after being arrested last week. take a look. it seems old biebes 
relaxed at a beach resort in panama. he was charged with driving 
with an expired license. we also found out this morning r & b artist 
usher who discovered the teen reportedly traveled to panama to 
have a serious friend-to-friend talk with his protege. it was also 
where bieber's mother who he says gave him that, may have made 
the trip as well.  

1:37 1/27/14 6:43a entertainment 

macklamore and ryan lewis steam rolled the competition last night. 
they took home three rap awards and best new artist of the year. 
they also performed along side madonna, couples, including same 
sex couples were live there on stage. the grammys kicked off a rare 
duet from superstar husband and wife team, i call him mr. lucky. we 
are talking jay-z and his wife 

1:00 1/27/14 6:45a entertainment 

jay leno is getting a larger than life thank you note. this is what we 
look at in burbank, the six story sign thanking him. leno and his 
replacement jimmy fallon sat down with the "today" show matt lauer 
exclusive. we will give you a sneak peek. take a listen. 

0:18 1/27/14 6:51a entertainment 

this weekend's super bowl game the seattle sea hawks rolled into 
new jersey the denver broncos are also in place. this super bowl 
could be a challenge for both teams, unless there is a change the in 
the weather. they will be playing with that icy winter chill gripping the 
northeast.  

0:17 1/27/14 6:51a entertainment 

in new york, preparations are under way for a week-long activities 
leading up to the super bowl, a mile-long stretch of broadway has 
been renamed super bowl boulevard for the week with stages and 
activity centers, lots of fun being set up near time's square 
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0:19 1/27/14 11:14p entertainment 

quentin tarantino is suing gawker for posting a leaked script of his 
latest movie. the lawsuit was filed today. it accuses the company's 
defamer website of copyright infringement for posting a link to his 
script for the film called "the hateful eight." tarantino is seeking more 
than $1 million in damages 

0:23 1/27/14 11:14p entertainment 

the national association of theater owners wants shorter movie 
trailers. and they want the audience to stay off their cell phones. the 
owners would like to cut 30 seconds off the length of a movie 
preview. they also want to limit the marketing time for trailers to no 
more than five months before a film is scheduled to be released. 
and they don't want any more of those phone content links. that's 
because they say it encourages the audience to get on their mobile 
phones. these guidelines are strictly voluntary. 

0:34 1/28/14 11:14p entertainment 
a los angeles native breaks his silence about leaving the dolphins. 
in an exclusive interview with nbc he says he was bullied 

0:26 1/28/14 11:22p entertainment 

insider says the average price for the lowest price super bowl ticket 
is down about 40% in just the last eight days. the weather could 
certainly be one of the reasons and the fact that seattle and denver 
are a long way from new jersey 

0:39 1/28/14 11:23p entertainment 

lindsay vonn is going to sochi as a correspondent. >> i kept trying 
for a few months and i just reached a point where i realized it wasn't 
stable enough and wasn't worth ruining the rest of my career to try 
to race one race 

0:31 1/29/14 11:13p entertainment 

it's something is that really doesn't happen very often. one oscar 
category is smaller tonight. the motion picture academy pulled the 
original song nomination for "alone yet not alone" from the movie of 
the same name. the academy said the decision was based on 
information that the composer of the song, a former academy 
governor and a current member of the music branch e-mailed 
members of that branch during the voting to alert them of his 
submission. the academy says that could be viewed as an unfair 
advantage 

0:17 1/29/14 11:24p entertainment 
we want to show you times square here where they're counting 
down super bowl sunday 

2:22 1/30/14 11:14p entertainment 

the men's figure skating champion, gold medal winner from the 
vancouver game, he will not compete in sochi. he says it was a 
heart breaking decision but absolutely necessary. he talks about his 
pain, his passion and if he will ever skate again 

0:25 1/31/14 11:15p entertainment 

and no drugs were found after a search of justin bieber's private jet 
in new jersey today. the pop star's plane touched down. when 
authorities say they detected what was described as a strong odor 
of pot. the singer was held until drug sniffing dogs could check it out. 
nothing was found. justin bieber already facing assault and drunk 
driving charges, as well as the egg-throwing incident right here in 
calabasas.  

0:26 1/31/14 11:23p entertainment 

you remember george zimmerman, looking to put himself back in 
the spoot light. he's agreed to fight in a boxing match. but the rapper 
known as the game has volunteered to take him on. he said he 
would be boxing for the legacy of trayvon martin. zimmerman was 
found not guilty in the shooting death of martin last summer 

0:30 2/3/14 11:33p entertainment 

super bowl xlviii is going down as the most watched tv program in 
history. in fact, there's never been anything like it. 111 million 
viewers tuned in as the seahawks dominated the broncos. three of 
the last four super bowls have set record ratings. and the halftime 
show last night was also a record breaker. viewership topped 115 
million when bruno mars took the field.  
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0:31 2/4/14 6:23a entertainment 

super bowl xlviii, the most-watched tv program in history. i thought 
this was the most-watched -- okay. never anything like it. get this, 
111 million viewers, grewed as the seahawks pounded the broncos. 
three of last four super bowls set records. halftime show a record 
breaker with this guy here, viewership spiked to 115 million when 
bruno mars and the red hot chili peppers to took to the field.  

0:27 2/4/14 6:23a entertainment 

the super bowl mvp, seattle's seahawk linebacker malcolm smith 
took in disney world. as we told you yesterday, a local guy, 
graduated from taft high school and went on to usc. smith and 
mickey, hung out, paraded through the magic kingdom. he's the first 
player to make the trip since the theme park began that campaign. 

0:57 2/4/14 6:24a entertainment 
this week marks end of the era in late-tight tell era in late-night 
television. jay leno jimmy fallon shared the episode.  

1:36 2/4/14 6:44a entertainment 

good morning. a live picture of olympic park in sochi, russia, sun is 
setting now. pretty picture. last hour we told you about the wreck 
taenglar rectangular building, that's the iceberg skating palace. 
behind it they'll have ice hockey. and on the far right, that round 
building there that you see is the adler, long track skaters will 
compete. crews are scrambling to finish last-minute preparations 
before the start of the games. nbc 4's wit johnson in sochi, where 
they've been planning for a big arrival 

0:09 2/4/14 6:46a entertainment 
if you're keeping count, four years ago the united states led the 
medal count in the winter olympics with 37 medals, 9 gold 

0:37 2/4/14 6:46a entertainment 

new olympic medals arrived in sochi. regions of russia. they show 
the sun's rays reflecting through a prism of mountains and beaches. 
in case you're wondering, the gold medals are not solid gold, they're 
gold plated. and as our olympians go for gold in sochi, you can go 
for gold here at home 

0:57 2/4/14 11:24p entertainment 
the biggest loser crowned a new weight loss champion tonight. and 
the winner from southern california, take a look 

0:22 2/5/14 11:24p entertainment 

and the surprising revelation about pop star actress selena gomez 
tonight. a spokesperson said she spent two weeks in an arizona 
rehab facility last month. her rep insists it was not for substance 
abuse. gomez canceled the australian leg of her tour. her world tour 
in december. the time she said she just needed to take a little break.  

3:11 2/6/14 11:00p entertainment 
a final signoff tonight. jay leno says farewell. you know, jay has said 
goodbye before, but never quite like this 

2:42 2/6/14 11:03p entertainment 
whit johnson, the only local reporter in russia covering the olympic 
winter games. and he joins us with the triumph ofs, the tumbles and 
how history has already been made. whit?  

0:51 2/6/14 11:15p entertainment 

this new video into the nbc 4 news room. this is js tin bieber inside a 
miami jail just moments after he was arrested on january 23. now 
before the police pat him down, you can see him remove his shoes 
and socks and hoodie there. he was arrested for drag racing. a trial 
date has been set for march 3. he has pleaded not guilty. and justin 
bieber could end upfacing felony charges here in california 

0:31 2/6/14 11:16p entertainment 
nbc's bob costas began tonight's olympic broadcast on a personal 
note. well, bob costas began coverage of the games with an eye 
infection 

2:22 2/6/14 11:16p entertainment 
we're talking about american figure skater gracie gold. she arrived in 
sochi with a lot of momentum and a chance to become a household 
name. mario solis now brings us her story 
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0:47 2/7/14 11:30p entertainment 

can they make it snow outside? >> they are wondering if there will 
be good snow for their events. and southern california stars will find 
out when they hit the slopes. it is a new day and athletes will go for 
gold in sochi 

2:57 2/7/14 11:31p entertainment 
but we begin in sochi live from olympic park with reaction from all of 
the local athletes 

2:30 2/7/14 11:34p entertainment 
we appreciate it. let's go to robert who is in beverly hills at a gold 
medal gathering. we are at beverly hills and in another part of the 
hotel. with me pool side i have janet evans, rusty smith 

0:25 2/7/14 11:45p entertainment 

clint eastwood was at a party when he noticed a tournament director 
was choking. he performed the heimlich maneuver and all was well. 
he said it was the first time he ever used that maneuver and the guy 
is alive tonight because of it 

1:54 2/7/14 11:46p entertainment 
we are keeping up with sochi, talking about the sweaters the 
athletes were wearing 

0:23 2/7/14 11:54p entertainment 

an entrepreneur documents her discovery of film. she and her 
brothers traveled to jamaica to learn more about their long lost 
grandfather. it will debut valentine's day as part of the film festival in 
los angeles.  

2:46 2/10/14 11:32p entertainment 
kate hanson from la canada make her olympic debow. we were 
there moments after she crossed the finish line. she was not the 
only one who were stoked 

0:19 2/10/14 11:56p entertainment 

here's a little Olympic trivia for you. the word luge is french for sled. 
these are pretty speedy sleds. they can go faster than 85 miles an 
hour and have a vertical drop of 30 stories. luge is considered one 
of the most dangerous events in all of the winter games.  

0:35 2/10/14 11:56p entertainment 

it might be dangerous to hang out with bobsledder johnny quinn. he 
keeps getting in tight jams. he had to bust through the door at the 
athlete's village. he was stuck for an hour. this is the picture that 
came out today. he tweeted this photo after he got stuck a second 
time. no joke. officials confirmed this was not a prank and luckily this 
time he didn't have to break anything to get out 

0:23 2/10/14 11:57p entertainment 

this year's Oscar nominees struck a pose holding the nominee 
luncheon and it was time for the photo shoot. if you look closer, you 
can see veterans including merrill streep and leonardo dicaprio. he 
was going to take a picture there along with other nominees 

0:15 2/11/14 12:05a entertainment figure skating began as a summer olympic event 

1:58 2/11/14 11:32p entertainment but shaun white finished in a disappointing finished in fourth place  

0:50 2/11/14 11:47p entertainment 

tom brokaw is battling cancer. tom has been a part of our family 
since 1966 when he anchored this very newscast. and then he 
moved on to the network. in august, he was diagnosed with multiple 
myoloma. doctors say his prognosis is good. our own doctor has 
been looking into the treatment that tom may now face 

2:10 2/11/14 11:48p entertainment 

kate hansen's ritual is familiar. you've heard of it. her friends and 
family prepare to watch her race the very same way. now let's go 
back to whit johnson with a look at how hansen's moves off the ice 
have caught the attention of a music superstar 

0:21 2/12/14 12:06a entertainment current medal count in sochi olympics 

3:19 2/12/14 6:01a entertainment 
very warm, indeed. here's a live park in sochi. there are several 
opportunities to get on the metal stand. shawnee davis takes to the 
ice. history will be waiting for him at the finish line.  

0:27 2/12/14 6:05a entertainment 
earlier this week fred roggin showed off his version of curling pants. 
it's quite a fashion statement. Fred as you know is covering curling 
for nbc right now 
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3:21 2/12/14 6:23a entertainment 
it's a winter olympic fan favorite curling. but team usa is struggling. 
both men and woman dropped a few rounds to competitors 

2:27 2/12/14 6:44a entertainment 
good morning, everyone, the olympic flame has become a magnet 
for selfies. yeah, we have been watching eager fans as they cheer 
and take on those selfies 

0:53 2/12/14 6:47a entertainment 

shaun white did not finish in the half pipe. he finished fourth. he will 
be 31 when the winter games roll around. this morning, matt lauer 
asked him the question on everyone's mind. is there a chance you 
can go back and go out on top?  

0:38 2/12/14 6:47a entertainment sometimes olympic heart break turns into a heart felt moment 

0:43 2/12/14 6:49a entertainment 
madison square garden was abuzz, they let the dogs out. so who 
would take the most prestigious prize in the k-9 world? best in show 
this evening is the wire fox terrier.  

0:16 2/12/14 6:58a entertainment 
 medals will be handed out for women's alpine and skiing halfpipe 
and pairs free style figure skating 

1:53 2/12/14 11:32p entertainment 
you can chalk up two more medals for usa. both on half pipe where 
the american women to clean up.  

0:43 2/12/14 11:34p entertainment 
maybe it's home ice advantage. russia setting the bar for skating in 
these games. team russia won the figure skating team competition. 
and tonight, the host country continued to dominate in sochi 

2:37 2/12/14 11:48p entertainment 

going for the gold requires an intense level of competition at the 
olympic games. and here we have the three medals right back here. 
but there's also an extraordinary level of camaraderie. nbc 4's whit 
johnson is in sochi. we're going to join him live again for the story of 
a life long friendship formed over ice. whit?  

0:18 2/12/14 11:56p entertainment erica brown, alex carpenter. they are moms 

0:32 2/12/14 11:56p entertainment 

. here's a look at the flame burning over sochi park right now. the 
temperatures there today. you saw whit out there, expected to hit 
the mid 60s today. that's why you're seeing a lot of people in shorts 
and out on the beach. and from above, sochi is still in our sights. the 
crew aboard the international space station snapped this image on 
monday. a nighttime view of sochi from space. the opening 
ceremony was held is easily recognizable as the bright circular 
structure there.  

2:33 2/13/14 11:31p entertainment 
some major upsets tonight in sochi. perhaps the biggest, a reigning 
champion ends his career. his injuries from competing for years, just 
too much 

0:14 2/13/14 11:33p entertainment 

let's take a look at the medal count. team usa is doing well. tied for 
second place with the nether labds. 12 total medals a piece. norway 
remains in the lead with 13 tonight. the top three, all have four gold 
medals 

0:47 2/13/14 11:46p entertainment 

new tonight, first responders are not laughing about a prank 
involving former jackass star steveo. customers dialled 911 when 
steve-o and four of his friends started dropping to the ground on 
tuesday. turns out they were just faking seizures in what they called 
a social experiment. now, we talked to the fire department tonight 
about how dangerous and disruptive a prank like this can be.  
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1:32 2/13/14 11:47p entertainment 

referring to his father who passed away last summer, he says he did 
it for him. joss christiansen talking about dad. this long shot will now 
go home with the big prize. whit? >> colleen, the last six months 
have been a whirlwind for the 22-year-old. some people thought he 
didn't even belong on the u.s. team. but he proved everyone wrong 
and he did it for his dad. winning a gold medal is emotional enough, 
but it was bittersweet for the kid from utah. his dad j.d. passed away 
in august. christiansen got the news while he was training in new 
zealand and broke down in tears. so today, it was heart wrenching 
for him and his mother who shared an embrace after the victory. 
then he dedicated gold to his late father.  

0:27 2/13/14 11:54p entertainment 

for me, standing on the podium was tremendous. and for different 
reasons than you would think. i was thinking days in this cold, empty 
ice rink where the music was bouncing off of empty walls and i was 
dreaming of my olympic dream. >> that's the reigning gold medal 
men's figure skating champion who trained in el el segundo.  

0:22 2/14/14 12:00a entertainment 

honor of the olympics, it's valentines day in sochi. a dutch skater 
kisses his wife after winning a gold medal. a canadian skier 
celebrating his gold medal with his girlfriend. and finally a german 
figure skating couple kiss as they wait for the results in the team 
pairs short program 

2:43 2/14/14 11:35p entertainment 

tonight, pikus-pace has the silver medal. she's been one of the great 
stories here in sochi. an emotional night for her. i have a prop to 
show you. as she was racing down the skeleton track, she saw 
these giant banners of her head waving wildly in the stands. her 
family made these and gave them to our nbc crews 

0:14 2/14/14 11:37p entertainment 
team usa is now tied for first place with norway. a total of 13 medals 
a piece. the netherlands is close behind with 12 and russia also has 
12 at this point 

2:10 2/14/14 11:52p entertainment 
a big day for a speed skater who trained right here in southern 
california 

2:27 2/17/14 11:30p entertainment 
their teammates actually won gold but tonight a local skater feels 
like she's the one on top of the podium 

2:47 2/17/14 11:33p entertainment 

a new era for an nbc institution starts tonight. in less than 30 
minutes "the tonight show" starring jimmy fallon debuts right here on 
the east coast -- or debuts here on the east coast. it already played 
on the east coast. but the reviews are coming in 

0:29 2/17/14 11:44p entertainment 

all right. let's check with the olympic medal count right now. and on 
the top spot it's actually a tie between team usa and russia. both 
have 18 medals. now, we're also tied in the number of gold medals 
at five apiece. but technically, actually the u.s. is in second place 
overall. the way they figure it there is because we have fewer silver 
medals. the netherlands has slid into third place now. norway and 
canada would round out the top five. 

1:57 2/17/14 11:45p entertainment 

we know the olympic games celebrate amazing physical 
accomplishments. but in some events there's actually a real element 
of performance as well. and tonight the long reach of hollywood was 
very present on the ice in sochi 

0:15 2/17/14 11:47p entertainment 

now, beginning wednesday the ladies take to the ice for the 
individual figure skating event. all three members of team usa, 
ashley wagner, gracie gold, and pollina edmonds train here in 
california. we'll certainly be keeping a close eye on them.  
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0:17 2/17/14 11:47p entertainment 

well, outside in sochi the picture isn't very clear at all, is it? two 
events in fact had to be postponed because of the fog that rolled in 
over the caucasus. and up till now athletes and visitors have been 
enjoying clear skies 

0:17 2/17/14 11:52p entertainment 
fred roggin knows, curling is no easy task. the stone weighs 44 
pounds, and it's made from granite only found on a specific island in 
scotland.  

0:28 2/17/14 11:52p entertainment 

now, two days after the game and people are still arguing about a 
controversial call in the u.s. versus russia men's hockey game. 
today people protested that call in moscow in front of the u.s. 
embassy. they're angry with an american referee, brad meyer, who 
disallowed a russian goal in the third period that led to a shootout 
and eventually a win for team usa. but an international referee 
supervisor says the ruling was in fact correct because the net came 
off before the puck went in 

0:22 2/17/14 11:53p entertainment 

meryl davis and charlie white weren't always the polished 
performers that we all saw tonight. as we get a look now at their 
early years. meryl calls it their awkward stage. the pair has been 
skating together for 16 years. and tonight all those thousands of 
hours of practice paid off in gold. you can see a lot more of their 
photos. we put them up on our website at nbcla.com 

0:40 2/18/14 11:32p entertainment 

now a very different scene. this is the mountain village just north of 
sochi. the men of team usa picked up more medals on these 
mountains. >> david wise gold medal in the half pipe free skiing. 
they've swept gold, silver and bronze in slope style. and in the 
middle of all of this, is a very happy alex diebold 

2:11 2/18/14 11:33p entertainment 
now we're going to drop several thousand feet down from the 
mountains to the ice rink. all eyes will be on our california ladies 
skating for gold 

0:22 2/18/14 11:38p entertainment 

new tonight, you might recognize her face from nbc's "the 
apprentice" amarosa is running for a vacant seat in los angeles 
unified school board. l.a. weekly is reporting she's already filed the 
paperwork. whoever wins that seat will serve out the remaining term 
of pointdexter-lamont who died in december. she's one of ten 
people to enter that race 

2:30 2/18/14 11:46p entertainment 

a the best female snowboarder in america might be from right here 
in southern california. her name is chloe kim, but she has been 
watching the olympics in from her home. she's not in sochi. mario 
solis is here to tell us why not. 

2:32 2/19/14 11:33p entertainment 
ashley wagner and gracie gold have waited years for this very 
moment. in fact it's one of the most anticipated nights of the 
olympics 

0:14 2/19/14 11:35p entertainment 
now let's look at the medal standings. the united states leads the 
field with 23 total, 11 of those are gold. and there is a tie for second 
between russia and the netherlands 

1:38 2/19/14 11:45p entertainment 
you know that gracie gold and ashley wagner have their work cut 
out for them. we want to go to whit johnson to see how they can 
catch the competition. 

2:30 2/20/14 6:02a entertainment 
thank you for picking that up there. so far, this is where team usa 
has won the most medals so far. american athletes are hoping to 
add to the medal count today 
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0:26 2/20/14 6:04a entertainment 

meanwhile, happening now, attorneys representing justin bieber are 
gathering in a miami courtroom to see if the attorneys will ask the 
judge to seal the under surveillance video from last month. miami 
police have already released a portion of that video. bieber's 
attorney says it shows him partially naked and urinating for a drug 
test. he was charged and arrested for driving under the influence, he 
pleaded not guilty.  

2:42 2/20/14 6:44a entertainment 
the stakes could not be higher in sochi today. that's why the two 
best hockey teams face off for olympic gold 

0:27 2/20/14 6:46a entertainment 

meanwhile, check out what kate hansen put on youtube, she sent 
out a wolf in my home. there is a lot of loose dogs. we also will talk 
about a lot of strays around sochi. so it could be that, too. kate is 
currently best known to listening to beyonce before she competes. 

2:44 2/20/14 11:30p entertainment the sochi games now raising questions about home ice advantage.  

1:56 2/20/14 11:44p entertainment 

john teller was a hometown hero long before he stepped up to the 
ski cross starting line in sochi. lolita lopez is up in mammoth where 
she was with his wife, friends and very proud grandfather as they 
watched him tonight in what they called a tough race 

1:46 2/20/14 11:46p entertainment 
gracie gold and ashley wagner said they were proud of what they 
had accomplished. 

0:18 2/20/14 11:53p entertainment 
but there is still one sport that the united states has never medaled 
in. biathlon 

2:57 2/21/14 11:00p entertainment 
denied gold. the men of team usa lose against canada in hockey 
and now they set their sights on bronze as they head into the game 
against finland  

1:48 2/21/14 11:15p entertainment 
with the winter olympics finishing in a few days, it looks like the u.s. 
may be shut out of speed skate medals. 

0:43 2/24/14 11:24p entertainment 

gold was eager to show off her bronze for figure skating team event. 
she says she looks forward to sleeping in tomorrow but on thursday 
she's back on the ice getting ready for next month's world 
championships 

1:45 2/25/14 11:00p entertainment 

 live right now outside the dolby theatre in hollywood. what's the 
plan there?  well, chuck, i guess that depends on who you ask. let's 
start with ryan seacrest. he will once again be hosting e! live on the 
red carpet. he said he's practiced holding his mike and his umbrella. 

0:09 2/26/14 11:07p entertainment 
we're also a tracking the second storm that's threatening to soak 
oscar on sunday. the red carpet remains under plastic along with 
the bleachers out there.  

0:19 2/26/14 11:32p entertainment 
sharks in the venice canal. eventually they'll make their way back 
out and they're not considered dangerous to people 

0:18 2/27/14 11:15p entertainment 

trending on twitter tonight, engagement news of ashton kutcher and 
mila kounis. she was spotted shopping today wearing a diamond 
ring. and the couple is planning to make it official. they' been dating 
for almost two years now 

0:23 2/28/14 6:36a entertainment weather for oscar night. 

2:26 2/28/14 11:05p entertainment 
is live in hollywood. this is one of many places dealing with street 
flooding 

1:29 3/3/14 6:05a entertainment 
all right. it was hollywood's night to shine. the celebrations ran well 
into the morning 

2:09 3/3/14 6:44a entertainment 
the academy awards are in the history books. he has a look at the 
interview room. the largest cheers, the loudest applause when this 
happened 

0:51 3/3/14 6:46a entertainment plenty of heart felt emotional moments  
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0:30 3/3/14 6:47a entertainment jimmy takes the polar plunge for charity 

1:13 3/3/14 11:32p entertainment 
it really was a pizza party for the stars and a hollywood delivery guy 
was at the center of all of this. nbc 4's makal medina spoke to us  

0:24 3/4/14 11:32p entertainment 

>> a screenplay focuses on the investigation into the death of the 
21-year-old alisa lamb. this shows her, they say, acting strangely 
just hours before she disappeared. she died from accidental 
drowning 

0:34 3/5/14 11:33p entertainment 

okay. fans were a bit outraged when leonardo dicaprio was snubbed 
at the oscars, but did you know bat kid was snubbed as well? you 
remember bat kid. miles scott, he's in remission from leukemia. got 
everyone's attention and their heart whence he took over san 
francisco as the caped crusader for his make a wish. he was 
supposed to be introduced by the new spider-man andrew garfield. 
but garfield never made it to the show. producers canceled his 
section the morning of. so instead miles took a trip to disneyland 

0:29 3/6/14 11:17p entertainment 

there's a new study that shows hollywood is no longer the movie 
capital of the world, at least when it comes to feature film 
production. according to film l.a. california now ranks at distant 
fourth between louisiana, canada and the united kingdom. 
producers are going to places with bigger tax incentives, like 
louisiana, which offers a 30% tax credit on production budgets. 
california law makers are now pushing for an overhaul of this state's 
initiative program 

0:40 3/10/14 11:17p entertainment 

justin bieber's behavior in a videotaped deposition is proving more 
fuel for his critics these days. the pop star seems to get extremely 
agitated and annoyed when asked about sometimes girlfriend 
selena gomez 

0:33 3/11/14 6:49a entertainment 

this is the day a lot of trojan fans have marked on their calendars, 
the football team's new head coach, steve sarkisian, takes the field 
for spring football practice. sarkisian had three stints as assistant 
coach under pete carroll. when sc hired him, he said it's a once in a 
lifetime opportunity. trojans ended the season with an embarrassing 
defeat by ucla. we'll have a crew on the field tonight on the nbc 4 
news at 5:00 

0:17 3/11/14 6:49a entertainment 

speaking of ucla, some bruins will try to make an impression on nfl 
scouts today. it's pro day for ucla. an opportunity for a handful of 
players to show off in front of the pro teams and hopefully earn a 
spot in the draft. nfl draft is in may 

0:35 3/11/14 6:50a entertainment 

captured attention of the world in sochi. now the athletes are home, 
it's tile to do celebrating, right? a welcome home reception for gracie 
gold, she trained at toyota sports center. gracie gold won bronze in 
the team event at the olympic games. and the l.a. county board of 
supervisors will honor luge athlete, kate hanson. she's from la kin 
yacht ta. she's made headlines for warm-up dance routines to 
beyonce. that's called pop and lock. 

0:30 3/11/14 11:18p entertainment 
tonight the team usa figure skater stopped by her home rink. she 
showed off a new puppy she got for going to the olympics and she 
told us where she's keeping that bronze medal she won 

0:34 3/12/14 11:33p entertainment 
plus, she gained worldwide atngs when she competed in sochi. and 
kate hait has followed kate back home 
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0:21 3/19/14 6:47a entertainment 

disneyland’s submarine ride, it’s not going away. it is closed right 
now for renovation. there were rumors disney would get rid of it. the 
oc register reports finding the nemo submarine voyage is staying 
put. we checked the website. there is no date on when the ride will 
reopen 

0:46 3/20/14 11:33p entertainment 

now new evidence tonight is surfacing in the death of kurt cobain. 
this picture showing drug paraphernalia near cobain’s body after he 
killed himself nearly 20 years ago. the picture comes from a roll of 
film that wasn’t developed until just recently. a detective found the 
new evidence in a case file that also revealed more details about 
cobain’s death.  

0:34 3/26/14 11:16p entertainment 
the people who live near dodger stadium are voicing their frustration 
tonight about the team’s new plan to ease traffic congestion 

0:15 3/31/14 11:32p entertainment 

even as these battle rounds are in full swing, as you saw tonight on 
"the voice," there is news about the fall season. we found out that 
pharrell williams will join the show as a new coach. williams will 
replace cee lo green, who’s leaving to pursue other projects 

0:11 1/1/14 11:04p environment 
a little too much. the protest was over a different sheriff’s deputies, 
escorted the entry from sea world.  

0:39 1/1/14 11:15p environment 

from now on when you go to the grocery store, don't forget to bring 
some bags. starting today, no more plastic bags in l.a. instead bring 
your own or buy paper bags for 10 cents apiece. l.a. is the largest 
nearly 90 american cities to ban the bags. 12 billion bags are used 
every year. less than 5% are ever recycled 

0:32 1/2/14 11:15p environment 

we certainly get a lot of visitors this time of year with the rose bowl 
game, the parade, of course the bcs this year. well, no exception 
this year. this time, take a look at this. a pod of orcas, on new year's 
day. the third time in a row thewhales have visited at the beginning 
of the new year. great news for people who operate the tour boats 

2:09 1/3/14 11:01p environment 
mountain lion. a burbank man and dog scare off a big cat overnight. 
police are warning people who live in the hills to be on the lookout 

0:23 1/7/14 11:02p environment 

an earthquake hit marina del rey tonight. we received several calls 
into the news room with people who say they felt it. hundreds of 
people wrote into the geological website who wrote in to say they 
felt it from marina del rey to santa monica to west l.a.  

0:26 1/13/14 11:23p environment 

controversy over the documentary "blackfish" apparently is not 
having a negative effect on the number of people who are going to 
sea world. the company announced record fourth quarter 
attendance and is expected to report the highest annual revenue in 
company history. "blackfish" argues that killer whales become more 
aggressive to humans when they are held in captivity. sea-world has 
said the documentary is inaccurate and misleading 

2:07 1/14/14 11:15p environment 
there have been four mountain lions attacks in the same area in just 
over a week. a homeowner watched his dog being dragged away. 

0:46 1/16/14 6:14a environment 
animal control officers are on the hunt for a mountain lion that's 
been prowling the sun valley area and the disappearance of two 
pets in recent weeks.  

0:33 1/17/14 11:18p environment 

one really good way to deal with our winter heat in california. go for 
a dip in a swimming pool. the homeowner who shot the video told us 
the cub has been hanging around in her backyard for about a week 
now 
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0:27 1/20/14 11:08p environment 

apparently you can add smog to the list of chinese exports. a new 
study says that china's industrial smog has been drifting across the 
pacific ocean to our shores. about 1/5 of that comes from the 
chinese production of goods that are made for export here in the 
u.s. the study found that emissions from china are increasing even 
as u.s. emissions have decreased 

2:07 1/21/14 11:15p environment 
how many builds here in l.a. could be in danger of collapse? now for 
the first time we get details on nearly 1,500 buildings 

0:16 1/22/14 11:15p environment 

surf is up. i mean way up in hawaii. the biggest storm surge in 
decades is bringing huge waves to the islands. 40 to 50-foot swells 
are expected on the north shore of oahu. forecasters say a huge 
north pacific storm is causing these swells 

2:24 1/23/14 11:03p environment 
there was an encounter between a human and a bear this close was 
about ten years ago in the angeles national forest where a bear 
actually knocked down a hiker. 

0:25 1/23/14 11:16p environment 

riverside county community is coming together right now to help 
save a horse who was left to die after being attacked by dogs. a 
couple was hiking when they found the horse. she had large cuts 
and bite marks all over. a local vet volunteered to help after animal 
control recommended that the animal be euthanized. well, the 
community has now raised $4,000 so far to pay for future care. 

0:53 1/28/14 11:07p environment 

nbc 4 is dig into a list of concrete buildings that have the potential to 
collapse in an earthquake. tonight, how the los angeles unified 
school district now plans to follow up on 214 school buildings that 
are on that list.  

0:29 1/30/14 11:23p environment 

now, if we had a biggest loser for cats, a phoenix sea lion could be 
the number one contestant. take a look at meatball. he weighs in at 
36 pounds. the average cat weighs about 12 pounds. right now 
meatball is living in an animal shelter, but they hope the caring 
family will adopt him, step in and maybe help meatball at least find 
his waist and slim down 

0:31 2/5/14 11:17p environment 

new video come into the nbc 4 news room. a woman in paris tells us 
she thinks she spotted a mountain lion tonight. it's the same spot 
where a homeless man was mauled by a big cat. keep in mind, if 
you ever see a mountain lion, don't approach it. that makes sense. 
but this is contrary to what you might think. don't take off and run 
either. face the big cat, make noise, wave your arms, make sure 
seem bigger than you are 

0:21 2/11/14 11:39p environment 

caltrans is now driving home the message about the drought a i 
letters. alerts are going up to ask people to conserve water when 
they go home. it's the first time they have posted a drought advisory 
statewide like this. and these signs are going to be activated when 
there are no traffic emergencies or amber alerts.  

0:25 2/11/14 11:48p environment 

scientists in seattle say they've made a mammoth discovery, if you 
will. it's a tusk of a prehistoric woolly mammoth. it was found by 
construction workers. woolly mammoths lived all over north america. 
they died off about 10,000 years ago when the ice age ended. 
because this tusk was found on private property, it's now up to the 
land owner to decide exactly what to do with it.  

0:43 2/12/14 6:07a environment 

the sightings come a little more than a week after a lion attacked a 
homeless man. they say they have stepped up trail monitoring at the 
park by posting signs along the trail. anyone in that area deserves to 
be vigilant and stay on park trail.  
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0:30 2/14/14 11:40p environment 

we have a developing story right now out of south carolina where an 
earthquake surprised people who were sleeping and shook homes. 
this was centered near the small town of edgefield which just a few 
miles away from augusta, georgia, and was definitely felt there. this 
quake measured 4.1, fairly significant for that part of the country 

0:26 2/14/14 11:46p environment 

in keeping with that, you've probably seen all the freeway signs by 
now. caltran spreading the word about saving water. despite the 
campaign to conserve, our cameras were rolling while a sprinkler 
waters the 10 freeway. we showed this to cal trans, they told us, 
yes, the sprinkler was broken. they say they rely on the public to tell 
them when they see an issue like this. overall, though, cal tran says 
it is saving water more than any other state agency.  

0:29 2/14/14 11:46p environment 

new tonight, crews from the southern california gas company 
worked into the night to fix a natural gas leak. residents say a pipe 
there has been leaking for four years. but they never could get 
anybody to come out to fix it. so they called the nbc 4 i team. when 
we arrived with our cameras, workers were suddenly there to fix it. 
the leak is not hazardous, but we did see a large fire extinguisher 
ready for crews just in case.  

0:42 2/14/14 11:51p environment 

this is a call for help police don't hear every day. a runaway camel 
opinion the camel which was being kept somehow escaped its pen 
and then bit a 72-year-old man trying to corral it. the daughter tells 
us her dad is under sedation with a fractured spine and stitches on 
his head. 

0:26 3/3/14 6:15a environment 
forget the stands and the beach, if you happen to be near the long 
beach peninsula.   thousands are spawning along the beach. take a 
look. spawning usually happens march through august 

0:29 3/3/14 6:33a environment 

weekend it dumped much-needed rain. it wasn't a drought buster. 
thursday, friday, and saturday brought more rain than all of last year 
it did put a dent. we need more to bring it up to normal. we are 
headed for more dry weather the next couple of weeks 

0:26 3/3/14 11:04p environment 

apparently there have been two small earthquakes near fontana. 
both happened within just acouple of minutes. preliminary numbers 
show they measure at about 2.6 and 2.7. people have been calling 
the newsroom asking for confirmation. we can tell you they are 
earthquakes. they were small, but 2.6, 2.7, but it did happen in 
fontana within the past five, ten minutes or so.     

0:22 3/3/14 11:32p environment 

the weekend storm left behind a powerful swell in the ocean. and 
while that might sound good for surfers, health officials have a 
warning. that water may be full of bacteria, including fecal matter. 
yeah. students at ucla studied seven years' worth of water quality 
data on 32 california beaches. they found it could take five days for 
the bacteria to dissipate 

0:24 3/3/14 11:32p environment 

the rain, meantime, has gone away, but now it's the question 
everybody wants to know. did the drought go away too? the short 
answer, no. but it did help. experts say the storm water captured this 
weekend is enough to supply drinking water to 144,000 people for a 
year. but our main source of water is the runoff in the high sierra, 
and the snowpack there is just 1/3 of what is normal. 
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0:39 3/6/14 11:08p environment 

also new tonight, a swarm of africanized bees went into the attack 
mode in palm desert. seven people including five firefighters ended 
up in a hospital. the residents of a gated community were urged to 
stay inside this afternoon. these bee, as many as 70,000 of them 
were traced to an underground telephone box. one of those stung 
was able to drive himself to the hospital, but the other person, a 
woman is in serious trouble.  

1:47 3/7/14 11:02p environment 

firefighters here in marina del rey were in position just moments 
after the quake hit. people described people descried it as a strong 
but not powerful enough to shake things off store shelves. 8:16, the 
even general station at l.a. county fire department were moved out 
in case they had to response to any emergency calls. so far tonight, 
no reports of damage. it was initially reported as a magnitude 3.2. 
it's since been downgraded at 3.1. there were more than 2,000 
posts within a couple of hours after the quake hit. although it wasn't 
a powerful tumbler, it was felt throughout a wide section of the south 
land from marina del rey to inglewood 

0:31 3/10/14 11:16p environment 

northern california still moving tonight. there are more aftershocks 
from yesterday's big earthquake. beneath the ocean about 50 miles 
west of eureka. in fact, a security camera at astore caught the 
effects of that quake. take a look. there you see some of the 
shaking. there was actually very little damage from the quake 
because it was so far offshore. the magnitude today was 
downgraded just a bit to 6.8. but there you see a dog in the store 
definitely frightened by the shaking going on. today's strongest 
aftershock checked in at about 4.5.  

2:37 3/11/14 11:05p environment 
in the hollywood hills with greg randall, wildlife specialist. Named p-
22 

0:30 3/13/14 11:17p environment 
>> a rare birth at the safari park. doctors delivered a baby gorilla by 
emergency c-section. the mother was not progressing in labor so 
they performed the surgery to make sure the baby was okay 

2:05 3/17/14 11:05p environment 

the st. patrick’s day 4.4 earthquake caught on surveillance video as 
it sends a jolt across southern california. tonight nbc 4’s robert 
kovacik is live in encino near the epicenter with how the early 
warning system worked and why you didn’t receive the alert 

2:39 3/18/14 11:04p environment 

the 4.4 quake that rattled los angeles hit in a fault area that usually 
does not see much shaking. now tonight, some are questioning if 
something else triggered that quake. was it something called 
fracking? nbc 4’s robert kovacik sf to explain what fracking is and 
why there’s some calls to have it stopped 

0:35 3/18/14 11:17p environment 

residents in a san bernadino county community are worried about a 
mountain lion stalking their property. shelly smith told us that the lion 
returned a few days ago to attack yet another animal in the same 
spot. and now she’s concerned for the children who live on her 
property.  

0:24 3/19/14 6:35a environment 
we are told repairs could be completed in a week involving that oil 
spill in wilmington. workers scrambled to clean up more than a 
thousand gallons of oil. it started to leak monday night. 

0:31 3/19/14 6:35a environment 

a 4.4 quake that rattled l.a. struck in a fault area that usually doesn’t 
see much shaking. some are worried fracking may be to blame. it’s 
the method of pumping water into chemicals dope into the ground 
for oil and gas deposit 

0:27 3/20/14 11:06p environment 
a 2.6 earthquake happened just after 7:00. you can see here on the 
nbc 4 seismocam 

0:30 3/21/14 11:07p environment computer glitch sends earthquake report 
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0:43 3/24/14 11:15p environment 

meantime, it was standing room only tonight for a tsunami 
preparedness forum in long beach. more than 200 people showed 
up at the forum of the aquarium of the pacific. last week we told you 
about a new effort to protect california harbors. well, tonight people 
learned about how the big waves move across the globe and what 
they should do if a warning is issued. our coast is at risk because so 
many people live there.  

0:56 3/25/14 11:16p environment 
a baby-sitter looking after a 4-year-old girl suddenly rushes the child 
to the hospital, but it was too late. she died. and tonight, that baby-
sitter is under arrest 

0:29 3/25/14 11:33p environment 
the duo says the animal was simply pulling roy to safety after he 
became dizzy on stage. 

0:36 3/27/14 11:16p environment 

new at 11:00 tonight, a puppy rescue in ventura county just got a 
whole lot more crowded. the tiny loving canine shelter in simi valley 
is taking care of 25 new residents tonight. volunteers picked them 
up where they were dumped in three different locations.  

0:49 3/28/14 11:00p environment 
people feeling in the most near the epicenter east of la habra. 
people standing outside of their homes tonight.  

21:49 3/28/14 11:00p environment now back live to nbc 4’s conan nolan. he’s at cal tech for us. conan. 

0:41 3/28/14 11:22p environment 

we are about two hours and what 15 minutes away from when the 
quake hit at 9.09 tonight. the two hears hit hardest is la habra and 
fullerton because they were close to the epicenter. we can tell you 
right now some people are leaving their homes in la habra. we have 
talked to them on the phone. the red cross is opening a shelter in la 
habra. it is located at the la habra community center at 101 la habra 
boulevard. a lot going on there. fullerton 

0:16 3/28/14 11:23p environment electricity out for some after earthquake 

3:15 3/28/14 11:23p environment 
we are about two hours and what 15 minutes away from when the 
quake hit at 9.09 tonight. the two hears hit hardest is la habra and 
fullerton because they were close to the epicenter 

0:32 3/28/14 11:26p environment 

most of the damage we are talking about is the epicenter which is 
fullerton and la habra. l.a. county fire is reporting that they are not 
on earthquake mode anymore. typically they pull the fire engines out 
and check for damage around the area. in l.a. county or l.a. city 
actually, the fire department says no significant damage. they are off 
earthquake mode. we are two hours and 20 minutes removed from 
this.  

1:11 3/28/14 11:27p environment 

downtown there was a lot of swaying, a lot of people going to l.a. 
live and the usc campus just down the street. that’s right. we have 
talked to quite a few people this evening. let’s share the latest 
interviews we were able to conduct near l.a. live 

1:55 3/28/14 11:30p environment 
the minute we felt this earthquake, we dispatched reporters all over 
southern california. No power in buena park 

0:43 3/28/14 11:31p environment back to whit johnson up in our newsroom 

0:23 3/28/14 11:34p environment once again, we continue to cover this story throughout  

0:23 3/31/14 11:08p environment 

new at 11:00, a warning about an earthquake hoax circulating 
online. it’s an image of a letter with an unofficial usgs logo directed 
at southern california residents. the letter warns of an impending 7.4 
quake. the usgs says it has nothing to do with this warning and 
reminds everyone the agency does not and cannot predict 
earthquakes 
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0:54 3/31/14 11:08p environment 

while we’re thinking about earthquakes, 17 million. that is the 
number of how many people the usgs says felt friday night’s 5.1 
earthquake. the earthquake obviously rattled nerves and raised 
some new concerns about seismic safety here in southern 
california. orange county and the cities of brea, la habra, fullerton, 
they’ll decide in the next couple of days whether to declare a local 
emergency 

0:23 3/31/14 11:16p environment 

 one family came face to face with a mountain lion during a family 
hike. it happened in whiting ranch park in tribuco canyon. mom tells 
us the mountain lion was about to attack this 5-year-old, her son. 
fish and game wardens decided to kill the mountain lion to keep 
hikers in the area safe. 

0:27 1/1/14 11:14p foreign news 

the bbc reporting a rescue mission is under way. they have been 
trapped by ice since christmas eve. within an hour, a helicopter 
arrived to start evacuating everyone. an exhibition leader is 
tweeting, they're 100% off the ship 

0:46 1/2/14 11:14p foreign news 

security getting tighter around the sights in sochi. the game are five 
weeks away. security was ramped up, after terrorist bombings, 400 
miles from sochi. one security expert says, for a potential bomber, a 
successful attack during the games would be like finding the holy 
grail. russian, olympic officials are expressing confidence in their 
security measures. another security expert said that if the bombings 
continue, that if we see a series of three, four, or more attacks in the 
region, all bets are off. the games get under way february 6. with 
preliminary competition. opening ceremony on the 7th.  

0:22 1/2/14 11:33p foreign news 

a 12-year-old girl in england has a special keepsake from the 
christmas. picture of herself and prince william taken by the prince 
himself. at the royal estate on christmas day, watching the royal 
family arrive. she asked the prince if she could take a picture. he 
grabbed her phone. snapped a selfie. there  

1:53 1/3/14 11:14p foreign news 

russian president vladamir putin made a public appearance in sochi 
meant for the cameras. less than five weeks before the olympics his 
visit follows two terrorist attacks in the country and the mounting 
concerns over security. and in sochi today for a progress check. and 
hit the slopes. looking relaxed, in control, a contrast to wednesday, 
400 miles away where a solemn putin honored the 44 killed in the 
twin suicide bombings. still the russian president is talking tough. 
vowing to annihilate the islamist militant whose declared war on his 
olympics. putin has invested billions to keep the games safe. his 
efforts are the largest security operation in sports history.  

1:48 1/7/14 11:15p foreign news 

winter olympics 30 days away. while officials are confident things in 
sochi, russia, is going to be safe, the u.s. ski team is planning an 
escape justin case. why this plan could be risky. >> as the final 
touches of the world's most expensive olympic games are set, 
30,000 soldier, police and security officers are setting up in sochi for 
unprecedented security and an unprecedented olympic threat.  

0:27 1/8/14 6:16a foreign news 

russia is boosting security day-by-day, law enforcement tightened 
access to sochi yesterday. new traffic routes are in place giving 
priority to olympic, tens of thousands of police officers and military 
soldiers have been deployed throughout the city. russian president 
vladmir putin eased restrictions in one aspect. he is at locations that 
were given prior approval 
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0:29 1/8/14 6:34a foreign news 

an investigation is under way in england, four u.s. airmen were 
killed. the helicopter went down in an area about 130 miles 
northeast of london. since we first reported the crash, we have 
learned the chopper was assigned to the 48th fighter wing. they 
performed at a low level training mission along the coast. they 
crashed about 6:00 p.m. yesterday. since this is such a remote 
area, no one on the ground was hurt 

0:37 1/14/14 11:11p foreign news 

the trial of barrettsford-redman is winding down. a forensic expert 
testified that there was no physical evidence that linked him to the 
crime. now he's asking the judge to set him free. the victim's family 
is worried about that possibility 

0:26 1/14/14 11:23p foreign news 

that is a kayaker as he collides with a whale. amazing video was 
caught on camera. this happened in norway last week. the video 
just got out recently. the kayaker says he didn't actually know what 
was going on here until he ended up on the back of the 20-ton 
humpback whale 

1:50 1/17/14 11:16p foreign news 

and russian president vladimir putin is in sochi tonight, stirring up 
controversy less than one month before the opening ceremony of 
the olympic winter games there. he was there to talk about security 
and see all the venues but what he said about the gay community 
may have made a bad situation even worse. 

1:39 1/20/14 11:09p foreign news 

tonight concerns about safety at the sochi winter olympic games. 
those concerns going, and that includes the search for women 
terrorists. more on that in just a moment. all olympic security at the 
games is in the hands of the russian government. even so, u.s. 
officials say they're keeping a close watch on the situation because 
of recent bombings and escalating threats.  

1:29 1/22/14 11:06p foreign news 
14 days until the competition begins. and tonight, there is an 
indication that behind the scenes at the winter olympic games, 
security concerns are mounting. 

0:41 1/22/14 11:15p foreign news 

toronto's mayor rob ford said that he had a major setback after he 
was caught on video again slurring his words. this time at a 
restaurant. the mayor jostled with a mob of reporters after a news 
conference to talk about it. ford admits he has been drinking even 
though he's been trying to quit. 

0:40 1/23/14 11:02p foreign news 

the producer on the ground there in egypt r people have been killed. 
and as many as and as many as the eve of the anniversary of the 
start of the 2011 uprising in egypt that toppled long-time ruler hosni 
mubarek. no group has claimed responsibility 

0:49 1/23/14 11:08p foreign news 

fears of olympic terror are growing tonight. tonight, we sat down with 
congressman adam shift who is a member of the house intelligence 
committee. he says that spectators should trust russia's security. the 
congressman says that if and when there are threats, he expects 
that russia and the united states will share information 

0:24 1/24/14 11:06p foreign news 

 a man is being held in egypt. his name is jeremy hodges. his family 
gave us this photo of their son. he and his roommate were detained 
on wednesday and they're being held in an undisclosed location. it's 
not clear why he's being held 

0:36 1/27/14 6:16a foreign news 

a los angeles man is on his way home after being detained in egypt. 
he has plans to return to the u.s. was working as a translator. he 
says he doesn't know why he was arrested and his egyptian 
roommate was taken. they are trying to link them to terror groups 
and were beaten 
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0:59 1/27/14 6:17a foreign news 

another threat has officials tighten ing security as we count down to 
the winter olympic games in sochi. tour operators says fewer 
americans are booking trips. they are lower than they have been in 
the last 20 years. the games are being overshadowed by that 
double suicide bombing. they killed at least 34 people. now more 
threats, an internet message promising further violence. many 
experts believe a threat to the games, itself, is low.  

0:35 1/27/14 6:18a foreign news 
meanwhile, the olympic torch continues to burn towards issue this 
video along the caspian coast. today it travels to dagestan. the final 
destination will be sochi on february 7th 

0:29 1/27/14 6:35a foreign news 

moving on in other news, in russia, new comments about the mayor 
of sochi is stirring up controversy ahead of the olympic games. they 
say there are no gay people in his city and homosexuality is not 
welcome in his region. he says gay people will be treated with 
respect if they don't impose their habits on others, it follows 
controversial statements by vladmir putin last week. 

0:27 1/28/14 11:19p foreign news 

the british parliament has criticized the royal family for mismanaging 
their money. apparently the royal household must cut spending and 
raise funds to address a mounting list of property repairs. such 
things as an aging boiler at buckingham palace and a leaking roof at 
the royal art gallery 

0:25 1/29/14 11:02p foreign news 
he is back in the news  again tonight and he is free  this time after 
turning himself  into police up in toronto, canada. 

1:01 1/29/14 11:23p foreign news 

just seven days before the competition begins in the sochi winter 
olympic games. hotels are filling up and security is tight. police and 
military everywhere. bomb sniffing dogs ahead of the russian 
olympic committee says  his country is ready.  two of our 
photographers left  for sochi early this morning.     

0:20 1/30/14 11:14p foreign news 

there has been a constant flow of stories about olympic security 
coming out of sochi. tonight, the russian government announced the 
arrest of two brothers in connection with a bombing. terrorists 
planted bombs in a train station on a bus. the explosions killed 34 
people. that happened on december 29 

1:09 1/31/14 11:16p foreign news 
our coverage of the winter olympic games continues right now as 
athletes, fans and journalists are all pouring into sochi. we'll go 
behind the scenes of the olympic park.  

1:46 2/3/14 11:08p foreign news 

right now it is morning in sochi, and behind me this is a live picture 
of what they call the coastal cluster there. this is where everything 
from hockey to figure skating is going to be played during the 
olympic winter games. the competition will begin on thursday. and 
tonight nbc 4's whit johnson is on the ground there with a behind-
the-scenes look at olympic park 

0:37 2/3/14 11:17p foreign news 

now an incredible story, if it's true, could be one of the most 
amazing survival stories we've ever heard. jose albarenga says he 
left mexico on a fishing trip 13 months ago and became lost at sea 
when the boat's engine quit. he drifted 6,000 miles, ending up just 
northeast of australia. he says his companion died at sea but jose, 
he was able to survive on raw fish, birds, and rainwater. relatives 
confirm he has been missing for more than a yea 
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1:00 2/4/14 11:15p foreign news 

we are getting very close now. this is a live picture at olympic park in 
sochi where it's just after 11:00 a.m. on wednesday morning. and 
competition is going to begin now very soon. the big talk right now is 
about the slope style course. a norwegian snowboarder broke his 
collarbone during a practice run. and today, american star shaun 
white he was injured as was a snowboarder from finland. athletes 
have been complaining that the course is simply dangerous. that's 
because the landings there are just too steep. last night, engineers 
in russia made some modifications. but even after those tweaks, 
shaun white still jammed his wrist on a practice run today 

2:04 2/4/14 11:16p foreign news 

figure skater ashley wagner got her first practice session in sochi. 
she fell several times at the nationals, but now she's on the team. 
she's in sochi. and she talked with nbc 4's whit johnson about her 
confidence and the controversy 

0:22 2/5/14 11:07p foreign news 

new security concerns tonight surrounding the winter games in 
sochi and it concerns travelers who are flying into russia. homeland 
security is warning airlines that terrorist may try to smuggle 
explosives onboard hidden in toothpaste tubes. this intelligence is 
very, very new. it's focused on flights that originate originate outside 
of the u.s 

2:25 2/5/14 11:07p foreign news 
just about an hour ago in sochi, where right now it's mid-morning on 
thursday, preliminary events in snowboarding got under way. 

0:28 2/7/14 11:37p foreign news 

we have nut we have new video from inside a plane where a 
ukrainian tried to the crash it. somehow the pilot and crew 
convinced the man they were headed to sochi. but they landed 
elsewhere and subdued him.  

0:25 2/7/14 11:45p foreign news 
protests set to coincide with tonight's opening ceremony in sochi. 
this rally was held in moscow. vladimir putin was criticized for 
signing a bill banning gay propaganda.  

0:30 2/10/14 11:50p foreign news 

the man who said he was lot of at sea for more than a year will 
return home to el salvador tomorrow. he was wheeled to an airplane 
to the marshall islands and on to el salvador looking stronger and 
with a fresh haircut. the 37-year-old drifted ashore and sailed across 
the pacific from mexico after getting lot of at sea with another 
fisherman. the other man died. 

0:16 2/12/14 6:06a foreign news 
a quake rocked center china in the far west region, which is mostly 
deserts and mountains. some minor damage to structures have 
been reported. so far there is no word of any injuries 

2:03 2/18/14 11:30p foreign news 
breaking news from the same part of the world in which we've been 
watching these winter games. huge walls of fire is burning in what is 
the equivalent of new york times square, only this is kiev 

0:40 2/19/14 11:44p foreign news 

a violent standoff continues to burn north of sochi in the ukraine. live 
pictures from kiev where the fires are still burning and the death toll 
continues to rise. a new day bringing new violence. protesters 
opened fire on officers injuring 20 of them in independence square. 
the country's president met about a truce but no agreement has 
been reached. the protesters have been going on since november 
of last year. so far, 28 people have died 

0:30 2/20/14 6:14a foreign news 

an updated on breaking news out of the ukraine, since our last 
report about 45 minutes ago, the number of people killed in new 
clashes this morning has gone up unfortunately, at least 29 deaths 
were reported 
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0:36 2/20/14 6:14a foreign news 

in north korea, an emotional reunion of families torn apart more than 
60 years ago. lots of hugs and clears at a resort where hundreds of 
north koreans are seeing each other in decades. they threatened to 
can sell if they went ahead with military drills. a lottery system was 
used to decide which families would participate. about 72,000 south 
koreans are still on a wait list 

2:11 2/20/14 6:32a foreign news 
there was new fighting overnight with the death toll increasing 
almost hourly. Now we have learned 50 people have died 

0:23 2/20/14 6:34a foreign news 
the russian band fo continues to make headline in sochi. they 
showed reporters a video they released on youtube a couple hours 
ago 

0:24 2/20/14 6:58a foreign news 

a violent standoff continues to burn north of sochi in the ukraine. at 
least 22 people are dead from the violence just this morning. most in 
independence square in the city of kiev. a brief truce between anti-
government protesters and security forces collapsed overnight. we 
will continue to monitor the situation and have an update for you in 
the nbc 4 news at noon 

0:29 2/25/14 11:03p foreign news 

just in, we have new pictures now of alleged drug kingpin joaquin el 
chapo guzman, but some are wondering if this is it really that man. 
he's undergoing dna tests. some are skeptical, saying these pictures 
were taken years apart and they're not the same man. guzman was 
captured over the weekend in mazatlan after 13 years on the run 

0:20 2/28/14 6:24a foreign news 

breaking muse in ukraine. we are hearing from president for the first 
time this morning. he told a group of reporters in russia, we will 
continue to fight for his country's future against the new authority he 
described as pro fascist thugs. yanukovych made his first 
appearance since leaving ukraine last saturday 

0:20 2/28/14 6:24a foreign news 

ukraine's government is calling it an invasion, an occupation by 
russian forces raising tension between moscow and the west. as of 
right now, the gunman haven't moved into the passenger terminal 
and are allowing the air force to function normally 

0:28 2/28/14 11:14p foreign news 

ukraine is accusing russia of an occupation. ukraine says russian 
troops have been arriving by helicopter and transport trains. 
journalist also spotted russian armored personnel carriers headed to 
the capital. president obama warned the kremlin against any military 
intervention in ukraine 

0:30 3/3/14 6:04a foreign news 
all right, the first day of oscar pistorius murder trial is wrapping up 
today. opening statements and testimony painted a grim picture of 
what happened. they heard about the blood curling screams 

0:53 3/3/14 6:13a foreign news 

secretary of state john kerry prepares to travel to the ukraine. the 
russian embassy, americans are saying no to another war. the u.s. 
and others are putting pressure to back off. russian president putin 
says he doesn't seem to be listening 

0:20 3/3/14 6:14a foreign news 
this morning, they posted someone hacked into the computer 
system 

0:20 3/3/14 6:18a foreign news 
royal baby, prince george is packing his bags going on his first 
official overseas tour this spring accompanying his parents to 
australia and new zealand for a three week in april  

1:01 3/3/14 6:36a foreign news 

he says this trip is all about business. the borat of l.a. and private 
industry from entertainment to construction. all of this because 
mexico's economy is growing and the mayor wants to make sure 
that leads to a bigger investment in los angeles 

0:21 3/3/14 6:56a foreign news 
the sinkhole measures 20 feet by 10 feet. crews say they will be out 
there working all day long.  
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0:14 3/3/14 6:57a foreign news 
concern is growing in ukraine. they are threatening u.s. economic 
sanctions in russia. we heard they will hold an emergency leader to 
discuss this problem 

2:36 3/3/14 11:00p foreign news 
l.a. gang members in the middle of a civil war. why they're fighting 
on the front lines in syria 

0:18 3/3/14 11:07p foreign news 

new developments in the past few minutes on the crisis in ukraine. 
russia's interfax news agency says president vladimir putin has 
ordered troops taking part in military exercises to return to their 
bases. some fear that putin may use those troops to seize pro-
russian territory in eastern Ukraine 

0:50 3/3/14 11:07p foreign news 

u.s. officials already put all military exercises with russia on hold. as 
well as any bilateral meetings and port visits. the u.s. is also calling 
on russian forces in crimea to return to their bases. but it doesn't 
look like they're going anywhere. nbc's bill neilly is there tonight 

1:22 3/3/14 11:11p foreign news 
mayor garcetti is in mexico tonight at a critical meeting with mexican 
business leaders. his foreign trip since taking office focuses on 
increasing business opportunities 

0:53 3/4/14 11:07p foreign news 

john kerry is in france after spending only a few hours in ukraine. he 
visited a memorial for those killed during the protest and unveiled a 
$1 billion loan for the country. meantime, russian president vladimir 
putin said he has no intention of fighting the ukrainian people, but he 
says he reserves the right to use force in order to protect the lives of 
the ethnic russians who live there. putin blamed the u.s. for starting 
it and even denied his forces have control of crimea 

0:32 3/5/14 11:08p foreign news 

there may be a glimmer of hope. diplomats may come together and 
come up with some sort of solution with the crisis in ukraine. today's 
talks led to some creative ideas. >> all parties agreed today all 
parties are having dialogue 

0:19 3/5/14 11:12p foreign news 

take a look now at the stunning subway video from spain. a man 
appears to intentionally jump down on to the tracks. there he goes. 
then an off duty police officer on the other side climbs down to help 
the man get back on to the platform. it is still unclear why he jump 
jumped on to the tracks in the first place 

0:22 3/6/14 11:14p foreign news 

new video in ukraine there's increased security along the border 
with russia. it comes as law makers in crimea declare they want to 
join russia. ukraine's constitution allows for the region to have a 
certain level of autonomy, but the country's prime minister says the 
referendum has no legal grounds. 

0:15 3/6/14 11:14p foreign news 
a russian tv channel was put on the air. crimea has an ethnic 
russian majority and has been effectively taken over by russian 
forces 

1:41 3/7/14 11:00p foreign news 

there is a lot of confusion at this very hour about what happened to 
a jumbo jet with 240 people onboard, including american, that 
suddenly vanished. the vietnamese navy says the plane came down 
off their coast. radar says it never got that far. and malaysian 
airlines says they're looking for survivors, but where? 

1:55 3/10/14 11:03p foreign news 

just in, the malaysian government now believes that their missing 
jumbo jet turned around before it disappeared. based on a sketchy 
radar return. they're now expanding their search far to the west of 
the intended flight path. and tonight we know why the plane was not 
being tracked every second of its flight. 
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0:32 3/10/14 11:08p foreign news 

new reports say syria's health care system is now on the verge of 
collapsing and the techniques they are forced to use on patients 
border on barbaric. the charity group save the children says medics 
have to knock out patients with metal bars because there is no 
anesthesia there. the three-year civil war has destroyed hospitals in 
the country. those hospitals still standing are being overrun by 
gunmen trying to get themselves treated. the report also says 
200,000 syrians have died since the war started simply because 
they don't have the health care to treat them.  

0:28 3/10/14 11:08p foreign news 

and tonight, more russian military vehicles have been seen 
streaming into the crimea region of ukraine. russian forces have 
effectively taken control of ukrainian military installations all across 
the region there. the recent ouster of ukraine's pro-russia president 
led to the current crisis in crimea. russian leader vladimir putin says 
his government is only acting to protect the rights of ethnic russians, 
who now make up a majority of crimea's population. 

0:30 3/10/14 11:17p foreign news 

tomorrow is the three-year anniversary of the 9.0 earthquake and 
the tsunami that caused a nuclear meltdown at fukushima. and 
some are not happy about the progress that has been made in 
controlling contaminated water leaks. last month a reported 100 
metric tons of radioactive water leaked from a container and right 
now the tokyo electric power company is storing 431,000 tons of 
radioactive water in tanks. and there is still no long-term plan on 
what to do with it. 

0:36 3/11/14 6:05a foreign news 

nato will start sending surveillance air craft to fly over poland and 
romania to monitor developments in ukraine. developments 
between russia and u.s. on a way out of the crisis have stalled. talks 
broke down as more russian military vehicles streaming into the 
region. russian forces now in control of that area. russian president 
putin says his government is acting to protect rights of ethnic 
russians who make up a majority of crimea's population. but some 
living in crimea are opposed to the russian takeover.  

0:50 3/11/14 6:06a foreign news 

three years ago today that a 9.0 earthquake and tsunami 
devastated part of japan. survivors are marking the day by honoring 
the nearly 16,000 people killed and more than 2600 still missing. 
mourners paying tribute at a large memorial site and offering 
prayers. that memorial is 50 miles from the crippled nuclear plant 
that suffered a meltdown, a crisis the country's still coping with. 
more than 130,000 people cannot live in their homes because of 
contamination 

0:27 3/11/14 6:25a foreign news 

mission success an an american astronaut and two russian 
cosmonauts back on earth after six months on the international 
space station the three landed in kazakhstan but not before 
enduring strong wind and snow conditions at the site. rescue crews 
say they're in good spirits three others remain on board, including 
an american, until mid-may 

0:37 3/11/14 6:37a foreign news 

new information on the search for a malaysia airlines jet. interpol 
released these photographs a few hours ago. they say these two 
men used stolen passports to board a jetliner that disappeared four 
days ago. both men iranian nationals. one was planning to seek 
asylum in germany.  
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0:30 3/11/14 6:37a foreign news 

.   right now, day seven in the oscar pistorius trial under way with the 
blade runner's friend on the stand. in our last hour, we told you how 
pistorius' friend daryn fresco recounted a time when pistorius was 
stop for speeding and shot a gun through the car's sunroof. we're 
hearing of another incident involving a gun, fresco says the 27-year-
old begged him to lie for him after he discharged a gun in a 
restaurant. he says pistorius asked him to take the blame.    

0:25 3/11/14 6:59a foreign news 

new information in the search for that missing malaysia airlines jet. 
interpol says these two iranian men boarded the boeing jet four 
days ago using stolen passports. it's the latest twist in the hunt for 
the jet line that vanished saturday with 239 people on board. the 
investigators from the faa and the pentagon are in malaysia trying to 
help pinpoint how far this plane could have gone 

0:19 3/11/14 6:59a foreign news 

today people in japan remembering the nearly 16,000 people and 
thousands missing in the 9.0 earthquake and tsunami three years 
ago. mourners playing tribute at a member memorial site and 
offering prayers. the nation is dealing with the nuclear plant 
meltdown 

1:49 3/11/14 11:01p foreign news update om missing airliner flight 370 

2:50 3/12/14 11:00p foreign news 
no debris found for missing airplane. Missing jet may have been 
running for 4 hrs. using tomnod to help search 

2:12 3/13/14 11:00p foreign news 

developing now, the u.s. taking up the search for more than 200, 
sending surveillance crews by air and by sea. we are in the hunt for 
the missing malaise yaj airlines jumbo jet. >> the possibilities the 
plane could have landed. let’s go for a shift in priorities.  

0:58 3/13/14 11:02p foreign news 

tonight i have been looking into possible scenarios. if the plane was 
deliberately taken off course, you have problems. even to land it in 
an area as vast as the indian ocean without being detected, you 
need a long runway in an isolated location like an island. this island 
is thousands of miles from anywhere with an airstrip built in the 
second world war. you may get there undetected, but it would be 
nearly impossible to hide. 

0:25 3/13/14 11:32p foreign news 

unflattering testimony about princess diana. the now shut down 
news of the world said diana once leaked phone numbers for the 
british royals. he said diana was looking for an ally in the media 
when they were having marital troubles. it came during the phone 
hacking trial 

2:00 3/14/14 11:00p foreign news 
hijacked. malaysian officials now commenting on a report that 
someone deliberately wanted flight 370 to disappear.  

1:50 3/14/14 11:02p foreign news 

>>> investigators are trying to determine if the plane headed north 
or perhaps even south out over the indian ocean. and they’re using 
some very sophisticated new technology to track where flight 370 
might have been taken.  

0:55 3/14/14 11:04p foreign news 
>>> everyone who boarded the plane is under investigation tonight. 
all of the passengers and the crew members. to determine who had 
the ability or the motive to commandeer it.  
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1:51 3/14/14 11:05p foreign news 

just moments ago we had a chance to talk with terror expert and a 
senior aviator at the rand corporation, brianjenkins. you know what? 
we’re going to get that tape up in just a moment. and also i want to 
remind you that we’re still waiting for that news conference to begin 
in kuala lumpur, and when it does we will take you there as well. 
>>> investigators have concluded, just to kind of summarize here, 
that malaysian airlines flight 370 was indeed hijacked, but we still 
don’t know exactly why and we still don’t know what happened to 
the big jumbo jet. we’ll check back with that press conference, 

0:42 3/14/14 11:07p foreign news 
let’s go ahead and listen to what that terror expert had to say. this is 
the senior aviator at the rand corporation, brian jenkins.  

0:28 3/14/14 11:07p foreign news 

we take a look at this live picture from kuala lumpur and where this 
press conference is going to get under way. if the plane was indeed 
hijacked, which we’re expecting them to tell us here of course, the 
follow-up question is what happened to the plane? did it crash into 
the sea? did it land on some remote airstrip? perhaps we’ll get more 
information on that as well as we continue to keep an eye on this 
live news conference 

0:46 3/14/14 11:14p foreign news 

breaking news in kuala lumpur, malaysia. the fate of malaysian 
airlines flight 370. the associated press is reporting tonight that 
investigators concluded that the flight was indeed hijacked. but we 
still don’t know what the motive was or where that plane might be. 
so we are awaiting this press conference which is scheduled to take 
place in kuala lumpur. it’s about 45 minutes late right now. the prime 
minister of malaysia. you see the insert and there’s the full-screen 
picture. we’re still monitoring the situation there. the prime minister 
is expected to issue a statement about that associated press report. 
but we were just told he’s not going to answer any questions from 
any of the reporters there 

15:38 3/14/14 11:18p foreign news 
the press conference we’ve been waiting for in kuala lumpur is 
about to begin. so let’s join it live.  

1:57 3/17/14 11:02p foreign news 

just in tonight, chinese state media is reporting that background 
checks on all of their citizens on that missing malaysian airlines jet 
show no links to terrorism. this as malaysian authorities continue to 
change some of the important details of that night 

1:47 3/18/14 11:08p foreign news 

an armed guard will remain at a charter school following the arrest 
of a student there. the 16-year-old student from nova academy in 
santa ana sent threatening e-mails from his ex-girlfriend. he claimed 
he was tired of beig bullied and compiled a hit list he wanted to 
shoot. the ex-girlfriend told an administrator who then called the 
police 

0:21 3/18/14 11:33p foreign news 

baby in columbia tipping the scales at 44 pounds. this little guy is 
eight months old. his name is santiago. weighs three times more 
than the average baby his average. doctors have now put him on a 
strict diet to try to get him down to a normal 17 pounds. no formula 

0:23 3/19/14 6:02a foreign news 

>>> the disappearance of that malaysian plane with 239 people on 
board. this morning investigators said they are trying to restore files 
of the pilot. we have shown you the flight simulator tutorial. 
someone delete files last month. it’s not clear if it was due to routine 
maintenance or something else 

0:22 3/19/14 6:12a foreign news 
now to a developing story, more sanctions in crimea this morning. 
pro russian forces took control of at least part of the ukrainian naval 
headquarters in the black sea port. 
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0:32 3/19/14 6:15a foreign news 

good day, mates, a first for the l.a. dodgers, the boys will celebrated 
opening day in the land down under, after their 14-hour flight to 
australia, the dodgers and arizona diamondbacks will hold a news 
conference in sydney to talk about the two-game series this 
weekend. it will be played at sydney’s cricket stadium 

1:29 3/19/14 6:44a foreign news 

 12 days, still no sign of the missing malaysia plane and this 
morning, we have new information about the pilot and his home 
flight simulator. investigators are restoring files from the simulator to 
see if they shed light on the plane’s disappearance, they are trying 
to determine if it’s routine maintenance or something else. 

0:19 3/19/14 6:57a foreign news 

and new developments this morning, a cold case disappearance of 
madeleine mccann, british police announced an hour ago, they’re 
looking for a serial intruder in portugal who sexually assaulted 
young girls from 2004 to 2010. madeleine mccain was 3 years odd 
when she vanished 

0:25 3/19/14 6:58a foreign news 
day 13 in the oscar pistorius trial wrapped up about an hour ago, 
with the judge agreed to adjourn court until monday 

1:37 3/19/14 11:00p foreign news 

breaking news. large objects found in the indian ocean near 
australia. tonight, they are the biggest new clue in the case of the 
missing malaysian jetliner. tonight, will the discovery lead to the 
whereabouts of the flight 370 

2:00 3/19/14 11:03p foreign news 

>> if the search for this jumbo jet is finally successful, will 
investigators be able to get enough to figure out exactly what 
happened onboard? a retired captain for united, ceo of err 
consulting experts joins us live right now from john wayne airport 

0:50 3/19/14 11:17p foreign news 

four military search planes are now headed to the indian ocean to 
check out possible debris linked to flight 370. it was our top story to 
fight. here is a late update. australian officials are now cautioning 
that the two objects that are spotted by satellite may have nothing to 
do with the flight’s disappearance. however, they are calling what 
they found in the water credible. the search area spotted 1,500 
miles southwest of perth, australia 

0:30 3/19/14 11:33p foreign news 

we continue to follow developments for the search of flight 370. the 
second of four military planes is arriving in the search area. the 
discovery of objects by satellite is now being called the biggest clue 
yet in the search.  

2:24 3/20/14 11:03p foreign news 
we’re following every development for the search of malaysian 
airlines flight 370. the daunting search is testing the limits of what 
planes, satellites and humans can do.  

0:29 3/20/14 11:32p foreign news 

this is one of the australian aircraft we told you about at the 
beginning of our newscast tonight. they’re shuttling over the indian 
ocean where satellites showed two large objects floating over the 
water. you’ll be the first to know if anything happens on your cell 
phone with the nbcla news app. and on the air starting at 4:30 with 
"today in l.a."  

1:59 3/21/14 11:05p foreign news search effort for missing plane 

0:17 3/21/14 11:07p foreign news 
north korea fires 30 short ranged rockets into the sea off South 
koreas east coast 

0:31 3/21/14 11:13p foreign news ferry accident in istanbul claims the life of a five yr old girl 

1:34 3/24/14 11:00p foreign news 

flight 370 crashes and no one survived. those are the only answers 
that we have tonight in the biggest mystery in aviation history. the 
search for flight 370 is taking a major turn tonight. within the past 
hour the search for debris has been temporarily called off.  
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1:22 3/24/14 11:02p foreign news 

piecing together the puzzle of exactly how and why this large boeing 
777 plunged into the indian ocean could take years, and the key is 
locating that wreckage. when the search does resume, it will be a 
race against the clock. flight crews say they’re seeing things but 
they can’t say if it’s wreckage.  

0:26 3/24/14 11:16p foreign news 

last week we told you about a lime shortage in mexico that may lead 
to higher costs right here in california. well, now we are seeing the 
effect of that. the orange county weekly is reporting that cartels are 
stealing limes from farmers in mexico. that means less to export and 
higher prices for the limes that they do have. the price is now close 
to $4 a pound. last year limes were selling for a buck for three 
pounds.  

0:33 3/25/14 11:10p foreign news 

>> efforts are resuming right now to locate that missing malaysian 
airlines jet. rough waters and bad weathers delayed search flights 
yesterday. several planes from the united states and new zealand 
and several other countries are taking off from perth, australia. the 
serge area sin deed massive. 

1:34 3/26/14 11:14p foreign news 

planes are really in a losing race against the elements. the search 
planes that have been out looking for malaysian flight 370 were 
recalled because of bad weather. and today was expected to be a 
promising day after release of some new satellite images. 

1:50 3/27/14 11:00p foreign news 

it is breaking news for weeks now. search teams have been looking 
in the wrong place. and tonight, new evidence is sending the search 
for malaysian flight 370 in a whole new direction. aircraft and ships 
are now moving nearly 700 miles northeast after getting this new da 
data. and the key to the new evidence is the speed of the aircraft 

0:18 3/27/14 11:02p foreign news 

now, weather has been rough in that search area, but tonight 
authorities say they are searching away from the so-called roaring 
40s area. that’s a plane known for extreme storms. our satellite 
image of the area shows bad wet every, as you can see, moving 
out. we will have the very latest on the search on "today in l.a." that 
starts at 4:30 in the morning. a developing story now in late los 
angeles. seven people are injured, one critically in a two-vehicle 
accident 

0:29 3/27/14 11:03p foreign news 

attorneys for a reality tv producer on trial in mexico for murder are 
trying to get their client back here to los angeles. he’s now on trial 
accused of killing his wife monica. her body was found in a septic 
tank at a cancun resort where the couple was vacationing with their 
two young children in2010. his attorneys now say their client’s 
extradition to mexico was based on false evidence, and they want 
him back in los angeles for a hearing 

0:35 3/27/14 11:15p foreign news 

a 10-year-old girl from l.a. flew all the way to the vatican to ask the 
pope for divine intervention. she delivered letters from children like 
her whose parents face deportation. she asked him not once, but 
twice to talk to the president about deportation. the judge is 
releasing her father and hope to have him back in time to surprise 
her when she arrives back from italy 
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0:55 1/8/14 6:14a 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

right now a somber anniversary in tucson, a bell ringing ceremony 
will mark the exact time a gunman shot six people and wounded 13 
others, gabriel giffords was out outside a grocery store three years 
ago today when the shooter opened fire t. former congress woman 
was shot in the head and spent several months in the hospital and a 
rehab facility. he pleaded guilty to 19 federal charges under an 
agreement that guarantees he will spend the rest of his life in prison. 
several events are planned throughout tucson, gifford says she and 
her family will meet with shooting survivors. she plans to sky dive 
over tucson to mark the anniversary. 

0:11 1/28/14 11:04p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 
all this unfolding as hundreds of people came out to this memorial 
service tonight.  

0:30 2/5/14 11:03p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 
tonight, the lights dimmed on broadway in honor of hoffman's 
memory. tonight, hundreds of people gathered to remember him 

0:48 2/11/14 11:56p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

shirley temple passed away overnight. she was a top box office 
draw during hollywood's golden age, then found a second career in 
public service 

2:03 2/12/14 11:39p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

friends and family shed tears and shared some memories tonight at 
a vigil that honors four of the six people that were killed in that 
wrong-way cross in diamond bar early Sunday morning 

0:25 3/10/14 11:06p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

funeral arrangements are now set for the lapd officer killed last week 
in a traffic collision. services for officer nicholas lee will be held on 
thursday at forest lawn cemetery in glendale. that's where he will be 
buried. he was killed when a trash truck smashed into his patrol car 
in beverly hills. he and a rookie female officer were en route to a 
call. she suffered serious injuries, but she was released from the 
hospital over the weekend 

0:33 3/11/14 6:36a 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

rosary and funeral services set for the lapd officer killed last week in 
a traffic accident. officer nicholas lee killed when a trash truck 
smashed into his patrol car in beverly hills. his partner was hurt in 
the crash but is expected to be okay. the 40-year-old leaves behind 
a wife and two young daughters. a rosary service planned for 
tomorrow, and on thursday, family and friends and fellow officers 
gather for a public memorial in downtown l.a. followed by gravesite 
burial at forest lawn cemetery in glendale 

0:35 3/12/14 11:09p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

police officers, family and friends packed st. basel’s catholic church 
tonight. they were there in memory of nicholas lee. lee, a 40-year-
old married father of two was killed in the line of duty when a dump 
struck crushed his patrol car in beverly hills. it happened last week. 
his rookie partner was released from the hospital over the weekend 

0:43 3/13/14 11:09p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

>> an emotional goodbye to the first lapd officer killed in the line of 
duty since 2008. they filled the cathedral for our lady of angels for 
nicholas lee. he was killed in beverly hills last week. they had a 
message directed to his family.  

2:09 3/14/14 11:16p 
Funerals and 

Memorials 

howard is being held tonight on $250,000 bail. >>> new at 11:00, 
reaction to the death of dr. richard grossman. he founded the 
famous grossman burn center. nbc 4’s beverly white live now in 
west hills with more on his life and his legacy.  

0:17 1/1/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

president and mrs. obama send get well wishes to former first lady, 
barbara bush. in a houston hospital since monday suffering from 
ape respiratory related health issue. a spokesperson says there its 
nothing new to report but she is in great spirits 
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0:22 1/1/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

green revolution in colorado. the state the first to allow recreational 
pot smoking. people celebrated, the prohibition is over party. taxes 
are expected to bring in $57 million in revenue. much set aside for 
building schools. 

0:48 1/2/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

an historic, the california supreme court, gave approval for 
noncitizens to practice law. the court sided with sergio garcia of 
chico. he has a law degree, passioned the bar, not allowed to 
practice. he came off to the us illegally with his parents 20 years age 
federal law prohibits undocumented immigrants from practicing law. 
exceptions made by states. last year the legislature pass aid grill 
granting immigrants here illegally the right to practice law. the state 
high court today, says the legislative action, which was stigned by 
governor jerry brown, settled the matter. 

0:24 1/2/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

barbara bush, responding well to a treatment for a respiratorier to. 
been  -- respiratory issue. doctors were afraid she may have 
pneumonia. she and former president bush are just four days away 
from their 69th wedding anniversary 

0:33 1/2/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

imagine opening a christmas gift and realizing it came to you by 
mistake from the white house. that's what happened to an illinois 
woman. the gift from the first family, was addressed with sasha, and 
malia to obama's grandmother. it was somehow included in a 
belated christmas package she received from an uncle in new york. 
if the looked like the package had broken and been repackaged, the 
obama gift ended up in there too. the woman is promising to send it 
on to the right person.  

0:55 1/6/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

it's a trend residents in one part of glendale want to put a stop that. 
that's turning rental property into party central. this is some youtube 
video that was taken in glenwood, and it shows police cars and a 
helicopter had responded to an out-of-control party with hundreds of 
people in attendance. this home is leased by a property 
management company. it's called air bnb. which has apparently 
been renting it on a very short-term nightly basis 

0:40 1/6/14 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

we have breaking news right now. the "l.a. times" reporting that los 
angeles county sheriff lee baca will resign on tuesday. l.a. county 
sheriff lee baca plans to announce his retirement tomorrow morning. 
"l.a. times" says sources spoke on condition of anonymity. his 
decision comes a month after federal prosecutors filed criminal 
charges against 18 deputies accused of beating jail inmates and 
trying to intimidate an fbi agent. baca was sworn in as a deputy in 
1965, then as sheriff, the 30th sheriff in l.a. county in 1998 

0:31 1/6/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

once again an update on our breaking news story. that is los 
angeles county sheriff lee baca who's been at the helm of the l.a. 
county sheriff's department now for 16 years, plans to announce his 
retirement tomorrow morning. this according to sources at the "los 
angeles times." of course you know the sheriff's department has 
been under investigation for inappropriate activities at the county jail 
system, which of course baca run 

2:44 1/7/14 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 
a long-time l.a. county sheriff calls it quits. he sits down with us to 
tell us more 

0:54 1/8/14 6:03a 
Government and 

Politics 

sheriff lee baca wants to make a point. he says he is retiring, not 
resigning. he announced yesterday in an emotional press 
conference the sheriff says up until a few days ago, he fully 
intended to view for a fifth term in office. he told our beverly white 
who started to see growing attacks on his leadership spill over 
which impacted the department's rank and file 
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0:17 1/8/14 6:03a 
Government and 

Politics 

meanwhile, there are candidates replacing baca. among them, 
assistant sheriff todd rodgers, under sheriff and the commander bob 
olsted and there is speculation that chief jim pittsburgh donell will 
run as well 

2:37 1/8/14 6:31a 
Government and 

Politics 

l.a. county sheriff lee baca says he is going out on his own terms. 
the 71-year-old confirmed he is stepping down. by that he says he is 
retiring, not resigning at the end of the month  

0:39 1/8/14 6:46a 
Government and 

Politics 

in less than an hour, president obama will talk about the nsa under 
surveillance programs by meeting with privacy advocates and 
members of the intelligence community. president obama will sit 
down with the privacy and civil liberties oversight board at the white 
house. the president will then meet privately with intelligence 
leaders. a panel will review government under surveillance, 
released a report sweeping recommendation to reform agency 
programs 

1:50 1/8/14 6:57a 
Government and 

Politics 

meanwhile, l.a. county sheriff baca says after 15 years serving the 
department, it's time to go. in the hotly contested election is now 
wide opened 

0:53 1/8/14 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

one of the most prominent politicians finds himself in the middle of a 
political firestorm tonight. governor chris christie's staff accused of 
engineering a massive traffic nightmare for political payback. it 
happened last september on the george washington bridge. 
connecting new jersey and new york, two lanes were shut down for 
four days bringing the city of fort lee new jersey to a virtual stand 
still. now e-mails have been uncovered suggesting that christie's 
deputy chief of staff helped to orchestrate the whole thing because 
fort lee's mayor did not endorse christie for reelection 

0:27 1/9/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

the l.a. county sheriff announced his retirement and resignation 
earlier this week but that does not mean he's leaving department. 
"l.a. times" now reports that the sheriff plans to become a reserve 
deputy, volunteering to patrol the country. his decision to retire as 
sheriff came one month after a prison corruption scandal broke 
alleging inmate abuse with the deputies 

0:26 1/9/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

for the seventh time in the last five years, the los angeles 
department of water and power is now looking for a new leader. the 
general manager there, ron nichols announced his resignation 
today, saying it was for personal reasons. he leaves at a time when 
there has been a lot of questions about the power and influence of 
labor unions that the utility.  

1:13 1/9/14 11:15p 
Government and 

Politics 

new jersey governor chris christie is in damage control. the first 
lawsuits have now been filed in the bridge scandal that's threatening 
to derail potential presidential bid in 2016 

0:25 1/10/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

and the law against sex offenders has been overturned. >> they 
needed written permission today, they rule the county law is illegal 
because it's tougher than the state law covering sex offenders.  

0:19 1/10/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the state department has issued a travel alert for any americans 
who might be planning to go to russia for the sochi winter olympic 
games. this comes after two bombings in russia. and continuing 
terrorist threats. the state department is warning anyone traveling to 
the games to be aware of their surroundings at all times 
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0:22 1/13/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

another candidate's going to enter the race for sheriff of los angeles 
county. long beach police chief jim mcdonald made that 
announcement today. mcdonald spent nearly 30 years with the los 
angeles police department before becoming chief in long beach. 
that was in 2010. los angeles county sheriff lee baca announced his 
retirement last week. the primary election is scheduled for june 3rd 

0:23 1/13/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a new bill could preserve a tradition on southern california 
beaches. the assembly bill would allow all bonfires. it would stop a 
plan by the south coast air quality management district who require 
fire rings be placed at least 700 feet away from homes and 100 feet 
apart.  

0:22 1/13/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

and a lot of people who love hockey and ice skating packed a culver 
city council meeting tonight. they are looking for help in saving one 
of southern california's oldest rinks. the owners of the culver ice 
arena lost their lease. next month a company is planning to turn it 
into a fitness center. a city council member says there's not much 
they can do about a private real estate transaction. 

0:23 1/14/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

bobby shriver is running for county supervisor. the tomorrower santa 
monica mayor is the brother of maria shriver. he e-mailed his 
supporters he will be making a formal announcement in just a few 
days.  

0:46 1/16/14 6:05a 
Government and 

Politics 

a new study report says the deadly benghazi attack of 2012 could 
have been prevented. the report blames the state department the 
u.s. intelligence and the military for the september 11th 2012 attack 
that killed four americans, including ambassador chris stevens the 
report claims there were several attacks in the months before, the 
cia a mile away beefed up its security. the report says ambassador 
stevens declined two offers to bring in a special operations team. 
report says the military responded too slowly and places ultimate 
blame on former secretary of state hillary clinton 

0:27 1/16/14 6:05a 
Government and 

Politics 

there will be another hearing in washington about the government's 
health care website. this one use the securities and whether your 
personal information could be at risk. the top cyber security officer 
for the health and human services department said before the 
website launched, he had concerns about vulnerabilities. the we 
believe site had a lot of glitches during the rollout. there is no news 
about whether hacking has been successful 

0:31 1/16/14 6:16a 
Government and 

Politics 

the investigation into the george washington bridge scandal 
continues. they will meet to discuss a special investigatory 
committee. this comes after some of governor chris christie's aids 
were caught causing a traffic jam 

0:39 1/17/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor jerry brown says it's not politics. the state is parched, drier 
than it's been in a century. so he's declaring a drought emergency. 
and he's asking everyone in california to cut back on the amount of 
water they use by about 20%. the declaration enables california to 
take emergency steps, 

0:26 1/17/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama has issued new marching orders for the national 
security agency, or the nsa for new limits on how the nsa accesses 
phone records on americans. and he proposes in a change in how 
those records are now stored. the president also says no more 
eavesdropping on friendly allies. some republicans insist the 
president's plan doesn't really address privacy concerns here at 
home 
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0:20 1/17/14 11:23p 
Government and 

Politics 

michelle obama celebrated her 50th birthday. she posted a picture 
of her holding an aarp card. president obama is going to help 
organize a big birthday party at the white house tomorrow 

0:29 1/20/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

a member of the kennedy political dynasty will run for l.a. county 
supervisor. bobby shriver's website is now up and running. the 
formal announcement will come sometime tomorrow. he's a former 
city council member and mayor of santa monica. now, though, he 
wants to fill the seat being vacated by supervisor zev yaroslavsky. 
the 59-year-old attorney is a brother of maria shriver and a nephew 
of president john f. kennedy. right now his main opponent is state 
lawmaker sheila hewell 

0:34 1/20/14 11:17p 
Government and 

Politics 
on the day america honors dr. martin luther king jr. we're hearing 
some newly uncovered audio of the slain civil rights leader 

2:30 1/21/14 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 

the toughest punishment yet for leaving the scene of a crash could 
be right around the corner. what some lawmakers are calling an 
epidemic. 

1:03 1/21/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama and president putin spoke today after concerns 
intensify over terrorist threats. tonight, there is word that one of the 
suspected terrorists has already been killed but the whereabouts of 
five others still uclear. there is specific intelligence that six suspects 
seen in a new wanted poster are potential suicide bombers. one is 
likely dead, killed in this gun battle on saturday.  

0:25 1/22/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

new tonight, the future of the saracha plant in irwindale is going to 
be up for discussion. the city council voted to hold a public meeting 
on february 26 because complaints are still coming in about a strong 
odor coming from the factory 

0:26 1/24/14 6:02a 
Government and 

Politics 

baca is set to leave after 50 years of service. many thought the 
woman baca picked to be  interim chief would get the job. however, 
mcdonald doesn't have the required credentials. so the board of 
supervisors will meet today talk about the candidates and decide 
who thereby interim 

0:27 1/24/14 6:08a 
Government and 

Politics 

as you know, l.a. approved a ban on plastic bags, now, shoppers 
could still get reusable plastic bags for a dime each.t. the new backs 
are called to be made out of 20% recycled plastic. eventually up to 
40%. 

0:43 1/24/14 11:10p 
Government and 

Politics 

well, california could become the first state in the nation to ban 
single use plastic bags if a proposed measure gets enough votes in 
the state legislature. the key is a new kind of plastic bag. the 
reusable bags would be made up of at least 20% recycled material 
and strong enough to be used more than 100 times 

0:26 1/27/14 6:06a 
Government and 

Politics 

former secretary of state hillary clinton is scheduled to be in the 
crescent city to speak to the national auto dealer's association 
today. they represent more than 16,000 new car and truck 
dealerships nationwide, some members threatened to boycott while 
she runs for the president 

0:28 1/27/14 6:06a 
Government and 

Politics 

the scandal plaguing governor chris christie is getting worse. they 
are emerging a spralt investigation saying christie aides tied up 
traffic deliberately as a political payback against a mayor. none of 
the investigations accuse the governor of directly directing the 
blockages 

1:33 1/27/14 6:14a 
Government and 

Politics 
congress heads back to work today, they are expected the take on a 
bill that would make sure federal funds don't pay for abortion.  

0:19 1/27/14 6:15a 
Government and 

Politics 

and in addition to that abortion bill law, lawmakers will tackle a long 
agenda bill to try and agree on. the budget last year holds, 
lawmakers will tackle long-term unemployment, a farm bill and 
minimum wage 
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0:23 1/27/14 6:22a 
Government and 

Politics 

all right, folks, we have breaking news, the u.s. representative said 
he will resign after pleading guilty to cocaine possession. he took a 
leave of absence to undergo treatment at a rehab facility. he was 
sentenced to supervised probation for one year. we will have more 
on this later on 

0:25 1/27/14 6:46a 
Government and 

Politics 

a different kind of smoke, the newport beach's fire pit. right now, city 
council is torn between recommendations from the south coast 
quality air management district. the coast commission is committing 
to saving the fire ring. tomorrow the council is expected to consider 
an ordinance that would little the types of fuels burned in beach fire 
pits 

0:11 1/27/14 6:58a 
Government and 

Politics 
president obama is going to deliver his state of the union address 
tomorrow night. watch his address right here 

0:21 1/27/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

in los angeles some city employees here may be banned from 
having those energy drinks on the job. the city council today taking 
up the issue of regulating the sales and their usage by emergency 
personnel like those in the police department and firefighters. these 
drinks can lead to dehydration. the committee says they're going to 
revisit the issue in about a month's time 

0:24 1/27/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

the federal government is now ready to cut food stamp benefits, but 
not as much as originally proposed. a congressional committee has 
now come to an agreement on a new farm bill. and while there are 
some cuts, the agreement does save the food stamp benefits for 
most americans. overall, the measure should result in an $800 
million savings 

0:09 1/27/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 
president obama will deliver the state of the union address tomorrow 
night. you can watch it live right here on nbc 4. it starts at 6:00 

0:24 1/27/14 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

right now a packed city council meeting in pasadena as the council 
there takes up the issue of dangerous pit bulls. a proposed 
ordinance would require all pit bulls to be spayed or neutered. 
several people brought their dogs to the meeting but only registered 
service animals were allowed inside the council chambers. the 
council is hearing public comments and made a moment to table the 
issue until later this year 

0:28 1/27/14 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

the family of an italian newly wid hit and killed by a car on the venice 
boardwalk filed a claim against the city of los angeles. the husband 
and parents of alice groupioni are seeking unspecified damages. 
their claim contends the city of los angeles should have barriers in 
place to keep cars out of the boardwalk area.  

0:23 1/27/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

there's a new program that kicked off today. it's aimed at 
transforming underused areas of the city's streets into active public 
spaces. public streets is a program set up by the mayor and the city. 
it's designed to turn some of the city's widespread parking spaces 
into what they call parklets, plazas and bike corrals. this is video of 
the parklet in silver lake 

1:47 1/28/14 11:00p 
Government and 

Politics 
instead of the usual, asking congress to support his initiatives 
president obama warned he would go it alone  

0:12 1/28/14 11:01p 
Government and 

Politics 
one more political note tonight, the first lady is going to be traveling 
here to los angeles.  

0:35 1/28/14 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

the move to stop deportation in anaheim was struck down by their 
city council. it was proposed the city end deportations by calling on 
the president to grant more amnesty but the measure failed. 
instead, the city leaders there voted to support immigration reform 
without getting into any specifics 
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0:25 1/28/14 11:06p 
Government and 

Politics 

less than a month after sheriff lee baca announced he was retiring a 
county sheriff has now been named. the los angeles county board of 
supervisors appointed john scott to head the department 
immediately. that decision came less than 48 hours before the 
scheduled retirement. 

0:38 1/29/14 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

governor jerry brown tonight. he is in town and he's talking about 
options to deal with our historic drought in california. now, for the 
first time, he's discussing the option to move batter from southern 
california to parts of the state where  they're running out 

0:24 1/29/14 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

first lady michelle obama is now headed to san francisco.tickets 
started at $1,000, went all the way up to $32,000 for an all-access 
pass. 

0:17 1/29/14 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is also on the road promoting goals he outlined in 
his state of the union address last night. his speech, though, 
garnered the  02:04:55 lowest tf ratings in 14 years. the president 
will follow the first lady to southern california next month.   

0:47 1/29/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 

new york lawmaker raising eyebrows tonight after threatening a 
reporter after the  state of the union address. a camera was rolling 
and caught it all.     

0:42 1/30/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

we're now getting a new look that show just how bad the drought is 
becoming here in california, along with new calls to conserve water. 
for the first time today, governor jerry brown declared an exceptional 
drought in the state of california. and he asked everyone to reduce 
their water use by 20%. major cities are really feeling the pressure. 
most get their water from reservoirs. these before and after photos 
show where water levels should be and where they are today. lakes, 
dams, watersheds, that ire all in very serious trouble. january is 
supposed to be our wettest month, but if conditions don't change 
soon, some experts say, california could be in for a mega drought, 
one that lasts for a decade 

0:26 1/30/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

no sooner has congressman henry wax announced his retirement 
that someone now has stepped forward as a candidate to replace 
him. former l.a. controller and candidate for mayor wendy gruel says 
she plans to run. waxman is retiring after serving 40 years in 
congress. he says it's time for someone else to represent the 33rd 
district, which includes parts of l.a.'s west side including beverlys hill 
to the south ba 

1:49 1/30/14 11:12p 
Government and 

Politics 

now there's plenty of trash lining streets and piles of it are all waiting 
for to be picked up. what is the hold-up out there? let's find out. 
beverly white is live tonight 

0:23 1/31/14 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

more southern california cities are calling for people to cut back and 
conserve water. santa monica wants all businesses and people who 
live within the city limits to cut their usage by 20%. if the brought 
continues, the city could force a 20% cutback. and if that happens, 
people would then have to pay a penalty for going over their 
allocated amount.  

0:12 1/31/14 11:04p 
Government and 

Politics 

and on monday, city leaders in ventura will be meeting to discuss a 
water conservation proposal there. they want their people to cut 
they're all talking about a rate increase 

2:59 1/31/14 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

we are now one week away from the start of the olympic winter 
games in sochi. and in the final run-up, russia is tightening security. 
the olympic village turned into an absolute fortress there. for the first 
time, the former head of homeland security answers our questions 
on safety. 
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0:25 2/4/14 6:01a 
Government and 

Politics 

new security concerns at l.a. city hall after a homeless man jumped 
over a receptionist counter and vandalized a wall. it happened 
outside the office, the man barefoot, shirtless, got in through city hall 
through an entrance that's supposed to require a card key. the man 
was under the influence of something. he's still in custody 

0:26 2/4/14 6:01a 
Government and 

Politics 

endorsement in the race for l.a. county sheriff. the california police 
chiefs association backing this man here, long beach police chief, 
jim mcdonnell. former sheriff baca retired last week, replaced by 
interim sheriff until the election this june. mcdonnell put in 30 years 
before coming chief of long beach p.d. and has support of the 
district attorney and lapd police chief charlie beck.  

0:33 2/4/14 6:02a 
Government and 

Politics 

The president expected to make an announcement about his 
campaign to get schools wired for the future. several companies are 
working with the white house on kid -- getting kids online pledged 
$750 million to do so. the white house hopes pledges will have a -- 
help fulfill a goal mr. obama set last summer, 99% of students wired 
at high speeds within five years. mr. obama said one in five 
american students have internet access compared with 100% of 
students in places like south korea 

0:23 2/4/14 6:03a 
Government and 

Politics 

the wake of the nsa surveillance scandal, tech companies reveal 
how often they turn over customer information. from 2012 to 2013, 
google and microsoft turned over data from more than 10,000 
customer accounts in a six-month period. yahoo! complied with 
requests on 40,000 accounts in the same period 

0:28 2/4/14 6:13a 
Government and 

Politics 

state agency says google must move a mystery barge from a 
construct site in the middle of the san francisco bay because 
permits are not in order. that revelation came after a day bay area 
commission says several people complained about the construction 
of that barge. google says it's reviewing a letter from the 
commission right now. it's unclear what the barge will be used for. 
but, preliminary documents reportedly show plans for interactive 
space for people to learn about technology 

0:26 2/4/14 6:22a 
Government and 

Politics 

a soda in california may cost you more. a tax on soda and other 
drinks, the price extra 2 cents per ounce. a can would cost 
additional 24 cents. a big gulp, 88 cents, funding wreck reache and 
nutrition programs. it would appear on the november ballot to 
approve or reject 

1:19 2/4/14 6:35a 
Government and 

Politics 

in 30 minutes from now, target's chief financial officer will testify at a 
hearing about massive credit card breach. tracie potts is live in 
washington 

0:32 2/4/14 6:37a 
Government and 

Politics 

california running dry today, ventura residents will begin a voluntary 
10% water cutback. one of the city's main water sources, talking 
about the ventura river, is now dry. the region's main backup 
resource is down to 60% of its capacity. as a result, city council 
approved 10% voluntary water that makes it one of the first cities 
statewide to launch such cuts. if the situation worsens, city officials 
may have more cutbacks and it could be mandatory. 

0:28 2/4/14 6:38a 
Government and 

Politics 

surfers, you could be riding waves in more areas of newport beach 
at 6:00 tonight. the parks, beaches, recreation commission will 
discuss changing rules to the city's decades-long black ball rule. that 
means there could be fewer regulations at popular surf spots. black 
ball rule says when an area has a black ball flag displayed, boards 
are restricted from certain areas 
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0:33 2/4/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

the u.s. navy suspended 30 instructors because of a suspected 
cheating scandal similar to the one that rocked the u.s. air force a 
couple of weeks ago. senior instructor at the navy's nuclear 
propulsion school are accused of cheating on exams and have now 
been stripped of their certifications. the sailors are involved for 
training in nuclear power plants on ships and subs. they are not 
connected to any nuclear weapons program. a couple of weeks ago, 
close to 100 air force missile launch officers were caught in a similar 
scandal 

0:22 2/4/14 11:18p 
Government and 

Politics 

some new information tonight about a territorial battle in new port 
beach. the chief lifeguard tells us proposed new rules about surfing 
have been turned down. we're talking about so-called black ball 
rules at popular beaches like the wedge. it's basically a flag with a 
black ball on it. it means you can body surf but no boards that day. 
and after tonight, that's the way it will stay.  

0:20 2/6/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

a natural gas shortage caused by the harsh winter in the midwest, 
the northeast and canada. everyone is now being asked to conserve 
energy during peak hours 

0:36 2/11/14 11:41p 
Government and 

Politics 

glitz and glamour not in hollywood tonight. but at the white house. 
president and mrs. obama welcomed french president francois 
hollande. >> viva la france, god bless america and long live the 
alliance between our great nations.  

0:09 2/12/14 11:37p 
Government and 

Politics 

all right, robert. a powerful winter storm intensifying in the southeast 
tonight. in a rare move, federal offices in washington, d.c. will be 
closed tomorrow 

0:41 2/12/14 11:47p 
Government and 

Politics 

, a popular cosmetic item, the kind of stuff you use every day could 
soon be banned here in california. lawmakers are going to introduce 
a bill tomorrow that would band products with microbeads starting in 
2016. now, these are the little exfoliates  used in soap, creams and 
toothpastes 

0:54 2/13/14 11:37p 
Government and 

Politics 
our farmers hope they'll be able to convince the president they need 
his help with the worst drought they say they've seen in years. 

0:27 2/13/14 11:39p 
Government and 

Politics 

a federal appeals court today tossed out the concealed weapons 
rules rules. california must allow any law abiding citizen to carry a 
concealed firearm in public. right now, applicants have to show good 
cause beyond self-defense. the permit process, though, is left up to 
each city and county. today's ruling says that violates the second 
amendment.  

0:42 2/13/14 11:40p 
Government and 

Politics 

jackie lacey is now taking down her facebook page because she 
doesn't want it mistaken for a fake one that some scammers set up. 
as we told you, first time on the news at 4:00 today, the da is the 
victim of a cat phishing scheme. pirates are trying to use lacey to 
click on another link promising they could win a chance to for 
$500,000. the district attorney's office has launched an investigation 
into the cat phishing scam 

0:18 2/14/14 11:44p 
Government and 

Politics 

president obama is spending the weekend in palm springs. he'll 
have meetings with george's king abdullah. tonight, the president 
said he'll be asking congress to approve a new package of aid for 
jordan. they're a key ally in the middle east.  

1:13 2/14/14 11:45p 
Government and 

Politics 

we were with the president in southern california where he met with 
farmers there as patrick healy reports. not everybody is impressed 
with the president's pledge for federal aid 

0:19 2/19/14 11:41p 
Government and 

Politics 

jerry brown is throwing cash at the drought problem. he plans to 
spend $687 million on conservation and water recycling. areas with 
low drinking water supplies would get a lot of money. but the state 
legislature has to approve the plan 
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0:36 2/20/14 6:48a 
Government and 

Politics 
first lady michelle obama with new host jimmy fallon,  

0:57 2/20/14 11:39p 
Government and 

Politics 

a hollywood community is demanding a change a week after a 
mother is struck and killed walking her daughter to school. and we 
just learned tonight that there will be a crossing guard on duty there 
tomorrow. 

2:30 2/21/14 11:03p 
Government and 

Politics 

new video tonight shows tom calderon leaving court with his wife. 
he's free on bail after being indicted along with his brother, ron 
calderon in a huge corruption scandal. we've known for several 
months that federal agents had their eyes on the calderones.  

0:22 2/24/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

arizona's governor jan brewer faces more pressure tonight to veto a 
bill that will allow businesses to deny service to gay customers. local 
businesses are joining together, putting up signs like these all over 
the state. three state senators who originally voted for the bill have 
now changed their minds. but conservative groups in favor of it 
accuse the critics of fear-mongering. 

1:13 2/25/14 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 

los angeles mayor eric gar garcett zi the latest politician to question 
a controversial anti-gay bill in arizona. in a tweet he says 
discrimination is never okay. here you see some of the dozens that 
rallied at the state capitol in phoenix tonight, voicing their opposition 
to a bill that makes it easier to discriminate against gays. it allows 
retailers to refuse service to lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender 
customers based on religious beliefs.  

0:16 2/27/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 
california lawmakers consider a 100 dollar tax credit for animal 
adopters 

0:23 2/28/14 6:47a 
Government and 

Politics 
hearing on TSA shooting  

0:35 3/3/14 6:14a 
Government and 

Politics 
gov. jerry brown unsure legalizing marijuana is a good idea in c.a 

0:22 3/3/14 6:35a 
Government and 

Politics 
he expects his leave to continue through the end of the session in 
august 

0:20 3/3/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

meantime, secretary of state john kerry is on his way to kiev to meet 
with government officials over russia's military actions in crimea. 
these are photos just released from inside the situation room of the 
president with his national security team tonight. the council met for 
two hours on possible action.    

0:33 3/3/14 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

if you plan on driving on the west side tomorrow afternoon, heads 
up. you need to be prepared. that you might have to wait longer 
than usual there. after meeting with president obama today, israeli 
prime minister netanyahu will be in los angeles tomorrow to meet 
with business leaders and attend the premiere of an israeli tourism 
film. he will also be in town on wednesday and thursday. his visit 
may back up traffic out there. so if you're looking for a list of areas to 
avoid, we'll have all that information you will need on the free nbc la 
app for your smartphone or your tablet. 

0:18 3/4/14 11:09p 
Government and 

Politics 

california law makers are considering tougher restrictions on 
medical marijuana. a new bill would require patients to get their 
prescriptions from their primary care doctors. doctors would also 
have to report to the state medical board about how many medical 
marijuana prescriptions they wrote for patients and why 

0:23 3/4/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

the l.a. city council voted to ban ecigarettes in most public places. 
members unanimously approved an ordinance prohibited vaping, as 
it's called, anywhere where tobacco smoking is restricted. that 
includes bars and restaurants. but there is an exception for vaping 
lounges and stores. the new law will go into effect 30 days after the 
mayor signs it 
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0:24 3/5/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

his visit to los angeles. tonight, news chopper 4 as netanyahu's 
motorcade made its way to malibu. and before that, all the 
northbound lanes were closed while the prime minister's motorcade 
made its way out towards the coast.  

0:36 3/5/14 11:08p 
Government and 

Politics 

here in los angeles today, former secretary of state hillary clip ton 
discussed the situation at an event at ucla. she called russian 
president vladimir putin a tough guy with a thin skin and compared 
his actions to those of hitler 

0:32 3/5/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

the candidate for long beach mayor sent out this skyline of long 
beach, but the skyline belongs to san diego. the correct photo was 
sent to the printer, but the photo number got transposed and the 
wrong one was printed. they will now send out a correct version of 
the flyer 

0:08 3/6/14 11:14p 
Government and 

Politics 
. president obama spoke for an hour with vladimir putin and said 
there's a way to solve the dispute diplomatically 

0:23 3/6/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

>> a 70-foot water wheel was approved in the l.a. river. the project 
is going to cost $10 million, and it's privately funded by metabolic 
studios. the wheel will hydrate the area and also serve as an art 
project. it's going to be built in the river under the north broadway 
bridge near china town's l.a. state historic park 

0:40 3/7/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

say he was driven to act after seeing the allegations of animal 
abuse in the documentary "black fish." he's acted to end all killer 
whale performances in california.  

0:17 3/7/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 

>> red, yellow and green instead of a, b and c. there could be a 
change in how restaurants in orange county are rated for 
cleanliness. the restaurant industry has long been against the letter 
grade system.  

0:22 3/10/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

happening right now, the debate over climate change is heating up 
in washington with senators pulling an all-nighter. members of the 
senate climate action task force are holding a dusk to dawn 
talkathon on the senate floor. they're pushing for action on climate 
change. democratic leaders, however, are not expected to bring a 
bill before the senate this year for fear of a backlash in the 
november elections.  

0:26 3/10/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 

earlier today the senate unanimously passed a military justice bill, 
one that would make significant changes to the current system. 
now, this is designed to curb the pervasive problem of rape and 
other sexual offenses. the house still has to act on the bill. one 
provision would scrap the good soldier defense. that's where the 
accused can point to his or her good military character even if it has 
no bearing on the alleged crime 

0:34 3/11/14 6:03a 
Government and 

Politics 

the city of lake eleanor   the city of lake eleasinor y require pit bull 
owners to sterilize their dogs. remember after a pit bull mauled a 53-
year-old man there a neighbor saved that man when he drove his 
truck in the yard and scared off the dogs involved. the city council 
will consider passing a law that would require most pit bull owners to 
have pets sterilized. this ordinance similar to the ones passed in 
other inland empire cities already 

1:43 3/11/14 6:15a 
Government and 

Politics 

lawmakers have finished their pitch on global warming. tracie potts 
live in washington, d.c. with whether the senators accomplished 
what they wanted to.  

0:27 3/11/14 6:17a 
Government and 

Politics 

.   heading to court today, the former aide to new jersey christie 
scheduled to appear at a hearing, questioning her role in the so-
called bridgegate scandal. bridget kelly refused to comply with the 
subpoena. the former deputy chief of staff is invoking her 5th 
amendment right, claiming she's already been prejudged as guilty 
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0:25 3/11/14 6:18a 
Government and 

Politics 

cyclists from newtown, connecticut pedalling into washington, d.c., 
to talk gun control. this is the second sandy hook ride on 
washington. 26-member team will meet with connecticut lawmakers 
and congress to call for more gun control legislation. the group 
pedalled 400 miles over 4 days. team 26 chose the name to 
symbolize each child and teacher killed in the sandy hook 
massacre.  

0:21 3/11/14 6:26a 
Government and 

Politics 

chelsea clinton will give the keynote address in austin, texas. the 
former first daughter sharing insights how we can transform the 
world around us. clinton's appearance comes on the heel of the live 
video conference of former nsa contractor edward snowden at the 
same event yesterday 

0:12 3/11/14 6:33a 
Government and 

Politics 

on that note, l.a. county board of supervisors going to consider 
creating a toxic threat strike team to facilities that release dangerous 
toxins like the exide plant 

0:26 3/11/14 6:46a 
Government and 

Politics 

currently, 42 winemakers in the area. plan will create room for 95 
and hopefully with hotels and concert halls making temecula a 
getaway destination.    

0:28 3/11/14 6:48a 
Government and 

Politics 

.   city of anaheim looking at code -- a stage collapse, two dozen 
students from rosary high school injured during a performance over 
the weekend. our team uncovered the fact that the city filed a 
complaint for building without permits in 2012 

0:53 3/11/14 6:54a 
Government and 

Politics 
here's something that's going viral this morning. president obama 
tries his hand at funny or die. 

1:52 3/12/14 11:07p 
Government and 

Politics 
debate for sheriff. First debate was held in van nuys 

0:20 3/19/14 6:06a 
Government and 

Politics 

the obama administration worked with high-tech companies to 
develop a website. the goal is to make government data available to 
give neighborhoods a chance to prepare for environmental changes, 
you will be able to type in an address and see how the projected 
rise if sea levels could impact a community 

0:25 3/19/14 6:06a 
Government and 

Politics 

congressional committee is meeting today to try to find a way to get 
more water to california’s central valley farmers. water officials say 
they will have to dramatically cut being on the water farmers receive 
due to the drought 

0:28 3/19/14 6:24a 
Government and 

Politics 

. a proposed tax hike, first it needs to be approved by voters. stay 
would raise $4.5 billion for street repair while the rest would go to fix 
latest’s worst sidewalks. how about that? the earliest it could be on 
the ballot is this november 

0:19 3/19/14 6:46a 
Government and 

Politics 

, all eyes will be on the new federal reserve chief, janet yellen, she 
wraps up her first meeting with the feds, investors are looking for 
clues, they have to be different from ben bernanke, analysts expect 
another reduction in bond buying and hints about raising short term 
interest rates 

0:41 3/19/14 11:33p 
Government and 

Politics 
meantime, the selfie standoff has apparently reached the highest of 
levels. President obama on ellen 

0:27 3/20/14 11:11p 
Government and 

Politics 

the national highway safety administration says it’s received 
hundreds of complaints about power steering problems in saturn 
ions from the 2004 to 2007 model years. gm recalled more than 1 
million chevy cobalts for a similar issue in 2010 

0:22 3/20/14 11:16p 
Government and 

Politics 

. it’s not going to be a typical graduation at uc irvine this year. 
president obama is going to be there to speak at the june 
commencement. students sent this video invitation, asking him to 
celebrate the school’s 50th anniversary. before the campus was 
even built, president lyndon johnson delivered an address on the 
property that is today the university of california irvine 
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0:36 3/25/14 11:05p 
Government and 

Politics 
. the secret service and agents protecting the president have been 
sent home from amsterdam.  

0:24 3/25/14 11:32p 
Government and 

Politics 

protestors at santa clarita are up sent saying signs along interstate 5 
and 14 violate law. the issue was supposed to be voting on. it’s 
being held up because someone on the council there is questioning 
the legality of even having this up for a vote 

0:41 1/1/14 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

a pattern seen across the country as well. many, california counties 
are reporting patients critically ill with the flu. they include healthy 
young adults. emergency rooms here in southern california are 
seeing a lot of patients with a long list of symptoms.  

0:28 1/2/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

a woman died from the flu. orange county any first flu death of the 
season. health officials say the victim was 28 years old. reports of 
influenza in orange county increased over the past few weeks.in 
addition to getting the flu shot. tips to stop the spread of the flu. stay 
home if you are sick. cover your nose and mouth when you cough, 
sneeze. wash your hand with hot, soapy water. avoid touching, 
eyes, nose, mouth 

0:31 1/2/14 11:09p 
health and 

medical 

tomorrow morning, the case of macmath will be heard in federal 
court. she is the teenage girl who went into have her tonsils 
removed. and is now brain dead. a federal magistrate ordered the 
conference between her family and children's hospital of oakland. 
the family now searching for a doctor who will help them move her 
to another facility for a long term care. the hospital maintains she is 
brain dead. the family believes they see signs of life. the temporary 
restraining order prevents a hospital from taking her off life support. 

0:22 1/2/14 11:23p 
health and 

medical 

increasing tobacco taxes, three times around the world. could help 
prevent 200 million deaths through the year 2025. the world health 
organization says that's the finding of a study. researchers say the 
higher taxes would discourage people from smoking. the study 
estimates, $100 billion a year could be spent on health care through 
money raised 

0:45 1/6/14 11:06p 
health and 

medical 

tonight if it seems a lot of people around you are sick, they are. 
concern that the flu season is peaking early as victims packed 
emergency rooms all across southern california. the cdc says flu 
cases are up 150% over last year. they're also seeing more cases of 
the norovirus now. and the symptoms are pretty similar 

2:03 1/8/14 6:12a 
health and 

medical 

it's the flu bug that sucker punched some of our colleagues here at 
nbc 4. there is a good chance you know somebody who is fighting 
the flu right now 

2:01 1/10/14 11:04p 
health and 

medical 
california experiencing an increase in flu cases 

1:31 1/24/14 11:13p 
health and 

medical 

in texas, a difficult moral struggle is coming to an end tonight. a 
judge has ordered a ft. worth hospital to remove a pregnant brain 
dead woman's life support system. the family left to court without 
speaking to the media after the judge agreed to their request to 
have the 33-year-old, now 22 weeks into her pregnancy removed 
from life support. the hospital had refused the family's request. they 
said that they were bound by texas law that requires a pregnant 
woman to be kept alive if she's carrying a viable fetus 

0:25 1/27/14 6:27a 
health and 

medical 

a royal Caribbean cruise is expected to return after more than 600 
people got sick. the crews left on tuesday, stopped after the cdc 
says many passengers suffered from diarrhea and vomiting. the 
royal caribbean says the ship has been sanitized twice. it will 
undergo a third aggressive cleaning once it returns 
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0:30 1/27/14 11:19p 
health and 

medical 

a contagious stomach illness has spread to more than 600 people. 
they're on a royal caribbean cruise. the cdc officials boarded the 
ship in the virgin islands. they say the passengers and crew are 
experiencing vomiting and some other issues. the "explorer of the 
seas," that's the ship, is expected to return to new jersey 
wednesday about two days early. there are more than 4,000 people 
on that ship. we still don't know what caused the outbreak. they say 
it's the norovirus 

0:28 1/31/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

thank you, robert. now to some really surprising numbers. nearly 
150 people have died from the flu in california this season. in fact, 
we've already had more flu-related deaths than in all of last year. 
since september, 147 people have died, including four children. 
another 44 deaths are being investigated and those too are most 
likely flu related. 106 people died during the entire flu season last 
year. you can see a big increase 

0:32 2/5/14 11:23p 
health and 

medical 

cvs has a plan to up for lost revenue after it announced it won't sell 
cigarettes, cigars or chewing tobacco after october 1. the ceo says 
the company has professionals helping patients manage conditions 
that are all linked to smoking. the decision is expected to cut about 
$2 billion in sales. so to make up for that, the company plans to offer 
a stop smoking program, and they'll be selling the products that go 
along with it.  

0:24 2/19/14 11:45p 
health and 

medical 

new tonight, a dangerous drinking game is gaining popularity on 
social media. it involves people filming themselves downing a drink, 
usually a large quantity of alcohol and nominating a friend to top 
them or do better. some are urging the social media to ban next 
nominate videos 

0:56 2/24/14 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

new details on a polio-like virus affecting children here in california. 
tonight we heard from that parent who says their child caught it and 
cannot use her left arm anymore. more than a dozen children have 
developed this virus since 2012. some suffered paralysis in their 
arms and their legs. it is similar to polio, but doctors stress it is not 
polio. now, the symptoms include nausea, vomiting, and congestion. 
they perceive the paralysis. also you might want to look for 
numbness and/or weakness 

0:22 2/25/14 11:13p 
health and 

medical 

last year, a boy was taken to the hospital where he was diagnosed 
with rat bite fever. it was a rat he bought at petco. the family is now 
suing askingfor an undisclosed amount for pain and suffering 

0:23 2/25/14 11:32p 
health and 

medical 

the fda is thinking of approving a test on parents. clinicing warn that 
researchers will have to follow kids for decades to see if they're truly 
healthy. a california couple is about to cash in on their own gold 
rush 

0:17 3/3/14 6:15a 
health and 

medical 
that is ten times the number of flu deaths reported sense last year.  

0:29 3/3/14 11:08p 
health and 

medical 

new details tonight on the salmonella outbreak involving foster 
farms. federal health officials now say the outbreak may not be over 
yet. today the cdc reported 51 new cases of salmonella, 44 here in 
california. it comes two months after the cdc declared the outbreak 
was done. in a statement foster farms says it has reduced the 
amount of salmonella in its chicken parts to less than 10%, well 
below the industry standard of 25%.    

2:09 3/5/14 11:12p 
health and 

medical 

medical break through involving a baby born in long beach. 
apparently the infant was born with hiv, but nearly a year later 
shows no sign at all of the virus 
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2:08 3/10/14 11:00p 
health and 

medical 

test results confirm that there is toxic soil under a los angeles 
neighborhood that is near at least two schools. we've been 
investigating the story for months at this point.  

0:25 3/19/14 6:04a 
health and 

medical 

california health officials say there are at least 32 confirmed cases 
of measles, compare that to three cases this same time last year. of 
the 32 preferred case, ten are in los angeles county, six in orange 
county. five in riverside county. health officials say 19 of the 32 
cases are people who were not vaccinated and of that group, 14 
were intentionally not vaccinated 

0:25 3/25/14 11:10p 
health and 

medical 

we’ve been warning you about the march 31 deadline to sign up for 
health care and apparently some people are going to have a little 
more time. tonight, the obama administration granted an extension. 
but it is only for those who started the process before march 31. so 
you still have a few days 

0:46 3/31/14 11:07p 
health and 

medical 

and happening right now, it’s a race to beat the midnight deadline 
for obamacare. you’re looking live in commerce tonight. all day long 
there’s been a line of people waiting to get in there and sign up. as 
you can see, there are a lot of assistants on hand to help. but time is 
running out here. and despite the scaled-back expectations it 
appears the government will be reaching its goal of getting 7 million 
americans on board 

1:49 1/1/14 11:05p lifestyle 
after the parade. the big game. fans, wearing green are still 
celebrating tonight 

0:16 1/1/14 11:06p lifestyle 
. if you miss parade you have a chance to see the floats up close 
and personal. on display tomorrow, from 9:00  

1:44 1/1/14 11:16p lifestyle 

may be an inconvenience. a small price to pay. to preserve the 
environment and earth we have. the youngest person in history to 
reach the top of a record high mountain peak in argentina. now, this 
9-year-old boy is back home in yorba linda. susan monroe caught 
up with hem to night to talk more about his incredible climb 

0:23 1/1/14 11:33p lifestyle 

looks like the year's first baby in the l.a. area, born in mission hills. 
weighed in at 5 pound, 7 ounces. 7 minutes after midnight. 
providence holy cross. her parents say this was not expected or 
planned in any way. mom's due date in fact was not until january 
18th 

0:19 1/1/14 11:33p lifestyle 

check this out. twins born minutes apart. in washington, d.c. have 
different birthdays, months and years. little lorain was born two 
minutes before midnight last night. her brother brandon was born 
12:01 this morning. mom, dad and babies are all doing well.  

0:50 1/3/14 11:09p lifestyle 

a man attacked by a stranger in river side county. hospitalized more 
than a year after that attack. tonight a stranger leading the scam 
pane came pain to get him home. and can't move back in with his 
family without a special motorized wheelchair that runs close to 
50,000. 

0:24 1/8/14 11:17p lifestyle 

interesting video you're going to see here in just amoment. frigid 
temperatures combining with a water main break. it happened in 
pennsylvania, caused an unusual problem. here it is. cars stuck in 
several inches of ice. ice from a broken water main. the street 
looked like a skating rink for a time. solid ice reaching as high as the 
rims on those cars. water workers helped dig some of the vehicles 
out.  

0:45 1/9/14 11:16p lifestyle 

two san diego fans already big winners here after beating huge 
odds. charles lynch and luis munoz knew each other as kids. they 
didn't reunite until by chance they actually sat next to each other at 
qualcomm stadium. charleston needed a kidney transplant and luis 
turned out to be a perfect match 
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0:20 1/10/14 11:33p lifestyle 
you see the culprit turns out, the dog was taking off with the food. so 
this is a beagle by the name of lucy 

0:25 1/14/14 11:18p lifestyle 

an online real estate and eagle rock is on the list. the list is based on 
the places that are trading, homeowners searching the site. Eagle 
rock came in second because of its small town feel. just outside of 
san francisco took first place 

0:29 1/15/14 11:32p lifestyle 

tipster jesus left a $3,000 tip at a san francisco sushi bar. the 
restaurant said roka okur saw a diner leave money on top of a $147 
bill. and of course he even got more handsome after a $3,000 tip. 
he also picked up the tab for the table next to him, leaving before 
anyone could stop and thank him 

0:52 1/17/14 11:15p lifestyle 

nothing compared to what happened 20 years ago this very day. the 
6.7 northridge earthquake rocked southern california. and those who 
were here with us, it's a day you'll never forget. january 17, 1994. 
the symbol of destruction perhaps was here, the northridge 
meadows fire department where 16 people died when the three-
story structure collapsed. a frantic resident waved this first 
responder down and he remembers one woman kept screaming, my 
baby is in there. 

0:36 1/20/14 11:23p lifestyle 
this could be you. lottery officials are looking for a millionaire who 
doesn'teven know it 

0:32 1/21/14 11:33p lifestyle 

andrew jacob weighed in at 15 pounds, 2 ounces. apparently his 
two older siblings were also big at birth, weighing in at over 9 and 10 
pounds. to be the world's biggest baby, andrew would have to weigh 
22lbs 

0:30 1/23/14 11:17p lifestyle 

eight-foot waves are expected at seal beach tomorrow morn, which 
means the wave of the day surf contest is going to be held for the 
first time in years. that competition honors a local surfer mike 
morgan who died in 2005 and this contest is not for beginners. the 
proceeds are going to go to help the family of seal beach native 
kevin wojack who was killed with 18 others battling an arizona 
wildfire last year 

0:19 1/23/14 11:23p lifestyle 

here is your chance to own a piece of history. equipment and 
memorabilia hollywood racetrack will be auctioned off tomorrow. the 
racetrack shut down last month after 75 years. if you would like 
more information on the auction, go to our website nbcla.com and 
search hollywood heart. 

0:27 1/24/14 11:16p lifestyle 

one of the most famous pools in california is about to be drained in 
part because of the drought that we're in. workers at hurst castle are 
draining the neptune pool. they're going to use the water to irrigate 
the plants on the property.  

0:28 1/24/14 11:17p lifestyle 

we told you earlier about the incredible surf at mavericks up in 
northern california. the competition they're having right now. now we 
want to show you what it's like to actually be inside one of these 
giant waves 

0:20 1/24/14 11:33p lifestyle 

you take a blueberry muffin out of your bag and you realize look, it 
looks just like my pet. this photo instantly went viral. she said she 
took the muffin out of the bag and she thought you know what, it 
looks just like her chihuahua. 

0:41 1/27/14 11:07p lifestyle 

time is running out to save a treasure in culver city. nbc 4 was there 
tonight for what's being called the final rally to save the culver ice 
arena. the owners say they can no longer afford the rent at the 
facility, so they plan to shut it down next month. that means that 
hundreds of hockey players and figure skaters are going to have to 
look for a new place to practice. and it won't be as close as this one 
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0:26 1/27/14 11:23p lifestyle 

now it's time for some congratulations. and they go to the man 
immediately to my left. you can't see him but you will in a minute. 
yeah, there's fred. he was inducted into the southern california 
sports broadcasters hall of fame. the ceremony taking place at the 
lackside country club. fred now becomes the 29th induct yes joining 
the likes of vin scully, bob miller, and the late chick hearn. pretty 
great company, i must say 

0:41 1/29/14 11:16p lifestyle 
this next story shows why you should never mess with the weather 
man.  jim cantore braved a lot more    than the cold.     

0:48 1/31/14 11:12p lifestyle construction noise boiled over into a confrontation in silver lake.  

0:57 1/31/14 11:32p lifestyle 

this is our last night in studio 10 here at nbc burbank after being 
here for more thansix decades. we're moving to universal. your 
thoughts on this place? i lived 31 years of my life in this building. my 
children were born here 

0:49 2/4/14 6:48a lifestyle one 4-year-old's reaction to a popular song has gone viral.  

0:21 2/6/14 11:16p lifestyle 

caught on camera, a man carrying a body into the emergency room. 
this is in panorama city. police believe the man is a good samaritan 
just trying to get help for the victim who was pronounced dead a 
short time later. detectives say this good samaritan is not a suspect, 
but they would like to talk to him about what happened 

0:11 2/14/14 11:43p lifestyle 
thank you. turning now to weather a beautiful warm night. a lot of 
people out tonight celebrating with their valentine's. after a day of 
record-breaking heat all around southern california 

0:22 2/18/14 11:54p lifestyle 
thought it was a joke when he saw a tip for thousands of dollars so 
he didn't cash it. he realized later that the same person has been 
leaving big tips around the country.  

0:51 2/19/14 11:35p lifestyle 

celebrations in the bay area right now. a single winning $425 million 
power ball ticket in san jose. the payout would be $242 million. the 
odds of winning it all 1 in 175 million. we called the lotto and they tell 
us there could be more than one winning ticket here. here are the 
numbers again 

2:02 2/19/14 11:47p lifestyle 
star andrews.   15 million people have viewed this star andrews. she 
is a force to be reckoned with on the ice. it was 1976 when ty 
babalonia competed in the games. we talk about diversity at the rink 

0:06 2/19/14 11:54p lifestyle winning numbers 

1:44 2/20/14 6:15a lifestyle 
one ticket $425 million. we have learned that winning ticket for that 
massive powerball jackpot was sold right here in california 

0:51 2/20/14 6:48a lifestyle 

the winning powerball ticket was sold at this chevron food mart north 
of san jose. no word yet on who that lucky person is. store 
employees are pumped and anxious to find out who it is. >> we sold 
tickets from here. we are so excited to sell that. we don't knowlz yet 
who was the lucky guy who won it. 

0:27 2/20/14 11:53p lifestyle 

months before a baby is born, mothers to be, they plan and they 
imagine what that delivery is going to be like. it's not usually a pretty 
picture, but you can bet a mom traveling northbound on the 405 this 
evening certainly did not expect she would go into labor on the 
freeway at rush hour 
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0:30 2/21/14 11:29p lifestyle 

some extraordinary images tonight showing an aunt saving her 5-
month-old nephew. here they go. pamela rosio was stuck in traffic in 
miami when she noticed little sebastian noticed little sebabastn 
noticed little sebabebastian wa breathing. she jumped out of the car 
and started screaming for help but she knew she needed to start cpr 
right away. sebastian was suffering from congestion. he had just 
been to the doctor. even though the little guy is still in the hospital, 
he's breathing on his own.  

0:46 2/24/14 11:33p lifestyle 
long beach woman brings one of those puppies from sochi 7,000 
miles home to safety 

0:47 2/25/14 11:32p lifestyle 

the coins are from the 1800s. they have a face value of about 
$27,000, but some of these are so rare, so rare, in fact, they could 
fetch up to $1 million a piece.   people have brought us gold coins, 
rare coins. but nothing of this magnitude 

0:24 2/27/14 11:15p lifestyle 

and new tonight, signed copies of adolf hitler's manifesto brought in 
big bucks. the two volume sold for nearly $65,000. much more than 
anyone first expected. the books are said to contain some of the 
most racist rants in modern history. they were dedicated to hitler's 
friend, one of the first members of the nazi party. 

0:38 2/27/14 11:32p lifestyle habitat for humanity. giveback back homes charity 

1:00 2/28/14 11:17p lifestyle 

some of the best pictures to come out of this storm were found 
online, including this first one we're going to show you. the happiest 
place on earth might also be the wettest. it shows disneyland's main 
street usa. it's flooded. the cold and the rain even stopped the 
nightly fireworks show. here's another one. here's an image we saw 
on twitter. it shows the power of mother nature. a car stuck in a mud 
slide. and same area where we had that porter house fire. what we 
don't know is whatever happened to the driver. the manager on duty 
said bob is just going to stay there on his back until the storm moves 
on. this is a restaurant, this particular bob's was built in 1949. 

0:17 2/28/14 11:33p lifestyle 
there is one thing we can count on after a storm, a beautiful sunset. 
here's one here. we just saw it briefly. our photographer laurie 
bentley captured the great time lapse of the sun going down 

0:28 3/3/14 6:18a lifestyle 

all right. we talked about you want to run, walk, do whatever you 
can. get free pancakes tomorrow. national pancake day at ihop. 
they are offering a free short stack of buttermilk pancakes. in return 
for free food, i ask you leave a donation for the children's miracle 
network since launching national pan take day in 2006 

0:11 3/3/14 6:24a lifestyle 
parents may need to heed their own heed their own advice. 1 in 4 
parents admitted to texting or emailing after going to bed 

0:22 3/3/14 6:48a lifestyle 
they paid more than $44,000 bucks for the same list. pherrell says 
the earnings will support charities 

0:30 3/4/14 11:13p lifestyle 

more than 1,000 people applied for a concealed weapons permit. 
we spoke with oc supervisor todd spitzer tonight. he told us the 
process should take three months. but right now, they're more than 
a year behind. he hopes the retired deputies will get them back on 
track by this summer 

0:28 3/4/14 11:33p lifestyle 

and the origin of those gold coins we've been telling you in northern 
california, once again a mystery tonight. some thought they were 
from a robbery more than 100 years ago, but the u.s. mint said they 
don't have any information connecting those coins with a crime. a 
couple found them in some old cans while they were out hiking last 
year. most of the coins are set to be sold on amazon.com this spring 
and could bring more than $1 million a piece. 
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0:28 3/5/14 11:14p lifestyle 

now last night at 11:00, we told you about a woman finally identified 
by her family after spending months in an orange county hospital. 
well tonight, we have pictures of the family reunion. the woman who 
we now know is named martha rena suffered severe memory loss 
after a car accident five months ago, but only started speaking a 
couple of weeks ago. her sister-in-law recognized her during our 
newscast and doctors said she has been improving every day 

0:39 3/5/14 11:33p lifestyle a couple received a very special home delivery today. 

0:46 3/7/14 11:15p lifestyle 

the mother of a marine killed in iraq was shocked to see this lack of 
respect when she visited her son's grave. the pictures drew national 
attention leading to new promises from the cemetery officials. >> 
our job here is first and foremost not to cause any more pain that 
has already been caused by the death of a loved one 

0:16 3/7/14 11:34p lifestyle spring forward Sunday at 2am march 9th  

0:23 3/10/14 11:33p lifestyle 

lucky, lucky, lucky. a tourist walking away from arkansas's crater of 
diamonds state park with this huge 2.89 carat white diamond. this is 
the 47th found there this year, but it's just the fourth found weighing 
more than a carat since last month. the man has decided to name it 
jacks. after his infant son jackson 

0:20 3/10/14 11:33p lifestyle 

after restoration a jackson pollock masterpiece is about to go on 
display at the getty museum. the piece is called mural, more than 
eight feet tall, 20 feet long. took restorers a year to clean it. 
tomorrow it will go on display to the public. but only for three 
months. after that it goes back to its home at the university of iowa 

0:22 3/11/14 6:26a lifestyle 

you can get up close and personal to a jackson pollic masterpiece. 
the piece called mural more than eight feet tall, 20 feet long. after an 
extensive restoration that lasted a year, it goes on display today but 
only for three months after that, back to its home at university of 
iowa 

0:23 3/11/14 6:49a lifestyle 

well, break out your lucky numbers. next megamillions drawing tone, 
jackpot up to 309 million, one of the top ten biggest jackpots in 
megamillions history. drawing at 8:00. odds of claiming that $300 
million jackpot, 1 in 259 million 

2:03 3/11/14 11:16p lifestyle 
the facebook of a professional bike rider or two using homeless 
people as props. you will be surprised to hear why he said he's not 
taking it down 

0:12 3/13/14 11:07p lifestyle 
some wild, wild weather in the high desert. viewers say the photos 
of a pop up storm cell fear it wasn’t all dark side. a rainbow dazzled 
everyone in the end. 

0:28 3/13/14 11:17p lifestyle 

a soldier from utah said his iphone saved his life is getting a free 
replacement. he survived a suicide bombing with his iphone 
deflecting the shrapnel. his family asked apple a new phone, but 
they insisted he turned in the damaged one first. that turned out to 
be a problem. the family started a fund-raiser. then they replaced 
the iphone for free. >>  

0:31 3/13/14 11:33p lifestyle 

the former governor and action star is promoting a ralph for charity. 
the winner gets a chance to drive around in his tank and crush 
things. it’s a fund-raiser for after school programs and he will be 
matching all the donations. 
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0:24 3/17/14 11:33p lifestyle 

now, some start’s day celebrations still going on strong at this hour. 
>> hundreds of people still partying when the sun went down at 
casey’s irish pub in downtown l.a. lots of green attire to be found 
here tonight. i can see fritz and fred in those glasses. chuck, you not 
so much. bagpipers also entertained a few thousand people in 
pershing square. 

0:32 3/18/14 11:18p lifestyle 

we said the numbers were just in. the numbers were drawn for 
tonight’s mega millions lottery jackpot and there were at least two 
winners that we know of right now. one of the winning tickets was 
sold, in maryland. the ore one in florida.  

0:23 3/19/14 6:14a lifestyle 

blue angels are flying into lancaster today. the famous flyers will 
land at 10:00 to take part in this 22nd’s l.a. county air show. the blue 
and gold jets are returning to the skies after being grounded for 
much of last year because of poor spending cuts, u.s. navy flight 
squadron kicked off the air show last season. 

0:29 3/19/14 6:48a lifestyle 
the winning tickets were sold in florida and maryland. the two 
winners will split a cool $400 million  

0:42 3/19/14 11:11p lifestyle 

people living in the mid wild shire area could have somesleepless 
nights ahead. the mta wants construction on the mta subway to go 
around the clock. they’ asked the commission to let them work a lot 
longer hours. right now, a sidney ordinance limits construction 
during theweek with no work on sundays and holidays. residents 
have now started a petition to keep the jackhammers quiet at least 
at night 

2:10 3/21/14 11:15p lifestyle bruno is critical but stable 

0:21 3/21/14 11:33p lifestyle hollyridge trail head closing temporarily 

0:29 3/21/14 11:34p lifestyle 
billion dollar bracket bust. the march madness billion dollar bracket 
contest we've been telling you about is over 

0:28 3/24/14 11:17p lifestyle 

>>> touching pictures to share with you now. new at 11:00, an 
anaheim police officer shares an emotional moment with his injured 
canine. we continue to follow the progress of bruno, who was shot in 
the line of duty last week 

0:26 3/24/14 11:33p lifestyle 

a mystery in new york. a mysterious clown is creeping out a lot of 
people on staten island. that’s true. now, folks have been snapping 
pictures and taking video of the clown as he seems to just pop up all 
over the place 

0:38 3/24/14 11:33p lifestyle 
. if you are afraid of heights, brace yourself or close your eyes 
because this is one of those stunning point of views from a base 
jumper leaping off one world trade center. take a look. 

0:23 3/31/14 11:16p lifestyle 

 and the lights are coming back on for the world’s largest 
thermometer. by day the thermometer in baker is pretty easy to see, 
but it’s been pretty dark at night because the owner says it costs just 
too much to illuminate 

0:41 1/3/14 11:33p religion 

pope francis, was doing what a lot of people do on new year's eve. 
calling friends and wishing them well. one of his calls to a convent in 
spain. and the pope likes to cold call people. the risk of course, it 
may not be home. the nuns were out when he called.  

0:25 1/8/14 6:52a religion 

"time" magazine calls him the people's pope. he's in saint peter's 
square, he kisses babies, a priest on the inside of security 
barricades approached his vehicle and then hopped into the pope 
mobile with the pope. he also addressed the crowd at saint peter's 
square.  

0:25 3/5/14 11:15p religion 
for millions of christians around the world, today is the beginning of 
lent, or ash wednesday. we've seen standing room-only masses in 
southern california. 
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0:21 3/5/14 11:15p religion 

pope francis became the first pope to ever indicate any sort of 
acceptance for same-sex unions. after reinforcing that matrimony is 
between a man and a woman, he suggested same-sex unions are a 
justifiable way to provide economic security. pope francis also made 
headlines last year when he said that he won't judge gay priests 

0:39 3/6/14 11:10p religion 

anne marie's son anthony died two years noog a car crash. she 
removed the crosses from the site under pressure from an atheist 
group, but no sooner had she packed them up from her car when 
more appeared in their place. those who came out tonight say they 
have a message for anne marie. >> memorial plaque will be placed 
at the park on saturday.  

0:42 3/6/14 11:31p religion 

there's a church that's using free food and guns to recruit new 
members. the unusual combination is sparking some controversy in 
kentucky. more than 1,000 people turned out for what is billed as 
the second amendment dinner and celebration. this was sponsored 
by a baptist church in kentucky. you had a chance to win one of 25 
rifles and shotguns 

0:45 3/10/14 11:06p religion 

the woman behind the removal of roadside crosses in lake elsinore 
for the first time is telling nbc 4 her side of the story. now, she 
doesn't want to be identified because she's worried about her own 
personal safety. she's a nurse, and she's a mother of three who told 
us the crosses violate the constitution when it comes to separation 
of church and state. but she also feels compassion for ann marie 
devaney, the woman who put up the crosses along lake street, 
where her son was struck and killed.  

0:29 3/11/14 6:06a religion 

the pope will spend his first anniversary in a spiritual retreat. he is 
the first non-european pope in 1300 years. since his election almost 
a year ago, pope francis broken many traditional customs, such as 
choosing to ride in a ford focus instead of the papal limousine and 
living in a boarding house instead of the apostolic palace 

0:43 3/11/14 6:07a religion 

hearing from the woman behind the removal of roadside crosses in 
lake elsinor. she does not want to be identified because she worried 
about her personal safety. she's a nurse, a mother of three who told 
us the crosses violate the constitution when it comes to separation 
of church and state. but she also feels compassion for anna 
redevaney, the woman who put up the crosses along lake street, 
where her son was struck and killed 

1:01 2/4/14 6:13a safety 

new technology could help cars see accidents before we do. the 
department of transportation says it's moving forward or toward new 
technology that would allow your car to sense an oncoming threat 
and warn you ahead of time, like collision avoidance systems used 
in planes. it's called vehicle-to-vehicle or v 2 v communication. each 
car, truck, bus would transmit a about 360-degree status report to a 
wi-fi system to every nearby vehicle on the road. update speed, 
position, whether a vehicle is turning or braking. if a car ahead 
brakes suddenly, everyone behind it gets an alert.>> has potential 
to help driver as void 70% to 80% of vehicle crashes 

0:54 2/12/14 6:49a safety 

graco is recalling nearly 8 million car safety seats because they say 
children can get trapped by the bugle. the company says they found 
food and liquid can make the harness buckles harder to open over 
time. 
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0:31 2/14/14 11:52p safety 

a new food safety law here in california is changing the way they do 
business. a new law went into effect on january 1 requiring anyone 
working with food to wear gloves. restaurants have six months to 
implemented change here 

1:52 2/18/14 11:43p safety 
a popular supermarket change is responding to complaints tonight 
that they're selling products way beyond their expiration dates 

0:20 2/20/14 6:37a safety 

report says hundreds of l.a. school buildings need an upgrade. the 
l.a. times says more than 650 campus buildings have not had a 
proper evaluation. the district says checking and retrofitting those 
buildings are cost nearly a billion dollars. 

0:16 2/20/14 6:58a safety 

lax hosts the top security official today as we look live over lax. 
homeland security jay johnson will tour the airport to take a look at 
tsa and customs operations tomorrow he'll meet with mayor garcetti 
to check out security in long beach.  

0:36 3/11/14 6:03a safety 

there is now new, clear evidence of toxic soil in an east side 
neighborhood including the ground at an elementary school. some 
tests show lead levels two to three times the standard. problem 
traced back to the exide battery recycling plant. elevated levels of 
lead at 39 nearby residential yards. prompted a state order for the 
company to expand testing, this comes amid ongoing concerns 
about contamination from the plant 

1:58 3/11/14 6:31a safety 
new test results show there's toxic soil under an east l.a. 
neighborhood including one school. the big concern high levels of 
lead 

1:09 3/11/14 6:57a safety 
.   high lead contamination has state officials concerned they've call 
for additional testing. 

0:24 3/12/14 11:15p safety 

millions of homes right here in southern california depend on natural 
gas. and the biggest concern here for an explosion comes from an 
earthquake. during the 1994 north ridge earthquake, there were 54 
gas-related fires. and since then there’s been effort to have 
homeowners strap down their water heaters. some requiring the 
installation of emergency shutout valves 

0:31 3/17/14 11:32p safety 

many of us should have been ready with an earthquake kit this 
morning. i say should have just in case. if you don’t have one, here 
are some of the basics you’ll need in there. flashlights, first aid kits, 
food and water for at least 72 hours. even a shovel pretty important 
here. and you might want to think about additional water just in case 
of hot weather. put together another kit for your car. designate a 
point person out of state, someone your family can call to keep 
everyone in touch. and keep your documents in a waterproof place 
and also online 

0:28 3/18/14 11:10p safety 

meantime, changes already under way at l.a.x., four months after 
the deadly shooting of a tsa agent there. we looked through the 
findings of a just-released report. it found that poor communication 
between the agencies hindered the response there. the report also 
called for airport training police so they can help injured people 
before paramedics arrive on scene. the mayor says that’s already 
happening. in addition, the p.a. system will now be able to deliver 
emergency messages.  
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0:42 3/18/14 11:11p safety 

some families in east los angeles are urged not to let their children 
play on bare ground. that’s because lead has beenfound on more 
than three dozen properties out there. what they all have in 
common, they are close to the exide battery recyclng plant. the state 
says that’s the source of the pollution. officials are not calling the 
lead levels in the soil hazardous. at least not for now. they just say 
they’re concerned about it. residents at a meeting tonight learned 
that exide is paying for more testing. and the i team has reported on 
the plant for more than a year now. we’ve learned that potentially 
massive blood testing program was also about to get under way 
next month.  

0:57 3/19/14 6:05a safety 

some east l.a. families are being urged not to let their children play 
on bare soil following the discovery of lead on three properties, one 
thing all properties have in common is they’re close to the excide 
battery plant 

0:42 3/19/14 6:12a safety 
changes are under way at lax four months after the deadly shooting 
of a tsa agent 

2:12 3/19/14 11:15p safety 
a packed meeting about the battery exide recycling plant. exide is 
urging against a rush to judgement 

0:27 1/1/14 11:03p severe weather 

what it looked like at chicago. since new year's eve. 9 inches of 
snow has fallen. a second wave is expected to dump several inches 
by thursday. you might call this the calm before the storm. new york 
city. forecasters expect, 6 to 8 inches of snow there. strong wind 
tomorrow. when the storm hits. people across new england will be 
affected. and expected to begin falling overnight making for a messy 
morning commute 

1:37 1/2/14 11:03p severe weather 

a monster storm, battering a large part of the u.s. after hitting the 
midwest. now blowing through new england, gusty wind. heavy 
snow and brutal cold. it is a dangerous mix for travelers headed 
home after the holidays. a live picture from new york's time square. 
you can see, snow falling a little bit there. certainly a sharp contrast 
to new year's eve, a couple of nights ago. it really is a tale of two 
coasts tonight. one here in the west. light jackets, t-shirts needed. 
on the east coast. the storm is so big, when it is over, 100 million 
americans in 20 states will be affected.  

1:22 1/3/14 11:03p severe weather 

the monster storm hitting. apartment buildings in new york without 
power. no heat. they were expecting coldest temperatures in and 
around central park. in massachusetts, temperatures dropped 20 
below zero. shelters and warming centers are open throughout the 
affected areas. coastal flooding sent chunks of ice into front yards. 

1:41 1/6/14 11:03p severe weather 

you heard some of the people in beverly's piece talking about the 
weather. frozen, much of the nation tonight, dealing with historic low 
temperatures. frigid conditions that are deadly and disruptive. brutal 
deep freeze now from the upper midwest as far as south as 
tennessee. tonight in fact it is colder in chicago than it is at the south 
pole. this cold weather system iscalled a polar vortex. it's breaking 
records and pushing travelers stranded for days to their absolute 
limit. the snowstorm that hit more than 20 states over the weekend 
was just the opening act for this bone-chilling weather. snow already 
on the ground combined with temperatures well below zero are just 
a recipe for miserable conditions 
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0:23 1/7/14 11:11p severe weather 

the deep freeze that has gripped most of the country is blamed for 
21 deaths since sunday. blizzard conditions in upstate new york 
brought travel to a stand still. even a cold weather sport like hockey 
had to be cancelled tonight. buffalo, new york, could get up to three 
feet of snow. one of coldest places in the country today was in 
minnesota. temperatures dropped to 30 below zero.  

0:20 1/7/14 11:11p severe weather 

california's weather problem is a severe lack of rain. in fact, it is the 
worst condition since 1977. even catholic visits are asking for divine 
guidance and divine intervention in this drought. church leards in 
sacramento today called on people of all faith to join in prayers for 
rain 

0:36 1/8/14 6:05a severe weather 

honestly, folks, we cannot complain about a dip if temperatures here 
when you consider this, about half of the u.s. is waking up in a deep 
freeze, architect cold air is acting at least 200 million people from 
the mid-west to the northeast and the south. sadly the severe 
weather proved deadly. 21 people have died. they called eight polar 
vortex. it is causing record lows of 4 degrees, it is negative 11. 
asheville, north carolina, dipped to negative 1, travelers nationwide 
face delays in airports at airlines deiced planes, include those 
runways 

0:27 1/8/14 6:43a severe weather 

much of the nation is waking up under a thick blanket of snow. 
whiteout conditions slowed the freeway. about 130 miles of the 
highway was shut down in breathe directions when visibility reached 
zero. 

2:08 1/8/14 6:43a severe weather 
the deep freeze has turned deadly for nearly two dozen people 
across the nation. arctic cold has a tight grip right now 

0:18 1/16/14 11:09p severe weather 

now, the governor is said to be watching the situation very closely. 
he's set to declare a drought emergency for the entire state 
sometime tomorrow. even though what we really need is rain, the 
declaration could at least generate some federal money to help out 
in these fire situations.  

0:29 1/21/14 11:06p severe weather 
on the east coast, a massive winter storm is impacting a huge chunk 
of the u.s. tonight. more than 1,000 miles from kentucky north to 
massachusetts being hit. and records are being broken there.  

0:54 1/22/14 11:10p severe weather 

now we're going to take a live look at times square new york city 
where it's only 13 degrees right now. the northeast recovering from 
another round of winter storms. a state of emergency is in effect 
now for parts of new york and new jersey 

0:34 1/24/14 6:08a severe weather 

the country is under a deep freeze the architect air mass settled 
over the northeast, bringing unbelievable low temperatures, 
yesterday, the thermometer in international falls minnesota was a 
staggering 36 below zero and in massachusetts, below zero tests 
freeze fire hydrants, it was so cold, the hoses instantly turned into 
ice. imagine that and new york's hudson river was transformed into 
a giant floating ice field forecasters say this deep freeze will 
continue throughout the weekend 

2:16 1/24/14 11:02p severe weather dangerous surf is battering the coast tonight 

0:32 1/27/14 6:18a severe weather 

an arctic blast is putting parts of the nation, the winter icy air is being 
driven south. in chicago, schools are closed and public 
transportation is limited due to extreme wind chill warnings. from 
ohio to new york, snow and ice have blanketed the region, causing 
treacherous driving conditions and with the shortage of propane 
across the mid-west, many are looking for alternative to the keep 
warm. this is the fullest arctic blast of the season and it's the coldest 
one yet  
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0:21 1/27/14 11:15p severe weather 

there is no relief in sight for the Midwest weather-wise. how bad is 
it? we'll take a look at this newsroom of the nbc station in traverse 
city, michigan. the white that you see out the window is actually 
snow. it's piled up over eight feet high. forecasters are predicting 
another inch of snow tomorrow with a high of about 17 degrees 

0:26 1/28/14 11:06p severe weather 

we saw snow coming down during the president's state of the union 
address tonight, but it's the snow in the deep south that really has 
people's attention. in fact, millions of people are hunkering down 
from the gulf coast through the carolinas and up into virginia. snow, 
sleet, freezing rain, as much as a foot of snow is expected along 
parts of the atlantic coast. the city of new orleans already has 
declared a state of emergency. 

0:24 1/28/14 11:07p severe weather 

and happening right now in suburban atlanta, georgia, hundreds of 
children stuck at school. and it's already well after 2:00 a.m. there. 
many of the students were on their way home today when the buses 
had to turn around because of ice on the roads. parents are having 
just as difficult a time getting to school to pick their children up. 
some of those parents have been stuck in traffic  

0:14 1/29/14 11:02p severe weather 
and right now, low clouds and fog rolling in.  you can see from this 
video   tonight in beverly hills, it's  causing low visibility on some of 
the roads out there 

1:59 1/29/14 11:14p severe weather 
school buses were stuck in a snowstorm last night, leaving 
thousands of children stranded.  tonight, angry parents are looking 
for answers 

0:29 2/4/14 6:03a severe weather 

most of the country east of the rockies is bracing for part ii of a 
brutal winter storm. looking live at oklahoma city where the streets 
are covered in snow. another winter storm warning is in effect. the 
storm that blasted the east yesterday dropped ten inches of snow in 
kansas city, missouri. and in new york, thousands are without 
power. forecasters say there's one more big storm headed to the 
area. that means more travel delays 

0:18 2/4/14 6:04a severe weather 

we had pictures now, we have this. how cold is it in antelope valley? 
cold enough for officers to extent a cold weather alert for the valley, 
santa clarita, mt. wilson after the national weather service says low 
temperatures expected in those areas through friday.  

0:16 2/7/14 11:37p severe weather 

even though the rain has stopped here, it continues to hammer the 
northern part of the state. that's good news for us. and this just in, 
snow falling in the sierra mountains and power behind this storm as 
well.  

0:12 2/11/14 11:41p severe weather 

we all remember these pictures from just a couple of weeks ago 
when thousands were stranded on icy roads around atlanta, 
georgia. well, tonight, road crews are out there trying to avoid a 
repeat situation.  

0:18 2/11/14 11:41p severe weather 

and this is video from texas where police are reporting hundreds of 
crashes. and tomorrow, the big problem may be a massive power 
outage there. power companies fear that freezing rain overnight is 
going to weigh down tree limbs and knock down the power lines. 

0:38 2/12/14 6:37a severe weather 

heading now to atlanta. a big storm that's hitting the area sweeping 
the slide cam atlanta. it's the area officials hope to be more 
prepared this time. keeping the streets cleared of snow and ice. the 
last time they triggered massive traffic jams, road crews were 
prepared 
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0:14 2/12/14 11:37p severe weather 

in north carolina, the heavy snow made for tough driving conditions 
there. hundreds of thousands of people are still without power and 
there's another round of airplane cancellations. the storm is 
expected to stop the northeast for at least another day 

0:13 2/13/14 11:37p severe weather 
two extremes tonight. a snowstorm buried parts of the east coast for 
a second straight day. while we're breaking heat records here on the 
west coast, but it's still dry, the state in the midst of a drought 

0:20 2/19/14 11:36p severe weather 
dangerous winds are gusting around southern california tonight. in 
some people thought they heard a car crash but it was a pine tree 
that came down blocking two lanes of traffic for several hours.  

0:47 2/20/14 6:35a severe weather 

we are looking live at the reseda neighborhood. this downed tree, 
the guy jogging around them there. it also caused several power 
outages. power is back on. what we have learned in the last hour 
about 1,400 other customers are in the dark right now because of a 
problem in reseda 

1:14 2/20/14 6:55a severe weather 
those winds have downed trees, knocked out power to many 
customers. jacob, some people in the neighborhood are blocked in, 
actually 

0:15 2/24/14 11:05p severe weather 

preparing for some much-needed rain the pasadena fire department 
is handing out some free sandbags for people who need it. they're 
also handing out the sand as well. homeowners are urged to clear 
out their gutters and their drainage channels to prevent flooding in 
and around their home.  

0:35 2/25/14 11:01p severe weather 

with the threat of flooding in glendora, concrete barriers. the colby 
fire devastated the area right above their homes along rainbow 
drive. before this storm hits, they're working towards getting 
protection.   there's a lot of nice homes up here and great neighbors.   
unfortunately, the city ran out of sandbags tonight, but they say 
they'll have more in the morning 

2:32 2/26/14 11:01p severe weather 

residents in the foothill community working into the night, getting 
ready for this rain, especially in areas recently hit by the brush fires. 
robert kovasek live in glendora are neighbors are really coming 
together. 

0:27 2/26/14 11:03p severe weather 
voluntary evacuations under way near ridge view drive. 
homeowners are worried about the flooding and the landslides as 
well.  

1:35 2/26/14 11:04p severe weather 
now let's go out to ventura and gadi schwartz. the latest on the 
weather situation there.  

1:55 2/26/14 11:05p severe weather 
ll right, while the rain is falling all along the coast and in the metro 
area, snow is falling up north right now. in fact, this video just in from 
donner.  

0:11 2/26/14 11:14p severe weather 
we want to show you the live storm tracking radar just as much as 
possible. fritz is going to be up here in just a moment with his 
forecast for your morning commute.  

0:15 2/26/14 11:33p severe weather 
three day of healthy rain and snow in the mountains as well. good 
news for the drought, but it can be dangerous. 

0:21 2/26/14 11:33p severe weather 

and right now, you're looking live at pictures from glendora. this is 
where people have been filling sandbags to protect homes from the 
very real possibility of debris flows and flooding. after the colby fire. 
could last into the weekend 
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2:39 2/27/14 11:00p severe weather 

looking live, the second storm is now making land fall. a winter 
storm warning is on deck for us. the green and yellow you see here 
is showing the bulk of the storm. and rock slides and flooded 
freeways. this is the second of the mysterious storms. we have live 
team coverage for you tonight here in the studio with meteorologist 
we're going to begin in the foothills with gadi schwartz 

0:09 2/27/14 11:03p severe weather 
the rain is hitting the coastal areas to the north. this is a live picture 
from news chopper 4. you can see it's really starting to come down 
out there 

2:11 2/27/14 11:04p severe weather 
you just heard byron about the coastal concerns. let's go there with 
robert kovasek along pacific coast highway in malibu 

1:15 2/27/14 11:06p severe weather 
mountain resorts can't wait for the storm up there. round one came 
in with a lot of rain.  

0:31 2/27/14 11:32p severe weather tracking the storm 

2:13 2/28/14 6:02a severe weather it is a mess out there, especially for those moving along pch.  

1:00 2/28/14 6:04a severe weather 

people are on a high alert in the foothills community. a stronger 
storm is in full swing. it's been a week-long mission preparing for the 
longest rainy season in southern california since march of 2011. 
mandatory evacuation order in azusa and glendora. this is a live 
look from glendora where a 4 mile stretch of the homes there are 
under evacuation 

0:24 2/28/14 6:06a severe weather 

up in our local mountains, folks are bracing for lots of snow. you can 
see the man made snow already on the ground, mother nature will 
be adding the fresh blanket of powder on top of that. as crystal has 
been telling us, it will be piling up and more on the higher peaks. 
remember, take it slow there on the roads 

0:24 2/28/14 6:14a severe weather doppler radar 

0:27 2/28/14 6:14a severe weather 

happening right now, the loosen up the rocks and the hills. just 
about 20 minutes ago, we showed you where the rocks tumbled 
down, causing hazards for drivers in the area. now we have learned 
the water flow in the creek is already starting to back up into the 
back yard of some of the homes there we will have a live report from 
there in about 15 minutes.  

1:43 2/28/14 6:14a severe weather now an area of concern is azusa. Mandatory evacuationm 

0:18 2/28/14 6:23a severe weather 

outside we go, looking live at the slopes. the rain is finally turned to 
snow this morning. look at that. all of this is rain yesterday during 
round one of the storm. now the snowfall will add a nice thick 
blanket on the top of the machine-made snow that's already been 
on the ground.  

1:55 2/28/14 6:31a severe weather 
we continue our live team coverage with toni guinyard live in 
glendora, where the concern continues to grow as homes sit in the 
path of potentially dangerous mudslides. 

0:27 2/28/14 6:33a severe weather 
right now, it's been ten months since the spring fire in glendora and 
the burn left behind helped us in our storm. we checked 

1:35 2/28/14 6:34a severe weather tracking the storm in devore 

0:54 2/28/14 6:43a severe weather the storm 

2:14 2/28/14 6:44a severe weather rain on the pch 

1:41 2/28/14 6:55a severe weather evacuations now in plance in the foothill 

1:38 2/28/14 6:57a severe weather flooding in lyttle creek 

2:02 2/28/14 11:02p severe weather 
significant threat to life and property. that's how these homes were 
described downhill from the burn area. they prefer not to have to ask 
anyone twice to leave.  
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0:22 2/28/14 11:09p severe weather 

we've actually had more rain in the past few days than in an entire 
year. this is what dodger stadium parking lot looked like today. you 
can see sheets of rain comes down sideways at times. they were 
setting up for the susan g.komen race for the cure tomorrow. cancer 
survivors say rain won't slow them down.  

0:25 2/28/14 11:09p severe weather 

and from lazy to crazy. the l.a. river is normally just a trickle. nowing 
see it's raging. this view from just outside our new studio here at 
universal city studios. l.a.'s urban waterway, what you can see on 
the left hand side of your screen there is usually nothing more than 
a small stream amid a concrete road. and nothing really compared 
to what we're seeing right now. and that's the picture you see on the 
right 

0:22 2/28/14 11:14p severe weather funnel cloud spotted 

2:19 2/28/14 11:15p severe weather 
first the deluge, then the runoff, they're combining to turn rivers and 
creeks. all the residents in san bernadino county, that's where she is 
live tonight with more 

0:18 3/3/14 6:02a severe weather 

another storm hitting washington today. this is the second major 
storm that crippled the d.c. area in less than a month. you can 
barely bake i make out the capital. most of the school districts are 
closed. the house and senate have cancelled all votes.  

0:18 3/3/14 6:03a severe weather 

that storm already trashed part of the mid-west. road crews in 
indiana out all night, rescuing stranded vehicles. schools in indiana 
are closed today. in st. louis, people are waking up to sub zero 
temperatures. we will have a live report coming up at 6:30.     

0:25 3/3/14 6:31a severe weather 
large tree crashed. it toppled on to a truck. this happened and the 
driver says he heard a large crack and saw the tree come down at 
him 

0:27 3/3/14 6:32a severe weather 
happening right now, a high surf advisory is in effect for another 90 
minutes. a live look in venice where you can see, the, waves 
crashing there overnight they broke through protective sand 

1:57 3/3/14 6:33a severe weather 
up to a foot of snow is expected to fall in the mid-atlantic here today. 
the massive mid-winter storm cancelled hundreds of flights in and 
around d.c. are closed. over in philadelphia 

0:15 3/3/14 6:57a severe weather 
schools are closed. congress cancelled all places, freezing rain and 
heavy snow.    

0:19 3/11/14 6:38a severe weather 

here at home, wind a major factor today and tomorrow. there's a 
wind advisory in effect now. we have video from the morning in van 
nuys. windy weather really going to kick up tonight and tomorrow 
with gusts up to 65 miles an hour. that is going to have firefighters 
on high alert 

0:25 3/26/14 11:04p severe weather 

new tonight, funnel clouds, wind and rain hit california this evening. 
these are conditions that are just right for a tornado. that’s what 
happened. the national weather service confirms that a twister 
touched down in roseville. that’s up near sacramento. it was an ef-0, 
classified by wind speeds of 65 to 85 miles an hour. it damaged 12 
homes, several other funnel clouds were also spotted.  

0:12 3/26/14 11:05p severe weather 

these storms are all part of the same system we’re seeing right 
here, right now. this is a look at the rain coming down in long beach 
tonight. and with the wind at times, it looked like the rain was 
coming down sideways. 

1:31 3/31/14 11:00p severe weather 
but first we want to get out and check out one of the potential 
trouble spots in southern california. nbc 4’s robert kovacik is live in 
newbury park 
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0:25 3/31/14 11:03p severe weather 

and here we are less than what, about an hour away from april and 
it is snowing right now in northern california and this is the same 
system that is moving our way. in fact, we’ll see dropping snow 
levels here in southern california before it’s all over. fritz will be back 
with more on when in just a moment 

0:20 1/1/14 11:23p technology 

security snafu for snapchat. hackers took user names and phone 
numbers on line. the information compromised could be used to 
send malicious e-mails or phishing text thousands. snap chat lets 
users send photos that quickly disappear  

0:28 1/1/14 11:24p technology 

a new app. that smells literally. tried this out at 5:00. a japanese 
tech company create aid product that attaches to your smart phone. 
the related app causes it to release a scent each time you get a text, 
message or phone call. nbc 4 was able to get ahold of one of those 
though it is not available yet here in the united states 

1:40 1/16/14 11:17p technology 

what happens to communication equipment during disasters like an 
earthquake, not the fire? that's when the center got a call to respond 
to the colby fire. the crew quickly loaded up in trucks and trailers, 
assessing equipment, the need and the time  

0:22 2/17/14 11:44p technology 

one of the tallest buildings in los angeles could be interfering with 
your cell phone calls. the fcc has cited the ernst & young tower 
because the lights inside are creating static on some of the 
frequencies used by verizon. the skyscraper's managers will now 
have to change some of the light bulbs inside. ge makes the bulbs 
and has offered to change them 

0:27 2/20/14 6:24a technology 

but are your tweets always twue? there is a way to find out. 
scientists say they have a lie detector that will be able to judge the 
truth of fiction of tweets. the new system is named for the greek 
gossip of fame. they will save time by not responding to false 
reports.  

0:17 1/1/14 11:03p transportation 

a live look at lax. officials tell us storms in the midwest and east 
coast are not affecting flights right now. not yet any way. that could 
change as more snow comes down. hundred of flights have been 
canceled. at other airports. more than 400. at chicago's o'hair alone. 
here's  

0:26 1/2/14 11:04p transportation 
now we checked with l.a.x. dozens of flights have been affected 
because of the storm on the northeast. more than 40 flights delayed, 
canceled. that's impacting, 5500 passengers 

2:19 1/3/14 11:04p transportation 
the big storm is causing big problems for more than 7,000 travelers, 
at l.a.x. nearly 47 flights were canceled today. and airlines are busy 
rebooking displaced passengers stuck at l.a. and filling up hotels.  

0:18 1/7/14 11:11p transportation 

frigid conditions may have something to do with an incident aboard 
an american airlines flight. a water burst on a plane. water from a 
lavatory sprayed into the cabin of the plane, soaking some of the 
passengers.  

0:18 1/8/14 6:06a transportation 

now a live look from l.a. we stayed in constant contact with officials 
there. they are telling us there are already a few delays and 
cancellations, if you fly any time today, call ahead or check your 
airline's website before headed to the airport 

0:26 1/8/14 6:20a transportation 
nearly six months from a tanker crash in the underpass checking the 
2 and the 5 will reopen. 

0:29 1/8/14 6:45a transportation 

and the airline is defending its decision to shut down four major 
airports because of the weather t. company said they did it to 
protect aircraft and personnel from freezing temperatures. the 
shutdown impacted more than 100,000 customers. jet blue says 
those customers will get refunds or rebookings free of charge. 
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0:41 1/8/14 6:46a transportation 

we are hearing this morning from a pangs aboard an americans 
airlines plane that had to make an emergency landing after a pipe 
burst mid-flight. water from a bathroom pipe soaked passengers 
aboard the flight. the pilot made the unscheduled landing in 
arkansas 

0:25 1/17/14 11:33p transportation 

commercial airlines follow similar paths called air ways,sort of like a 
freeway in the sky. and when conditions are just right, like tonight, 
you can see the contrails overhead. if you let your imagination just 
run wild, then this could be almost anything 

0:12 1/21/14 11:07p transportation 
air travel haven't been easy either. thousands of plights canceled. if 
you plan to travel tomorrow, it's a good idea to check with your 
airline.  

0:21 1/27/14 6:16a transportation 
the "wall street journal" reports the faa ordered safety checks on the 
jets. regulators want to know more about a possible issue with the 
movable tail section of the jets.  

0:35 1/27/14 11:06p transportation 

happening right now, part of the northbound 405 freeway is being 
shut down once again in what seems to be a neverending 
construction project. crews are preparing now to finish the 
sepulveda pass improvement project. all lanes will be closed. now, 
this is between morgana drive and ventura boulevard. and it's going 
to last through wednesday 

0:14 1/28/14 11:07p transportation 

all of this is affecting flights in and out of l.a.x. 14 arrivals and 
departures were canceled today. the airport is also dealing with 
diversions from san diego because of the heavy fog that's down 
there tonight. 

0:25 2/3/14 11:23p transportation 

aggressive and bold steps are on the way to prevent the rising 
number of tour bus accidents. nbc 4's iteam first exposed the safety 
problems in this newscast last year, and now the federal 
government is about to implement a plan for tougher regulations. 
that will help shut down unsafe companies. and they credit nbc 4 for 
exposing the issue. the new rule should go into effect in about three 
weeks 

0:08 2/4/14 6:04a transportation 
we checked in with l.a.x. 28 flights have been canceled this 
morning. most headed to new york's jfk.  

0:14 2/4/14 6:59a transportation 
more snow in the east means more travel troubles. we told you that 
28 flights have been canceled headed east. that up in has not 
changed. but as the storm gathers strength, that could change 

0:17 2/7/14 11:41p transportation 
lane closure starting tonight and will last through the weekend. they 
will last until around 5:00 a.m.  

0:18 2/11/14 11:40p transportation 

right now, flights between los angeles and atlanta have been 
canceled as the south braces for yet another blast of winter. travel 
could be a nightmare. tomorrow, the airport in atlanta which is one 
of the busiest in the world and more than 2,000 flights in and out of 
that city have already been canceled 

0:30 2/12/14 6:37a transportation 
caltrans and metro are expected to meet this afternoon to discuss 
the traffic operations surrounding this major closure. 

0:12 2/12/14 6:38a transportation 
all this weather, of course, is having a fallout at lax. this is a live 
picture. the last time we checked more flights to the southeast were 
cancelled 

0:26 2/13/14 11:36p transportation 

and happening right now, we warned you. and now jamzilla is upon 
us. all the northbound lanes on the 405 will be shut down. this is 
happening from the 10 freeway north into the valley. all but two 
lanes will reopen at 6:00 a.m. the full shut down will be in effect 
overnight through monday morning. so you'll definitely want to avoid 
the 405 in this area all weekend long 
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2:35 2/14/14 11:38p transportation 
this valentine's week, the dreaded jamzilla 405 frogt is under way. 
ramps are close right now and people are told to avoid the 
sepulveda pass for the next three days 

0:36 2/17/14 11:36p transportation 

well, only six hours left, and jamzilla will be history, footbally. all of 
the lanes on the northbound 405 will close just a few minutes from 
now at midnight. you might ask yourself, what is the result of all this 
inconvenience? well, an additional carpool lane on the northbound 
side of the freeway. and the benefit will also spill out into adjacent 
areas along the freeway by reducing the rush hour backup on 
surface streets. the freeway is now set to reopen at 6:00 a.m.  

0:25 2/20/14 6:07a transportation 

federal investigators saypilot fatigue could be the reason behind that 
deadly attack of that plane last august. the ntsb is holding a hearing, 
that cargo slammed as it was attempting to land in birmingham. both 
pilots on board died. those rules do not apply to pilots behind the 
controls cargo planes.  

0:35 2/20/14 6:36a transportation 
metro link is launching the new phase of a control system and 
aimed at making rail travel significantly. it's positive train control, it's 
an avoidance system designed to bypass human error 

0:29 2/26/14 11:17p transportation 

we have breaking news in oakland tonight. that's where a passenger 
smelled smoke in the cabin of a flame after a flight landed up in 
oakland. and the plane was actually parked at the gate. what you're 
seeing here is video that was shot by a passenger aboard the plane. 
all of the passengers and crew were evacuated safety. our nbc 
sister station, the bay area talked to the fire crews there who say 
they couldn't actually determine the source of the smell but they 
cleared the scene anyway 

0:21 2/27/14 11:15p transportation 

american airlines say they're no longer going to offer bereavement 
fares. the fares are typically about 5% off the regular fares. some 
airlines still offer this type of ticket, but proof of a loved ones death is 
required. often, however, you can find even lower fares on the 
internet.  

0:25 2/28/14 6:46a transportation qantas planes clipped at LAX 

0:18 3/3/14 6:35a transportation 
if you are headed out, you may want to call ahead we have to check 
in with lax. they are telling us roughly 20 flights have been 
cancelled. before you head out, check with your airline.  

0:57 3/3/14 6:43a transportation 

highland is opened through the hollywood area unfortunately the 
cleanup is under way, which means hollywood boulevard, itself, 
could take things will tear down faster look at what they have done. 
all the bleachers are gone him some of the tents, 

0:18 3/3/14 6:58a transportation 
after checking with lax, they are telling us 20 flights have been 
cancelled. 

0:43 3/7/14 11:17p transportation 

preparations were under way tonight for sunday's l.a. marathon. we 
have some very important road closures to tell you about. there will 
be 20 freeway ramps and 35 street closures along the marathon's 
route through l.a., west hollywood, beverly hills. it end up in santa 
monica. those closures should start around 3:00 in the morning on 
sunday. extra security measures are also in place following the 
boston marathon bombing. 

0:24 3/11/14 6:08a transportation 

drivers beware, more closures on the 405 scheduled northbound 
side will shut down between getty center drive and the green leaf on 
ramp in sherman oaks tonight and tomorrow. the ramps start closing 
at 7:00 p.m. with full lane closures from midnight until 5:00 in the 
morning,  
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0:15 3/11/14 11:08p transportation 
happening now, lane closures on the 405. news chopper 4. crews 
are beginning to shut down the northbound lanes until 5:00 a.m. all 
of the northbound lanes will be closed by midnight 

0:21 3/11/14 11:33p transportation 

this car is driving itself, so is there a problem with that? among the 
questions they have to answer is how will the state know if the car is 
actually safe and does the driver even need to be behind the wheel? 
it's all very early and the driving regulations are just now in the 
development stage 

0:26 3/19/14 6:34a transportation 

we have an update on the shortage that happened at the las vegas 
airport that we told you about, about an hour ago. we just got off the 
phone with airport officials. they tell us they are getting another 
shipment of fuel and travel should not be impacted today. the airline 
was concerned it would not have enough fuel after receiving a bad 
batch from a pipeline in colten 

0:24 3/19/14 6:47a transportation 

after almost a month of rising prices, gas prices fell overnight t. 
decrease was a small 1, .1 of a %. and in the inland empire gas is at 
$4 bucks a gallon. overall, prices are 25 cents more than a month 
ago. still 12 cents less than a year ago 

0:17 3/20/14 11:16p transportation 

new tonight, an emergency landing for an alaskan airlines plane out 
of orange county. this jet was on its way to seattle this afternoon 
when an oven in the galley overheated and started smoking. there 
wasn’t a fire but the pilot landed in eugene, oregon, as a precaution 

0:34 3/21/14 11:06p transportation many wonder how pilots are screened.  

0:30 3/26/14 11:17p transportation 

and right now, news chopper 4 overhead as crews are getting ready 
to shut down all of the lanes on part of the southbound 405 freeway. 
stop if you’ve heard this before. those lanes will be closed overnight 
tonight and tomorrow. the closure, part of the $1 billion freeway 
expansion project. all of the southbound lanes will be shut down at 
midnight. so just a short time from now. both nights from the 101 
freeway to the getty center drive.  
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ACCESS HOLLYWOOD, Recorded, 
Other/Public Affairs/Entertainment, 7:30-
8:00PM Monday through Friday, and as 
an hour at various times on the weekend, 
is an entertainment news-magazine 
which discusses the current news and 
issues in the entertainment business.  
The program also profiles current stars as 
well as behind-the-camera personalities. 
  

NBC4 NEWS CONFERENCE, Local, 
Public Affairs/Other, various times on 
Sunday, is a regularly scheduled series 
featuring topical, informative interviews 
with public figures, community leaders, 
and government officials. 

NBC4 NEWS, Local, News, various times 
and lengths, Monday through Sunday, 
includes concise reports from authorities 
on a variety of subjects as well as 
comprehensive coverage of fast breaking 
stories in Southern California, the nation, 
the world. 

CHRIS MATTHEWS SHOW, Recorded, 
Public Affairs/Other, 6:30PM-7:00PM 
Saturday, the weekly program brings 
viewers up close and behind-the-scenes 
with the nation’s most powerful and 
influential newsmakers. 

DATELINE NBC, Network, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, various times, is a prime 
time news magazine program co-hosted 
by Jane Pauley and Stone Phillips.  There 
are usually 3 segments per show, 15-20 
minutes each.  

EXTRA!, Recorded, Public Affairs/ 
Other/Entertainment, 7:00-7:30PM 
Monday through Friday, and as an hour 
at various times on the weekend, is a 
news magazine program about the 
current happenings in and around Los 
Angeles.  

MEET THE PRESS, Network, Public 
Affairs, 8:00-9:00AM Sunday, is the 
longest running program on television.  
Different members of the press and 
media join each week to question leading 
figures involved in and/or with expertise in 
current and timely issues and events. 

NBC NIGHTLY NEWS, Network, 
News/Public Affairs, 6:30-7:00PM 
Monday through Friday; various times 
Saturday and Sunday covers hard news 
of the day as well as commentaries.  
Segments are usually 3-5 minutes in 
length. 

TODAY IN L.A., Local, News/Public 
Affairs/Other, 4:30-7:00AM covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews with 
a decided emphasis on Southern 
California in general and Los Angeles, in 
particular. 

TODAY IN L.A.:  WEEKEND, Local, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 7:00-8:00AM 
Saturday and Sunday covers news, 
interviews, discussions, and reviews.  It is 
the weekend version of the weekday 
program.   
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TODAY SHOW, Network, Public 
Affairs/News/Other/Entertainment, 7:00-
10:00AM Monday through Friday, is a 
presentation of NBC News.  It covers 
national and international news as well as 
news making interviews, discussions, and 
reviews.   Segments are usually 3-5 
minutes in length. 

ON THE MONEY, Recorded, Public 
Affairs/Other, various times on the 
weekend.  This weekly program hosted 
by Maria Bartiromo who has been 
covering financial news for over 15-years.  
The program gets inside the best minds 
in business with high-profile newsmakers, 
high-powered debates and high-priority 
issues.  There is a what’s new segment 
featuring top newsmaker interviews on 
the upcoming week’s most pressing 
financial news stories.  Also, there is a 
“personal journal” segment where viewers 
will learn and be able to take away 
important information on 401K news, 
taxes, retirement, investing and career as 
well as views of top money managers. 

WEEKEND TODAY SHOW, Network, 
News/Public Affairs/Other, 60-minutes, 
various times Saturday morning and 
Sunday morning, covers national and 
international news as well as interviews, 
discussions, and reviews.  Segments are 
usually 3-5 minutes in length. 

 

 

 

 

 

KNBC’s daily program schedule for the reporting quarter follows.
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start 

time
Mon 12/30/13 Tue 12/31/13 Wed 1/1/14 Thu 1/2/14 Fri 1/3/14 Sat 1/4/14 Sun 1/5/14

start 

time

5:00a
Hca Advertising (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

5:30a
Black Enterprise Business 

Report [122R]
5:30a

6:00a Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a 7:00a

7:30a 7:30a

8:00a
Tournament of Roses Parade 

125th 
The Chica Show 8:00a

8:30a Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

9:00a Justin Time
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201401]
9:00a

9:30a Tree Fu Tom
NBC Sports Special BMW 

Bobsled Olympic Special 
9:30a

10:00a 10:00a

10:30a 10:30a

11:00a 11:00a

11:30a 11:30a

12:00p 12:00p

12:30p 12:30p

1:00p 1:00p

1:30p 1:30p

2:00p
Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-026]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-027]

Who Wants to be a Millionaire 

jip [MI12-028] (2:05p)

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-029]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-030]
2:00p

2:30p
Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-021]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-022]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-023]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-024]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-025]
2:30p

3:00p Open House [#5218] 3:00p

3:30p
Make Way for Noddy org sch 

1/4 [#101] 
3:30p

4:00p Lazytown org sch 1/4 [#123] 4:00p

4:30p On the Money [#1632] 4:30p

5:00p NBC4 News 5:00p

5:30p NBC Nightly News 5:30p

6:00p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p

6:30p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

7:00p Extra [#20097] Extra [#20098] Extra [#20099] Extra [#20100] Extra [#20101] 7:00p

7:30p Access Hollywood [#4516] Access Hollywood [#4517] Access Hollywood [#4518] Access Hollywood [#4519] Access Hollywood [#4520] 7:30p

8:00p Community 8:00p

8:30p Community NBC4 News (8:38p) 8:30p

9:00p Sean Saves the World 9:00p

9:30p Michael J Fox Show 9:30p

10:00p 10:00p

10:30p 10:30p

11:00p NBC4 News at 11p NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p 11:30p

11:35p NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

12:00a Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a 12:30a

1:00a
LXTV: First Look [3215R] 

(1:02a)
1:00a

1:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Open House [6165R] 1:30a

2:00a 2:00a

2:30a
Last Call with Carson Daly 

(2:31a)

Online Trading (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

3:00a 1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

3:30a Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

4:00a Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

4:30a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Wen Healthy Hai 

(Paid Program) 

Mb 4 V 7A Em (8 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 

[#19420]

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC 

(Breathless) 

NBC Specials Best of 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon Primetime Special 

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W904] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Figure Skating NBC 

Skating Special - 

Skating & Gymnastics 

Spectacular 

Golf Hyundai 

Tournament of 

Champions 

Winter Olympic Trials 

Speed Skating Short 

Track 

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Wild Card #2 - 

New Orleans Saints 

@ Philadelphia 

Eagles (5:11p)

Access Hollywood 

Weekend jip [W904] 

Saturday Night Live 

(Best of This Season) 

new 

U.S. Army All-

American Football

NBC Sunday Night 

Football Wild Card #1 - 

Kansas City Chiefs @ 

Indianapolis Colts 

(1:34p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Steve Harvey [2050R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2011R]

Ellen [11072R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Grimm

Dracula (10:01p)

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2054R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL865R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL864R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2202]

Ellen [11014R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2058R]

NBC's New Year's Eve 

with Carson Daly

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (1:31a)

Steve Harvey [2056R]

Today Show

Tournament of Roses 

Parade 125th 

Steve Harvey [2052R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL862R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2003R]

Ellen [11045R]

Steve Harvey [2041R]

Ellen [11016R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

Hollywood Game Night

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL861R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (A Killing in 

Cottonwood) 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Today Show

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Ellen [11064R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 11p

National Hockey 

League Winter 

Classic - Toronto @ 

Detroit 

Steve Harvey [2022R]

Today in LA 5am

NBC's New Year's Eve 

with Carson Daly

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special 

Year End News in 

Review 

Today in LA 5am

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Dateline NBC (Deadly 

Intent) 

Page 1 of 14
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start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/6/14 Tue 1/7/14 Wed 1/8/14 Thu 1/9/14 Fri 1/10/14 Sat 1/11/14 Sun 1/12/14
start 

time

Nutribullet (Paid Program) 
Cp 1 V.5A/Cr  (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [120R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201402]
9:00a

Golf PGA Tour: Season 

Reset 
9:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 

Sheriff Lee Baca Resigns 
10:00a

Today Show jip (10:17a) 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-091]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-092]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-093]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-094]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-095]

On the Money [#1633] 

(2:04p)
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-061]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-062]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-063]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-064]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-065]

Talk Stoop - Season Kick-

Off
2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 1/11 

[#102] 
3:30p

Make Way for Noddy org sch 

1/11 [#102] 
4:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/11 [#124] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20103] Extra [#20104] Extra [#20105] Extra [#20106] Extra [#20107] Open House [#5234] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4521] Access Hollywood [#4522] Access Hollywood [#4523] Access Hollywood [#4524] Access Hollywood [#4525]
LXTV: First Look Red Carpet 

Ready [#3226] 
7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Sean Saves the World 

(9:01p)
9:00p

Michael J Fox Show 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin (12:01a) 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Hollywood’s 

Biggest Party [#3227] (1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Open House [#6209] 1:30a

2:00a

Flash & Go #5 ( (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Dessert Bullet (Paid 

Program) 

Cp 1 V. 7 / New (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend jip 

[#19426] (12:31a)

Meet the Press

Golden Globe Awards 

encore presentation 

(8:03p)

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:05p)

Golden Globe Awards 

Red Carpet Special

Golden Globe Awards

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W905] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 

USSA U.S. Grand prix 

Figure Skating US 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

1st Look: Live on the 

Red Carpet

Figure Skating US 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

NBC4 News

NBC Sports US 

Figure Skating 

Championships 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2067R]

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 

Premier League 

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL870]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2082]

Ellen [#11078]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2013R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL869]

NBC4 News at Noon

Ellen [#11077]

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2061R]

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2059R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL868]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2086]

Steve Harvey [2031R]

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL867]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2084]

Ellen [#11076]

NBC4 News at 5p

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2083]

Ellen [11044R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Blacklist

The Blacklist

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL866]

NBC4 News at Noon

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2088]

Ellen [#11079]

Dracula (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special Going 

for Gold 

Grimm

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

The Biggest Loser

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

The Blacklist

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Saturday Today

Dateline NBC

Saturday Night Live 

(Jimmy Fallon & Justin 

Timberlake) 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/13/14 Tue 1/14/14 Wed 1/15/14 Thu 1/16/14 Fri 1/17/14 Sat 1/18/14 Sun 1/19/14
start 

time
Aps V6 L So Cal (Paid 

Program) 

Larry King  V9 (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [113R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201403]
9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

NBC Sports Special USSA: 

SNB Grand Prix (12:19p)
12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-096]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-097]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-098]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-099]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-066]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-067]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-068]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-069]
2:30p

Steve Harvey [#2073] Steve Harvey [#2091] Going Roggin
Cp 1 V.5A/Cr  (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

NBC4 News Special Report 

Brush Fire (3:39p)

Steve Harvey jip [#2091] 

(3:34p)

Tree Fu Tom org sch 1/18 

[#103] 

Mb 4 V.7A/Cr  (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

Make Way for Noddy org sch 

1/18 [#104] 
On the Money [#1634] 4:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/18 [#126] 
Lazytown org sch 11/30 

[#308] 
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20109] Extra [#20110] Extra [#20111] Extra [#20112] Extra [#20113] Open House [#5235] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4526] Access Hollywood [#4527] Access Hollywood [#4528] Access Hollywood [#4529] Access Hollywood [#4530] LXTV: First Look [#3228] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Sean Saves the World 

(9:01p)
9:00p

Michael J Fox Show 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3228] 

(1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Open House [#5232] 1:30a

2:00a

V3 Nopalea W/Ch (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cp 1 V.5A/Cr  (Paid 

Program) 

Guthy Renker Gr 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC 

(Trapped) 

NBC Movie of the 

Week Bridesmaids 

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W906] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 

League Boston @ 

Chicago 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2025R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 

Premier League 

NBC Sports Special 

USSA: Freeskiing Grand 

Prix (11:31a)

Figure Skating U.S. 

Figure Smuckers 

Skating Spectacular 

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#11083]

Ellen [#11084]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Deadly 

Deceit) 

Grimm

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2053R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL875]

NBC4 News at Noon

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2064R]

NBC4 News Special 

Report Glendora 

Brush Fire 

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2080]

Ellen [#11082]

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

The Biggest Loser

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2068R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL873]

NBC4 News at Noon

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL872]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Steve Harvey [2066R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2063]

Ellen jip [#11080] 

NBC4 News at 5p

American Ninja Warrior

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL871]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News

Saturday Night Live 

Chicago P.D.

Saturday Night Live 

(Drake) new 

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Dracula (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2085]

NBC4 News

Today in LA 5am

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Days of Our Lives

Ellen [#11081]

NBC4 News at 5p

Chicago Fire

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 11pNBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Extra Weekend 

[#19432]

Figure Skating 

European Figure 

Skating 

Championships 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/20/14 Tue 1/21/14 Wed 1/22/14 Thu 1/23/14 Fri 1/24/14 Sat 1/25/14 Sun 1/26/14
start 

time
2/14 Los Angels (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [114R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201404]
9:00a

Tree Fu Tom 9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-101]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-102]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-103]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-104]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-105]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-071]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-072]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-073]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-074]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-075]
2:30p

Going Roggin On the Money [#1635] 3:00p

Guthy-Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) 
NBC Nightly News 3:30p

Make Way for Noddy org sch 

1/25 [#114] 

NBC Sports Chris Collinsworth 

Super Bowl Special 
4:00p

Lazytown org sch 1/25 [#111] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC4's NHL Stadium Series 

Pre-game Special
6:30p

Extra [#20115] Extra [#20116] Extra [#20117] Extra [#20118] Extra [#20119] Open House [#5236] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4531] Access Hollywood [#4532] Access Hollywood [#4533] Access Hollywood [#4534] Access Hollywood [#4535] LXTV: First Look [#3229] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Michael J Fox Show (9:01p) 9:00p

Sean Saves the World 

(9:31p)
9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3229] 

(1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Open House [#5233] 1:30a

2:00a

2/14 Los Angels (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
2/14 Los Angels (Paid 

Program) 

2/14 Los Angels (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W907]

Extra Weekend 

[#19438]

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W907] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 

League New Jersey 

@ NY Rangers 

NBC Sports Special 

USA Rugby Sevens 

NBC Specials Shaun White: 

Russia Calling 

The Blacklist

Saturday Night Live 

(Jonah Hill & Bastille) 

new 

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (In the 

Dead of the Night) 

Grimm

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2065R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

NBC Sports Special 

Auto Show 

NBC Sports Special USSA: 

Ski & SNB Recap 

NBC Sports Special USSA: 

U.S. Freestyle Cup (11:59a)

Steve Harvey [2043R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL880]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2072]

Ellen [#11089]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2070]

Ellen [#11088]

NBC4 News at 5p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2060R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL879]

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Steve Harvey [2039R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL878]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

The Biggest Loser

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL877]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2057]

Ellen [#11086]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2069R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2087]

Ellen [#11085]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL876]

Dateline NBC

NBC Sports Special 

USA Rugby Sevens 

Dateline NBC (Secrets 

& Lies) 

NBC4 News at 11p

NBC Sports NFL Pro 

Bowl 

Saturday Night Live Dracula (10:01p)

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

The Blacklist

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Steve Harvey [#2074]

Ellen [#11087]

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at 11p
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 1/27/14 Tue 1/28/14 Wed 1/29/14 Thu 1/30/14 Fri 1/31/14 Sat 2/1/14 Sun 2/2/14
start 

time
Nv500-8:W/Duste (Paid 

Program) 

2/14 Los Angels (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [119R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201405]
9:00a

Tree Fu Tom 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

Make Way For Noddy 10:30a

Going Roggin 11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-106]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-107]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-108]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-109]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-110]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-076]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-077]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-078]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-079]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-080]
2:30p

Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
3:00p

Mypillow Mpbbhy (Paid 

Program) 
3:30p

The Sochi Olympic Preview 

Show
4:00p

On the Money [#1636] 4:30p

NBC4 News at 5p NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20121] Extra [#20123] Extra [#20124] Extra [#20125] Open House [#5237] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4536] Access Hollywood [#4538] Access Hollywood [#4539] Access Hollywood [#4540] LXTV: First Look [#3230] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

Extra [#20122] 9:00p

Access Hollywood [#4537] 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look [#3230] 

(1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
Open House [#5235] 1:30a

2:00a

Nutrex2 Los Ang (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
2/14 Los Angels (Paid 

Program) 

2/14 Los Angels (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:08p)

Extra Weekend 

[#19444]

Meet the Press

Dateline NBC (Against 

All Odds & Kidnapped) 

NBC Movie of the 

Week Little Fockers 

(9:04p)

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W908] (1:32a)

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 

League Detroit @ 

Washinton 

Action Sports Red 

Bull Frozen Rush 

NBC Sports Special 

Incredible Dog Challenge 

NBC4 NewsNBC4 News

NBC Specials Best of 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon Primetime Special 

Saturday Night Live 

(Melissa McCarthy & 

Imagine Dragons) new 

Steve Harvey [2088R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Figure Skating NBC 

Skating Special - 

Tribute to American 

Legends of Ice 

Figure Skating Four 

Continents Figure 

Skating Championship 

Soccer Barclay's 

Premier League 

Steve Harvey [2082R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL885]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2093]

Ellen [#11094]

Steve Harvey [2086R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL884]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2098]

Ellen [#11093]

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2097]

Ellen [#11092]

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2084R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL883]

Steve Harvey [#2092]

Ellen [#11091]

State of the Union 

Address

The Biggest Loser

Steve Harvey [2083R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL882]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Hollywood Game Night

Hollywood Game Night

The Blacklist

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL881]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2062]

Ellen [#11090]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night

Dateline NBC
Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

NBC Specials SNL 

Sports Special 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Hollywood Game Night

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Today in LA 5am

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Dateline NBC (Mystery 

on Lockhart Road) 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Saturday Night Live 
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/3/14 Tue 2/4/14 Wed 2/5/14 Thu 2/6/14 Fri 2/7/14 Sat 2/8/14 Sun 2/9/14
start 

time
Nutrex2 Los Ang (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [94R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Today Show
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201406]
9:00a

Today Show (9:40a) On the Money [#1637] 9:30a

Guthy Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) 
10:00a

Guthy Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) 
10:30a

Justin Time org sch 2/8 

[#106] 
11:00a

Cp 1 V. 7A / Ne (Paid 

Program) 

Tree Fu Tom org sch 2/8 

[#107] 
11:30a

Talk Stoop in Park City 

[#0374]

Make Way for Noddy org sch 

2/8 [#115] 
12:00p

Open House [#5236] Lazytown org sch 2/8 [#117] 12:30p

Open House [#5238] 1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-111]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-112]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-113]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-114]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-115]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-081]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-082]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-083]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-084]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-085]
2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC4 News 6:30p

Extra [#20127] Extra [#20128] Extra [#20129] Access Hollywood [#4544]
Southern California’s Most 

Fascinating
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4541] Access Hollywood [#4542] Access Hollywood [#4543] The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p (11:03p) 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:36a)
1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Nv500-8:W/Duste 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 Late 

Night (11:38p)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(12:40a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 prime 

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W909]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News at 11p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 Late 

Night 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:25a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 

Premier League 

Extra Weekend 

[#19450]

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:05a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:05a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 Opening 

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL890]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2104]

Ellen [#11099]

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:36a)

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2101]

Ellen [#11098]

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2080R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL889]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2094]

Ellen [#11097]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC Specials How to 

Raise and Olympian 

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Steve Harvey [2073R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL888]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC Specials Olympic 

Preview Special 

The Biggest Loser

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL887]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2103]

Ellen [#11096]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Hollywood Game Night

NBC Specials Sports 

Illustrated Swimsuit: 50 

Years of Beautiful 

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2063R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL886]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W909]

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Today in LA 5am

Today - All Night 

(2:05a)

Steve Harvey [#2099]

Ellen [#11095]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Jimmy 

Fallon (12:36a)

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

Tonight Show with Jay 

Leno (11:35p)

Today Show
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/10/14 Tue 2/11/14 Wed 2/12/14 Thu 2/13/14 Fri 2/14/14 Sat 2/15/14 Sun 2/16/14
start 

time
Online Trading (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [118R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time
Channel 4 News 

Conference [#201407]
9:00a

Tree Fu Tom
Life Connected Special in 

Celebration of Black History 

Month 

9:30a

Lazytown On the Money [#1638] 10:00a

Make Way for Noddy
Meet the Press Remembers: 

World Leaders 
10:30a

LXTV: First Look The Road to 

Sochi [3229R] 
11:00a

Open House [#5237] 11:30a

Open House [#5239] 12:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-116]
12:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-117]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-119]
1:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-118]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-120]
1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC4 News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#4546] Access Hollywood [#4547] Access Hollywood [#4548] Access Hollywood [#4549] Access Hollywood [#4550] 7:00p

The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Open House [#5235] On the Money [#1638] Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 prime 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(12:43a)

NBC4 Movie 

Submarine 

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W910]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 [#5239]

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:32p)

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (12:02a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:02a)

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Extra Weekend 

[#19456]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:32p)

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (12:09a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:15a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2108]

Ellen [#11104]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11p

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (12:05a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:12a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2107]

Ellen [#11103]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:31p)

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (12:06a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:08a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2106]

Ellen [#11102]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:14a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:15a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2105]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

Days of Our Lives

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:31p)

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (12:06a)

Today in LA 5am

Steve Harvey [#2109]

Ellen [#11100]

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:31p)

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (12:06a)

Today in LA 5am

Ellen [#11101]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/17/14 Tue 2/18/14 Wed 2/19/14 Thu 2/20/14 Fri 2/21/14 Sat 2/22/14 Sun 2/23/14
start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Saturday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Make Way for Noddy org sch 

2/22 [#103] 
9:00a

Lazytown org sch 2/22 [#101] 9:30a

Olympic Winter Games 2014 

daytime pre-game encore 
10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

LXTV: First Look Sochi 2014 

New Winter Sports [3230R] 
11:30a

Open House [#5240] 12:00p

Justin Time org sch 2/22 

[#108] 
12:30p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 2/22 

[#109] 
1:00p

Access Hollywood Live jip 

[AHL899R] 

Olympic Winter Games 2014 

daytime highlight show 
1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-121]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-122]
2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
NBC4 News 6:30p

Access Hollywood [#4551] Access Hollywood [#4552] Access Hollywood [#4553] Access Hollywood [#4554] Access Hollywood [#4555] 7:00p

The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone The Olympic Zone 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

Growing Up Fisher (10:36p) 10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p About a Boy (11:05p) 11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-124]
3:00a

Olympic Winter Games 2014 

daytime pre-game 
Open House [#5238] 3:30a

Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-123]
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 prime 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(11:35p)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 prime 

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 daytime 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

encore 

NBC4 News at 11p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 Late 

Night 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:19a)

NBC4 News

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Extra Weekend 

[#19462]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W911]

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Soccer Barclay's 

Premier League 

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(1:31a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2102]

Ellen [#11109]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 Late 

Night 

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(2:17a)

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News at 11p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2115]

Ellen [#11107]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

(2:03a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014

The Tonight Show 

Starring Jimmy Fallon

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 encore 

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

Days of Our Lives

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 [#5239]

NBC4 News at 11p

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News

Days of Our Lives

NBC4 News at 11p

Steve Harvey [#2100]

Ellen [#11108]

NBC4 News at 5p

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night (1:01a)

Steve Harvey [#2110]

Ellen [#11105]

Olympic Winter 

Games 2014 daytime 

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night 

Today in LA 5am

Steve Harvey [#2095]

Ellen [#11106]

Olympic Winter Games 

2014 Late Night 

Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 2/24/14 Tue 2/25/14 Wed 2/26/14 Thu 2/27/14 Fri 2/28/14 Sat 3/1/14 Sun 3/2/14
start 

time
Nb V.10 Bogo / (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [99R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time 9:00a

Tree Fu Tom 9:30a

NBC4 News Special Report 

Swift Water Rescue (10:06a)
10:00a

Today Show (10:17a) 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-126]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-127]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-128]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-129]

Who Wants to be a Millionaire 

[MI12-130] (2:12p)
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-096]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-097]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-098]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-099]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-100]
2:30p

NBC4 News 3:00p

Make Way for Noddy org sch 

3/1 [#109] 
3:30p

Lazytown org sch 3/1 [#102] 4:00p

NBC Nightly News On the Money [#1640] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20145] Extra [#20146] Extra [#20147] Extra [#20148] Extra [#20149] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4556] Access Hollywood [#4557] Access Hollywood [#4558] Access Hollywood [#4559] Access Hollywood [#4560] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

About a Boy (9:01p) 9:00p

Growing Up Fisher (9:31p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Southern California’s Most 

Fascinating Olympians 
12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Destination 

New Orleans [#3231] (1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5239] 1:30a

2:00a

Tnwc-02Pd (Paid Program) 

(2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Nv500-8:W/Duste 

(Paid Program) 

Guthy Renker Cp 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Dateline NBC

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC 

(Nowhere to Hide & 

Secrets in the Mist) 

The Voice (9:04p)

Golf Honda Classic 

(12:20p)

41 Prosvent (Paid 

Program) 

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

National Hockey 

League Philadelphia 

@ Washington 

NBC4 News (8:11p)

Extra Weekend jip 

[#19468] (9:13p)

Saturday Night Live 

(Jim Parsons & Beck) 

new 

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W912] (1:32a)

Golf Honda Classic 

(12:01p)

National Hockey 

League Pittsburgh @ 

Chicago 

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Steve Harvey [2104R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

NBC Sports Special 

AT&T American Cup 

Gymnastics 

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2055R]

Ellen [11076R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Oscar 

Pistorius, The Race of His 

Life) 

Ellen [11042R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night 

(9:01p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2101R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2094R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL904]

NBC4 News at Noon

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2103R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL903]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2099R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL902]

Today Show

Today Show jip (9:09a)

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL901]

NBC4 News at Noon

Grimm

Hannibal (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

NBC4 News at 11p 

(11:08p)

Extra Weekend 

[#19468]

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Dateline NBC (The 

Wrong Man) 
Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2111]

Ellen [#11112]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2112]

Ellen [#11111]

The Blacklist (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2114]

Ellen [#11110]

NBC4 News at 5p

Today in LA 5am Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2042R]

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL905]
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/3/14 Tue 3/4/14 Wed 3/5/14 Thu 3/6/14 Fri 3/7/14 Sat 3/8/14 Sun 3/9/14
start 

time
Nv500-8:W/Duste (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [115R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time 9:00a

Tree Fu Tom 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

Make Way for Noddy 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-131]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-132]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-133]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-134]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-135]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-101]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-102]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-103]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-104]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-105]
2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

Ultimate Quarte (Paid 

Program) 
4:00p

On the Money [#1641] 4:30p

NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20151] Extra [#20152] Extra [#20153] Extra [#20154] Extra [#20155]
Guthy-Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4561] Access Hollywood [#4562] Access Hollywood [#4563] Access Hollywood [#4564] Access Hollywood [#4565] Open House [#5242] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

About a Boy (9:01p) 9:00p

Growing Up Fisher (9:31p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

About a Boy (1:02a) 1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Guthy-Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) (1:31a)
Open House [#5240] 1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

LXTV: First Look Winter 

Getaways [3228R] 
3:00a

Open House NYC 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Guthy-Renker Gr 

(Paid Program) 

Mypillow Mptopv 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 11p

Extra Weekend 

[#19474]

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

NBC4 News

Dateline NBC (Twist of 

Fate & Danger on 

Diamond Mountain) 

The Voice

National Hockey 

League Detroit @ NY 

Rangers 

Golf Cadillac 

Championship 

(11:53a)

Saturday Night Live 

Saturday Night Live 

(Lena Dunham & the 

National) new 

change to daylight 

savings time

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special 

Paralympics 

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W913]

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday 

Night Mystery (Miles 

From Nowhere) 

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (Something 

Wicked) 

Grimm

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2108R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Ellen [11085R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night 

(9:01p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2107R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL910] (11:04a)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2106R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show jip 

(10:12a)

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL909]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2069R]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2066R]

Ellen [#11114]

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2105R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL908]

NBC4 News at Noon

Steve Harvey [2109R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL907]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2047R]

Ellen [11025R]Ellen [#11113]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL906]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2083R]

Golf Cadillac 

Championship 

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Hannibal (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [2061R]

Ellen [11049R]

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today in LA 5am

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

The Blacklist (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today in LA 5am

Dateline NBC
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/10/14 Tue 3/11/14 Wed 3/12/14 Thu 3/13/14 Fri 3/14/14 Sat 3/15/14 Sun 3/16/14
start 

time
Nb V.10 Bogo / (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [116R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-136]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-137]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-138]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-139]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-140]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-106]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-107]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-108]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-109]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-110]
2:30p

Going Roggin
Guthy-Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) (3:01p)
3:00p

Great Getaway (Paid 

Program) 

Nb V.10 Bogo / (Paid 

Program) (3:31p)
3:30p

Lazytown org sch 3/15 [#106] 
Open House jip [#5243] 

(4:01p)
4:00p

Make Way for Noddy org sch 

3/15 [#111] 
On the Money [#1642] 4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20157] Extra [#20158] Extra [#20159] Extra [#20160] Extra [#20161]
Guthy Renker  G (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4566] Access Hollywood [#4567] Access Hollywood [#4568] Access Hollywood [#4569] Access Hollywood [#4570] Open House [#5243] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

About a Boy (9:01p) 9:00p

Growing Up Fisher (9:31p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Fitness 

Fanatic [#3232] (1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5241] 1:30a

2:00a

Derm Exclusive (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Cp 1 V 7B Em (Paid 

Program) 

Proactiv 14 V.2 (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Meet the Press

NBC4 News

The Voice

Believe

Crisis

National Hockey 

League Philadelphia 

@ Pittsburgh 

Golf Valspar 

Championship 

(11:59a)

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday 

Night Mystery (Toxic) 

Saturday Night Live 

(Drake) 

Steve Harvey [2102R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

NBC Sports Special 

Paralympics 

Steve Harvey [2100R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL915]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2090]

Ellen [#11118]

Steve Harvey [2115R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL914]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2124]

Ellen [#11117]

Steve Harvey [2095R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL913]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2123]

Ellen [#11116]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2126]

Ellen [#11115]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL912]

NBC4 News at Noon

Believe (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Steve Harvey [2110R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2116]

Ellen [11004R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL911]

Extra Weekend 

[#19480]

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W914] (1:32a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

NBC4 News at 5p

Believe

NBC4 News at 11p

Dateline NBC

Hannibal (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The House 

on Sumac Drive) 

Grimm

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Hollywood Game Night 

(9:01p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Chicago Fire

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5amToday in LA 5am

Golf Valspar 

Championship 

(11:20a)
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/17/14 Tue 3/18/14 Wed 3/19/14 Thu 3/20/14 Fri 3/21/14 Sat 3/22/14 Sun 3/23/14
start 

time
Omega Larry Kin (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [113R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

Today Show 7:00a
NBC News Special Report 

Presidential Statement (7:44a)
7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Justin Time 9:00a

Tree Fu Tom 9:30a

Lazytown 10:00a

Make Way for Noddy 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-141]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-142]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-143]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-144]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-145]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-111]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-112]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-113]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-114]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-115]
2:30p

Guthy-Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) (3:10p)
3:00p

Mypillow Mptopv (Paid 

Program) (3:40p)
3:30p

Justin Time org sch 3/15 

[#112] 

On the Money jip [#1643] 

(4:10p)
4:00p

Tree Fu Tom org sch 3/15 

[#112] 

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7401]
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20163] Extra [#20164] Extra [#20165] Extra [#20166] Extra [#20167]
Guthy-Renker Gr (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4571] Access Hollywood [#4572] Access Hollywood [#4573] Access Hollywood [#4574] Access Hollywood [#4575] Open House [#5244] 7:30p

Community 8:00p

Parks & Recreation 8:30p

About a Boy (9:01p) 9:00p

Growing Up Fisher (9:31p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Newsworthy 

Spots [#3233] (1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5242] 1:30a

2:00a

Nopalea Crp $6. (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Derm Exclus Tal (Paid 

Program) 

Guthy-Renker Gr 

(Paid Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Meet the Press

Golf Arnold Palmer 

Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard 

NBC4 News

The Voice

American Dream 

Builders

Believe

Extra Weekend 

[#19486]

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC Sports Special USSA: 

U.S. Alpine Championships 

Golf Golf Digest 

Equipment Issue 

NBC Sports Special 

Paralympics 

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday 

Night Mystery (In Broad 

Daylight) 

Saturday Night Live 

(Jonah Hill & Bastille) 

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Golf Arnold Palmer 

Invt'l Presented by 

Mastercard 

Ellen [#11123]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (At Close 

Range) 

Grimm

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2055R]

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2042R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL920]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2071]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2119]

Ellen [#11122]

NBC4 News at 5p

Hollywood Game Night 

(9:01p)

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Steve Harvey [2111R]

Today Show

Today Show (8:11a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL919]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL918]

NBC4 News at Noon

Chicago Fire

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Steve Harvey [2112R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2122]

Ellen [#11120]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2114R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL917]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show jip (7:51a)

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL916]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2117]

Ellen [#11119]

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2120]

Dateline NBC

Crisis

NBC4 News at 11p

Crisis

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W915] (1:32a)
Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

The Blacklist (10:01p)

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Hannibal (10:01p)

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Parenthood

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Ellen [#11121]

NBC4 News at 5p

Revolution

NBC4 News at 11p

Today in LA 5am
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/24/14 Tue 3/25/14 Wed 3/26/14 Thu 3/27/14 Fri 3/28/14 Sat 3/29/14 Sun 3/30/14
start 

time
Hurricane Mop V (Paid 

Program) 
5:00a

Black Enterprise Business 

Report [120R]
5:30a

Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Today in LA 6am Sunday Today 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

The Chica Show 8:00a

Noodle and Doodle 8:30a

Today Show Justin Time 9:00a

Today Show jip (9:37a) Tree Fu Tom 9:30a

Today Show Lazytown 10:00a

Today Show jip (10:32a) Make Way for Noddy 10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-046]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-047]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-048]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-049]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-050]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-066]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-067]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-068]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-069]

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-070]
2:30p

Going Roggin 3:00p

41 Prosvent (Paid Program) 
Cp 1 V. 7B /New (Paid 

Program) (3:16p)
3:30p

Sc 6 V.5/Cr (Paid Program) 

(3:46p)
4:00p

Open House: George to the 

Rescue [#7402]
4:30p

NBC4 News NBC4 News 5:00p

NBC Nightly News NBC Nightly News 5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams

NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20169] Extra [#20170] Extra [#20171] Extra [#20172] Extra [#20173]
Cp 1 V. 7B /New (Paid 

Program) 
7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4576] Access Hollywood [#4577] Access Hollywood [#4578] Access Hollywood [#4579] Access Hollywood [#4580] Open House [#5245] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

About a Boy (9:01p) 9:00p

Growing Up Fisher (9:31p) 9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

NBC4 News at 11p 11:00p

11:30p

NBC4 News (11:35p) 11:35p

Going Roggin 12:00a

12:30a

LXTV: First Look Brunch 

[#3234] (1:02a)
1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
Open House [#5243] 1:30a

NBC News Special Report 

President Obama at the Vatican 

(2:13a)

2:00a

Today - All Night
Derm Exclusive (Paid 

Program) (2:32a)
2:30a

1st Look (3:02a) 3:00a

Open House NYC (3:32a) 3:30a

Early Today Early Today Early Today Early Today 1st Look Open House NYC (4:02a) Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a Today in LA 430a
Omega Larry Kin 

(Paid Program) 

Cp 1 V 7B Em  (Paid 

Program) 
Today in LA 430a 4:30a

Extra Weekend 

[#19492]

Meet the Press

National Hockey 

League Boston @ 

Philadelphia 

Golf Valero Texas 

Open (12:23p)

NBC4 News

Dateline Saturday 

Night Mystery 

(Reversal of Fortune) 

Saturday Night Live 

(Louis C.K.) new 

Steve Harvey [2090R]

Saturday Today

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Action Sports World of 

Adventure 

Golf Valero Texas 

Open 

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W916]
Ellen [11098R]

NBC4 News at 5p

Dateline NBC (The 

Mystery on Bridle Path) 

NBC4 News Special 

Report 5.1 Earthquake 

(9:16p)

Hollywood Game Night

Hollywood Game Night

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2124R]

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL925]

NBC4 News at Noon

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL924]

NBC4 News at Noon

Law & Order: Special 

Victims Unit

Chicago P.D. (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2123R]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2127]

Ellen [11077R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC News Special Prince 

Harry's South Pole Heroes 

NBC4 News at 11p

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2126R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show (concert 

series: Shakira) 

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL923]

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Steve Harvey [2116R]

Today in LA 5am

Today Show

Today Show

Today Show

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL922]

NBC4 News at Noon

The Voice

The Blacklist (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today Show (7:15a)

Access Hollywood 

Live [AHL921]

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2125]

Ellen [#11124]

NBC4 News at 5p

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2118]

Ellen [11096R]

NBC4 News at 5p

NBC4 News at 11p

Crisis

NBC4 News

The Voice

American Dream 

Builders

Believe

Today In L.A. 

Weekend

Meet the Press

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Saturday Night Live Chicago Fire

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Steve Harvey [#2130]

Ellen [11102R]

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Today in LA 5am

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Days of Our Lives

Parenthood

Today in LA 5am

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2128]

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Access Hollywood 

Weekend [W916] (1:32a)

Dateline NBC
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KNBC Los Angeles - 1st Qtr 2014 Schedule*
* subject to change   Contact: David Bright  818-684-3417

Updated: 04/02/14

start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

2:00p

2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

6:00p

6:30p

7:00p

7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

4:00a

4:30a

Mon 3/31/14
start 

time

5:00a

5:30a

Today in LA 6am 6:00a

7:00a

7:30a

8:00a

8:30a

9:00a

9:30a

10:00a

10:30a

11:00a

11:30a

12:00p

12:30p

1:00p

1:30p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-051]
2:00p

Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire [MI12-056]
2:30p

3:00p

3:30p

4:00p

4:30p

5:00p

5:30p

NBC4 News at 6p 6:00p
NBC Nightly News w/Brian 

Williams
6:30p

Extra [#20175] 7:00p

Access Hollywood [#4581] 7:30p

8:00p

8:30p

9:00p

9:30p

10:00p

10:30p

11:00p

11:30p

11:35p

12:00a

12:30a

1:00a

Last Call with Carson Daly 

(1:37a)
1:30a

2:00a

2:30a

3:00a

3:30a

Early Today 4:00a

Today in LA 430a 4:30a

NBC4 News at 5p

The Voice

Late Night with Seth 

Meyers (12:36a)

Steve Harvey [2117R]

Today Show (concert 

series: Pitbull) 

Today Show

Today Show

NBC4 News at Noon

Days of Our Lives

Steve Harvey [#2140]

Ellen [#11125]

The Blacklist (10:01p)

NBC4 News at 11p

The Tonight Show Starring 

Jimmy Fallon (11:35p)

Today - All Night 

(2:07a)

Today in LA 5am

Access Hollywood Live 

[AHL926R]
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